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Abstract	
The thesis, “Maintaining our rage: inside Australia’s longest-running music video 
program”, takes a reflective and reflexive narrative journey across the decades of 
rage, from its 1987 creation through to the program’s current incarnation, providing 
unique insider perspectives and affordances. 
Australia’s longest-running music video program is also, arguably, the most 
sustained such program globally (Bodey, 2012; Helper, 2012). Despite its longevity, 
there has been scarce scholarly analysis of rage, and of what has underpinned its 
unusual endurance; many music video programs have come and gone during the 
program’s long-held tenure. How has rage survived the vicissitudes of network 
programming – particularly within the capricious space of music video programming 
- and maintained its cultural place and role, for more than a quarter of a century?  
The significance of this research is that it explores rage’s unusual durability, 
examines the program’s unique elements, and answers three key research questions: 
What has been the history of rage as a program and a cultural entity? What has been 
the cultural significance of rage? How did rage create a shift within the music 
industry ecology of Australia? 
This thesis presents an insider’s account of rage, exploring it within its ABC TV and 
public broadcasting context. As an insider’s history, it aligns with the tradition of 
ABC program makers documenting programs, program making, the ABC’s cultural 
politics, and the ABC experience.  
This historical study of rage examines the program from the inside, presenting the 
accounts of its program makers, aided by the perspective of an embedded researcher. 
As rage’s Series Producer, from 1995 to 2008, the author has a deep personal, 
biographical, and professional association with the program. Accordingly, the 
study’s qualitative methodological approach acknowledges personal perspective, 
individual knowledge, and subjectivity. The researcher’s position – biographically 
situated writer-as-interpreter presenting the perspective of the insider - has been 
triangulated and balanced by the established research methods of: writing as 
research, semi-structured interviews, and archival research. 
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Maintaining our rage: inside Australia’s longest-
running music video program. 
Introduction	
 
      
  Do not go gentle into that good night. 
  Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
                Dylan Thomas, “Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night” 
                         (Thomas, 1937).  
 
This work is a historical study of rage. rage is Australia’s longest-running music 
video program, having begun in 1987, and the consensus among available sources is 
that it also represents the world’s longest-running music video program (Bodey, 
2012; Helper, 2012). rage - the program makers have traditionally styled the 
program’s title without capitalisation - has a historical and ongoing role as a key 
programming, exhibition, and distribution context for music video. The program 
represents a vigorous and enduring music and media product (Giuffre, 2011, 7).  For 
more than a quarter of a century it has delivered a flow of music videos to its 
audience, in an idiosyncratic manner. “Rage’s presentation of music videos is what 
makes the show unique” (Giuffre, 2009, 52).  
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Figure 1.1 rage’s program logo. 
rage began as a simple, minimal, host-less program that placed the music video form 
in the foreground, and it has, essentially, continued as it started. Its longevity, and the 
audience affection surrounding rage, sees this enduring Australian program 
maintaining an iconic place within the cultural landscapes of popular music, 
television, media, and popular culture.  
However, academic examination of rage is largely absent from the extensive body of 
work on music video and music television, most of which focuses on the MTV 
[Music TeleVision] network. Despite the significance of the program’s longevity, 
and its unique programming elements, it has progressed in a largely unexamined 
manner. Fragments of rage’s story can be found within a sparse collection of 
scholarly works, and within a larger body of journalistic work, but this fragmented, 
discontinuous narrative is insufficient given the program’s cultural significance.  
The primary motivation for this research project has been the desire to 
comprehensively document, closely examine, and more fully illuminate this 
culturally significant Australian program. This in-depth qualitative study addresses 
the rage research gap and shines a spotlight on the program.  It reveals the program’s 
history, takes us inside its particular world, ABC environment and production 
culture, and it examines the program’s place and role within its wider cultural 
context. This thesis seeks to answer three key research questions: What has been the 
history of rage as a program and a cultural entity? What has been the cultural 
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significance of rage? How did rage create a shift within the music industry ecology 
of Australia? 
Historical	echoes:	“maintain	your	rage”	to	“maintaining	our	rage”	
The linking of the words “maintain” and “rage” is evocative of the drama of the 
moment in Australia’s history when Prime Minister Gough Whitlam (in the wake of 
his government’s 1975 dismissal from office), called upon all Australians to 
“maintain your rage” (Kelly, 1976; Whitlam, 1979). The words “maintain”, 
“maintained” and “maintaining” have often been employed in relation to the rage 
program; they have been used by the program makers during media interviews, 
employed by journalists (Chunn, 1998; Dwyer, 2007; Knox, 2012), and utilised by 
academic Liz Giuffre (Giuffre, 2009).   
Throughout rage’s time on air, its program makers have sought to protect and 
preserve the essential specificities, and unique identity, of Australia’s most enduring 
music video program.  I have chosen the thesis title Maintaining our rage, and to 
utilise the words “maintain”, “maintained” and “maintaining” within this thesis, 
because these words are evocative, resonant, and appropriate to a program that has 
tended towards maintaining its classic nature, its simplicity and minimalism, and its 
consistent central focus on music video, music, and musicians.      
The	insider	perspective	
This thesis presents an insider’s account of rage. It engages with the theoretical work 
of David Hesmondhalgh and Sarah Baker, aligning with their approach of presenting 
and examining the personal perspectives and insights of creative labourers within the 
cultural production sphere (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011).  
This thesis also acknowledges the works of Pierre Bourdieu on cultural production 
(Bourdieu, 1993, 1996), and it aligns with Hesmondhalgh’s (2006) viewpoint 
regarding Bourdieu’s use and understanding of the term “cultural production”.   
It is perhaps worth clarifying from the outset that by ‘cultural production’ 
Bourdieu intends a very broad understanding of culture, in line with the 
tradition of classical sociology, including science (which in turn includes 
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social science), law and religion, as well as expressive-aesthetic activities 
such as art, literature and music (Hesmondhalgh, 2006, 212).   
As Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) discuss, the specificity of “cultural production” 
involves its opposition in relation to other forms of “production” (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker, 2011, 54). Cultural production involves the collective production of ideas and 
meaning, with cultural products having the capacity to influence societies (Bourdieu, 
1993, 1996; Hesmondhalgh, 2006; Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011). Cultural 
production, within this thesis, refers to the broad range of cultural practices involving 
creative labourers participating in the production and dissemination of cultural 
artefacts, most often within the non-traditional labour environments of the “creative 
industries”, including film, television and music (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 54 
- 55). “Creative labour”, as Hesmondhalgh and Baker argue, is fundamental to the 
concept of cultural production (ibid, 55). To Hesmondhalgh and Baker, cultural 
producers are creative labourers who have the capacity to “make texts”, and to 
“circulate” these texts/cultural artefacts, more or less widely, generally within the 
context of ‘the media’, with the intention to “inform, edify and/or please audiences” 
(ibid, 59). 
This thesis also engages with John Thornton Caldwell’s work on production culture, 
industrial reflexivity and critical practice within film and television production 
environments (Caldwell, 2008). Caldwell argues that those engaged in making films 
and television programs are often also involved in workaday forms of critical 
thinking, cultural theorising, and “cultural sense-making” (Caldwell, 2008, 14 - 19). 
Caldwell’s view, that practitioner narratives and insider accounts enrich our 
knowledge of cultural productions, underpins this research. Accordingly, it offers 
insider perspectives and affordances, presenting and examining the personal 
knowledge of rage’s creator, key production participants, key ABC players, and 
music and media industry stakeholders.  
This thesis aims to illuminate rage as a production and a cultural entity, but it also 
aims to contribute to our understanding of the experiences of creative labourers 
within television production, music television, the online context, public service 
broadcasting, and the ABC. This work is rooted in the tradition of former and current 
ABC presenters and program makers writing insider accounts (Neighbour, 2012; 
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Bowden and Borchers, 2006; Dempster, 2000; Williams, 1996; Molomby, 1991). In 
their ABC accounts, Quentin Dempster and Tom Molomby offer personal narratives 
in order to provide insight into the ABC’s inner workings, aspects of its history as an 
organisation, its production culture, its cultural politics, and the nature of the ABC 
experience. Within Dempster’s and Molomby’s accounts, their personal, 
biographical and professional stories act to centre the narrative, and to anchor their 
examinations of the ABC. Their narratives, and the narrative offered within this 
thesis, are specific to the personal and professional journeys of the narrators, but they 
also speak to wider issues including the difficulties and challenges inherent within 
public service broadcasting, and the tensions related to creativity versus commerce, 
managers versus makers, creative autonomy, worker satisfaction, achievement, 
progress and survival, within the insecure environments surrounding television and 
media.  
Within my narrative, I present rage’s history, from the perspective of a participant 
creative practitioner, in order to illuminate the program and its production culture, its 
place within the ABC ecology, and the experience of creative labour within the rage 
and ABC context. This thesis joins with the established tradition of ABC’s program 
makers offering insider perspectives, and it aligns with the approach taken by 
Dempster and Molomby. It offers an insider’s perspective on aspects of the ABC, or, 
more specifically, on aspects related to rage, and the making of rage, within the 
ABC.   
In order to establish the legitimacy of the narrative being presented here, the 
legitimacy of the narrator should first be established. Who is offering this narrative 
about rage and the ABC? Who am “I” to tell you this story?  
In March 1995, I began producing and programming rage (and I would continue in 
this role until December 2008). During my first week, Stephanie Lewis, the outgoing 
rage producer and programmer, entrusted me with what was known as the rage 
Bible. The program’s bible was a text that explained how to produce rage. As 
Caldwell notes, many television writers, creators and producers have TV series 
“bibles”; ‘bibles’ exist “to serve as blueprints or lexicons” (Caldwell, 2008, 16). In 
1995, this was simply a black cardboard document folder, titled and labelled “rage 
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Bible”, containing a collection of notes, partly hand-written and partly typed, that 
collectively functioned as a ‘user guide’ to producing rage.  
The rage Bible is part of what has been rage’s largely secret history. Much of the 
hidden knowledge about the program exists within such artefacts and fragments, and 
within the memories of the program’s creator, producers and programmers, and other 
key players and associates.  
My journey, as Series Producer/Head Programmer from 1995 to 2008, and the 
journey of rage are undeniably interlinked. Our stories are deeply connected. I  
function within this thesis as the narrator of rage’s story; a narrator who is deeply 
familiar with the research setting, having been immersed and embedded within it for 
close to fourteen years. My professional life has involved a long-term immersion in 
the world of rage and this particular music television iteration has dominated my 
professional world, and my creative practice.  
This thesis extends from, and expands upon, my first book about rage, Real Wild 
Child: An Insider’s Tales From The rage Couch (Gee, 2010).  However, just as the 
Real Wild Child book, or indeed that simple, functional guide known as the rage 
Bible, did not attempt to fully encapsulate the program, this thesis does not pretend 
or presume to be a definitive rage bible. However, intellectually, professionally, 
personally and emotionally, it does represent my rage testament. It presents a 
significant amount of what I know, and what I have learnt, about rage.   
In presenting this work I could simply argue that I am a legitimate, credible key 
participant, who has been embedded within rage’s culture, is qualified to tell the tale, 
has studied the program deeply and intensely, and who now, as researcher and 
narrator, reports findings that are credible, reliable, and dependable, due to my 
legitimacy as a source, and the legitimacy of my other sources. However, such an 
argument would oversimplify and distort a complex situation. Any effort to 
accurately and comprehensively report on rage is fraught with difficulty. The 
outsider is unlikely to gain a full and deep understanding of the program. The insider 
deals with other issues related to the depth of their immersion in the research setting.  
A deeper-level access to information and hidden knowledge brings with it clear 
advantages. An immense amount of what I know about the program derives from my 
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immersion in its environment. However, immersion creates attachment and 
emotional involvement. For me, the attempt to dispassionately capture, clarify, and 
illuminate rage within the pages of a thesis would represent a problematic and 
challenging endeavour. I have accumulated a knowledge base about the program but 
I also have a strong sense of attachment to it. No matter how industriously I have 
worked to recall, recapture, examine, re-examine, analyse, and accurately describe, 
my efforts will necessarily be coloured by my own personal and emotional journey 
through rage. My personal and professional history inevitably informs my 
interpretation; it colours and shapes my view. Pre-postmodernist notions of detached, 
forensic, impersonal, scientific scholarly objectivity, and of objective, cool-headed, 
dispassionate dissection of data, no longer resonate within our postmodern or 
perhaps post-postmodern world. Such notions are particularly untenable when a 
researcher is so close to their subject matter. My experience of rage has uniquely 
informed and shaped this thesis. This study will inevitably be shaped by my history, 
my preferred narrative, and my closeness to the program.  
rage is a public broadcasting program that emerges within this thesis as a cultural 
entity with a personality, a character, and an identity. rage is minimalist, music 
video-centred, music-focused, musician-focused, multi-genre, alternative in its 
primary music focus yet inclusive, Australian yet international, democratic, 
participatory, nonconforming, occasionally brash and vulgar, irreverent, and 
idiosyncratic. rage’s personality, character and identity are explored and examined 
within this thesis but its specificities, and its personality, character and identity, are 
actually apparent every time that the program goes to air. To an extent, rage speaks 
for itself, every time it is broadcast. However, rage cannot entirely speak for itself. 
An aspect of my role at rage was my duty to speak for the program. During these 
years, for publicity purposes and within the ABC, I acted as the program’s principal 
spokesperson. I was its voice and, within this thesis, I am rage’s voice again. In this 
endeavour, to be its ‘true’ voice, and in my attempt to capture the heart, soul, 
character, and ‘truth’ of rage, I will inevitably fall short. However, this thesis seeks 
to capture some part of what rage is, and what it means. As its Series Producer, I 
always endeavoured to maintain rage:  to allow it to remain authentic, faithful to its 
origins, consistent in terms of its identity, minimalist approach, and music-focused 
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singularity. I always endeavoured to let rage be rage. Within this thesis, the 
approach, and the narrative style, will reflect the program’s identity. Within these 
pages, I hope to continue to let rage be rage. 
Brief	outline	of	the	introductory	chapter	
This introductory chapter contextualises the thesis. The first sections have presented 
the research, and the key research questions, and outlined the project, describing 
rage, the researcher’s background, the motivation and aims of the research, and the 
role of the researcher. The next sections outline the general research approach and 
then proceed to give greater definition to, and provide additional detail about, the 
specific research approach and the methodology. This is followed by sections that: 
outline the available literature, discuss the research gap to be addressed, consider the 
significance, scope and contribution of the research, and present definitions of the 
research’s key terms. The last section provides an overview of the remaining 
chapters of the thesis. 
The	general	research	approach	
This thesis is the major output of a qualitative research project undertaken by a 
“biographically situated” researcher (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). Norman Denzin 
and Yvonna S. Lincoln suggest that every researcher acts as a “biographically 
situated” researcher; they argue that every research project is influenced by the 
researcher’s biographical background, individual history, and personal perspective 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 1 - 28; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). Denzin and Lincoln 
assert that the biographically situated researcher stands behind every interpretive 
study (Denzin and Lincoln, 1998, 23; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 1 - 28), and that the 
researcher’s idiosyncratic perspective, and the way that each researcher operates 
within a belief structure, informs their viewpoints and actions (ibid, 2000, 19 - 28). 
The qualitative researcher is a researcher who is appropriately conscious of the 
factors that inform their way of looking at the world; the researcher proceeds through 
the research process “with paradigm and personal history in hand” (ibid, 21). 
Denzin and Lincoln argue that knowledge is constructed within a context and each 
researcher has their own way of seeing the world that shapes their research. In 
undertaking qualitative research, the researcher’s position, perspective, personal 
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history, and beliefs must be identified and declared at the outset.  In order to provide 
a level of transparency to the research, the researcher’s personal history needs to be 
acknowledged and interrogated. The researcher can then move forward with their 
personal history and individual perspective having been declared and made 
transparent (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 1 - 28; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). The 
researcher, having duly foregrounded their personal history, perspective, and 
paradigm, can then discreetly retreat to the background.   
However, within this thesis, the researcher’s personal perspective is declared at the 
start, and it continues to be made fully explicit throughout. My professional, personal 
and emotional journey actively forms the spine of this historical study and, as with 
Dempster (2000) and Molomby (1991), acts to centre its narrative. 
To Edward Hallett Carr (1987) any historical study is uniquely shaped by the writer 
of that history (Carr, 1987, 7 - 55). As Carr argues, any history, in fact, all history, is 
a matter of interpretation (ibid, 23).  Although I acknowledge that Carr’s works have 
been contentious, as well as influential, I accept his view that absolute objectivity is 
not possible, and that any history is shaped by the author’s selection and 
interpretation of data (Carr, 1987). Each of us interprets from our own unique and 
individual perspective. I recognise my subjectivity and acknowledge that this 
historical study presents my interpretation of rage’s history.  
The	specific	research	approach	and	methodology	
In essence, this qualitative research work utilises the perspective of an active, 
primary participant and as such it inevitably presents a very particular perspective. 
This is rage’s story as told by a key participant; it presents the particular perspective 
and interpretation of an insider. This insider position (researcher as a member of the 
group being studied), clearly offers key advantages related to understanding the 
group’s culture, and bringing prior knowledge to the research process, but it also 
shapes perspective and interpretation. As Malterud (2001) argues: 
A researcher's background and position will affect what they choose to 
investigate, the angle of investigation, the methods judged most adequate 
for this purpose, the findings considered most appropriate, and the 
framing and communication of conclusions (Malterud, 2001, 483 - 484).  
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My role as insider has been significant in shaping the research approach and the 
methodology. 
This thesis acts as a vehicle for traversing the rage territory using a qualitative 
“biographically situated” writer-as-interpreter approach, as discussed by Janesick, 
Denzin and Lincoln (Janesick, 1998; Janesick, 2003; Denzin and Lincoln, 1998; 
Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). 
Valerie J. Janesick (2003) asserts that “qualitative research design is an act of 
interpretation from beginning to end”, argues for the central importance of the “art of 
writing”, and stresses the necessity for passionate, imaginative thought and 
communication. Janesick asserts that the act of writing the research is crucial to the 
act of making sense of the data, and to achieving research aims and objectives. She 
argues that writing is research and that every qualitative researcher focuses on the 
crucial activities of “description and explanation” (Janesick, 2003, 46 - 79).  
Clearly description, explanation, interpretation, and creativity, must be combined 
with rigour, diligence, and clarity in order for valuable and compelling research work 
to emerge. The researcher’s rigour of research approach and clarity of research 
reporting are essential factors. As Janesick discusses, the rigour of the research is 
dependent on a number of factors including: the choice of data, the handling of data, 
the process of data analysis, and the clarity of description and credibility of 
explanation. To Janesick, the perplexing problem that emerges from the use of 
qualitative approaches relates to long-established research traditions and the 
imperatives of validity, reliability, dependability, and generalizability. Janesick 
makes a strong argument that these terms are referents most relevant to the 
quantitative paradigm and asserts that alternative terms, concepts and meanings are 
required when discussing qualitative research (Janesick, 2003, 69).  
Validity in qualitative research has to do with description and 
explanation and whether or not the explanation fits the description. In 
other words, is the explanation credible? In addition, qualitative 
researchers do not claim that there is only one way of interpreting an 
event. There is no one ‘correct’ interpretation (ibid).  
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To Janesick, qualitative research compares to the act of choreography and the 
qualitative approach allows for complexity, context, originality, and passion 
(Janesick, 1998, 53). Denzin and Lincoln describe qualitative research as being 
“endlessly creative and interpretive” (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008, 34). The qualitative 
researcher constructs qualitative interpretations; the writer-as-interpreter recreates 
and constructs (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008, 34 - 35).  
This research employs “writing as research” as a key research method (Janesick, 
2003, 46 - 79; Richardson and St. Pierre, 2005, 959 - 978). This thesis aligns with the 
views of Laurel Richardson and Elizabeth St. Pierre that writing about a subject is 
thinking about a subject, and that writing acts as a means to make sense of our 
worlds, and to produce theory and knowledge (Richardson and St. Pierre, ibid). 
Within this research, writing has functioned as a method of inquiry, a method of 
discovery and analysis, and a means of thinking and knowing (ibid). This research 
uses the writing as research method to examine rage’s history, to construct 
interpretations, and to produce knowledge. 
The study has been a vehicle for considering the program’s development and 
evolution, describing and explaining the program and its history, and for unearthing, 
examining and presenting knowledge held by key players and stakeholders. It has 
been a vehicle for closely examining my knowledge, for gathering knowledge and 
additional data, for analysing the limited documentation that exists, for considering 
the established theories on rage, and for discussing the history, specificities, cultural 
significance, and role, of the program.  
The thesis documents my personal and professional journey through the rage 
territory in order to illuminate the program, and also the experience of creative 
labour within the rage context. This particular approach is employed to communicate 
the nature of my experience of making the program within the ABC.  
The research design has fully acknowledged the researcher’s deep connection to the 
subject matter. The research sources are, of course, multiple, but my personal and 
professional knowledge has been the starting point for this project. My knowledge of 
this very particular territory has acted as a jumping off point for this reflective and 
reflexive historical study of rage.  
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Data	collection	strategies	and	interpretation	of	data	
Research data for this thesis has been collected using collection strategies including: 
information gathering via semi-structured research interviews and information 
retrieval of relevant documents and material from various tape, print and online 
sources. The rage Archives, the ABC’s Document Archives and the National 
Archives of Australia (NAA) have represented rich sources of data. 
A particularly fertile cache of material (a major research resource), is held within the 
minds of the program’s creator, and its key program makers, and that particular 
cache of knowledge had been waiting to be unearthed, examined, and presented. This 
project has focused on unearthing and uncovering this hidden knowledge. The 
researcher has drawn upon a substantial and sustained background within rage and 
the ABC in order to inform research that is grounded within the established 
qualitative methods of writing as research, semi-structured interviews, and archival 
research.   
It is critical that my research approach and methodological frame take full account of 
my particular perspective and embedded insider position as researcher. Refracted 
through the evaluative process of the biographically situated researcher and attendant 
methodological frame (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, 31), my perspective has brought 
with it insider affordances and insights. To interpret and communicate the research 
data I have performed in the writer-as-interpreter role, as described by Janesick, 
Denzin and Lincoln (Janesick, 1998, 2003; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, 37 - 74). 
This thesis stands as a work of well-informed interpretation originating from a 
writer-as-interpreter with a credible background as an industry professional and 
insider within the worlds of rage, music television, the music industry, television 
production, public broadcasting, and the ABC. 
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The	interviews	
This research project has involved drawing on personal knowledge, and it has 
focused on bringing information and knowledge to light. Considering the 
researcher’s background it has been reasonable and justified to adopt a 
biographically situated, writer-as-interpreter, and writing as research approach in 
order to closely examine and document the researcher’s knowledge of the program, 
and to illuminate the experience of making the program. It has also been reasonable 
and justified to complement this data with research interviews, with key participants 
and stakeholders, in order to produce research that represents combined knowledge.  
I began the project with assumptions and theories developed during many years of 
immersion in the research setting. These assumptions and theories have been tested 
within the context of the research interviews. The juxtaposition of the researcher’s 
perspective with that of other key players has provided the opportunity to confirm or 
challenge the researcher’s assumptions and theories, and it has offered additional 
insight and perspectives.  
Hesmondhalgh and Baker note that the relationships between creative worker and 
creative product tend to be personal and emotional in nature (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker, 2011, 185). The interview process has functioned to extract information, ideas 
and theories, but the interviews have also been a means to access the emotional realm 
and they have facilitated exploration of the feelings that rage’s creative workers and 
associates have towards the program.  
The interviews underpinning this research were conducted between 2013 and 2014. 
During that period, I conducted semi-structured research interviews with 22 
participants with insider knowledge and involvement. Selection of interviewees 
involved gathering a mixture of participants in order to achieve a balance of 
perspectives:  
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Figure 1.1 Research interview stakeholder groups (NB: segments shown are not 
proportional). 
 
The interview participants have included the program’s creator, key ABC 
participants, key production participants, including programmers and producers, 
other production staff and associates, including online and technical producers, 
music industry and ABC players, and musicians. Unearthing information from these 
sources has been central to the project; the knowledge, observations and theories of 
the interviewees represent key primary research data. This part of the project has 
employed qualitative analysis in assessing the interview data. The interviews have 
enriched this research and further guaranteed the originality of the research work. 
Brief	outline	of	the	available	literature	
Critically, discussions of rage are scarce to non-existent. The program is a significant 
music video context that has remained largely absent from the body of scholarly 
work on music video and music television. There are numerous scholarly works on 
music video and music television but the scholarly focus has predominantly been on 
the ubiquitous US-based cable network MTV, with music video contexts beyond 
MTV having generally evaded critical attention.  
rage 
 Creator 
 Producers/Programmers 
ABC 
Radio/triple j  Music industry 
Production 
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ABC key players 
 Musicians 
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Music video remains a vibrant cultural form but, beyond the ardent 1980s critical 
interest in music video, scholarly follow-through has been limited, despite its 
persistence and pervasiveness as a cultural form. Broader theoretical discussion on 
music video and music television has largely stagnated. With the scholarly 
momentum diminished and the theorisation of music video and its contexts having 
faltered, the accepted ideas remain largely unchallenged, leaving MTV as the form’s 
hegemonic context.  
The literature and contextual review contained within this thesis demonstrates how 
MTV dominates the scholarly work in this subject area and how music video 
programs, channels and networks beyond MTV have been given much less 
consideration. However, the review acknowledges that some efforts are being made 
to move the discussion into territory beyond MTV (Vernallis, 2013; Keazor and 
Wübbena, 2010, Pegley, 2008; Beebe and Middleton, 2007).  
The review argues that critical re-evaluations that challenge the dominant positioning 
of MTV as the context for discussion of music television and music video would 
provide a clearer picture of music video’s contexts. It identifies research gaps within 
this area of scholarship and argues that consideration of contexts beyond MTV is 
central to an expanded contextual analysis. It argues that consideration of the role of 
rage is long overdue. Only a minimal amount of scholarly documentation exists, 
with the 1980s and 1990s scholarly works of Sally Stockbridge containing rage 
references and some consideration, Matthew Hancock (2006) contributing an article 
on rage, and Liz Giuffre (2009, 2011) contributing an article, and a thesis chapter. 
Broadly speaking, the program’s evolution, development, and ongoing role have 
largely gone undocumented in true historiographical terms. 
The	literature:	conclusion	
rage is potentially a rich source of information on, and insight into, Australia’s 
musical life, popular culture, popular music, music video, music television, the 
online context, production cultures, public broadcasting in Australia, and the cultural 
politics of the ABC. It is fertile territory that has been left largely unexplored. For 
more than a quarter of a century, rage has disseminated music videos to its audience, 
but its activities, functions, specificities and significance remain under-discussed and 
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largely unexamined. Beyond occasional newspaper and magazine articles, television 
reviews, and material unearthed and presented on air during rage’s birthday specials, 
much of the program’s history is mysterious, hidden, and unknown.  
To date, there has been insufficient scholarly work on rage. Prior to this endeavour, 
it has not been the subject of a substantial research work. The major motivating 
factor for this research has been the desire to more fully acknowledge and document 
rage, “a unique platform for music in Australia” (Giuffre, 2009, 40).   
The	research’s	significance,	scope	and	contribution	
The major aim of this research is to address the research gap surrounding the 
placement and role of rage. The program represents a culturally significant entity 
worthy of scholarly consideration, and this thesis examines rage’s journey, reveals 
its specificities as a program and a cultural entity, considers the distinctive 
specificities that have factored into its unanticipated longevity, and speculates about 
its future. The significance of this research is that it addresses the rage research gap. 
This research project, like any research project, has necessarily had limitations 
placed upon its scope and breadth. The research has limited itself in its scope to an 
in-depth consideration of rage. It has not attempted to develop a picture of the 
activities of other music television programs, channels and networks worldwide. It 
considers MTV and Canada’s MuchMusic channel, and acknowledges other 
Australian music programs, to ensure that rage is not discussed in isolation. These 
other music video contexts provide a comparative framework. 
The focus of the study has narrowed to an emphasis on the program’s enduring 
specificities, its identity, its production culture and the creative labour experience of 
its program makers, cultural significance, and role within Australia’s musical and 
cultural life, including its effect on the music industry ecology. The study has not 
placed a great deal of focus on matters such as the program’s technical production 
methods, general production techniques, transmission activities, specific day-to-day 
procedures, administration, management, and financing.  
The project has involved research interviews with those identified by the researcher 
as key players in relation to rage. The thesis places a strong emphasis on the 
“creative labour” experiences (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011) and “cultural sense-
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making” (Caldwell, 2008, 14 - 19) of rage’s program makers (as the key players in 
creating and shaping the program, and in influencing its industry reputation and 
cultural position). Interview participants were necessarily limited to key rage 
players, and not all of the program’s production staff, former or current, were 
interviewed. Interview participants did include some ABC executive and 
management players (including Conroy, Shrimpton, and Robinson). However, 
management viewpoints were not explored in detail. I acknowledge that I decided 
not to attempt to interview the ABC managers who represented my direct opponents 
during my final years at rage (specifically, Gibson, Duthie, and Earle). The task of 
attempting to interview these potential participants was deemed overly-problematic. 
The interview data had the potential to be compromised and too heavily mediated 
(due to the interviewer’s personal and emotional involvement). If this research had 
been conducted by a personally-uninvolved and emotionally-detached outsider 
researcher then such a researcher could have chosen to interview any potentially 
relevant participants without these issues arising.  I acknowledge that my insider 
position created a situation that represents a limitation to the scope of the research. 
As I was conscious of this limitation, and the omission of certain viewpoints, I 
attempted to address the issue by conducting comprehensive and broad-ranging 
interviews across the ABC and the music industry.  I would argue that the omission 
of certain viewpoints can be considered an acceptable limitation of this research, and 
that the value provided by an insider, embedded researcher can be viewed as 
outweighing the limitation imposed by that researcher’s personally-involved 
position.  
This thesis presents a detailed, intensively researched, insider perspective on an 
iconic Australian music program and, as such, it provides an original contribution to 
the field of study. This research also contributes to the dialogue on television 
production cultures and creative labour, the ABC and its cultural politics, public 
service broadcasting, and music television entities. This research documents a 
distinctive music video context beyond the established MTV context. It broadens the 
knowledge base by illuminating an alternative music video context, thereby 
contributing to theory development within this field.    
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Definition	of	key	concepts	
There are two key concepts which are central to this thesis: music video and music 
television. For the purposes of this research, these concepts should be understood in 
relation to the following definitions:  
Music	video	
Music video involves the creation of filmic works that are visualisations of songs and 
music. This composite cultural form represents a convergence of popular music, 
film, television, photography and advertising. Music video’s raison d’être is the 
promotion of songs and artists (Railton and Watson, 2011, 1; Goodwin, 1992, 27).  
However, this cultural form, and music industry promotional form, is also a form of 
commercial art (Turim, 2007). Music videos exhibit a potential to transcend their 
primary purpose and to become a form that blurs the remaining tenacious 
demarcations between popular culture and high art. 
Music video has deep roots within various musical performance incarnations, and it 
has a number of filmed music antecedents (Negus, 1996, 86 - 98; Mundy, 1999, 
Goodwin, 1992, 1 -71). It is a cultural form that has developed and evolved, moving 
through various pivotal stages of development (Mundy, 1999). Music video can be 
viewed as currently being in a transitional phase due to its recent change of principal 
context; it has largely moved its focus from music television to the online 
environment. For the purposes of this study, music video should be understood to 
largely refer to creative works which originate with musical artists, record 
companies, artist managers and similar entities/individuals and which can be deemed 
‘official’ music video releases approved by the musical artist (some of which may 
originate with amateur filmmakers and/or fans of the artist/artists).   
Music	television		
Music television has been the traditional delivery technology for music video and the 
term is used in reference to television networks, channels and individual programs 
where their primary content is understood to be music videos (with other forms of 
filmed music performance also likely to be part of the programming). Music 
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television and the music industry are interdependent entities and their relationship is 
one of mutually beneficial connection.  
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Chapter	overview	
This overview presents a synopsis of the research narrative that this thesis follows 
and describes how the thesis is structured. Beyond this introductory chapter, the 
thesis consists of five further chapters. In Chapter 1, I review the relevant literature 
on music videos and music television, critically assess the available scholarly work 
on rage, assess other relevant works, and consider the research context. Based on this 
review and assessment, a research gap is identified and the driving force behind the 
study is presented. This chapter asserts that documenting rage is a worthwhile 
scholarly endeavour because of the uniqueness, longevity and significance of the 
program. It asserts that documenting rage will contribute to the dialogue on 
television production cultures and creative labour, public service broadcasting, the 
ABC, and Australian television. It also situates my research within the broader 
research endeavour of documenting music video contexts beyond MTV in order to 
provide a fuller picture of music video’s contexts.     
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are narrative chapters and each focuses on various decades of 
rage. Within these chapters the voices of the program’s creator, its key producers and 
programmers, key ABC players, music industry players, and musicians combine 
within a narrative about rage. The narrative thread follows the program from its 
beginnings in 1987, through the late 1980s, the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, taking us 
from rage’s creation through to its current incarnation on television and within the 
contemporary digital mediascape.  
In Chapter 2, the first decade of rage, from 1987 to 1996, is explored. I discuss the 
1987 ABC context, the origins of rage, the program’s creation, the opening and 
closing titles and distinctive program breakers, the program’s launch, the initial 
reaction, the building of audience and credibility, the wider environment surrounding 
the program, the specific rage production culture, and the development and evolution 
of the program’s specificities.  
In Chapter 3, the second decade of rage, from 1997 to 2006, is explored. I discuss 
the new online context, digital changes within the ABC, and rage’s relocation and 
then ‘collocation’ with ABC Radio at ABC Ultimo. The arrival of the website is 
discussed and the evolution of the brand is examined. The program’s relationships 
with the Recovery program and JTV/Triple J TV are considered. rage’s evolution 
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within its second decade is examined and its changing production culture within the 
ABC Ultimo environment is assessed.  
In Chapter 4, the third decade of rage, from 2007 to the present, is explored. In this 
chapter, I discuss the expansion of the program’s activities, and its endurance within 
a challenging context. The place of rage within the ABC is considered and the level 
of creative independence during this period is discussed. rage’s cultural place within 
Australia at the time of its ‘Silver Jubilee’ is assessed.  Finally, the program’s 
relevance, role, significance, and continuing viability, are considered.  
In Chapter 5, “Making Sense of rage”, the discussion of the findings is expanded 
and rage’s cultural significance and role is examined. 
Finally, the Conclusion contains a reflective evaluation of the research and suggests 
further research directions and agendas.  
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Chapter	1	
Literature	and	Contextual	Review	
Introduction/Background	
rage’s principal content and primary focus has always been, and continues to be, 
music video. To properly assess the scholarly works focused on the program, and 
before engaging with the available literature about rage, it is imperative to critically 
assess the wider research context surrounding the program, particularly the debate on 
the music video form, and the music television medium. Both form and medium have 
been subject to intense academic scrutiny. Andy Warhol once declared that 
“everyone wants to make music videos!” (Warhol, quoted in Kinder, 1984, 2). At the 
time of Warhol’s declaration, it also appeared that everyone – at least within certain 
sectors of academia – wanted to debate, or to denounce, music video. In the 1980s, 
music video attracted immense attention, predominantly due to the arrival of 
radically new delivery technology in the form of MTV (Music TeleVision).  
The cable television channel MTV launched in 1981, placing music video in the 
forefront of popular culture and media consciousness. Within this early 1980s 
context, specific terminology for both medium and content stabilised (with ‘music 
television’ being the medium and its principal content being ‘music video’). The 
term ‘music video’ generally began to replace previous and alternative terms such as 
‘video clip’,  ‘film clip’, ‘music clip’, ‘filmed insert’, ‘rock (pop) video’, ‘rock (pop) 
clip’ and ‘promotional (promo) video’ (although some of these other terms are still 
used to some extent and in certain contexts). Music video, a composite cultural form 
representing a convergence of popular music, film, television, photography and 
advertising, has been provocative and contentious. The resounding academic clamour 
provoked by music video, and the MTV context, has been described by Goodwin as 
“an enormous (one might say operatic) cacophony” (Goodwin, 1992, 4).  
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Music	video,	music	television,	and	the	MTV	cacophony	
During the 1980s, MTV generated an abundance of academic works as scholars from 
multiple fields, including cultural, communications, media, film, literary, sociology 
and psychology disciplines, focused on the MTV context, and its content, and 
speculated on what could be learnt from music video and music television. In an era 
where MTV existed inescapably in the zeitgeist, its central content inexorably came 
to the fore. Music video represented an intriguing and provocative blend of filmic 
creativity, popular music performance, and promotional activity, involved 
commercial motivation combined with experimental filmmaking, and exhibited 
scholarly promise as a potentially rich source of information on our postmodern 
psyche, culture, society, and politics. As Railton and Watson (2011) acknowledge, 
music video and music television appeared to be subjects through which to explore 
wider themes and theories. 
This nascent critical interest promised not only to elucidate the formal 
and political properties of music video, but also to provide a space in 
which many of the tenets of film, media and cultural studies could be 
rethought (Railton and Watson, 2011, 3). 
Both the form and medium became focal settings for a variety of postmodern 
arguments and viewpoints. Theorists employed an MTV-focused lens to recast and 
reassess the dominant theories of the 1980s (ibid). Scholars examined music video 
and MTV, predominantly placed them within the theoretical context of 
postmodernism, and created the cacophonous and often contradictory body of 
scholarly analysis and criticism referred to by Goodwin. As Railton and Watson 
assert, the dominant theory was postmodernism, Baudrillard was the “High Priest”, 
and MTV was the practice (ibid). MTV’s arrival propagated a robust academic 
reaction but, in the words of Frith (1988), analysis of music video also occasioned 
the production of “more scholarly nonsense than anything since punk” (Frith, 1988, 
205). Goodwin notes that:   
The promotional music video has generated an extraordinary amount of 
textual analysis; it has also attracted readings that refract it through a 
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remarkably diverse set of metaphors, concepts, and fields of theory 
(Goodwin, 1992, 3).  
Mundy (1999) confesses to feeling bemused by the nature, level and tone of the 
initial scholarly response to music videos on MTV which he describes as “almost 
unprecedented” (Mundy, 1999, 223). He argues that the dominant 1980s version of 
the illustrated song form, music video on music television, represents one of a series 
of musical performance and music/screen incarnations.  
The music video form has deep roots within various forms of musical performance 
including opera (Kleiler and Moses, 1997, 13), vaudeville and staged musicals 
(Brown, 2009, 212 - 213), early musical films, most notably The Jazz Singer (1927) 
(Mundy, 1999, 32 – 81; Negus, 1996, 86; Allan, 1990, 2 -14), and early rock and roll 
films such as The Blackboard Jungle (1955), The Girl Can’t Help It (1956) and 
Jailhouse Rock (1957) (Mundy, 1999, 82 - 126). As Mundy argues, music video has 
a number of antecedents and a range of musical performance and screen/music 
incarnations have contributed to the narrative of music video’s development (Mundy, 
1999).   
I want to suggest that music videos and music television “make sense” 
when they are seen as part of a larger continuity, a process of ideological, 
technological and industrial convergence between popular music and the 
screen that has been underway throughout the [20th] century. From this 
perspective, music video can be seen as a further development in the 
visual economy of popular music (Mundy, 1999, 224). 
Mundy traces music video’s formative filmic seeds back to the early 20th century, 
acknowledges Oskar Fischinger’s 1920s animated musical films as a crucial starting 
point, and discusses Panoram Soundies, the Scopitone video jukebox, Hollywood 
musicals, the filmed musical performances of Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan, The Beatles, 
The Who, and The Monkees, the music clip for Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody”, 
Bandstand and the early music television programs that featured video 
experimentation. Mundy details the variety of cultural forms involving song 
illustration that existed long before music television was conceptualised, and 
carefully contextualises music video and MTV within the history of music on screen 
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(Mundy, 1999). In Mundy’s view, the music video form, as screened during MTV’s 
earliest years, should be viewed as a further development within a process and as 
demonstrably less than new (Mundy, 1999, 224). 
Mundy, Reiss and Feineman (2000), Fraser (2005), Herzog (2007) and Austerlitz 
(2007) all conceptualise music video as a form that developed decades before music 
television was created (Mundy, 1999; Reiss and Feineman, 2000, 13; Herzog, 2007, 
30 - 58; Fraser, 2005, 3 - 30; Austerlitz, 2007, 7 - 30).  In the light of Mundy’s work, 
and of the general body of work on music video’s antecedents and development, it 
appears that the 1980s explosion of academic activity centred on music video was 
principally a response to the medium rather than the message/content. MTV 
propelled its principal content into the glare of the scholarly spotlight and provoked 
the ‘almost unprecedented’ commentary and criticism described by Mundy. The 
catalyst for all of this critical activity appears to be that the newly-arrived MTV, 
within its initial format, seemed to present a flow of music videos within an 
enticingly postmodern context. 
The postmodern paradigm dominated discussion; music video was generally 
represented as a postmodern form, and very often as the postmodern form. Cultural 
theorists tended to focus on music video as an indicator or manifestation; it was 
employed to symbolise and define the postmodern cultural condition. Kaplan (1987) 
asserts that: 
Thematically and aesthetically the videos gather up into themselves the 
previously distinct art modes, with their corresponding iconography, 
world views, myths, ideologies, specific techniques; they create out of 
western cultural history a kind of grab-bag to dip into at will (Kaplan, 
1987, 89).  
Film theorists tended to focus on how music video fit, or did not fit, into accepted 
frameworks. Kinder (1984) negatively contrasts “postmodernist” music video with 
historical film surrealism; “this postmodernist pop surrealism uses dream images to 
cultivate a narcissism that promotes our submission to bourgeois consumerism” 
(Kinder, 1984, 5). Wollen (1986) asserts that music video “exemplifies in capsule 
many of the cultural traits which have given rise to the idea of post-modernism” 
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(Wollen, 1986, 167). He stresses the idea of a correspondence between the defining 
characteristics of postmodernism, and what he views as the dominant characteristics 
of music video (including appropriation, eclecticism, fragmentation, parody, and 
pastiche) (Wollen, 1986, 168).  
A scan of the scholarly works reveals that music video and music television tend to 
exist within these writings as a means to an end; they are employed to illustrate 
postmodernism and/or illuminate cultural change and/or interrogate issues 
surrounding representations of gender, sexuality, and race. Questions relating to 
music video’s postmodernism, authenticity, validity, worthiness, politics of 
representation, cultural effects, the  meanings of its major texts, its status as a filmic, 
musical or artistic form, and its influence on popular music, and on its audience, have 
been paramount within the passionate, diverse debate.  
The desire to understand and explain music video qua music video 
rapidly gave way to a range of other priorities. Perhaps the most 
noticeable of these was the desire to read music video, or more precisely 
music television, as variously a symptom of, or product of, or 
synonymous with, postmodern culture (Railton and Watson, 2011, 3). 
Within the early scholarship on music videos, and MTV, certain preoccupations 
dominate, including: postmodern elements, the politics of representation, the male 
gaze, voyeurism, MTV’s alleged sexism and racial bias, nihilism, the meaning and 
impact of visuals, MTV’s televisual flow, and the particular filmic and aesthetic 
elements. The views have varied widely depending on the discipline and the 
perspective of each theorist. Goodwin (1992) chronicles a range of music video 
theorists to illustrate the range and diversity of opinion: 
Music videos have been read as though they might be best understood as 
cinematic genre (Holdstein, 1984; Mercer, 1986), advertising 
(Aufderheide, 1986), new forms of television (Fiske, 1984), visual art (J. 
Walker, 1987), “electronic wallpaper” (Gehr, 1983), dreams (Kinder, 
1984), postmodern texts (Fiske, 1986; Kaplan, 1987; Tetzlaff, 1986; 
Wollen, 1986), nihilistic neo-Fascist propaganda (Bloom, 1987), 
metaphysical poetry (Lorch, 1988), shopping mall culture (Lewis, 1987a, 
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1987b, 1990), LSD (Powers, 1991), and “semiotic pornography” 
(Marcus, 1987) (Goodwin, 1992, 3).   
Goodwin (1992, 1993) and Straw (1988, 1993) challenge the dominant 
characterisation of music video and MTV as postmodern. Straw argues against 
conceptualisations of music video as a decentred and fragmentary form (Straw, 1988, 
247-266; Straw, 1993, 2 - 19).  Goodwin argues that many aspects of music video 
that have been explained by the application of postmodern theory can be more 
accurately understood when music video is placed within its music industry and 
musical performance contexts, and when its role and purposes are given proper 
consideration (Goodwin, 1992; Goodwin 1993, 37 - 56). To Goodwin, “when music 
television is understood in relation to music and the music industry, the arguments of 
postmodernism falter” (Goodwin, 1992, 182).   
In her analysis of the prominent theorists, Vernallis (2007) addresses the central 
arguments of what she describes as the first and second generation of music video 
theorists. Vernallis’ first generation, including Kinder (1984), Kaplan (1985, 1987) 
and Tetzlaff (1986), placed great stress on the allegedly postmodern visual properties 
of the form and “emphasized the discontinuity and strangeness of music video, along 
with its departure from traditional ways of organizing visual materials” (Vernallis, 
2007, 111). Vernallis’ second generation, including Fiske (1989), Lewis (1990) and 
Goodwin (1992), “dismissed the earlier readings by stating that they were inattentive 
to the institutional modes of production and historical practices of musical 
performance” (Vernallis, ibid). The second generation of theorists moved music into 
the foreground and began to locate music video and music television within the 
popular music and music industry context.  
Goodwin argues that an understanding of the context in which this content is created, 
released and consumed, and the purposes of the content, is crucial to comprehending 
the nature of music video and music television (Goodwin, 1992). Arguably, any 
examination of music video and music television must acknowledge the popular 
music and music industry context, however, too myopic a focus on the industry 
context and the promotional purposes can create a tendency to negate the cultural, 
musical and artistic value of music video, and a tendency to question the validity of 
discussing the form and/or its contexts. As Railton and Watson (2011) argue:  
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Music video’s raison d’être as a promotional device has had a number of 
significant consequences for the way that it has been studied and 
conceptualised (Railton and Watson, 2011, 1).   
Despite the pressures and commercial imperatives that surround it, music video 
exhibits the potential and capability to transcend its central purpose and defy 
expectations. Many would be quick to stress that the potential of music video to 
transmute into art often goes unrealised, that many videos play to the most abject and 
demeaning aspects of culture, and that numerous music videos cannot, as Negus and 
Street (2002, 248) maintain, lay credible claim to being works of art, but it is 
apparent, as discussed by Vernallis (2002, 2004, 2007, 2008), Hanson (2006) and 
Turim (2007), that music videos exhibit a potential for highly creative and 
experimental work, and a striking capability to transcend their primary purpose and 
become a form that blurs the remaining tenacious demarcations between popular 
culture and high art.  
Shuker (1994) notes that postmodernists have viewed music video as: 
Exemplifying the collapse of distinctions between art and the 
commercial, the aesthetic and the unaesthetic, and the authentic and 
unauthentic (Shuker, 1994, 24).  
Under the postmodern paradigm, these distinctions have collapsed or become 
blurred; no cultural form or medium should be privileged above others. However, the 
promotional objective of music video and music television has tended to test 
postmodern principles. Although many would argue that in the 21st century we have 
moved beyond notions of high and low culture, and beyond so-called ‘high-culture’ 
texts being privileged above others, it often appears that an overarching Orwellian 
postmodernism may be operating (under which some texts are more equal than 
others). As Reiss and Feineman (2000) argue, music video tends to be more sternly 
judged than other cultural forms and is measured by an iniquitous standard (Reiss 
and Feineman, 2000, 23).   
Negus and Street (2002) suggest that music video is a form that had proved, by the 
early 2000s, to be unworthy of sustained consideration. To Negus and Street, its 
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scholarly promise appeared to be unfulfilled (Negus and Street, 2002, 245 - 248); the 
“(postmodern) video revolution” had faltered and failed (ibid, 248). As Negus and 
Street’s comments illustrate, the intensely contested music video and MTV debates 
eventually quietened, with passion and enthusiasm seemingly giving way to 
disillusionment and disappointment. Music video, alleged ultimate postmodern form, 
had moved from being intensely examined to being generally ignored, rejected and 
neglected. Music video and MTV, over-burdened, over-theorised, inflated, conflated, 
weighted down with hyperbole, intensive textual analysis and hyper-criticism, had 
moved out of the scholarly spotlight and faded into near darkness.  
Arguably, music video, and its television and online contexts, continue to offer 
scholarly promise, particularly as they continue to reflect culture, society and our 
current moment, but music video, and its dominant MTV context, had, by the early 
2000s, become unfashionable, and seemingly unworthy, scholarly subjects, despite 
the resilience and continuing popularity of the music video form. As Railton and 
Watson observe: 
This narrative of critical atrophy is all the more surprising, and all the 
more ironic, when recounted alongside a parallel narrative, a narrative 
which tells of music video’s unbridled success as a popular cultural form 
(Railton and Watson, 2011, 3). 
Beebe and Middleton (2007) question the near complete abandonment of this field of 
study and assert that music video, and its range of contexts, remain worthy and 
relevant objects of study (Beebe and Middleton, 2007, 6). MTV has arguably been 
over-explored while other contexts have remained hidden and unknown.  
There has been an implicit equation of MTV with music television, as if 
analysis of MTV could stand in for an analysis of all other marginal 
stations and programs that show music videos (Beebe and Middleton, 
2007, 8).  
Beebe and Middleton argue that alternative contexts can no longer be ignored (Beebe 
and Middleton, 2007, 9). A move beyond MTV, towards other delivery contexts, and 
more international perspectives, may reveal new facets of music video and its 
contexts.  
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MV2.0:	New	Digital	Contexts	
Music video’s dominant delivery technology has traditionally been broadcast based 
music television and the cultural form has become synonymous with music television 
and MTV. However, broadcast music television, as well as MTV’s dominance, has 
subsided since the early 2000s.  
Kot (2009) describes an immensely significant moment in popular music’s online 
revolution; a moment that led to a decade of crisis and transformation in the music 
industry. 
In the summer of 1999, an eighteen year-old college dropout became the 
most feared pirate in the music industry. Huddled for weeks in an office 
in Hull, Massachusetts, with his Dell notebook, Shawn Fanning had 
feverishly tapped out the source code for a free download tool called 
Napster (Kot, 2009, 25).  
Kot asserts that with the arrival of the digital file-sharing service Napster, the internet 
“morphed into a threat to the biggest entertainment industry in the world” (ibid). 
Since 1999, the digital shift has been immense, and the global impact on the music 
industry has been conspicuously apparent. Music television, particularly commercial 
music television, has been significantly affected, due to critical factors ranging from 
declining music industry budgets and revenues, through to market and audience 
fragmentation.  
As discussed by Vernallis (2010) and Kinskey (2011), music video experienced 
boom periods in the 1980s and 1990s, entered a period of relative torpor in the 
2000s, and then rebounded somewhat in the 2010s (Vernallis, 2010, 253; Kinskey, 
2011, 15 - 16). Music video has largely shifted from its traditional broadcast context; 
music videos are now disseminated and accessible in a variety of ways beyond music 
television. As these shifts progress, music television may come to be viewed in the 
same way that video jukeboxes are now seen (as quaint delivery technology). The 
seismic shift of the topography of music video has largely gone undiscussed and 
undocumented and the number of recent scholarly publications on music video and 
its contexts is limited. However, technological developments and the growing 
convergence of music video and the internet have sparked a certain amount of new 
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scholarly analysis, most notably the works contained in the collections of Beebe and 
Middleton (2007) and Keazor and Wübbena (2010), and the new scholarly work 
from Vernallis (2013). The combination of rapid online developments, and the fact 
that the critical white heat surrounding music video seems to have passed, means that 
discussion of the state of music video and its contexts remains somewhat limited. 
However, the two collections, and Vernallis’s recent work, have gone some way 
towards opening up the discussion and bringing music video and its contexts back 
into the spotlight. 
Beebe and Middleton (2007) and Keazor and Wübbena (2010) represent recent 
scholarly attempts to reframe and re-contextualise music video. Within the Keazor 
and Wübbena collection, Vernallis (2010) captures the uncertainty of music video’s 
position in the 2010s. Vernallis argues that, given the new contexts, and the changing 
form, the very act of attempting to define ‘music video’ has become challenging. She 
suggests that new terminology is largely absent: 
Music videos have always blended genres, incorporated other media, and 
adopted experimental techniques, but now indicators of production, 
reception and intent go missing. While commonsense definitions of 
“music video” no longer hold, no other term has taken its place 
(Vernallis, 2010, 234).  
Within an environment where online-focused musical-visual works are emerging and 
succeeding, the older definitions and boundaries have become uncertain. Burgess and 
Green (2009) cast light on participatory online video culture, with its mix of 
professional, semi-professional, amateur and pro-amateur works, and reveal how 
YouTube has rapidly “become normalized as part of the mediascape” (Burgess and 
Green, 2009, 16). This ‘normalization’ has been seen as representing the end of 
music video. There have been a number of mass media suggestions that the video 
star has been ‘killed’ (with the internet perhaps wielding YouTube as its murder 
weapon). As Sibilla observes, popular debate on music television focuses on its 
allegedly deathly state (Sibilla, 2010, 225-232). Music television has clearly lost 
much of its potency and it is often suggested that the music video has burned out, and 
that, in general, music has largely switched mediums, causing music television and 
music video to fade away.   
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However, a scan of music video viewing figures tells a different story. Music video 
currently represents immensely popular content on YouTube and other video-sharing 
sites. As Vernallis states: 
Music video is making a strong global comeback because of YouTube... 
As the site’s number one streamed content, music video consumption is 
dramatically up (Vernallis, 2010, 235).  
The Vevo service, dedicated exclusively to music videos, was ranked in comScore’s 
2012 digital ratings as the #1 YouTube channel in the U.K (Radwanick, 2012). In the 
2011 comScore ratings, Vevo was #1 in the U.K and #2 in the U.S (comScore, 
2011). ComScore’s 2012 ratings for Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia and The Philippines 
rank Vevo in overall second position among the top video destinations (below 
Google Sites and above Facebook) (comScore, 2012). Music video remains a much-
watched filmic form with the global figures for online music video viewing 
providing confirmation of its enduring position within popular culture. Music video 
continues to be a potent presence within our digital world. 
It’s the perfect form to quickly set the pulse of our daily lives as well as 
grab a moment’s respite while websurfing or engaging in repetitive work. 
We may even look to music video clips on YouTube to match the pulse 
of today’s world: perhaps in our heteroglot, diversified, but linked 
environment, we hope music video clips will help world citizens find a 
shared rhythm (Vernallis, 2010, 235). 
Music video consumption is not, as might be assumed, fully focused on new 
material. The viewing figures and the level of discussion of older videos available on 
YouTube would indicate that this relocation of medium has reignited interest in the 
contents of the dustier recesses of the music video vaults. Music video has generally 
been regarded as an ephemeral form but the internet has transmuted its contexts and 
impacted on its characteristics and longevity.  
Retro video and new independent works have consistently found a place on rage and 
these varieties of music video are now widely circulated online. As Railton and 
Watson (2011) state:  
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Put simply, music videos now no longer, if they ever did, come and go 
with the release schedule of the song they promote. Indeed, the new and 
the old, the classic and the contemporary, increasingly circulate, and are 
re-circulated, alongside one another in the present moment of the screen 
(Railton and Watson, 2011, 6).  
Music video now finds itself existing within an extended, reshaped context, far 
beyond that of MTV. However, the theorisation of music video and the academic 
views on the form have consistently been shaped by MTV (with MTV frequently 
being conflated with music television). The ultra-commercial MTV context, and 
especially the ultra-repetitive programming that dominated the channel’s early days, 
loomed large within early theorisation; this MTV-based concept of music television, 
and the initial theories, still continue to dominate. There are alternative delivery 
contexts, and there has been a digital alteration to the landscape, but examination of 
music video outside of the commercial music television context remains limited. 
Music video shifts its shape dependent on how, and from where, it is seen. Placed in 
its different contexts, including public television, internet blogs, websites of 
independent musical artists, art gallery music video exhibitions, Directors Label 
DVDs (Fidler, 2007), Vimeo, Vevo, and YouTube, music video alters in its 
dimensions and meanings.  
Sibilla (2010) claims that traditional music video forms have been supplanted by 
“new music video”, been “re-mediated”, and “techniques, technologies and social 
forms of the traditional medium have been transferred and re-adapted to a new digital 
space” (Sibilla, 2010, 230). Vernallis (2013) discusses the continuing evolution of 
the music video form within digital contexts and the “YouTube-ification” of music 
video (Vernallis, 2013, 14). To Vernallis, the music video world continues to be “a 
hothouse environment densely saturated with experimentation” (ibid, 35). Within its 
current digital context, music video is transitioning and adapting – again.  
This new music video of the 2010s – which I term MV2.0 (Music Video 2.0) - 
appears to have responded to the online environment in which it now locates itself. It 
has shifted mediums and appears to have done what it always tends to do: it has 
adapted to survive and to maintain currency in a highly competitive environment. In 
the 21st century, music video appears to have negotiated with its new context, 
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extended its longevity, proliferated online, and exhibited resilience as a cultural 
form. The current state, nature and shape of music video and its contexts remains 
underexplored but the world of itunes, Vevo, Vimeo and YouTube is a world where 
music video – or MV2.0 – is not only surviving but flourishing. Deeper examinations 
of alternative music video contexts, such as YouTube, Vevo, Vimeo and rage, 
contexts beyond the traditional commercial music television context exemplified by 
MTV, offer opportunities to re-contextualise music video and its delivery contexts.  
Conclusion:	the	state	of	the	debate	on	music	video	and	its	contexts		
This section of the literature review has traced the scholarly narrative regarding the 
subject of music video and music television, highlighted the major theorists, and 
considered the more recent, most relevant works. The search for music video, as it 
exists within critical analysis, has largely unearthed a dusty cultural artefact shaped 
by theorists focused on MTV, and on music television’s potential as a means to 
present and illuminate a postmodern world. The debate has been passionate and 
diverse and there have been an abundance of scholarly works. However, despite this 
abundance, the field of music video studies appears to be a field that never really 
was. Its major works represent, as Railton and Watson suggest, evidence of “a half-
forgotten moment of enthusiasm and vitality” (Railton and Watson, 2011, 3).  
A key argument of this review is that music video experienced a period of being 
intensely academically fashionable but the intensity of this attention, which followed 
the launch of MTV, faded as that decade progressed. The key scholarly concerns of 
the 1980s and 1990s remain in place, with debate seemingly close to suspended. The 
form itself also appears as though it is suspended in time; as though it is a 
phenomenon seemingly best understood through an MTV lens and from a 1980s 
perspective. In the extended wake of the earliest scholarly work on the form, music 
video continues to be discussed within a hegemonic context of postmodernism. 
Contemporary postmodernity is persistently illustrated through the ubiquity of the 
music video (with the music video form often argued to be the distillation of 
McLuhan’s characterisation of television content operating as a ‘cool medium’ that is 
affect-less in contrast to the ‘hot medium’ of cinematic immersion) (McLuhan, 
1964). The collection from Beebe and Middleton (2007) demonstrates this 
continuing tendency. To Beebe and Middleton: 
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Music video itself would have been considered by McLuhan a very 
‘cool’ media form, in that its generally fragmentary and incomplete 
narrative structures compel the viewer towards greater interaction with 
the text, filling in the gaps him or herself (Beebe and Middleton, 2007, 
3).  
Beyond the persistent trope of music video as ultimate postmodernist, ‘cool’ media 
form, the other 1980s ways of thinking about music video and MTV remain 
entrenched. This area of research has been overwhelmed and effectively stalled by its 
period of intense academic popularity and this review contends that the cacophonous, 
now faded, level of music video debate has been detrimental to music video and 
music television research.  What remains is a ubiquitous ideological model that, in 
contrast to the form itself, has not been continually reshaped and reinvented in 
keeping with new contexts. As Vernallis (2007) argues, it is time for new 
terminology, new thinking, and new contexts. It appears that consideration of music 
video and its contexts needs to shift beyond the original MTV-centric boundaries of 
debate, to new, alternative contexts and territories, and into the 2010s. Scholarly 
work on alternative contexts, including rage, is due.  
Other	contexts:	moving	beyond	MTV	and	towards	rage	
Recent Australian research on music video contexts is rare. Stockbridge (1987, 1988, 
1989, 1991, 1992, 1994) is the most notable Australian voice within the debate; her 
academic work focuses largely on the Australian music video industry, and on the 
Australian music television context of the 1980s and 1990s. Stockbridge (1992) 
observes that, beginning in the 1950s, popular music content has been abundant on 
Australian television. She notes that the 1980s were an unusually fertile period for 
music television and suggests reasons for this:  
Video music programs, which tended to dominate in the ‘80s, were 
extremely cheap to produce and also provided an ‘Australian’ program 
component for the TV station (Stockbridge, 1992, 72). 
Stockbridge discusses the history of rock music on Australian television, charting 
progress from Bandstand and Six O’clock Rock through to MTV and rage. She 
presents 33 Australian music television programs created in, or still being produced 
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during, the 1980s. Stockbridge classifies these music programs as either 
“conventional” or “alternative” (Stockbridge, 1992, 72): 
Conventional   Alternative 
Music Video  Rockit 
Saturday Jukebox  Nightmoves 
Top 40 Video  Wavelength 
Sounds   Night Tracks
Countdown (ABC)  The Noise (SBS) 
Trax   Beatbox (ABC) 
Seven Rock  Rock Arena (ABC) 
Music Express  Beat Club (SBS) 
Solid Gold   Edge of the Wedge 
FM TV   Kulture Shock (SBS) 
Simulrock   Rock around the world (SBS) 
Clips   Continental Drift  
After Dark  Rage (ABC) 
MTV  MC Tee Vee (SBS) 
Between The Teeth  Racket (ABC) 
Rock of the 90s  
Coca Cola Power Cuts  
Video Hits  
                (Stockbridge, 1992, 72). 
 
ABC and SBS programs feature prominently within Stockbridge’s ‘alternative’ list 
and she argues that Australia’s public broadcasters, with their non-commercial 
agenda, display an emphasis on factors such as creativity, style, diversity, low-
repetition, and independence (Stockbridge, 1992, 72).  
Stockbridge asserts that Australian music television programs, as compared to their 
American counterparts, have tended to exhibit diversity, difference and resistance, to 
be experimental, and to resist standardisation (Stockbridge, 1989, 1992). She notes 
that many Australian experiments in music television have produced interesting 
results but acknowledges that few programs have managed to endure within a 
context characterised by transition, flux, and reinvention (Stockbridge, 1989, 87). 
rage is the only program listed by Stockbridge that continues to be broadcast. 
Stockbridge’s scholarly work provides the Australian historical context and offers 
valuable insights into music television’s development and evolution. Stockbridge 
questions the prevailing beliefs regarding the birth of music videos and presents an 
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alternative perspective on the development of the 1980s music video forms. 
Stockbridge asserts that, “Australia may be responsible for the first music video clips 
ever produced for a television program; that is, for Bandstand in 1966, GTK (1969) 
and early Countdown (mid-1970s)” (Stockbridge, 1994, 17).  
Video music clips were introduced in the mid-seventies as a promotional 
device for record retailers, and, in Australia, as a way of gaining access 
to bands who would not or could not tour here, or who only toured the 
bigger centres (Sydney and Melbourne), sometimes having a video music 
clip produced for them, often by GTK or Countdown personnel, which 
could then be seen on television in the band’s absence. They were also 
the brainchild of some film and television directors who sold the idea to 
television producers as a form of cheap programming, for example for 
GTK (1969 – 1975) (Stockbridge, 1994, 3-4). 
The majority of music video scholarship emanates from the U.S.A and a tradition of 
implied American cultural ownership of the form underpins the body of work. As is 
evident in the work of Austerlitz (2007), there is often a sense that in launching MTV 
the U.S.A. also claimed cultural ownership of music video. 
Within the body of work, MTV’s arrival, early format and its cultural impact have 
been major foci. As stated, MTV’s arrival placed music video in the spotlight but it 
also provided the impetus for an underlying notion that America represents the 
cultural home of music video. This cultural form does have deep roots within various 
musical performance and screen/music incarnations, however, it is difficult, likely 
impossible, to isolate one definitive, authentic, single home territory or 
epistemological birthplace for music video. Music video defies conventional 
epistemology and is a hybrid form with a disparate genealogy and audio-visual 
heritage. Notwithstanding the many influences from both music and image 
technologies that have contributed to its form, widespread uptake and consumption 
of music video can be located in the late 1960s and early 1970s (with this period’s 
evident proliferation of music programs showing music ‘clips’). 
In regard to questions of music video’s origins, Stockbridge (1994), Mundy (1999) 
and Frith (1986, 1988, 1990, 1993, 2002, 2008) offer dissenting, idiosyncratic 
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perspectives among the masses of scholarly offerings. Frith (2002) offers a distinctly 
British perspective and considers the relationship between British popular culture 
and music video’s development. Frith comments that, “the definitive history of 
popular music on television is still to be written” and suggests reasons why this is so. 
He states that he himself knows little about music television programs outside of the 
U.K. and he acknowledges that much of the body of work is dominated by MTV, 
looks at music television and music video from a U.S. perspective, and stays within 
the U.S. context (Frith, 2002, 289). Mundy takes us into a pre-MTV world and 
wanders a historical landscape of musical performances, musical films and 
music/screen incarnations, from various decades, within a variety of territories. 
Although no definitive date or place of birth can be claimed for music video, it is 
evident that decades of development have gone into shaping the form into its current 
incarnation. There will always be arguments about the ‘first’ music video and valid 
voices of dissent regarding the origins of the form. As Goodwin observes, there are 
various viable candidates for the distinction of being the ‘first’ music video – with 
claims often being made for Bob Dylan’s ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’, Queen’s 
“Bohemian Rhapsody” or musical short films by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones or 
The Animals - and there is much spirited debate about music video’s correct origins 
and its epistemological birthplace. “Yet the hunt for origins is a fruitless exercise” 
(Goodwin, 1992, 30).  
However, and whenever, music video first officially arrived, whatever its beginnings, 
and its phases, it is manifestly present now. It is a persistent and pervasive cultural 
form. But, this consistently present, 20th and 21st century cultural form has been 
inconsistently, unevenly documented. “There has, over the years, been little 
sustained work on the subject” (Railton and Watson, 2011, 2). 
Within Australia, beyond Tristan Fidler’s (2007) work on music video auteurs, recent 
music video research is rare. Since the 1980s and 1990s, the era of Stockbridge’s 
scholarly work, there has been minimal scholarly follow-through on music video and 
music television in Australia. Within Stockbridge’s work rage is mentioned but it is 
not discussed in any detail. The program is also mentioned in Breen (1991), within 
the discussion of rock music and the Australian music industry. However, beyond 
this sparse scholarly collection from the 1980s and 1990s, there are also some recent 
works that focus on rage, specifically Giuffre (2009, 2011) and Hancock (2006).  
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Hancock discusses rage’s specificities, describes its idiosyncratic place within 
Australian culture, and suggests that it exhibits a certain “magic” (Hancock, 2006, 
164-170). He considers rage’s non-commercial nature, its role as a musical guide, 
and its longevity, noting the “minimal change to its form and content” over more 
than 20 years (ibid, 164). Hancock’s particular focus is on musical artists within the 
rage context. In Hancock’s view, the program allows a shift in the way that musical 
artists are presented and perceived so that their image and personae can be reassessed 
within the rage context. He examines the program from the perspective of rage’s 
producers and programmers, musicians and Guest Programmers, video directors, and 
representatives of independent and major record companies, in order to assess its role 
within Australia’s musical life (Hancock, 2006, 164-170). Hancock presents rage as 
having an iconic place within musical and cultural life in Australia. 
To Giuffre, rage is, “a unique platform for music in Australia and as such is a unique 
way for fans to invest in their music tastes” (Giuffre, 2009, 40). She examines rage’s 
specificities, its longevity and its place within the Australian music television 
landscape.  
Rage‘s influence is based in part on its form of minimalist delivery, but 
also on its longevity on Australian television… Rage has become an 
institution for local music and television audiences and artists alike 
(Giuffre, 2011, 8). 
Giuffre argues that rage creates a space wherein Australian audiences relate to 
music, musicians and music video in a manner which is specific and unusual:  
Without Rage Australian audiences would have no doubt continued to 
relate to music as they had when television first began there, as part of a 
narrative created by a host, and aligned with the agendas of specific 
broadcasters targeting key audience and genre types. However, from its 
beginnings, Rage’s simple format has provided space for music that may 
not be supported by the commercial sector, as well as allowing audiences 
to relate to this music in a different way, by providing new narratives for 
music through guest programmers and the broadcasting of rare material. 
Rage’s commitment to minimal branding has ensured a seemingly 
unmediated relationship between audiences and the music featured, as, 
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unlike other music programmes in Australian broadcasting history, Rage 
has developed and maintained audiences on the strength of its music 
alone rather than relying on the appeal of a particular host or regular 
format (Giuffre, 2009, 54-55). 
To Giuffre, rage is out of context within the usual music television formats and 
within Australian television’s history (Giuffre, 2009, 39). From its start in 1987, the 
program had a specific point of difference that made it difficult to categorise, 
summarise or contextualise: minimal, simple rage concentrated on presenting a flow 
of music video programming only. It was simply music videos; selected and 
presented in a virtually uninterrupted flow that was host-less and unmediated. 
Giuffre asserts that the three most-discussed Australian music programs are 
consistently analysed and considered in relation to their respective hosts: Bandstand 
(Brian Henderson), Six O’Clock Rock (Johnny O’Keefe) and Countdown (Molly 
Meldrum) (Giuffre, 2009, 42). 
Allan (2007) argues that music television programs are shaped by their hosts who act 
to anchor and mediate music television programs (Allan, 2007, 298-300). Allan’s 
argument suggests that a host-less program such as rage would necessarily be 
shapeless, devoid of personality, character, or identity. However, without an anchor, 
a host, a mediator, rage nonetheless projects a sense of identity, character, and 
personality. Its specificities as a program anchor it and invest it with a sense that it 
can be known. The program is recognisable and familiar to audiences and there is the 
sense of an affectionate relationship between audiences and rage (Hancock, 2006; 
Giuffre, 2009, 2011). 
Giuffre looks towards Television Studies in order to attempt to contextualise rage. 
The formative years for Television Studies were the 1970s with the release of 
ground-breaking scholarly works such as Television: Technology and Cultural Form 
by Raymond Williams (1974) and Reading Television by John Fiske and John 
Hartley (1978). Since then, some television theorists have focused on television’s 
potential and its cultural contribution but many aspects and products of television 
have been subjected to unsympathetic, anti-television critique. Spigel (2004) notes 
that, beginning from the early days of Television Studies, some scholars have 
continually argued that all television remains unworthy of study (Spigel, 2004, 22). 
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Hartley maintains that academic controversy continues over whether television, any 
television, really matters. He argues that critiques of television are taken most 
seriously if they are intensely critical (Hartley, 2008, 3). Nonetheless, the existence 
of more sympathetic scholarly critique is apparent. Spigel suggests that just as there 
are those who wish to create “quality television”, there are also those who wish to 
provide “quality criticism” of television’s most outstanding works (Spigel, 2004, 22).  
Scholarly critique of quality television, of drama, documentary and current affairs, is 
seen as reasonably acceptable, but scholarly consideration of Bonner’s ‘ordinary 
television’ is much less so (Bonner, 2003). 
Bonner discusses ‘ordinary television’, using this term to designate programs 
generally considered insignificant and unworthy of critique, and considers the 
concept of “light entertainment” (Bonner, 2003, 17). With terms such as ‘ordinary 
television’ and ‘light entertainment’ being utilised, the impression is given that these 
programs do not represent culturally significant and valuable artefacts. Although 
Bonner suggests that these under-examined television artefacts have much to teach 
us about culture and society, a prejudice against these kinds of programs remains.   
Giuffre suggests that rage can be viewed as ‘ordinary television’, as discussed by 
Bonner (Giuffre, 2009, 41).  Bonner’s ‘ordinary television’ involves programs that 
are mundane, lightweight, ephemeral, every-day and tend to include ‘real’ people; 
‘ordinary television’ is ‘non-event’ and ‘non-special’; it is not drama, documentary, 
news, current affairs or coverage of sporting events; it generally encompasses talk 
and lifestyle shows (Bonner, 2003, 2 - 3). As Bonner suggests, many highly popular 
and impactful programs are virtually ignored by scholars (Bonner, 2010, 32 - 45) and 
programs that are seen as ‘ordinary television’ tend to be under-examined (Bonner, 
2003). 
rage could be viewed as unremarkable, commonplace television and, indeed, some 
may view any and all music video programs as low culture examples of ‘ordinary 
television’. As Giuffre mentions, Bonner’s analysis of ‘ordinary television’ largely 
concentrates on “morning talk shows and evening lifestyle programmes” (Giuffre, 
2009, 41). Bonner does not include music television within the discussion of 
‘ordinary television’ (Bonner, 2003). However, Giuffre argues that the fact that rage 
and Video Hits are generally not included in Australian television compendia 
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“suggests that these programmes are undoubtedly ‘ordinary’ as Bonner has defined 
it” (Giuffre, 2009, 41). Bonner differentiates ‘ordinary’ television from the more 
“significant” offerings, including drama, current affairs, documentaries and sport, 
which reflect our culture and society (Bonner, 2003). The suggestion that rage 
constitutes ‘ordinary television’ implies that television coverage of popular sport is 
significant and extraordinary and that television focused on popular music is 
insignificant and mundane; that coverage of an AFL (Australian Football League) 
grand final reflects Australian culture and society much more than presentation of the 
songs of The Go-Betweens, Nick Cave, Midnight Oil, Powderfinger, Missy Higgins, 
Sarah Blasko, Gurrumul, Yothu Yindi, Hilltop Hoods, Gotye and Sia could ever 
hope to do. However, popular music, in all of its forms, is significant in representing 
and reflecting our culture and society. 
Arguably, music television is neither ‘ordinary’ nor ‘special’ television; music 
television programs, channels and networks represent their own discrete category. 
Giuffre argues that there is “a distinct conceptual gap in the way such programmes 
are situated in the Australian television landscape”; she notes that rage, and Video 
Hits, are viewed as being different and quite separate from other Australian 
television programs” (Giuffre, 2009, 41).  I would argue that they are viewed in this 
way because they are different and separate. Music television is a discrete, separate 
television form; rage is music television.  
Music television has been viewed as a fertile source of information on culture and 
society and it has been intensely examined by scholars interested in what it may have 
to reveal. It is clear within the body of work on music television that MTV has been 
a revealing context that matters. However, other music television contexts are worthy 
of consideration.  
Pegley (2008) acknowledges that her scholarly work on Canada’s MuchMusic has 
been motivated by resistance against MTV’s domination within the field of music 
video studies:  
Despite MuchMusic’s distinctive appearance and its increasing 
international cultural influence, it has slipped under the radar and largely 
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evaded critical attention in either academic or trade publications (Pegley, 
2008, 4).  
To Pegley, MuchMusic represents a distinctive disseminator of popular culture and 
music that is worthy of more notice than it has received. MuchMusic addresses its 
audience as a “pluralistic collective” (ibid, 4) and it places music video in a markedly 
different context to MTV. MuchMusic offers an idiosyncratic, uniquely Canadian 
contribution to global music television.  
Pegley, and also Beebe and Middleton, suggest that alternative music video contexts 
beyond MTV are valid and they matter. Beebe and Middleton assert that: 
We can also no longer ignore the dozens of regional networks and 
programs around the globe and the music videos which they feature 
(Beebe and Middleton, 2007, 9).  
To Giuffre, Hancock and Stockbridge, rage is a music video context that matters; 
their works highlight its cultural significance, and its unusual longevity. Breen argues 
that within the Australian context  MTV lacks the level of meaning or influence that 
it has in the U.S.A., and he notes that the prominent music industry player Paul 
Dickson has publicly described rage as “more influential in breaking bands in 
Australia than MTV” (Breen, 1991, 198). rage is influential and it represents a 
unique site within Australian culture.  
The	ABC	context	
Historian Kenneth Inglis provides us with the most notable history of the ABC as a 
Corporation (Inglis, 2006). His ambitious historical work provides a detailed account 
of the high-level events, politics, personalities, problems, controversies, and conflicts 
affecting the ABC from 1983, the year it became a Corporation, through to 2006. 
Attempting to document these years of the ABC, to traverse all of the considerable 
terrain from 1983 to 2006, represents an enormous challenge. Inglis focuses on 
reviewing large-scale events within this major organisation and he concentrates his 
attention on events within the upper echelons of the ABC, on the workings of the 
ABC Board, and on the ABC’s difficult relationships with successive Australian 
governments.  
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The ABC’s singular nature had destined it to be a field of contest: 
between politicians and its own governing body, between the board and 
the chief executive, and between administrators and program-makers 
who worked in an atmosphere where hierarchy and consultation were 
mixed to form an unstable compound (Inglis, 2006, 584). 
Inglis chronicles the major events and issues; he presents a panoramic view of the 
ABC’s history. However, the inner workings of the ABC, the world of its staff, and 
its production cultures, are not given any detailed consideration. This is beyond the 
already ambitious scope of his undertaking. This history looks back at the ABC 
without looking too deeply at what this history might mean. The emphasis here is on 
fact, not on theory. It stands as a valuable, conventional history that provides a very 
useful reference regarding the wider ABC context from which rage emerged and of 
the events that surrounded it as it developed and evolved. It should be noted that 
within Inglis’s account of the ABC, rage is barely mentioned. It is characterised and 
dismissed on the basis of its cheapness and usefulness as a scheduling tool (Inglis, 
2006, 180) and then discarded, receiving no further mention.  
Bowden and Borchers (2006) present an overview of some of the most significant 
events and programs within the ABC from 1956 to 2006. Within this ABC history, a 
full-colour version of rage’s program logo appears (Bowden and Borchers, 2006, 
287). However, rather oddly, there is no caption, explanation, or any accompanying 
text. It is as though the logo functions to announce that rage, represented by its logo, 
can speak for itself, with no other comment being required.   
Among the various works that allow ABC insider views and participant insights are 
those from Dempster (2000) and Molomby (1991). Both of these ABC accounts are 
passionate and personal and they chronicle the intense political and philosophical 
public broadcasting battles within the ABC that took place during many of the same 
years that Inglis so dispassionately chronicles.  For Dempster and Molomby, the 
issues are intensely felt and passionately discussed. Their works provide insights into 
the worlds of ABC program makers and offer glimpses inside the production culture 
of the ABC (particularly ABC TV’s News and Current Affairs production areas). 
Neighbour (2012) covers similar territory and communicates a sense of the 
passionate commitment exhibited by those who have made Four Corners programs 
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during its more than 50 years on air (Neighbour, 2012).  These narratives, provided 
by ABC program makers, employing insider perspectives, provide the backdrop of 
the long and colourful history of tension between those who manage the ABC and 
those who make its programs (Neighbour, 2012; Dempster, 2000; Molomby, 1991). 
These works, from Dempster, Molomby and Neighbour, are relevant works to this 
thesis as they represent personal, passionate testaments from ABC program makers, 
and journalists, about what it is to work at the ABC, and what it is to make ABC 
programs. 
In my 2010 book, Real Wild Child: An Insider’s Tales From The rage Couch, I 
discuss the making of the rage program, outline its history, discuss the audience 
affection for it, and consider its unique place within our contemporary culture (Gee, 
2010, 15-20). The principal focus of the book is on one of the program’s most 
popular and unique elements: the musicians who act as ‘Guest Programmers’. The 
book functions to present the story of those who have acted as guest hosts within 
rage’s musical world. It is a glimpse inside the program that provides a sense of the 
peculiarities and idiosyncratic nature of those regular occasions when musicians are 
granted dominion over Australia’s music video program. 
rage	within	‘other’	writings	
Although the scholarly writing about rage represents an incomplete narrative, a 
relatively consistent record of the program’s journey does exist within the extant 
journalistic works on rage. These works, although not scholarly in nature or 
contributed by writers who are required to exhibit intellectual rigour, are nonetheless 
worthy of consideration. They function as a reflection of the wider views within the 
Australian community about rage.    
The earliest rage-related journalistic artefacts date from February 1987 and they 
represent routine reporting of the ABC’s move to 24 hour broadcasting (NAA: 
C613/6, rage Press Cuttings 1987). A number of articles and items, from early April 
1987, announce rage’s arrival and include preview summaries of the program and its 
content (ibid). The emphasis of most of these pieces is on the attempt to 
contextualise rage in relation to Channel 9’s new MTV program, featuring hosts 
Richard Wilkins and Joy Smithers, due to launch on the same weekend as rage. The 
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MTV entity tends to dominate within these newspaper items with rage seeming to 
appear as an afterthought.   
Music TV makes its debut in Australia as Channel 9 launches this new 
entertainment concept next week… ABC-TV is also starting an all-night 
music video telecast from Friday April 17. The program, from midnight 
to 7.30 a.m. features rock, disco, concerts as well as jazz and blues 
music. It will be screened each Friday and Saturday night     
(Kyriakopoulos, 1987). 
Most of the preview items simply regurgitate the ABC’s press release and most 
include the ABC’s description of rage as presenting “uninterrupted adult party 
music” (NAA: C613/6, rage Press Cuttings 1987).  The major emphasis within the 
earliest reporting on rage is on its differences from MTV and commercial music 
television.  
Unlike other all-night music shows, it will be uninterrupted from start to 
finish with no presenter or program breaks (Sunday Tasmanian, 1987). 
Morris Gleitzman and Doug Anderson, from The Sydney Morning Herald, are among 
the first television writers to offer critical review and opinion on the concept of 
overnight music videos on ABC TV (with Gleitzman being flippant and facetious 
and Anderson adopting a mildly mocking tone):  
If you don’t know what to do until breakfast time tomorrow and sleep 
doesn’t really appeal, the ABC’s new party music marathon might be 
your cup of tea. The first two- hour chunk is devoted to hard rock and 
contemporary dance music clips… From 6am, “breakfast music video”. I 
shudder to think what that means (Anderson, 1987). 
ABC unleashed their brand new rock video show RAGE. No compere at 
all on this one, just an endless flow from the minute you turned it on. 
This is because it goes to the country. To encourage its acceptance in 
rural areas, the ABC has made it as much like water and electricity as 
possible. 
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I think the title refers to the emotion city viewers feel when they see the 
ABC duplicating a type of program available at the same time on two 
other stations (Gleitzman, 1987). 
By 1989, the tone of the journalistic offerings is more supportive. In an article in the 
Melbourne Sunday Observer, “Night shifts into top gear”, Janet McIntosh considers 
the available offerings on late-night Australian television, discusses the ABC’s 
commitment to the expansion of overnight broadcasting, shines a spotlight on rage 
and acknowledges its largely hidden audience (McIntosh, 1989, NAA: C613/6, rage 
Press Cuttings 1987).  In September and October 1989, music magazines Juke and 
On The Street participate in a campaign in support of rage (responding to rumours 
about the possible axing of ABC programs, including rage) (NAA: C613/8, rage 
Press Cuttings 1989). The support for rage is passionate and these pieces emphasise 
the program’s value to Australian music fans and acknowledge its support for local 
and independent musicians. 
By 1990, the journalism pieces focus on the program’s success, its growing 
reputation among viewers, and its place within Australia’s musical life. The 
headlines in 1990 include: “Cult show survives axing rumours” (Adams, Daily 
Telegraph, 1990a); “ABC show rages to big win” (Adams, Daily Telegraph, 1990b); 
“Success for Rage – enough to make the other shows angry” (Newcastle Herald, 
1990). The journalistic record reflects that by 1990 rage had begun to win 
recognition and respect. The reporting at this time tended to focus on the program 
defeating its “more glamorous big-budget competitors” (ibid).  
Rage has been steadily winning the loyalty of late-night, pre-dawn rock 
music fans who appreciate its policy of screening tapes from small 
independent labels alongside obvious Top 40 hits (Newcastle Herald, 
1990).   
By 1991, television writers were offering highly supportive comments about the 
program. In March 1991, the Sydney Morning Herald’s Peter Holmes observes that 
Australian MTV is a follower, not a leader. “Rage, on the other hand, continues its 
standard of excellence. It relies on guest presenters from bands – who program their 
favourite songs – to give the show an edge” (Holmes, 1991). In November 1991, Jon 
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Casimir is equally supportive. “Rage continues its unbeaten run, brilliantly 
programmed by Stephanie Lewis” (Casimir, 1991). In November 1991, various 
newspapers report on the inaugural Australian Music Awards [AMA’s] and they 
document rage’s first major industry award: the 1991 AMA for “Most Popular 
Music Television Program” (NAA: C613/11, rage Press Cuttings 1991). 
A scan of the newspaper, magazine and TV Guide items and articles of the 1990s 
and 2000s reveal a consistent sense of support and affection for rage. The following 
quotes from the Sydney Morning Herald’s television section “The Guide” provide an 
indication of the general Australian attitude to the program: 
There are few constants in television but, for the past 10 years, the 
ABC’s Rage has been a regular late-night venue for no-doze music buffs. 
In fact, not just for the buffs, Rage makes an ideal companion – 
entertaining and diverse – for anyone suffering from a bout of weekend 
insomnia (Molitorisz, 1995). 
Just what you need after a night on the town. Crawl home, collapse on 
the couch and let Rage take you to slumberland with music videos which 
reflect, more accurately than any of the commercial music stations, what 
is new and fresh in the world of pop and rock (Galvin, 1996).  
Tune in and drop off as ex-Pavement frontman and alt.rock heartthrob 
Stephen Malkmus programs Aunty’s ever-reliable late-night music show      
(Hassall, 2001). 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. Or rather, against the dying of 
the night. An assortment of music videos to help you pretend that 
Saturday night will last forever. Or at least one more song. And one more 
after that. And another (Molitorisz, 2005). 
Rage’s guest programming throws up some nice surprises, as artists reach 
deep for early favourites, formative influences and guilty pleasures – as 
well as tracks chosen to make them look cool (Munro, 2007).  
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Programming Rage is a rite of passage for Australian bands and a dream 
gig for most Australian teenagers (Tovey, 2008). 
A scan of the journalistic offerings reveals that watching the program is generally 
viewed as representing an Australian cultural tradition. To Rolling Stone magazine’s 
Andrew Humphreys, “sitting through an entire night of Rage has almost become a 
rite of passage for many young Australians” (Humphreys, 1996, 32). To Humphreys, 
rage’s inclusive music policies represent “democracy at its finest” (ibid).       
Throughout the years of rage, various journalists have written articles aimed at 
taking readers ‘behind-the-scenes’ of the program (Crawford, 2014; Sutherland, 
2004; Chunn 1998; Brady, 1995). To Shane Brady, “Rage’s genius is its simplicity” 
(Brady, 1995). Brady considers rage’s origins and its place within Australian culture 
(ibid). To Jeremy Chunn, rage is a “vortex” and a “twilight zone” that draws 
Australians in, and it represents a cultural and social tradition (Chunn, 1998).  
Claire Sutherland notes that: 
Some of the biggest names in the music world have taken time out to 
program long-running ABC video show Rage, yet the show is a faceless 
entity (Sutherland, 2004).  
Sutherland’s article investigates rage’s internal world and reveals it, by introducing 
readers to the ‘faces’ of the program (its production team members), and by taking 
them into its offices, edit suites and transmission areas, and along to a guest 
programming shoot (ibid). Sutherland’s article reflects the early 2000s and the 
growing interest in, and prevalence of, ‘behind-the-scenes’ film and television 
material, as discussed by Caldwell (Caldwell, 2008).  
Anwyn Crawford writes a very personal account of her relationship with the program 
and her article closes with the journalist describing the moment when she takes a 
self-portrait photograph, inside the rage studio, sitting on the rage couch. “A selfie 
on the Rage couch: it’s as close to programming the show as I’m ever going to get, 
but it’s closer than most” (Crawford, 2014). Within this article, and within much of 
the journalistic writing on rage, we glimpse the ‘fandom’ surrounding the program, 
and we are given a sense of its cultural significance and meaning for Australians. For 
these reasons, the journalistic works merit consideration and are included within this 
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thesis. The journalistic works also reveal that rage’s producers, as the interview 
subjects for articles, and the spokespeople for a program without a regular host, have 
a long tradition of being asked to consider and discuss what rage is and what it 
means.  
Production	studies,	industrial	reflexivity,	and	rage	reflexivity	
As Caldwell (2008) notes, film and television are increasingly becoming self-
reflexive industries. He comments on the rise of the ‘behind-the-scenes’ phenomenon 
and observes that “stylish on-screen metacommentaries” now pervade the worlds of 
viewers and producers (Caldwell, 2008, 1 - 2). 
However, Caldwell suggests that this industrial self-analysis, which now tends to 
happen in a more overt manner, and in a much more public setting, is not actually 
particularly new. To Caldwell, those who make films and television programs have a 
history of engaging in “workaday forms of critical and cultural analysis” (ibid, 3).  
As Caldwell suggests, production workers do indeed exhibit a tendency to engage in 
self-analysis and self-reflection. For me, the everyday work of making rage involved 
constant examination and consideration of what rage was, and should be, what it 
should not be, how it should be made, and of its legacy, place, and meaning. It was, 
as Caldwell suggests, workaday critical and cultural theorising. The theory of rage 
was “fully embedded” in the production practices (ibid, 19). As Caldwell argues, 
production workers routinely deploy “critical industrial practices” (ibid, 5). The 
theory behind rage, and public broadcasting theory, shaped our practices. Some of 
our production talk involved “cultural sense-making” (ibid, 14). Caldwell argues 
that: 
Scholars should look beyond the standard split between film ‘theory’ and 
film ‘work’, and consider how industrial practices, technologies, 
discourses and interactions also involve critical analysis, theoretical 
elaboration, and aesthetic sense-making (ibid, 7).  
Caldwell stresses the importance of “lived production communities” and suggests 
research that examines the worlds of film and television workers may be as critically 
productive and significant as research that examines their cultural output (ibid, 2). 
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An understanding of production cultures within film and television, combined with 
examinations of the cultural productions themselves, allow for multi-layered 
discussions of film and television. 
While film and television are influenced by macroscopic economic 
processes, they also very much function on a microsocial level as local 
cultures and social communities in their own right. Film and television, 
in other words, do not simply produce mass or popular culture (a much-
studied perspective for over seven decades), but rather film/TV 
production communities themselves are cultural expressions and entities 
involving all of the symbolic processes and collective practices that other 
cultures use: to gain and reinforce identity, to forge consensus and order, 
to perpetuate themselves and their interests, and to interpret the media as 
audience members (Caldwell, 2008, 2). 
To Caldwell, practitioner narratives can function to illuminate cultural productions 
and insider perspective can be “conceptually rich, theoretically suggestive and 
culturally revealing” (ibid, 14). As Caldwell observes, “film/video makers are also 
audiences and film/video encoders are also decoders” (ibid, 334). 
Beyond the activities of making film or television, practitioners can also function as 
decoders and theorists, and insider perspectives, even when offered as promotion or 
corporate “spin” (ibid, 2), nonetheless have value as primary data. Caldwell (2008) 
asserts that looking more deeply at production cultures, and assessing the cultural 
and aesthetic “sense-making” that takes place among film and television 
practitioners, will enrich our understanding of the meanings of film and television 
works, and will also enrich film and television theory.  
In line with Caldwell’s work, rage can be viewed as a cultural and production entity, 
and as a production subcultural community worthy of the kind of ethnographic 
analysis underscoring this research. 
Creative	labour	within	the	cultural	industries		
Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) also acknowledge the value of insider perspectives 
and they focus their analysis on the subjective reports of workers within the cultural 
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industries (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 7). Their “creative labour” research 
focuses on the subjective experiences of cultural workers, positioning this data 
within the wider context including the “economic, political, organisational and 
cultural dimensions that shape and refract these experiences” (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker, 2011, 7). Their stated aim is to capture the dimensions and nature of creative 
labour within the cultural worlds of television, media and music, “as it is experienced 
and interpreted by participants” (ibid, 15). Their work emphasises the value of the 
personal and the subjective in illuminating “creative labour”, cultural products, 
organisations, and wider cultural contexts. Hesmondhalgh and Baker conducted 
interviews with creative workers that were aimed at “eliciting reflection on the 
emotions involved when a mix of conditions, talents and luck mean that creative 
workers are involved in what they feel to be good products” (ibid, 182). Their 
analysis of the nature of “good work”, and also “bad work”, within the creative 
labour context (ibid, 25 -51), and their examination of the production worlds of 
television makers, and of the tensions, conflicts and contradictions within these 
organisations, reveals much about the challenging cultural politics and the creativity-
commerce battles that characterise the production of television. Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker argue that “worker experiences of creative labour are highly ambivalent” (ibid, 
19). Their research suggests that creative workers experience their working worlds as 
being characterised by pleasure, satisfaction, complexity, challenge, and a sense that 
the work is viewed as unconventional and interesting by others, but also as being 
characterised by anxiety, disposability, vulnerability, over-supply of aspiring 
entrants, demands for flexibility and multi-skilling, long hours, unpaid work, 
frustration, career fragility, over-identification with work, and self-doubt (ibid 19 - 
20). The contradictions and tensions inherent within the television industry have 
been illuminated within the work of Hesmondhalgh and Baker. Their work has 
enriched our understanding of production cultures and inner workings of the cultural 
industries they have examined. 
The works of Caldwell (2008) and Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) have informed 
this study of rage. This thesis engages with this theoretical work; work which is 
based within a paradigm that acknowledges the value of personal knowledge, 
participant experiences, and subjectivity. It aligns with the approach of presenting 
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and examining the personal perspectives and insights of creative labourers, in order 
to illuminate the contexts within which creative work takes place. 
Inside	cultural	and	media	organisations	
Within Folkenflik (2011), the ecology of The New York Times, its newspaper 
community, internal culture, priorities and values, and its challenges within the 
digital age, are illuminated. Folkenflik’s book takes the documentary film, Page 
One: A Year inside The New York Times, (Novack and Rossi, 2011) as its “starting 
point” to begin an examination of the newspaper’s culture, its cultural place, and its 
struggles to survive within a digitally-altered mediascape (Folkenflik, 2011, xv).  
The New York Times represents a valued, significant, and influential institution 
(Novack and Rossi, 2011a; Novack and Rossi, 2011b, 7). However, well-established 
media and cultural entities, such the ABC, the BBC, CNN and The New York Times, 
now find themselves as media voices battling to be heard within an immense global 
digital discourse. The main preoccupation evident within Flokenflik’s work is the 
ongoing battle of newspapers for survival, and relevance, but in the process of 
examining this territory a sense of the value and cultural significance of The York 
Times emerges.   
As Carr (2011) suggests there are numerous perspectives, viewpoints and ideas of 
what The New York Times is, and what it means. To Carr, there are various versions, 
perspectives and concepts of what The New York Times is, “and then there is the one 
I work at” (Carr, 2011, 15). Carr, Folkenflik, Novack and Rossi offer insider 
perspectives on The New York Times within the film and the book. The two works 
provide evidence of the value of insider accounts in illuminating cultural 
organisations and creative entities. Although such insider accounts will always be 
coloured and influenced by organisational immersion, rich detail and authenticity 
may potentially emerge when those who are documenting cultural entities and media 
organisations are embedded within those communities.   
Küng-Shankleman (2000) explores the internal workings and organisational culture 
of the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) and CNN (Cable News Network) and 
considers the difficulties of managing these complex organisations, and of remaining 
relevant within the digital era of challenge and change. Küng-Shankleman’s focus is 
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on the BBC’s and CNN’s management functions, priorities and policy, and she 
examines how the organisational culture of cultural and media organisations revolve 
around shared knowledge, beliefs, norms and values unique to each specific 
organisation (Küng-Shankleman, 2000, 9). Küng-Shankleman’s chapters on the BBC 
provide insight into the nature of public broadcasting organisations and examine the 
public broadcasting commitment to a goal of making “a unique contribution to 
national cultural and social and life” (ibid, 74). Her analysis also explores manager-
maker tensions and creativity-commerce tensions within the BBC and CNN.  Insider 
perspectives inform this research work; the research involved insider interview 
participants who provided their views and insights on managing these media 
organisations. As it does involve participants within media organisations revealing 
personal knowledge about their professional lives, it is relevant to this thesis and it 
will inform it to a certain extent. However, Küng-Shankleman’s approach is one of 
detached, dispassionate, forensic inquiry. My approach is based in a paradigm of 
personal narrative and knowledge, insider experience and subjectivity, and, as such, 
it is an insider account that aligns more with Flokenflik and Carr than with Küng-
Shankleman.   
Conclusion	
This Literature and Contextual Review presents an overview of the scholarly work 
on music video, and its contexts, and an analysis of the most crucial and relevant 
critical offerings related to the research subject, and to the research approach. It 
provides the context for the narrative chapters and for the Discussion and Conclusion 
chapters that follow on from this review. 
Based on examination of the extant body of scholarly work, it appears necessary to 
attempt to move beyond the very dominant example of music television that is MTV. 
It should be noted that within the body of scholarship on music video and music 
television, networks and programs outside of MTV have been given very limited 
consideration (and rage has been no more than a spectral presence).  This review 
concludes that, to date, there is insufficient scholarly work on rage for it to be 
considered adequately documented. A rage research gap is apparent and this thesis 
addresses that gap.   
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This thesis examines rage, the distinctive music video context and music television 
iteration, as a cultural entity, and as a production entity. The narrative traces the 
program from its creation through to its current incarnation within television and the 
digital mediascape. The researcher’s own professional, biographical journey through 
these decades and territories is the spine around which the research writing has 
developed and this thesis extends from, and expands upon, my first book Real Wild 
Child: An Insider’s Tales From The rage Couch (Gee, 2010).  
In the narrative chapters of this thesis that follow, the personal, subjective, and 
emotional aspects will not be ignored or hidden but will be brought to the surface and 
examined in order to illuminate the nature of the program, its history, and the 
experiences and knowledge of its program makers, in keeping with the approaches of 
Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011), Caldwell (2008), Folkenflik (2011), Carr (2011), 
Dempster (2000), and Molomby (1991). The narrative chapters (and this thesis as a 
whole), examine rage’s history, specificities, identity, cultural significance and role, 
ABC context, and production culture. The thesis represents the knowledge and 
interpretation of an insider, on rage as a production and a cultural entity, on the 
program’s history, on its journey within the ABC, and on its place and role within 
Australia’s musical life and cultural fabric. 
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Chapter	2	
The	first	decade	of	rage	(1987	–	1996)	
Beginning in 1987, ABC TV began to transmit music videos into what had 
traditionally been late-night darkness and silence. Overnight broadcasting, from 
midnight to dawn, in the form of rage, had begun.  
rage	enters	the	picture:	introduction,	background	and	program	
launch	
The launch of rage, on 17th April, 1987 at 11.55p.m., signified the arrival of yet 
another Australian music television program. Australia has had an uncommonly 
crowded history of programs presenting popular music on TV (Stockbridge, 1992, 
68).  
Broadcast on Friday and Saturday nights, with variable start and end times, rage 
arrived as a necessary, convenient, economical new television entity. The program 
was created, by Mark FitzGerald, to cheaply fill the additional airtime generated by 
the decision to implement 24 hour ABC broadcasting. On its launch night, rage 
became ABC TV’s first overnight program. It also joined the extensive list of music 
programs broadcast on Australian television during the latter half of the 20th century. 
That crowded list, of music-based Australian TV programs broadcast between the 
1950s and the 1990s, includes the prominent programs Bandstand (Nine Network), 
Six O’Clock Rock (ABC), Hitscene (ABC), GTK (Get To Know) (ABC), Sounds 
Unlimited (Seven Network), Countdown (ABC), The Factory (ABC), Beatbox 
(ABC), Rock Arena (ABC), Wavelength (Network Nine), The Noise (SBS), Alchemy 
(SBS), Video Smash Hits (Seven Network), and Video Hits (Ten Network). All of the 
programs on the full list of 1950s to 1980s music-based programs, with the exception 
of rage, have disappeared from our television screens. To Stockbridge (1992), 
Australia’s music television context is a shifting context characterised by diversity, 
experimentation, reinvention, and impermanence (Stockbridge, 1992, 68). rage, 
however, has endured for over a quarter of a century.  
Elder (2006) comments that: 
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Australian television has celebrated and championed popular music all 
the way from Brian Henderson’s Bandstand in the late 1950s through to 
Rage, which still lights up the weekends on ABC-TV (Elder, 2006, 24).  
rage launched during a decade that represents a particularly fertile period in 
Australian music television history (Stockbridge, 1992, 68 - 72). The program, 
created by Beatbox’s producer FitzGerald, arrived as a descendent of ABC TV’s 
youth culture and music programs Rock Arena (ABC, 1982 - 1989) and Beatbox 
(ABC, 1985 – 1988) and as another embodiment of the ABC tradition of 
broadcasting contemporary popular music to music fans (ibid).   
I was an avid young viewer of ABC TV’s Countdown (ABC, 1974 - 1987) and later 
became a fan of Rock Arena. Countdown introduced me to music videos and instilled 
in me a fascination with them. Beyond Countdown’s generally overtly commercial 
and Top 40 chart-based content, there was also the music offered by Rock Arena, and 
by ABC Radio’s 2JJ (Double Jay) and 2JJJ (known as ‘JJJ’ and later as ‘triple j’). 
Through the ABC, I encountered the non-mainstream musical artists described in the 
1980s as ‘alternative’. On Double J/2JJJ/triple j and Rock Arena I was exposed to 
forms of music that were less commercial and more experimental and diverse than 
the music presented on Countdown and on commercial radio stations.  
With the massive mainstream success of so-called ‘alternative’ artists, such as 
Nirvana, Pearl Jam and Metallica, the term ‘alternative’ became increasingly  
meaningless as the 1990s progressed, but in the 1980s the term ‘alternative’ still 
tended to signify music that was unlikely to be played on commercial radio stations, 
was likely to have been created with a niche audience in mind, and was most likely 
focused primarily on musical, artistic expression and creative contribution rather than 
on commercial viability. My understanding of what the term ‘alternative music’ 
meant, during the 1980s and early 1990s, within the Australian context, aligns with 
Clinton Walker’s examination of the Australian alternative music scene during this 
period (Walker, 1996). In the Australian radio and music television environment of 
the 1980s, the Australian ‘alternative’ musical category included many of the artists 
discussed by Walker, including Boys Next Door, Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds, 
Beasts of Bourbon, The Scientists, Lime Spiders, Died Pretty, The Saints, Laughing 
Clowns, The Go-Betweens, The Triffids, Hoodoo Gurus, The Celibate Rifles, and 
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Severed Heads (ibid). I was a fan of ‘alternative’ Australian artists and of music that 
was experimental, unconventional, niche, and independent. As I was also a fan of the 
music television medium, and the music video form, I would have been readily 
attracted to the new rage program. In early 1987 there were various newspaper 
articles and TV Guide items announcing the ABC’s move to 24 hour broadcasting, 
and the arrival of rage (Anderson, 1987; Gleitzman, 1987; Menagh, 1987; Chaplin, 
1987; Canberra Times, 1987; Perth West Australian, 1987). However, there was no 
concerted publicity campaign. When rage launched, I was a potential viewer who 
was oblivious to the program’s creation and existence. 
Sometime in the first few weeks of its broadcast, I stumbled across rage. While 
memory is an inconsistent, shifting, at times unreliable thing, some memories stand 
out vividly and resonate as ‘real’. I vividly recall my first discovery of rage. It was a 
revelation; it was the pure pleasure of watching a constant stream of provocative and 
mesmerising music videos presenting music to which I responded; the program 
represented hours of music video pleasure. Along with the other viewers who were 
early adopters of the new rage ritual, I would stay awake until late, watching the 
flow of music videos until tiredness would overtake me.  I was attracted to the 
program’s constant flow of music videos, only ever briefly interrupted, and to its 
host-less, non-mainstream, eclectic, and unpredictable flow of sound and vision. 
Sleeping and waking, sleeping and waking; like many rage watchers, I experienced 
the blurring of music video worlds and dreamscapes as I drifted between them.  I 
distinctly recall being roughly woken by the program’s identification breaks 
(breakers): short musical segments accompanied by voiceover screams of ‘rage, rage, 
rage, rage, rage’. Those distinctive screams would lure me back into rage’s restless, 
shifting, surreal, dreamlike music video world. 
Screams	of	‘rage’:	the	term	‘rage’	and	the	distinctive	program	titles	
The strident screams of ‘rage, rage, rage’ have been a conspicuous feature of the 
opening titles and program breakers since the program’s initial broadcast; rage is 
rarely discussed without reference to the screams of ‘rage’ that permeate it. An 
assumption tends to be made, as discussed by Brady (1995), that the program’s title 
and the repetitions of ‘rage, rage’ are inspired by the Dylan Thomas poem “Do Not 
Go Gentle Into That Good Night” (Brady, 1995, 28). As we shall see, within the 
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discussion of the program’s creation that follows, the specific origins of the 
program’s title have little to do with Welsh poetry and are more colloquial than 
poetic. In essence, the program’s title has its origins in Australian slang.  
Cassell’s Dictionary of Slang provides the following definitions for “rage”: “rage n2 
(1970s +) (Aus, NZ) a noisy exciting party; a good time” and “rage v. (1970s +) 
(Aus, NZ, US campus) to have a great time” (Green, 2005, 1169). The Macquarie 
Dictionary defines “rage” as follows: “rage 7 n. (Colloquial) an exciting or 
entertaining event; that party was a rage” and “rage 13 v. (Colloquial) to set about 
enjoying oneself” (Macquarie Dictionary, 2009, 1367). In the Macquarie Australian 
Slang Dictionary, the definition of a “rager” is “a person who parties hard and long” 
(Lambert, 2004, 164).  
A night of watching rage, as the program’s title suggested, was intended to be a night 
of musical pleasure-seeking, and potentially, one distinguished by excess. It would 
present its viewers with “uninterrupted adult party music” (Brown, 1987, 
Stockbridge, 1992, 82).  
ABC	TV’s	overnight	‘Station	Close’	comes	to	a	close	
In essence, rage began as a hastily created solution to an ABC problem. This 
problem resulted from an unexpected public announcement made by the ABC’s 
newly appointed Managing Director David Hill (ABC Managing Director, 1986 to 
1995). Hill’s announcement, that the ABC would begin overnight transmission on 
ABC Radio and overnight transmission on Friday and Saturday nights on ABC TV 
(Inglis, 2006, 180), necessitated the immediate creation of overnight programming.  
Hill’s announcement undoubtedly sparked the creation of rage. However, the most 
significant players in its actual program creation are Michael Shrimpton and Mark 
FitzGerald. Michael Shrimpton held various key positions within ABC TV during 
the 1980s and 1990s. In 1987, Shrimpton’s title was Controller of Programme 
Production and he was tasked with solving the overnight transmission problem 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  Shrimpton acknowledges Hill’s role but argues that 
Hill’s public announcement does not represent the beginning of rage’s journey. He 
maintains that its origins can be traced back further than is generally thought. “We 
need to go back a few pages before that” (ibid). 
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To Shrimpton, the seeds of rage existed within a 1980s ABC TV scheduling 
problem: an inconvenient five-minute scheduling gap just prior to the 7.00 p.m. 
National News. “We tried everything to fill this” (ibid). This small-scale problem of 
the pre-News scheduling gap, says Shrimpton, was solved by FitzGerald.  
Mark Fitzgerald came up with an idea that he could use what was then 
really known as the Countdown library, but was a general music library 
that had been stocked overwhelmingly by Countdown and Rock Arena 
over the years, and he had a mate in triple j and what we did was 
transmit, at five to seven, rock clips in stereo because triple j was stereo 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
At this point, ABC TV’s output was still being broadcast in mono, rather than in 
stereo, due to internal battles over budgets and territories.  
I had to engage in a bit of typical ABC politicking behind the scenes and 
David [Hill] was an ally because David saw anything that would give 
him a moment in the press as a ‘go’ deal. And, so that’s where the 
announcement of twenty-four hour broadcasting came about. So, we 
managed to get the transmitter connected because, you know, the stupid 
thing is that everything we made on the station, everything we bought in, 
came to us in stereo but we were still transmitting in mono. It was just 
typical how vested interests can block the system – classic - so, there was 
a deal of argy-bargy and finally David [Hill], without even consulting the 
engineer, put out a press release that we were going to twenty-four hour 
broadcast (ibid).   
FitzGerald recalls being surprised by the unexpected announcement.  
David Hill, who was the Managing Director at the ABC at the time, 
decided that it was pretty silly that ABC TV wasn’t going to air twenty-
four hours; ABC TV, ABC1 as it is now. So, he announced, out of the 
blue, that over the weekend, on Friday and Saturday nights, it was going 
to go to twenty-four hours; it really did come out of the blue (FitzGerald, 
interview, 2013).   
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So, a minor, five-minute TV scheduling problem led to music videos being broadcast 
on ABC TV in stereo, sparked an executive decision to move towards broadcasting 
all ABC TV programs in stereo, incited Hill’s bold announcement, and created a 
major TV scheduling problem. The new reality, that ABC TV’s overnight ‘Station 
Close’ had to come to a close on Friday and Saturday nights, created a programming 
imperative. A convergence of events created a scheduling space that had to be filled 
with a new program, featuring music videos, broadcast overnight, in stereo.  
So then he [David Hill] left it to people like Michael Shrimpton to deliver 
(ibid).   
Music video programs, significantly, were relatively inexpensive for ABC TV to 
produce. Programs utilising music television formats involved minimal expense (as 
they were able to make use of cost effective music industry content and material 
from the ABC’s own archives). Depending on the specific format, content 
purchasing costs for such programs could be minimised, or possibly eliminated, 
allowing the production of extremely low-budget music video programs.  
The stuff you transmitted between midnight and dawn still had to be paid 
for and had not, of course, been budgeted for, but that was never 
something that stopped David [Hill]. He was a firm believer in the ‘break 
or breakthrough’. In the end it would be, ‘so what are you going to do 
about it?’ ‘Fix it’. He did that on a number of occasions, which I found 
intensely amusing unless it interfered with what I was doing (Shrimpton, 
interview, 2013).  
Ted Robinson, the Head of ABC TV Comedy at the time, recalls being an “interested 
spectator” as these events unfolded.  
That was part of David Hill’s new broom that just created imperatives 
without thinking about consequence. So, ‘we will do this!’ ‘We will? 
Okay. I guess. We will work out a way to do that’. And, I guess being 
born of that slightly old-school kind of ABC that refused to be ruffled by 
anything, it was, ‘okay. We’ll do that. But, we need Fitz to do it’ 
(Robinson, interview, 2013). 
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FitzGerald had a track record of producing ABC TV youth and music programs, had 
been selecting the music videos for the pre-News scheduling gap, and had been 
gathering a music video collection.  
Mark FitzGerald was the obvious one to handle this. He had the 
repertoire. He knew what he was doing (Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
The	rush	to	rage:	creation	of	the	program	
FitzGerald was assigned the task of speedily creating an overnight program.  
So, Michael Shrimpton rang me up and he said ‘well obviously the only 
way to do this is through a clip show’. They had had some discussions 
about having a clip show and they had come up with a working title 
which was Rocks Off. I thought that was pretty good [he laughs]. No, I 
didn’t! Anyway, so, Shrimpton said ‘can you get it together?’ and he 
gave me a date that it was going to start. So, then I had to think about, 
‘how is this going to work?’ To make it slightly more complicated, MTV 
was starting in Australia with Richard Wilkins, and also Channel Ten 
were going to start another music video show (FitzGerald, interview, 
2013).  
ABC TV Programme Production’s working title, Rocks Off, was quickly discarded 
by FitzGerald. He began the tasks of concept creation and selection of a more 
apposite program title.  
There were going to be three competing services all going to air - 
basically, being launched at the same time. I thought ‘this is going to be 
interesting. How do you actually make this ABC service have its own 
identity and be really distinct from the other clip shows?’ And, then I 
thought, ‘well, they are going to have hosts and they’re going to have all 
sorts of other bits and pieces and they are going to have ads 
[advertisements]’ and so I thought, ‘well, okay, the strength of this show 
is that it is not going to have any ads at all and that it’s not going to have 
a host’. So, then, I needed to somehow come up with some sort of 
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identity for the show that would make it very different from the other 
shows (ibid). 
FitzGerald felt that his program title should provide a distinctive and provocative 
contrast to commercial alternatives such as Channel 9’s MTV (with Richard Wilkins) 
and Channel 10’s Nightshift.  
That’s where I came up with the idea of calling the show ‘rage ‘til you 
puke’ because I just wanted something so different from what the other 
shows were doing; to have a real point of differences from the other 
shows (ibid). 
FitzGerald’s concept revolved around the idea of presenting hours and hours of 
music video excess. 
 ‘Rage ‘til you puke’ is an old-fashioned term meaning ‘drink too much’ 
and I just liked the idea of using it because the clips were going to be 
unrelenting. Once they started they weren’t going to stop for the next six 
or seven hours. I thought ‘that’s a good name’ because you are going to, 
if you were going to watch the whole thing, it was going to be fairly 
excessive (ibid). 
The expression ‘rage ‘til you puke’ was commonly used by ABC Comedy people 
during the 1980s (ibid). It was used most notably by comedian Angela Webber on 
2JJJ Radio (during the early 1980s). Webber’s comedic character Lillian Pascoe, an 
aged pensioner with a fondness for heavy metal music and punk rock, often used the 
expressions, ‘rage ‘til you puke’ and ‘rage!? I raged ‘til I puked’ (Pigott, 2007; 
Wikipedia, 2014).  
FitzGerald’s working title reflects the ABC Comedy context and his irreverent, risk-
taking, and unorthodox approach. FitzGerald was seen by many within ABC TV in 
the 1980s as somewhat of an enfant terrible and a provocateur. His ‘rage ‘til you 
puke’ choice was deliberately crass, unsophisticated, unpretentious and provocative; 
it was far-removed from what many Australians would have expected from ABC TV 
(given that many at the time perceived the ABC as an elitist, high culture institution). 
FitzGerald was aware that some of the late-night audience would be watching the 
program’s incessant flow of music videos during nights of overindulgence in alcohol 
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and/or recreational drugs, and he chose a title that referenced and reflected the 
inebriated sectors within late-night audiences (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
FitzGerald had anticipated that the deliberately uncouth and provocative title would 
be unlikely to find favour within ABC TV management. Unsurprisingly, the 
provocative working title was short-lived.  
Shrimpton called me and said ‘I’m just about to pitch this show to the 
board and look, I can’t possibly go in and say that we are going to call 
this show ‘rage ‘til you puke’. Is there any compromise? ‘I basically said 
‘yes, I thought that was going to happen’ and ‘how about “rage”?’ and he 
said ‘fine’. That’s how it became ‘rage’. It was as simple as that; because 
I did have the feeling that they probably weren’t going to go with that 
title! (ibid). 
Shrimpton recalls that naming ABC programs, and obtaining approval for program 
names, was always problematic.  
Titles were, and are, continually, the bane of your existence. You either 
got a title that they thought of for the program, or you went through the 
torments of hell finding one… Really outrageous titles like that usually 
do kind of self-truncate (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
Truncation	and	Fortuitous	Compromise:	naming	rage	
The rage name was a compromise but it was a fortuitous compromise. The truncated 
program name did not sharply define or constrict the nature of the program. It 
implied that rage would be wild, immoderate and unrelenting but it carried with it no 
strong indication of exactly what kind of music the program might focus on, leaving 
it unhindered by expectations. It could establish itself and give its name a more 
defined meaning, within popular culture, media and the music industry, as it evolved.  
Program titles generally function to signal the program’s content, themes and genre. 
Within the Australian context, program titles such as Bandstand (Nine Network), Six 
O’Clock Rock (ABC), Sounds Unlimited (Seven Network), Countdown (ABC) and 
Video Hits (Ten Network) have functioned to signify content but other music 
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programs have had more obscure titles, such as GTK (Get To Know) (ABC), Flashez 
(ABC), Wavelength (Network Nine), Alchemy (SBS) and Ground Zero (Ten 
Network). rage is a non-standard, opaque title that is also strong, minimal, and 
impactful.  
When I first discovered rage, I found the program’s title appealing. Like the majority 
of its viewers, I was unaware that it was actually a shortened, sanitised version of the 
inglorious working title. Those inclined to label cultural artefacts as high culture or 
low culture would certainly categorise a TV program entitled rage ‘til you puke in 
the low culture category. However, the crass, short-lived working title never 
graduated to an actual program title. rage emerged from within its working title as a 
truncated fragment that was engaging, pliant, and transformable.   
With the program name finalised, FitzGerald concentrated on creating the opening 
titles.  
So, rage. That’s going to be the name. So, then I was thinking that it 
would be really good if the opening titles had a sledgehammer effect and 
they had to be extremely annoying. So, that was my starting point 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
rage	unites	with	“Real	Wild	Child”:	the	opening	titles	music	
FitzGerald, a passionate music fan, began searching through his personal music 
collection seeking the perfect opening titles music to convey his idea of what rage 
would be, should be, and could be. The Iggy Pop album Blah-Blah-Blah (Pop, 
1986a) produced by David Bowie, opened with a track that resonated with 
FitzGerald. It was “Real Wild Child (Wild One)”, co-written, decades before, by 
Australian rock star Johnny O’Keefe (Pop, 1986a; 1986b) 
I listened to it and I thought ‘there’s something about this’. Then I got the 
twelve-inch version - who could forget twelve-inch versions - and that 
was fantastic and, actually, it’s the twelve-inch version that we used for 
the opening titles (FitzGerald, interview, 2013; Pop, 1986c).  
FitzGerald felt that the track represented a perfect convergence.  
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The idea of Iggy Pop, as a punk legend, David Bowie who was a legend 
in himself, Johnny O’Keefe was a legend, and the idea that they had, 
almost by accident, all come together for this one track, that’s really good 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  
The figure of Iggy Pop immediately conjures images of punk rebellion, wild 
performance, excess, and tenacity; David Bowie is an influential glam rock musical 
icon; Johnny O’Keefe was one of Australia’s most legendary early rock stars. Pop, 
Bowie and O’Keefe are undeniably influential figures who emerged within their 
respective territories of the USA, Britain and Australia. The three of them, coming 
together for this track, feels significant and somewhat improbable, and this unlikely 
combination perfectly suited the strange brew of music that FitzGerald had in mind 
for rage. It would feature various musical genres and be both international and local 
in its focus. FitzGerald planned to strongly support Australian music on the program, 
and so, the inclusion of O’Keefe strongly appealed.  
There needed to be some sort of Australian reference to it (ibid). 
The choice of O’Keefe particularly resonates because he is a highly significant figure 
in the history of Australian popular music, and Australian music television 
(Stockbridge, 1992; Apter, 2013a, 3-4). Stockbridge (1992) considers the 1950s 
program Six O’Clock Rock and assesses O’Keefe’s contribution and status as 
musician and program host: “Johnny O’Keefe was the best-known Australian 
proponent” (Stockbridge, 1992, 69).  
O’Keefe, Bowie, and Pop, three different icons, representing different facets, eras, 
genres, and territories, had converged with the recording of “Real Wild Child (Wild 
One)”. The track was an apt choice for introducing rage. John O’Donnell, Managing 
Director at EMI/Universal Music Australia, former Music Editor of Rolling Stone 
(Australia) and co-author of The 100 Best Australian Albums, considers the track and 
the convergence to be highly appropriate.  
I always thought that was great. Even if the nerds were the only ones who 
recognised it, what was going on with Johnny O’Keefe and Iggy Pop 
(O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
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r‐r‐r‐r‐rage!:	the	opening	titles	
With “Real Wild Child (Wild One)” chosen, the next step was to produce the 
opening titles music mix. FitzGerald approached 2JJJ Music Producer Keith Walker 
with his concept. FitzGerald told Walker: 
‘I basically know what I want. I’ve got this Iggy Pop record and I just 
want to have this screaming’; because I’d always been a big fan of 
screams which comes from 1960s music. The Beatles always screamed; 
there was always a scream on their up-tempo tracks and I used to love 
their screams. And I said, ‘it has to have screaming on it’ (FitzGerald, 
interview, 2013). 
The idea was that the opening titles and breakers, utilising screams of ‘rage, rage, 
rage’ and ‘r-r-r-r-rage’, would function as unmistakable signature elements. They 
would dramatically distinguish rage from other music video programs.  
FitzGerald decided to include both male and female screams of ‘rage’. He elected to 
perform the male screams himself; Walker booked session singer Deni Gordon to 
perform the female screams.  FitzGerald recalls this ear-piercing recording session:  
I tried to explain what I wanted… I said ‘so, look, let’s just roll record 
and I’ll just demonstrate what I want’. So I just did this huge scream and 
I thought that she was going to pass out because she wasn’t sort of ready 
for this banshee lunatic! (ibid).  
Once Gordon had recovered from her initial shock, she embraced the concept, 
contributing the memorable and distinctive screams, and also the extended whispers 
of ‘rage’ (ibid). 
Then we went upstairs and we fed all the vocals into an AKAI sampler. I 
had two quarter-inch machines and we had dubbed off the twelve-inch 
mix onto two quarter-inch tapes. We did all the mixes basically live to 
another tape. And I was just stopping and starting the quarter-inch 
machine so that’s where all the sliding comes from and then the ‘r-r-r-r-
rage’ was coming off the sampler. I think we basically did it in one take 
and I said, ‘we could probably do it better’ and he said, ‘why, that’s it’, 
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and then he said ‘have a listen to it back’, and we both said ‘oh yeah’ 
(ibid).  
By the end of that session, the audio for the opening titles (using “Real Wild Child 
(Wild One)”, various program breakers (using “Real Wild Child (Wild One)” and 
also King Crimson’s “Sleepless”), and its closing titles (using Simple Minds’ “Speed 
Your Love To Me”) had been mixed. What followed was an overnight editing 
session, at the production house Custom Video, during which the visuals were 
assembled for the program’s opening titles, program breakers and closing titles. The 
rage logo was also created on that night (ibid). 
Psychedelic	explosion:		the	rage	logo		
Although FitzGerald’s ‘rage ‘til you puke’ title had been discarded, the rage logo 
was nonetheless designed to align with the idea of excess and loss of control. In 
terms of its evocative qualities, FitzGerald wanted the logo to resemble “psychedelic 
vomit” (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). FitzGerald’s brief to Custom Video was that it 
should be a typewriter-style font, with all of the lettering in lowercase, and that it 
should be designed to resemble and evoke a messy, multi-coloured splash of vomit. 
In terms of the functionality, the logo was created with practicality in mind; it was 
designed to be superimposed over the bottom of any music video’s frame and retain 
visibility. 
The psychedelic logo, the wild screams, and the unsubtle and hyperactive opening 
titles, were all aimed at making the program distinctive.  
Obviously, MTV was going to get a lot of publicity, so what the ABC 
was doing had to be distinctive (ibid). 
At this point, FitzGerald had produced opening and closing titles, breakers and a 
logo, at a tiny total cost of $880.00 for the editing facilities, design work and the 
voiceover artist, but none of this was ever assembled into an actual ‘pilot’ episode 
(ibid).  
There was no pilot. It would have been impossible. How do you do a 
pilot for a show that goes for eight hours? I just did the titles and they 
were completely accepted… Actually, probably, what it was, was that I 
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had solved their problem. There was never any issue. It was going to be 
called rage. It had to happen” (ibid). 
With the program concept approved, the ABC began to disturb the night with 
screams of ‘rage’.  
rage	‘fills’	the	night:	convenience	and	economy	
Inglis (2006) describes the program’s arrival in the following way: 
After a short time at his desks [at ABC TV, Gore Hill and ABC Radio, 
William Street], Hill announced that ABC Television and all radio 
stations would transmit programs for 24 hours a day. He saw this as a 
fairly inexpensive way of signalling new vigour: the national broadcaster 
was never off the nation’s air. The old medium used repeats and drew on 
Radio Australia; in the new medium the hours from midnight to early 
morning would be occupied by cheap fillers such as Rage, video-clips of 
rock music, which had replaced the old Countdown (Inglis, 2006, 180). 
The first episode of the music program Inglis dismissively describes as ‘cheap filler’, 
began with rage’s first music video being “Weirdo Libido” by the Lime Spiders 
(rage/ABC, 1987, Program Operation Sheet [POS], Friday April 17). This choice of 
opening music video, by an Australian, independent, alternative, psychedelic, garage 
band, is revealing. This elevation of this piece of independent music video to a prime 
position signified the beginning of a shift within the music industry ecology of 
Australia. As rage developed it would be distinguished among Australian music 
television programs by its emphasis on exposing local and independent artists, and 
by its unusual function in providing underground musicians, and music video 
makers, with direct access to exposure on national musician television. With its first 
music video played, the program had already signalled that it would celebrate and 
expose Australian independent music. The “Weirdo Libido” video (Lime Spiders, 
2011, YouTube) is low-budget, frenetic, brash, and raucous; it features the band 
performing live and on the road; it reflects the culture, style, attitude and energy of 
music venues, clubs, pubs and parties in Australia in 1986/1987. The programming 
of “Weirdo Libido” immediately signalled that rage was likely to be non-commercial 
in its programming focus and that it would have aesthetic and musical similarities to 
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ABC music programs Rock Arena and Beatbox. The opening video confirmed a 
focus on reflecting Australian identity and presenting and supporting Australian 
music and Australian music video makers. When screened on rage, this video 
functioned to present an Australian subculture and reflect it back, to those in that 
subculture, and to the Australian audience in general. This video announced that the 
new program would present and reflect Australian music and popular culture; it 
would show Australia parts of itself. However, rage would also present and reflect 
other parts of the world, as evidenced by the second music video played on the first 
episode (rage/ABC, 1987, POS, Friday April 17). The second video was “(You 
Gotta) Fight For Your Right (To Party!)” by the Beastie Boys (Beastie Boys, 2009, 
YouTube). This video, like “Weirdo Libido” is brash, frenetic and raucous. Both 
videos reveal a sense of humour and irreverence, and they provide a sense of the 
program’s initial personality and identity within its first year.  
In 1987, rage was simply an all-night barrage of chaotic and colourful music videos. 
To ABC management, it represented an inexpensive first step in the direction of 24 
hour broadcasting. The ABC Annual Report 1986/1987 and ABC Annual Report 
1987/1988 describe the erosion of funding and the challenging financial constraints 
that the ABC faced during 1986 and 1987 (ABC, 1987; ABC, 1988, 5). Severe 
financial constraints initially limited what the program could be, and what it could 
do. The budgets for Arts and Entertainment programs were extremely tight; rage was 
shaped by economic realities. 
It was always a pittance really. We had financial controllers breathing 
down our necks consistently… It [rage] went in as a really belts and 
braces idea. There was no glamour about it at all. It was to cost nothing 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
Shrimpton explains that rage began, in its original minimalist incarnation as a steam 
of music videos delivered sans host, because that was the only program format that 
could be afforded (ibid). 
rage’s	nature,	roles	and	functions				
However, the program was shaped by other forces, beyond economics, including: the 
priorities, interests and aesthetics within the Arts and Entertainment department, the 
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aesthetics and sensibility of a program creator who was working within the ABC’s 
public service broadcasting (PSB) environment, the ABC’s Editorial Policies (ABC, 
2009a, 2011a), and the ABC Charter.  
The ABC Charter, as set out in the Commonwealth’s Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation Act 1983, includes statements regarding the key functions of the ABC. 
Two of these key functions are: “to encourage and promote the musical, dramatic 
and other performing arts in Australia” and to broadcast programs “that contribute to 
a sense of national identity and inform and entertain, and reflect the cultural diversity 
of, the Australian community (Australian Broadcasting Corporation Act, 1983, s.6).   
The ABC’s official Editorial Policies sets out the organisation’s principles and 
standards; they restate and reflect the aims set out within the ABC Charter. The 
Editorial Policies also acknowledge that ABC programs aim to innovate and 
experiment, and that they may at times offend.  
Innovation involves a willingness to take risks, invent and experiment 
with new ideas. This can result in challenging content which may offend 
some of the audience some of the time (ABC: About The ABC, 2011a). 
rage developed within the 1980s non-commercial PSB television context, and this 
context was crucial in shaping its characteristics. The Australian public broadcasters, 
the ABC and the SBS (Special Broadcasting Service), have been environments 
within which unconventional, provocative, and more experimental music programs 
have been able to develop.   
Different contexts then provide different possibilities and different 
meanings; and the non-commercial stations, ABC and SBS, provided the 
most latitude in that regard (Stockbridge, 1992, 81). 
Context has been crucial to the development and evolution of rage’s personality, 
character, identity, and specificities. The program arrived as a reflection of the Gore 
Hill and Ripponlea ABC TV cultures, which were in turn a reflection of the 
bohemian, unconventional, open-minded Australia apparent within the inner-city 
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane youth subcultures of the 1980s; subcultures which 
had also been given expression within cultural contributions such as Helen Garner’s 
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novel Monkey Grip (Garner, 1977), Ken’s Cameron’s Monkey Grip film adaptation 
(Cameron, 1982), Richard Lowenstein’s feature film Dogs In Space (Lowenstein, 
1986), within television programs such as ABC TV’s Sweet and Sour (ABC, 1984) 
and Beatbox, and on ABC Radio’s Double Jay/JJJ and the community radio stations 
4ZZ-FM (Brisbane), Triple R (Melbourne) and 2SER (Sydney). rage was created 
within this cultural context, and within the specific PSB environment of ABC TV, in 
1987, at Gore Hill, Sydney.   
The ABC’s Gore Hill site was a rundown, under-budgeted TV production and 
broadcast environment, composed of “scattered and dilapidated buildings” (Inglis, 
2006, 130), within which producers were continually exhorted to “do more with less” 
(ibid, 129). This specific environment shaped the program’s creation, and its identity. 
This place, with its idiosyncratic characteristics and ethos, bled into rage, influencing 
and shaping this atypical music television iteration. 
rage was a response to two of David Hill’s stated goals - moving ABC TV to 24 hour 
broadcasting and increasing Australian programs (Inglis, 2006, 148) - with 
Shrimpton acting to facilitate Hill’s goals. However, Shrimpton asserts that the ABC 
Charter and the principles of public broadcasting also shaped rage.  
Everything I did, whether subconsciously or consciously, did [reflect the 
ABC Charter]. I was bought up with the ethic of public broadcasting 
right from my first day in the job as a sixteen or seventeen year old 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
rage was a new ABC program that delivered plentiful local content (as it was being 
produced by Australian program makers). It featured local and international music 
videos but it strongly supported Australian artists, and it virtually guaranteed that all 
locally-produced music videos would achieve some airplay on ABC TV.  
What I wanted to do was to give each Australian clip at least one go. The 
emphasis on rage had to be on Australian tracks (FitzGerald, interview, 
2013). 
As Brown (1996) argues, Australians value Australian television programming that 
presents and reflects Australian culture (Brown, 1996, 80). rage functioned to 
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present and reflect Australian music and popular culture (and to exhibit it alongside 
international music and popular culture). This large quantity of locally-produced 
music television filled the overnight scheduling gap, aligned with the ABC Charter, 
and served the ABC’s purposes. 
The 1986/1987 ABC Annual Report discusses the ABC’s commitment to increased 
music programming, and the launch of 24 hour broadcasting (ABC, 1987, 15). The 
1987/1988 ABC Annual Report states: 
The network currently operates 24 hours per day on two days (Friday and 
Saturday) per week and varies its hours averaging about 15 per day on 
the remaining days (ABC, 1988, 79).  
The report also notes in its “Television Program Analysis 1987-1988” that “Video 
Music”, programmed on ABC TV in the non-Prime timeslot of “Other”, represented 
887 hours of content (compared to 3 hours of “Video Music” on ABC TV in Prime 
Time). Within the category of “Video Music” ABC TV’s programming content is 
listed as 99.7% Australian. The category of “Video Music” represents 12.7% of total 
TX [Transmission] (ABC, 1988, 78). Clearly, the arrival of rage had significantly 
affected ABC TV’s Australian content statistics.  
John Cleary, veteran ABC Radio presenter and former ABC Board Staff-elected 
Director, recalls that rage was convenient and useful for ABC management, 
particularly within the context of local content statistics.  
This is an area that is important at the [ABC] Board level about rage. It 
survived because Hill said, ‘Aussie content, look at the hours’. And 
people in the boardroom got a bit annoyed because people said, ‘David, 
you can’t count that’. There were discussions in the boardroom about 
how rage was being used to artificially crank up the Australian content 
(Cleary, interview, 2014). 
rage had proved to be statistically useful but, beyond that, the program has a 
shadowy profile within the ABC Annual Reports for 1986/1987 and 1987/1988. In 
the 1987/1988 report, under the heading “Youth Programs and Contemporary Music” 
various programs are discussed including Countdown, The Factory, Rock Arena, 
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Beatbox and Blah Blah Blah. However, rage is absent from this section (ABC, 1988, 
19). The program emerges from these ABC Reports, and from Inglis’s ABC history 
as convenient ‘filler’ television (ABC, 1987; ABC, 1988; Inglis, 2006, 180). 
A	rage	audience:	imagined	and	real	
In 1987, there was no sense of expectation that the program would, or could, have 
any significant cultural impact, or gain anything more than an insignificant, niche 
audience. The midnight to dawn television territory was disregarded and ignored.  
They [TV ratings] didn’t go past midnight (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
There was no proper surveying between midnight and dawn in the early 
days (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013).  
rage was initially broadcast without the ABC having any sense of its likely audience; 
it was broadcast to an imagined community. In the absence of ratings data, an ABC 
phone poll was conducted in mid-1987 to assess the program’s success. The poll 
results and interdepartmental memos discussing the poll are held in the National 
Archives of Australia’s ABC collection (NAA: C2218/11, News of 
Transmission/Rage).  
The Program Operating Sheet [POS] records for 1987 provide further documentation 
of the polling of the overnight audience (rage/ABC TV, POS, May 1987). The POS 
records provide documentation of each rage program’s content and transmission 
details, including program classification details, opening and closing titles, each 
music video played, all program breakers, bottom-of-frame text crawls, program 
credits, item durations, and the timeslot for all items.  During the polling period, 
viewers were advised, by means of a text ‘crawl’ across the program’s breakers, that 
they could call a toll free number and give their opinions about rage (ibid).   
The May/June 1987 “Television Monthly Report” prepared by ABC Acting Director 
of Television, Grahame Reynolds, and submitted to the ABC Board at their meeting 
of June 25, 1987, states:  
RAGE: The all-night music video program on Friday and Saturday nights 
has attracted a remarkable audience, as shown by a ‘straw poll’ on 23 
May (Reynolds, 1987).  
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Shrimpton recalls that the polling data confirmed that rage had a significant number 
of viewers, considering its inaccessible timeslot, and that these viewers wanted the 
program to stay on air (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
We picked them up straight away and then we got them when they 
tumbled back home at two or three in the morning because the station 
was still on… Some of the audience – it was the only thing they would 
watch on the ABC (ibid). 
Given (2003) argues that, “Broadcast audiences have always been more active than 
they’ve been given credit for” (Given, 2003, 210). Given acknowledges that 
television viewers have a long tradition of responding actively to television programs 
by calling and writing to television stations (ibid).  During rage’s first years on air, 
the program received a very high volume of viewer phone calls and letters. The ABC 
switchboards were also inundated by calls from the program’s viewers (Lewis, 
interview, 2013; Martin, interview, 2013).The amount of audience contact provided 
evidence that an audience, a rage community, did indeed exist. The program had 
created a community and had begun to act as a collective meeting place for music 
fans. Audience feedback indicated that many viewers were passionately interested in 
discovering new music, and seeing new music videos.   
Further evidence of the program’s rather hidden audience surfaced when a rage 
phone-in service was introduced (a premium rate ‘0055’ service allowing callers to 
access a recorded message that provided a full rundown of the programming). 
FitzGerald recalls being approached by the service provider and agreeing to its 
introduction without realising that the callers would be charged at an expensive 
premium rate. A few months later he was approached by an ABC Arts and 
Entertainment executive, Peter Butler, who was shocked and dismayed by the 
substantial income being generated (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  At the time there 
were differing views within the ABC about whether commercial activity was 
‘improper’ or whether money-making ventures should be a priority (Inglis, 2006, 211 
- 213). According to FitzGerald, Butler asserted that, ‘the ABC can’t be seen to be 
making money!’ (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  FitzGerald arranged to have the 
service cost amended (to the lowest available rate). For FitzGerald, this was largely a 
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matter of making the 0055 service more easily accessible to rage’s viewers, who had 
now emerged as an acceptably-sized and responsive audience.  
Within Australia, and certainly within my particular music-focused, inner-city 
Sydney subculture, rage had quickly found a following. If I had actually given it 
much thought at the time, I would have concluded that I identified with much of 
what I saw on the program. It reflected the music, popular culture, films, fashion, art, 
design and style favoured within the Australian inner-city subcultures - largely 
within Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane - that I was familiar with, or aware of. 
During the mid to late 1980s, I worked in magazine writing and editorial roles, 
principally with magazines Stiletto and 3-D World, and I chronicled 1980s inner-city 
urban subcultures and interviewed musicians, actors, authors, film-makers and others 
who were viewed as compatible with readers focused on whatever was seen as ‘cool’ 
at the time. I was immersed in the subcultures of the inner-city Sydney nightclub and 
live venue scenes. I was a music fan.  My musical taste was eclectic but I was most 
deeply interested in the type of Australian bands that were categorised at the time as 
‘alternative’, in British and U.S ‘alternative’ artists, in hip hop, and in the developing 
dance music scene. Much of this music, and the music videos emerging from these 
musical subcultures, were available for my viewing pleasure on rage.  
Subcultures have specific “dress, dance, speech, music, drugs, style, history” and 
they exhibit specific rituals (Hebdige, 1979, 69). A ritual that had developed within 
my late 1980s urban, inner-city, alternative music-focused, and dressed-in-black 
subculture was the watching of rage at the end of ‘nights out’.  
Australian musician and songwriter Tex Perkins, from The Cruel Sea, Beasts of 
Bourbon, and Tex, Don & Charlie, agrees that watching the program soon became a 
late-night Australian ritual.  
It used to be absolutely ritualistic. You would always watch Countdown 
as a kid. That was a total ritual. And, you would always watch rage as an 
adolescent, after you’d been out, you’d come back at two or three in the 
morning and you would always watch rage (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
Janet English from Spiderbait agrees that rage became a ritual for young Australians.  
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Everyone I knew who went to gigs, and you got home at one, two or 
three in the morning, the first thing you did was turn it [rage] on. You 
were up, you were about. Inevitably, every night owl, and all people who 
were into music, watched it (English, interview, 2014). 
Rob Hirst from Midnight Oil recalls his rage ritual:  
Stumbling home late from gigs and putting rage on just to sort of settle, 
and get the fog of rock out of one’s head (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
O’Donnell says:  
You ate pizza, smoked pot, came down, drank your last drinks and you’d 
watch rage and you’d fall asleep on the lounge; and it was still the era of 
one television in the house, no cable, so you couldn’t flick channels and 
there was nothing else on but it was not just the best alternative; it was so 
great and you’d see wild and wonderful things (O’Donnell, interview, 
2013). 
Richard Kingsmill, Music Director of triple j Radio and triple j presenter, recalls that 
the program was quick to establish itself as an Australian youth ritual.  
I do remember when rage started; that process of staying up late into the 
night and watching TV programming, music programming. From what I 
remember, right from the beginning, people used to talk about that, ‘I’ll 
go to bed right after this track, no, after this one’. You never knew what 
was coming. And, obviously, this was all pre-internet days so you didn’t 
have any sort of playlist, or any indication of what was going to come up 
on the program, so you always used to just stay in there (Kingsmill, 
interview, 2014). 
As with Perkins, English, Hirst, O’Donnell and Kingsmill, the program was, for me, 
a late-night ritual that was a part of most of my weekends. rage was a pleasurable, 
entertaining late-night diversion and I was happy that it existed. As it evolved and 
became part of the fabric of Australian music, culture and media, being a fan of the 
program became a part of my identity. I came to love rage. As I note in  Real Wild 
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Child: an Insider’s Tales from The rage Couch, devoted viewers do tend to declare 
feelings of love and affection for rage (Gee, 2010, 16).   
It has got widespread affection because it hits different demographics and 
different audiences (Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
I think there is huge affection for rage and I have totally seen it, for now 
for ‘what is it?’ nearly thirty years, almost. With the artists, that’s 
something that I’ve witnessed the whole way through; with Australian 
artists in particular, because that’s where I’ve noticed it more, but with 
international artists as well (O’Donnell, interview, 2013).   
Roger Grierson, former Managing Director of Festival Mushroom Records says: 
Everybody is really fond of it because they get exposure and because it 
provides a platform... I can’t imagine that there would be anyone who 
wouldn’t think unbelievably fondly of it (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
Kingsmill suggests that because rage functions as an ‘identity’ with a ‘personality’ it 
elicits emotional responses and a sense of connection (Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
It’s funny that, for a TV program which largely doesn’t have a face, 
doesn’t have a host - it has the guest programming hosts - but for a large 
section of time, it is one video clip after another, but it does have an 
identity (ibid). 
Questioning	rage’s	character:	personality,	character	and	identity	
Despite being host-less, rage does create a relationship with its viewers, and through 
its absences it ironically exhibits aspects of personality, character and an identity. I, 
for one, anthropomorphise rage and I have noticed this tendency within others who 
have worked on the program, and among some of the journalists who have written 
about it. rage is a “shouty night owl” and a “late-night comfort” (Bodey, 2012). It is 
“ever-reliable” (Hassall, 2001) and “an ideal companion” (Molitorisz, 1995). These 
are some of the elements that coexist within rage’s ‘personality’. 
The program’s  personality, character and identity are the result of a combination of 
factors. Its initial characteristics were shaped by an overarching specificity: it 
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represents Australian Public Service Broadcasting. More specifically, it represents 
public broadcasting that emerged from ABC TV Arts and Entertainment, at Gore 
Hill, in 1987. Within this time and place, experimentation, risk-taking and appealing 
to non-mainstream, niche audiences were permissible. Jacka (2000) argues that the 
ABC has always been “a space of experimentation and innovation in the television 
form” (Jacka, 2000, 64), and that it has a history of producing material designed for 
specialist and niche audiences. “Such programming is very unlikely to be found 
anywhere on commercial television” (ibid, 65). 
rage was designed to include non-commercial and independent music and was 
intended to appeal to particular sections of the Australian audience, particularly the 
youth audience. With its inaccessible timeslot, the program could only hope to 
appeal to a limited number of Australians. However, appealing to smaller, specialist, 
niche audiences was not considered a problem within the program’s creation context.  
Its initial role was to test the practicalities, potential and possibilities of overnight 
broadcasting, to bolster music programming, to support and promote Australian 
music, and to appeal to youth audiences (Giuffre, 2009). rage’s role mutated as it 
established itself, as it developed and evolved, and as it solidified its position within 
popular culture, media, the music industry and the ABC.  
rage’s	home	base			
To Paddy Conroy, ABC TV’s Director of Television from 1988 to 1995, the 
“creative” and “audacious” Gore Hill ecology shaped the nature of the programs that 
emerged from it (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013). Conroy asserts that key Gore Hill 
players, such as Shrimpton, gave creative people time, space and freedom (ibid). 
Shrimpton says that freedom and autonomy were important, and, also, entirely 
necessary.  
There was so much else going on that from my office’s point of view you 
had to be able to say ‘that’s your thing, you go and do it’… Everyone had 
to be a self-starter. There was very little fat around to ask for help. You 
had to do it yourself or go under (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
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rage functioned without any particular management assistance, beyond the allocation 
of its meagre budget and extremely limited resources. The program’s continued 
existence, in the eyes of ABC’s upper management, was because of its continuing 
status as a cheap, convenient program, fuelled by cost effective music industry 
content, fulfilling useful scheduling and musical content roles, and creating minimal 
management problems. As such, rage functioned without any particular management 
assistance, or particular interference. It was given the freedom to operate in a 
relatively autonomous manner and to develop its own identity and particular program 
policies.  
rage’s production office was physically located, rather incongruously, within ABC 
TV’s Comedy enclave. Being FitzGerald’s creation, the program had its production 
office located in close proximity to FitzGerald’s Blah Blah Blah and Live and Sweaty 
production teams. rage’s late 1980s production office was within what was known 
officially as the Bullbrooks Building (and unofficially as the Dan Power Building, in 
honour of Power, the Production Supervisor for TV Arts, Entertainment and 
Comedy).  This building was a particularly active, vibrant, and sometimes raucous, 
centre of comedy and music production activity.   
It was something about the just-brewed-like, toxic cluster of buildings at 
Gore Hill - which should have been condemned very likely - but that 
large office that you [rage] worked out of was an extraordinary creative 
hub in its time. I think it probably alienated people. No one quite 
understood what it was about, certainly not management (Shrimpton, 
interview, 2013). 
rage existed on the edge of TV Comedy; it was little understood, under-resourced, 
and left to its own devices.  
Separation	and	difference:	the	early	production	culture	of	rage	
Cleary argues that when rage arrived it was immediately characterised within the 
ABC as untypical, somewhat alien, and possibly suspicious.  
There were a whole lot of things which I think made it hard for rage to 
become part of the ABC culture early on (Cleary, interview, 2014). 
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Cleary notes that the program was constructed around a type of content that was not 
actually made within the ABC, being music video, and that it arrived during an 
industrially fraught and tumultuous period. 
[David] Hill comes in, initially progressive but then, very soon… That 
marked a period where it was on for young and old for about five years. 
It was just massive and in the middle of that, rage comes along (ibid). 
Lynda Boland, union organiser with the ABC Staff Union, the Public Sector Union 
(PSU) and the Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU), from 1988 to 1996, 
maintains that, in the late 1980s, the ABC had an overwhelming atmosphere of 
“threat” and “uncertainty”. She argues that a “tough industrial climate” has always 
surrounded rage (Boland, interview, 2014). 
Boland describes David Hill as a “crash or crash-through merchant” and notes that 
rage did not appear to go through the usual ABC processes. She believes that there 
was no appropriate planning or budgeting for 24 hour broadcasting. “Let alone 
consultation with staff” (ibid). Boland notes that the program’s launch was 
accompanied by an industrial dispute regarding staffing of ABC Victoria during rage 
transmission (ibid). The unplanned arrival of the program was industrially fraught; 
the lack of planning and budgeting created an industrial issue that had to be 
negotiated and resolved (ibid). 
Cleary says that because the program arrived suddenly, without consultation, many 
ABC people were uncertain about what it represented.  
This is part of the context stuff because it was seen as part of, if you go 
back to that period around 1987, 1988, [David] Hill was flirting with 
advertising, and he was sending up all sorts of balloons about 
commercialisation, and it [rage] was seen as, ‘is this a potential stalking 
horse?’. So, it got mixed in with all of that in people’s brains (Cleary, 
interview, 2014). 
Cleary believes that the program was initially viewed with suspicion, and that it was, 
from the start, viewed as being aberrant (ibid).  
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Look, if I was saying, ‘what was the attitude of staff to rage when it 
started?’ Well, it was great apprehension because the attitude was, ‘Hang 
on. They’re buying stuff from outside. They’re running it cheap; they are 
undercutting rates’. There was a deal of industrial concern from [union] 
members saying, ‘hang on, they’re our jobs being sold by basically 
buying video clips instead of paying for genuine content’. So, that was 
around.  Now, that didn’t translate into hostility towards the people who 
worked on rage but there was a genuine fear… I think that it created 
barriers  -  unnecessary barriers  - that if its introduction had been 
handled differently, would not have occurred.  But, I think that the people 
who worked on the early days of rage had to put up with that sort of 
awkwardness of relationships (ibid). 
rage began as an unknown quantity; different, suspicious and misunderstood. It was 
an outlaw program, rushed onto the air, operating outside of usual ABC program-
making structures, procedures and systems, and this translated to a sense of 
separateness. This meant that it struggled to be acknowledged, accepted and 
supported as a proper, and real, ABC program.  
I think that was there for a couple of years before it settled down and 
rage just became part of the furniture (ibid).  
The program began in an untypical manner, emerging as an aberrant entity. The 
legacy of this beginning was that it developed its own specific and untypical 
production culture.  It began, and continued, as an oddly separate entity within the 
ABC. 
Unstructured	rage	
Within its first year, the program presented a stream of videos without any 
overarching sense of cohesiveness or structure. Its initially unstructured, free-form 
nature was discussed on ABC Radio National’s segment on the 25th anniversary of 
rage (Lewis, 2012). The centre-piece of the “Rage Anniversary” segment is its 
interview with key rage player Stephanie Lewis who discusses the program’s origins 
and its early years. 
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rage was started by Mark FitzGerald and I came along a few months into 
the process. Mark started rage. There was a change at ABC TV. It was 
going on, starting to go live on air for twenty-four hours, so they needed 
something to fill the gap and Mark came up with the idea (Lewis, 2012).   
Lewis, rage’s programmer and producer from late 1987 to early 1995, is an integral 
player within the program’s evolution.  However, at the time of its creation and 
launch, she was functioning on the periphery of ABC TV. She was not involved in, 
or particularly aware of, rage’s creation (Lewis, interview, 2013). Lewis had been 
involved with various ABC TV programs, including The Factory and Beatbox, as a 
presenter, reporter and researcher but when rage was being created her attention was 
elsewhere.  
The first I heard of rage, and that’s going back a long time, is that it was 
on television... It [rage] wasn’t on my radar because it wasn’t real, if you 
know what I mean (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
After the program was launched, Lewis began to pay attention to its programming, 
consider its potential, and contemplate its future. She describes her passionate 
interest in programming rage and her recognition of its potential to have a cultural 
impact.  
I looked at it and thought ‘man, look, there is so much that can be done 
with this show (ibid). 
In 1987, Lewis was a passionate music fan who was deeply interested in music 
television and “obsessed with music videos” (ibid).  
I was very involved in the music scene. I was going to music most nights 
of the week at that stage. I knew a lot about what was going on locally 
and I was an ardent subscriber to NME [New Musical Express, U.K. 
music magazine]. Music was my passion at that point in time (ibid). 
FitzGerald had created rage in early 1987 but by mid-1987 he was forced to neglect 
it due to his overloaded work schedule.  
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I started doing Blah Blah Blah with Andrew Denton and I was still doing 
rage. I just couldn’t do rage at the same time. I actually physically 
couldn’t do it… The ABC had a big pool of producers at the time and 
basically anyone who was vaguely interested, and had the time, were 
given a go to program rage (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
The result of this situation was that the quality of programming was erratic and the 
program lacked cohesion and structure.  Lewis recalls being dismayed and 
disappointed that rage was not living up to its potential.  
I’d see the producers, who were ABC staffers, coming in each week and 
presenting their hand-written programming to Mark. I was very 
interested in music because music was my life. I’d be wandering over 
and looking at it and going ‘Oh, my God!’ – I shouldn’t be saying this on 
the record – I can do much better than this!’ (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
Lewis cites an example of a producer who merely programmed the available music 
videos in alphabetical order (ibid). FitzGerald recalls this infamous alphabetical 
episode as a turning point in the program’s history.  
I was just so horrified that I realised that, no, no, this really can’t go on. I 
have to address this… It just needed someone who was going to be as 
devoted to the show as I was, and probably more so (FitzGerald, 
interview, 2013).   
Lewis was known to FitzGerald due to her involvement with The Factory and 
Beatbox. She had a professional history with FitzGerald, and with ABC TV, but was 
not a member of staff within the ABC’s producer pool.  
I wasn’t part of the bureaucracy (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
Nonetheless, Lewis was intent on programming rage and she persistently lobbied 
FitzGerald about the program.  
I kept pestering him and pestering him – but it was bureaucracy (ibid) 
In the middle of 1987, an opportunity presented itself. FitzGerald was due to depart 
on an overseas trip and an official, full-time replacement to program rage would be 
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required. FitzGerald offered Lewis the opportunity. So began Lewis’s eight years of 
rage.   
For Lewis, a passionate music fan obsessed with music video, working in music 
television was an achievement of a dream (ibid). 
I was very, very happy doing that (ibid).  
Lewis’s programming began to attract attention and she began receiving positive 
feedback from within the ABC. She recalls thinking that, “I must be doing something 
right” (ibid).  
So, I kept on doing it [programming rage], and kept on doing it, and 
when Mark came back I never stopped doing it because it obviously 
worked. I had a passion, and I was doing something right, so they kept 
me on (ibid).  
Devotion, passion and love are words used reiteratively by rage’s producers and 
programmers when discussing the program. Among those who have been active 
participants in the making of rage there is a marked tendency to anthropomorphise it, 
and to exhibit a sense of emotional attachment to the program. In my experience, 
program participants also tend to talk about being ‘loyal’ to rage, ‘protecting’ rage, 
‘defending’ rage, ‘saving’ rage, and ‘looking after’ rage. FitzGerald and Lewis talk 
of love, passion and devotion and Shrimpton refers to rage as “my baby” 
(Shrimpton, Michael, 2013, personal email communication, May 22). Shrimpton 
does, however, fully acknowledge that rage is FitzGerald’s actual creation.  
I didn’t describe what it should be. I just said ‘fill the hours with music’ 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013).   
rage, lovingly created by FitzGerald, had continued, haphazardly, at times 
alphabetically, until Lewis arrived to give it her fulltime attention. FitzGerald created 
the program and gave it its initial identity; Lewis further shaped and crystallized 
rage. She gave it structure and definition, further developed its identity, and worked 
to build its reputation with viewers, critics and music industry players.  
I just knew that it [rage] could be made into something that was bigger 
than what it already was (Lewis, interview, 2013).   
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Lewis’s role in the program’s evolution, and in crafting a structure for a previously 
rather unstructured program, is conspicuous and undeniable. rage, the creation, or 
‘baby’, of FitzGerald and Shrimpton, was raised by Lewis. 
Networks:	rage	within	the	ABC	machine	
Shrimpton, FitzGerald and Lewis had given ABC TV a utilitarian program. 
Officially, that program’s resources were very limited. However, rage did begin to 
build a supporter base within the ABC. Those who liked and supported the program 
allowed it to continue, to evolve, and to endure. 
People were excited about rage. They would, on their own time, dig in 
and find stuff. That was a really good thing, people who cared about the 
program. They were the quiet, unspoken contributors (Lewis, interview, 
2013).  
Lewis and FitzGerald argue that rage owes a debt to its hidden ABC contributors 
(ibid; FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  Throughout the program’s history, it has had a 
network of supporters, at various levels, throughout the ABC. Paddy Conroy argues 
that this network has been crucial to the program’s success and longevity.   
In the long run that is probably the success of it. That you managed, or 
whoever, you and whoever, managed to get it a place in the system. You 
know what it’s like, it’s competitive in a television station, and if the 
crews don’t like you, and the staff don’t like you, you’re buggered; if 
they do like you, it makes life a lot easier (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 
2013).  
Conroy says that upper management did not have to think about rage; it functioned 
and it had “good people” (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013). 
That’s the whole point. You find that someone. With a thing like rage 
which doesn’t get much budget and doesn’t get much kudos and hasn’t 
got pictures in the foyer or whatever, and someone, if they love it, you 
love them, because ‘oh God, that takes one problem out of my life’. It’s 
good. That whole area can be left in that wonderful person’s hands (ibid).  
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Accordingly, Lewis was allowed significant creative freedom.  
I felt very spoiled because I was left to my own devices (Lewis, 
interview, 2013).   
The ABC’s upper management, at the top of the structure, and the lowly rage, near 
the bottom of the structure, rarely collided; they operated within separate spheres of 
activity. For ABC management, rage had solved a problem, and from that point 
onwards, it could be virtually ignored.  
I just took it [rage] for granted to be perfectly honest. I knew that there 
were people who loved it and I thought ‘that’s great. I haven’t got to 
worry about it’. I had bigger worries, if I’m going to be blunt about it 
(Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013). 
Conroy acknowledges that the period from 1988 to 1995 was a difficult and turbulent 
time in ABC TV’s history. “Everything was a battle” (ibid).  rage was among the 
least of Conroy’s problems.  
I was well aware that it [rage] was a safe haven. It was there. It was 
established. People knew it. People liked it. It never caused any 
controversy but it continued to get mentions... I thought ‘fantastic. We 
don’t have to spend any money and it is great’ (ibid).  
For Conroy, rage was, “economically effective and loved. That sums it up” (ibid).  
rage	on	air:	uninterrupted	adult	party	music	
Stockbridge (1992) offers this description of rage:  
ABC’s Rage produced by Beatbox producer, Mark Fitzgerald, partly 
takes up from where Rock Arena left off offering ‘uninterrupted adult 
party music, including disco, hard rock from midnight to 2am, 
international and Australian concert material and independents 2-4am 
and jazz, blues and archival material 4-6am’. It retains some of the 
features of the earlier Rock Arena: basically non-commercial, it provides 
airplay for a range of artists and clips, but without a presenter, and it 
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includes Top 40 from 6-9am. Its target audience is 18 to 35-year-olds 
(Stockbridge, 1992, 82). 
Stockbridge’s analysis “drew directly from descriptions in the local media at the 
time” (Giuffre, 2009, 44). These media descriptions, though originating from ABC 
TV’s press release, did not actually provide an accurate picture of the program. 
FitzGerald’s first public description of rage was presented in the ABC TV Publicity 
Release, “ABC’s All Night “Rage” Begins Friday, April 17” (Brown, 1987). This 
first description of rage as  “uninterrupted adult party music”, divided into organised, 
discrete programming blocks, was reproduced in TV Guides and ‘local media’. The 
early media descriptions suggest that the program was highly structured and featured 
segmentation into blocks of similar genre and type. However, FitzGerald’s 
descriptions of what rage would be proved to be less than accurate. 
FitzGerald explains that there was barely enough music video material available to 
fill the daunting number of programming hours. The ABC’s music archive was 
extensive but any music videos or music footage required for rage’s use had to be 
located, delivered, accessed and transferred onto the correct format: standard 
Betacam, bar-coded tapes, referred to as  ‘beta-carts’, with each beta-cart containing 
a single music video.  
I was worried that we wouldn’t have enough material. The hardest thing 
in the end was getting enough material dubbed onto those beta-carts… 
That’s why in the early publicity releases I said we are not just going to 
cover rock music and contemporary music we are going to do jazz and 
blues. I thought we could perhaps play some half-hour things [half-hour 
music programs]. That was partly trying to have a point of difference, 
and also I was trying to cover my arse because I was really worried that 
we wouldn’t have enough single clips (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  
rage’s output was sustained, and its collection expanded, due to the efforts of ABC 
Videotape Operator Malcolm Pollard. Pollard took a personal and professional 
interest in the program and he began dubbing music videos for its collection 
(whenever he had time, or made time). rage had sufficient music video material 
during its first year due to Pollard’s efforts. “He [Pollard] saved the day” (ibid).  
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With numerous hours to fill and a limited repertoire, videos were frantically collected 
and programming tended to be unstructured.  To Lewis, the early programming 
represented “a bit of a jumble sale” (Lewis, interview, 2013). Viewers watched an 
unpredictable mix of musical artists and wondered what they might see and hear 
next. Grierson recalls these early years:   
I liked the surprise of ‘what’s on next?’ (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
rage had not yet found a particular format or structure but it had found a community 
of fans.  
It was in the days before any other, digital distractions. Music was 
greater, I think, on the cultural landscape. I feel as though music was 
more part of people’s lives. There weren’t all of those distractions and 
you could touch certain people more than you can perhaps now, with so 
many distractions (Lewis, interview, 2013).   
The	all‐night	music	video	party	
rage presented an unpredictable, and at times incoherent and uncontrolled, overnight 
music video party. Its musical and visual flow evoked the idea that the program 
represented a party in itself, or that it could be a party accompaniment.  
This ‘party’ was put to air by the TV Presentation and Transmission staff working in 
Gore Hill’s Transmission bunker. When Shrimpton and FitzGerald had first 
considered ways to deliver the program, they focused on this Presentation and 
Transmission group.  
I realised that the Presentation people who were putting the station to air, 
doing newsbreaks and rolling tape and those sort of things, could actually 
do it [put rage to air]… We devised a scheme whereby all of the items 
were put onto cartridge [beta-cart] and the Pres [TV Presentation] Officer 
would actually run the cartridges and super [live caption the videos with 
accompanying song and artist details]. All of it done very much on the 
fly (Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
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Shrimpton recalls that potential TV Presentation Officers were routinely asked in job 
interviews about their likely ability to manage nights of rage. Putting the program to 
air was a challenge. It was up to Presentation/Transmission staff to actually assemble 
each episode for broadcast. Large metal trolleys filled with hundreds of beta-cart 
tapes, stacked in running order, with each tape containing a single video, were 
delivered each Friday to ABC TV Transmission.  All of the separate elements, 
including the titles, breakers, videos, program logo, and artist/song graphics were 
also supplied. rage would be assembled by following the Programme Operating 
Sheet [POS]. Broadcast staff had to correctly combine all of the elements of each 
episode, and, to the best of their ability, get rage to air.   
Michael Wooller, a former, long-term rage Technical Producer, often worked in 
ABC Transmission during the early years of the program.  
I was feeding that beta-cart machine… Each clip in the early days would 
get supered live to air. Now, that sort of thing, although in theory the 
equipment was capable of it, it really wasn’t done normally. Each clip 
was essentially a separate program, as far as the automation, and as far as 
the staff were concerned. It was a separate program that required its own 
super. Now, it was automated as much as possible. In a sense the 
automation was being contrived to do what wasn’t being done on any 
other program. The technology was being adapted (Wooller, interview, 
2014).  
Wooller argues that getting the program to air was a matter of improvisation, 
experimentation, and endurance (ibid).  
Everything was manual. You had to stay awake for it all (ibid). 
The TV Transmission area at Gore Hill was the original epicentre of rage 
broadcasting, and it was an unusual setting.  
It was in a bunker; it was very much a world of its own. It was filled with 
many, many, many different personalities and people from so many 
different demographics. Look, sometimes it felt like walking into the bar 
in Star Wars (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
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Shrimpton, FitzGerald and Lewis are divided in their opinions about the early 
relationship between rage and TV Presentation/Transmission.  
Transmission? No, they didn’t like it [rage]. They couldn’t get it 
together. Some nights they were out of sync... I’d have to ring them up 
and say, ‘that’s not Madonna!’ (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
People did things in their own style but there was a common goal (Lewis, 
interview, 2013).  
They loved it. It was right up their alley. I mean, I never asked what 
funny things went into the control room with them at the time and I 
decided not to make a quick visit because one never knew what kind of a 
party was going on (Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
Shrimpton suggests that rage, designed to accompany late-night hedonism and aimed 
at a late-night audience that was likely to be inebriated, was, at times, broadcast by 
staff members in a similar condition (ibid). The program was making it onto the air, 
however it was doing it, with results that were unpredictable, and, at times, 
somewhat amateurish.  
Any ABC TV Presentation Officer at Gore Hill, even the most dedicated and sober, 
still faced a challenge with rage. From midnight to dawn, video after video, they had 
to keep all of the elements in order.  They had to stay focused and stay awake (and 
keep their bathroom breaks short). This was a demanding task.  Accordingly, some 
of the first nights of rage featured entirely incorrect videos, missing supers, incorrect 
supers, missing logos, and other technical difficulties. The ‘uninterrupted’ adult party 
music tended to feature interruptions and errors.  
It was like cowboy days (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
It had an almost sort of, dirty, start. That kind of thing; almost garage; 
that they could have done it themselves at home… So, that’s how it 
happened to begin with. Smell of an oily rag; nothing; it cost not a wit. 
But, it hit (Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
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Democratisation	and	diversity:	program	policies	
From the start, FitzGerald had wanted rage to have points of difference from other 
music video programs. The inclusion of low-budget, independent music videos from 
unsigned artists was one of these points of difference.  Democratisation was, and is, a 
specificity of the program.   
FitzGerald accepted unsolicited, independent music videos as he believed that rage 
was a place where Australian independent music could, and should, find a home. He 
felt that any video offered to the program should be considered for broadcast.  
That’s the democracy of rage and so it should be (FitzGerald, interview, 
2013).   
To Conroy, the program represents an early player in the “democratisation of 
television” and he argues that the unusual levels of availability and access were 
outside of the usual models for music television (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013).  
People don’t think about that but rage did take unsolicited videos from 
day one (ibid). 
Independent music videos, with ultra-low budgets, were embraced and consistently 
included within the music video mix.  
When you have a show that goes for, sometimes over twelve hours, and 
it’s sixteen clips to the hour, and it’s four-thirty in the morning, surely 
that clip can be played. Only once, but it can be played (FitzGerald, 
interview, 2013).   
By providing direct and relatively simple access to media exposure, the program 
created a shift within the music industry ecology. Any music video made in 
Australia, and delivered to rage, by record companies, or by anyone seeking airplay, 
could, and most likely would, be broadcast on the program. This meant that all 
Australians, potentially, had open access to exposure on Australian music television. 
The program gave musicians, aspiring musicians, music video makers, and aspiring 
music video makers, an unusual level of access to a means of dissemination. It was a 
venue for exposure for everyone from major recording artists with multi-million 
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dollar videos through to unknown, unsigned novice artists with the lowest of budgets 
and very basic production values. 
As English asserts, one late-night broadcast of your low-budget video would be 
unlikely to create any substantial impact.  
Because it went for so many hours, from midnight or eleven o’clock or 
whatever it was, until the sun came up, it is hard to imagine that one hit, 
one video, could have a big impact in that one hit (English, interview, 
2014). 
However, sustained rage support for a band or artist would resonate, and could have 
a substantial impact.  
Even with a play on a few consecutive weekends, the beginnings of a 
career could be nurtured just from that (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
To Hirst, the program caused a “ripple effect”, it was a way to “start the long climb”, 
and receiving any rage airplay was highly significant to the musical artists and music 
video makers receiving that support (ibid).   
People [musicians] never forget the fact that with a show like rage it was 
probably the only program to actually take them seriously and put them 
on. When you’ve been an artist, or in a band, and you’ve just been 
ignored or bullshitted to or soft-soaped for so many years, but [with rage] 
you could bypass the industry, the managers, the agents, the record 
companies, the publicists and you could just send what you’ve done 
directly to rage and then they play it. No wonder people love it! (Hirst, 
interview, 2014). 
It gave an avenue to indie artists in particular. I mean the majors were 
well-staffed and, you know, had overheads to allow them to interact 
easily with all kinds of TV shows and programming and radio but for 
indie artists you were kind of blocked out from a lot of media 
(O’Donnell, interview, 2013).  
In 2002, media satirist John Safran discussed rage’s democracy on the SBS 
television program John Safran’s Music Jamboree suggesting that, “I reckon a dog 
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could get a video on rage” (Safran, 2002). Safran announced that he would be testing 
this theory by attaching a camera to a dog’s head as it walked through the streets, 
adding a music track to the resulting footage, and submitting the video for broadcast. 
(This was actually done with the assistance of rage’s production team. Following 
discussion with Safran’s team about the segment, we supplied the logo and 
song/artist bottom-of-frame super.) Safran gently mocked rage for its ‘open door’ 
policy and correctly indicated that it was not difficult to get a video on the program.  
Didn’t John Safran make that comment that anyone can get a video on 
rage, as if that was a criticism, I feel like that’s the beauty of rage. I love 
that. That’s fantastic (English, interview, 2014). 
The Safran incident demonstrated the program’s democracy and it highlighted the 
fact that rage, in the late 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s, was functioning like an early 
incarnation of YouTube. If you posted your video, via Australia Post, to the 
production office, it would, unless there were technical, ABC policy, or classification 
issues, be broadcast.  
From my day one, from my experience, people would send their videos 
in. It was democratic. But, you couldn’t not filter it (Lewis, interview, 
2013).  
FitzGerald agrees that quality control was definitely in place, particularly in the first 
few hours of each episode, but he happily acknowledges that the very late-night 
hours tended to feature strange, experimental, quirky, low-budget, low-quality works 
submitted by those who wanted to find a place somewhere, anywhere, within the 
program’s flow.   
It was the first clip that was always the most important clip, and your first 
half-hour was always the most important, then the first hour, second, 
third hour, and then, probably, we could relax a little more and not be so 
ruthless (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
FitzGerald acknowledges that there was a practical reason for the program’s 
inclusiveness: the necessity to fill the airtime. However, the concept of an inclusive 
program was also a philosophical matter. The program was intent on encouraging 
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and promoting Australian musicians and reflecting Australian culture. It displayed 
what was happening in alternative and popular music, reflected what was happening 
in fashion, film, design and art, and reflected subcultures within our society, various 
Australian regions and territories, and Australian identity.  
rage reflected FitzGerald’s sensibility from its beginnings. When Lewis arrived as its 
programmer it also began to reflect Lewis’s sensibility and musical preferences.   
I’ve got to be honest. To start with it was like, okay, I’m going to play 
what I think is really good, you know. And, I just happened to be in a 
position at that time where I was exposed to a lot of different music, and 
it was music that you weren’t necessarily, you weren’t seeing anywhere 
else… My position at the time was ‘alternative’, and I’m doing inverted 
commas with my fingers as I speak. It certainly wasn’t Triple M 
[commercial rock radio] (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
With Lewis as programmer, obscure, unusual, independent, and avant-garde videos, 
featuring the most contemporary musical styles, tended to be given prominence 
within the programming flow. This was the music that was celebrated, and valorised, 
within the program. 
There is nothing so mad or weird that you might not actually see it on 
rage (Robinson, interview, 2013). 
The program exhibited an alternative, independent and Australian sensibility from 
the start but with Lewis as programmer it began to firmly embrace emerging styles of 
music, the non-mainstream, the unconventional, the experimental, the offbeat, and 
the weird.  
Fractured	rage:	multiple	genres	and	split	focus	
rage, under Lewis, exhibited a clear attraction to the unconventional but it was also 
functioned to present a range of musical genres.   
All I had to go by was my experience, my taste, my professional taste. So 
my [personal] taste, compared to my professional taste. I had to put a 
professional filter on it as well. There was music that I wouldn’t listen to 
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at home but that I could respect, within its genre, as being really good 
within that genre (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
To Shrimpton, the program exhibited a similar sensibility to Rock Arena but with 
more airtime it was able to expand its range.  
With short clips like that you can be, ultimately, flexible. Poor old Rock 
Arena had us stuck at fifty-five minutes and you didn’t have much choice 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
Shrimpton argues that at the time of the arrival of rage, musical tastes had fractured. 
This development, says Shrimpton, meant that ABC TV’s Countdown - which had 
been presenting a young Australian audience with commercial popular music, largely 
pop, disco, pop-rock and rock artists, since 1974 - was becoming less relevant. 
Countdown was cancelled in 1988.  
It was the fracturing of musical tastes that took it [Countdown] down 
because of house music and hip hop and all of that heavy metal and all of 
the compartments that happened within what used to be called ‘popular 
music’. So that it became that you could rarely please one lot. If you 
pleased one lot you alienated ninety-five per cent of the rest of the 
audience…As we were just coming to the decision to cancel Countdown 
I tried desperately to salvage something but it would have meant making 
about five separate programs all of which would go to a niche market 
which, you know, ostensibly the ABC shouldn’t be afraid of but at that 
stage couldn’t afford any of them (ibid). 
The ABC could afford rage, and rage, with so many hours of airtime at its disposal, 
could potentially offer what Countdown and Rock Arena could not. It could split its 
focus and attempt to accommodate a diverse range of musical tastes.  
Every genre; everyone had a voice (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
As a rage viewer, you could watch, and wait, because your preferred musical genre 
was likely to be included somewhere within the eclectic mix.  
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If you didn’t like this one you could hang on, and again. That’s the 
fragmented part of it. With the three-minute clip thing you knew that if 
you didn’t like this one the chances of getting what you wanted were 
always interesting to wait for (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
Aesthetics	and	an	evolving	identity	
The program’s aesthetic, involving the eclectic mixing of independent, alternative, 
local, low-budget, hand-made, and occasionally ground-breaking and innovative, 
with big-budget, high-concept, and mainstream works, represented a departure from 
the programming approach of the majority of music television outlets and 
foreshadowed what amounts to a YouTube aesthetic. The program broadcast 
virtually every new and available music video (without providing a host to tell its 
audience what they should think about what they were watching). The program 
would, however, indicate its ranking of the latest videos, and its particular 
preferences, by placement and rotation (repeat broadcasts of a video).  
Placement within the programming indicated a video’s worthiness and quality as 
perceived by rage’s programmer. The program focused attention on whatever was 
new, innovative and interesting; these particular selections appeared at the start of the 
show. Then, rage broadcast everything else.  
To Allyson Moore, former NSW Promotions Manager for Shock Records, the 
diversity of the program is a significant defining factor. 
Multi-genre is really important. You weren’t just playing the punk 
releases or the rock releases. There was the dance and the hip hop. Some 
weird electronica kind of stuff would come through and you would find it 
buried at three a.m. but you could go ‘well, they’re playing it’. There 
were things like the Cocteau Twins or Dead Can Dance and you would 
knew that you were not going to get that played, even on the jays [triple 
j] but you would get the videos played on rage (Moore, interview, 2014).  
Definitely rage took far more chances and you saw things that blew your 
mind…It was almost like you [rage] were the cool, alternative big sibling 
of triple j (English, interview, 2014). 
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You could turn to rage for the stuff you weren’t getting elsewhere (Hirst, 
interview, 2014). 
Under Lewis, the program had begun to further develop its identity, character, and 
personality. It was an entity that was establishing itself as being: music video and 
musician-centred, multi-genre, ‘alternative’ in its primary focus yet inclusive, 
democratic, participatory, Australian yet international, minimalist, nonconforming, 
occasionally confronting, brash, bizarre and amateur, irreverent, ‘Mature Adult’ 
viewing at night, acceptably ‘General’ and pop-focused viewing in the mornings, and 
different and ‘other’ within the context of Australian music television offerings. The 
rage entity that developed was idiosyncratic. 
At the start of 1987, the program was a frantic flow of music videos bereft of 
structure or format. During 1988, with its library building, the sense of having to 
frantically fill the airtime became less marked, and the programming became more 
measured and deliberate.   
When I came on, rage really didn’t have a structure… When I came on 
board I started developing a format (Lewis, 2012).  
Lewis developed a more formalised program format with Friday night’s program 
focusing on ‘new releases’ (the latest, new release music videos).  
They, new releases, ended up being in the first two hours of the show and 
then flowing on from there (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
Lewis gradually introduced genre segments into particular timeslots of the Friday 
night program (such a heavy metal segment at 3.00 a.m.). The Saturday night 
programs featured a hybridized mix of music, some new videos and some older 
works, and would often focus on particular artists (e.g. artists who were on an 
Australian tour at the time would be featured, with a number of their clips being 
played).  
I was just putting together what I felt was a good flow of music. It was 
just a very organic thing. It wasn’t that we are going to do this now, and 
then do that now. It was just an organic thing (ibid).  
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rage’s	approach	to	music	video	and	its	style	of	programming	
Lewis adopted a policy of exhibiting respect for music video as an artistic and 
creative form (Lewis, interview, 2013). She also began to concentrate on developing 
a specific programming style. Lewis programmed each episode with the idea of 
creating an artistic flow of music videos; she began trying to have each episode “tell 
a story” by linking videos that had connecting elements, themes and interlinking 
participants.  
I’d start telling stories of musical connections (ibid). 
Lewis concentrated on the idea of music video flow, on creating smooth or 
interesting transitions – ‘segues’ in traditional rage parlance – and she developed her 
approach by always imagining herself as the viewer and considering likely viewer 
responses.  
You had to look at it from the viewer’s point of view. It had to work, and 
this wasn’t something that was conscious. For me it was like, ‘will this 
song work after this song, work after this song, work after this song, and 
work after this song?’ And, that’s how it was programmed (ibid).  
Mardi Caught, National Marketing Manager, Atlantic Records/Warner Music 
Australia and former Vice President of Talent and Music for MTV UK and Ireland, 
argues that rage’s style of music video programming is distinctive and central to its 
success as a program.  
It’s not just churning out tracks. It’s programmed. It has fluidity… I 
would say that people probably wouldn’t really notice how it was 
programmed. ‘Trainspotters’ like me would. I think they would notice 
and feel it if it didn’t work and they would switch off (Caught, interview, 
2013). 
Caught, Grierson and Perkins express similar views on the style of programming; 
they believe that most viewers are unlikely to consciously register the editorial voice, 
or to particularly notice the programming approach.  
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rage is curated invisibly…Whoever said let the music do the talking was 
probably right. Let the videos do the presenting (Grierson, interview, 
2013).).  
The programming is everything with rage (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
The programming is focused on flow, fluidity and connections but it aims to appear 
natural and free-form. Cleary maintains that rage appears “unproduced”.  
This is a feeling that is not true but it became true in people’s minds; they 
regarded it [rage] as being different to things like Bandstand and 
Countdown and all of those programs which were produced whereas 
rage seemed like it was just ‘let’s just throw this in and throw that in’. 
Even though that was an artifice, born out of necessity, it still worked, 
and it was right. It just felt right for that time of night (Cleary, interview, 
2014). 
Lewis’s idiosyncratic style of programming, with its emphasis on flow and fluidity, 
had a mesmerising quality to it. Once viewers started watching, they could be drawn 
in for hours, often without realising how much time had gone by. The programming 
was creative in itself.  
That was part of my work satisfaction, creative satisfaction (Lewis, 
interview, 2013).  
Lewis felt a sense of devotion to the program and was passionate in her approach to 
its programming. However, she also worked in isolation, uncertain about audience 
reaction, and the program’s influence and appeal.   
I was very much working in my own little darkened room and I thought 
‘well, you know, if I like it, I’m sure that there will be plenty of other 
people out there who will like it’ (ibid). 
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Into	the	regions	
Lewis was particularly aware of regional audiences who had less access to a range of 
music than those in Australia’s capital cities. In 1987 and 1988, triple j had not yet 
transformed into the national youth network.  
That was one of my philosophies. Triple j wasn’t out there at that stage. I 
grew up in Wagga with country radio and I missed out... When I learnt 
about the range of music I didn’t hear growing up. I thought, ‘damn, why 
didn’t I know about this?’... That was part of my thing. Exposing what I 
felt was really good music, and what my peers felt was really good 
music, to a broader audience (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
For English, who grew up in the town of Finley in regional Victoria, programs such 
as Beatbox and rage were a revelation.  
I remember as a teenager watching Beatbox, just it being such a link to a 
world that I hoped existed but that I wasn’t really exposed to living out in 
the country. Seeing subcultures and music and fashion and all of these 
conversations... It was such a relief that it was out there (English, 
interview, 2014). 
English says that she understands why people responded strongly to rage.  
I think it is very understandable. It’s your tribe. You’ve finally found 
your community when you’ve probably been adrift for a while. It makes 
sense. I remember when we were in high school, Kram and Whitt and I 
[the Spiderbait band members], we’d watch rage through the night and, 
yeah, there was this sense that there was something else out there beyond 
U2… It was very important; very influential. It was the first time I’d seen 
bands like The Jam and things like that, things that you would never 
experience on Top 40 radio, which was all that we got where we were. 
You got the visual as well, and as a teen, I was very affected by that, all 
of that (English, interview, 2014) 
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To Kingsmill, the fact that rage launched in 1987 as a national program, broadcast to 
all Australians, and bringing alternative music to all of Australia’s regions, is central 
to the program’s significance.  
When it started the importance of rage was so huge because it was 
national, which was pre-empting triple j, because triple j was still a 
couple of years off from its slow spread around the country. So rage was, 
for those first few years, a national voice of alternative music, which was 
hugely inspiring (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
The program functioned to bring inner-city, urban artists and their music to the 
regions and to bring music from the regions to a national Australian audience.  
rage played our [Spiderbait’s] videos long before we got any national 
radio airplay, or anything (English, interview, 2014). 
Everything tended to come from the same TV, media, and film kind of 
cluster of people. It kind of came from the inner-city if you like. But, 
something like rage, you could be a band, you could be the Cosmic 
Psychos, you could live in rural Australia, regional Australia, ‘bogan’ 
Australia and still have the chance to have your music heard and your 
videos played (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
rage	within	the	music	industry	
rage had launched without attracting particular media or industry attention, 
compared to the MTV program on Channel Nine.  
It [rage] was very much the underdog. MTV had the glamour and they 
were getting the priorities on the clips and rage was seen as less but this 
was kind of a bit, dare I say, misguided. More people were watching than 
the mainstream world understood (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
Lewis maintains that the major record companies did not immediately respond to the 
program, or see it as a priority. At first, music videos were arriving from the major 
record companies in a sporadic manner.  
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I don’t know if the record companies were convinced at that stage that 
we should be a regular stop-over for them but ultimately as it picked up 
and gained momentum, it did [become regular] (ibid). 
Grierson acknowledges that the potential of rage, and the shift in the usual dynamics 
of music promotion represented by the program, would not necessarily have attracted 
the notice of many music industry players in the 1980s, many of whom  who tended 
to focus most of their attention on traditional promotional approaches and platforms 
(such as commercial radio).    
It just goes to show you how moribund the Australian music industry was 
and how far their heads were up their own arses in 1987... It wouldn’t be 
the first example of where the bleeding obvious is being put in front of 
someone, ‘this is a ‘win-win’ situation, you don’t have to do pretty much 
anything’, but their priorities were elsewhere, is the nicest way of putting 
it, and it turns out that in a lot of cases their priorities were misplaced, 
and when that was pointed out to them, things changed relatively swiftly 
(Grierson, interview, 2013). 
Lewis lobbied for rage. She wrote letters, to be passed on to the head offices of 
international record companies, which aimed to convince the international music 
industry that their music videos would be played if they were released in Australia. 
At this time, a great deal of video content was not necessarily released in territories 
such as Australia.  
The local distributors needed to convince the home country distributors 
that there was a vehicle for these videos (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
Lewis’s campaign was successful and she began to receive a wide variety of new 
music video material from previously untapped territories.  
That’s how more metal came, that’s how more indie music came from 
England, and miscellaneous other stuff from Japan, and Germany, and 
what have you… You got everyone (ibid). 
Lewis was receiving all kinds of material and deciding what was most worthy of 
receiving programming support. rage became, in music industry parlance, a 
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‘tastemaker’. It was becoming an arbiter of musical taste, a promoter of new music, 
and a gatekeeper, an unusually democratic gatekeeper, but nonetheless, a gatekeeper. 
By 1988, within the music and media industries, the program had begun to establish 
itself more firmly. The relationship between rage and the music industry – now 
involving an increased flow of content and a growing awareness of rage’s ability to 
promote artists and influence Australia’s musical life – became more firmly 
established as a mutually beneficial relationship. 
It was a very slow thing that I became aware of. I was, in many ways, 
working in isolation, even though I was connected to the music and what 
was going on. To me what counted were the music and the music videos 
(Lewis, interview, 2013).  
Record	company	‘relationships’	
In my experience, record company people generally refer to their dealings with 
media using the term ‘relationships’. These relationships, between commercial 
entities and a program within a public broadcaster, such as rage, tend to be markedly 
different from those between record companies and commercial entities such as 
MTV. Within contrasting contexts, within which the MTV audience are consumers 
and the public broadcasting audience are citizens (Goodwin, 1992, 169), the 
relationships differ dramatically. 
However, as Vogel (2001) illustrates, the wider economic relationship between 
music industry and media entities is always characterised by interdependence (Vogel, 
2001, 148 – 197), with mutual benefit dynamics being characteristic of media and 
music industry interaction (ibid). The relationship between rage and record 
companies was, and is, markedly different from fully commercial relationships, but 
the interplay between the two is, nonetheless, characterised by mutual benefit.  
When rage arrived it functioned as a cultural contribution that simultaneously served 
the Australian public, the ABC, and the music industry. The program’s support of 
artists contributed to Australia’s cultural and musical life, and to Australia’s music 
industry. As Goodwin (1992) observes, music television and the music industry 
appear deeply interdependent. Goodwin notes that his assumption, as an outside 
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observer, is that, “the production context of music television involves a very full 
engagement with the music industry” (original emphasis) (Goodwin, 1992, 21). 
For the music industry, the music video exists as a promotional device, and music 
television outlets function to be utilised as a means to promote musical artists. 
Within the business models of record companies, music video represents a 
promotional business expense; within the business models of music television, music 
video represents cost effective central content. rage’s business model functions, and 
has durability, because the program’s content is largely cost effective promotional 
material derived from music industry sources, including major and minor record 
companies, managers, publicists and artists (supplemented by material from the 
ABC’s filmed music collections). rage’s musical content is both promotional and 
cultural, with the music video form existing within the space between that which is 
commercial and industrial, and that which is cultural and artistic.  
rage functions because its central content is economical, promotional content and 
musical, cultural content. It exists as an essentially non-commercial cultural player 
within a commercial music industry context. Its status as a public broadcasting entity 
shapes its specific relationships within that industrial context. Within its non-
commercial, PSB context, the program is able to prioritise music, audience, and 
cultural contribution, ahead of music industry relationships. By virtue of its ABC 
context, the program’s central focus is able to be directed towards music content 
rather than music industry.  
Giuffre argues that rage is distinguished by the idiosyncratic non-commercial 
programming features that emerged and developed because of its ABC and PSB 
context (Giuffre, 2011, 111 – 154; Giuffre, 2009). She observes that the program 
functions in a distinctly different manner from music television programs within 
commercial networks. “They can be understood as markedly different as a result of 
their different broadcast contexts” (Giuffre, 2011, 121). 
To Grierson, the central, driving function of entities such as MTV and commercial 
radio stations is to serve their advertisers and to sell their advertisers’ products to an 
audience of consumers. 
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It is a cash-for-comment situation and I think, I believe, I know, the 
machinations of how things get to air are a million miles away from the 
ethic behind something like rage (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
[With rage] there was no interference along the way. You got an idea 
that there was no corporate sponsorship. You didn’t have all of these 
logos. You didn’t have Coca-Cola banners coming up underneath songs. 
You knew that nothing was being sponsored. You kind of trusted it… 
The key reason that people trusted it was that it didn’t have that 
commercial baggage around it (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
Integrity, passion, trustworthiness, that’s where rage was… The integrity 
is really important. You couldn’t sway you to play something. If you 
didn’t like it you weren’t going to support it. It was the whole ABC ethos 
of remaining independent and all the rest of it (Moore, interview, 2014). 
Record companies could hope for artist exposure on the program, for prime position 
and repeated plays, but they could not expect or demand them. The commercial 
pressures that could be placed on commercial entities were not in play; rage would 
simply do what it would do.  
MTV has one job and the ABC has another (Grierson, interview, 2013).  
Grierson argues that the principal “job” of the ABC, and of rage, was, and is, cultural 
contribution.  
I think that MTV is so far removed from anything like that [cultural 
contribution]. In terms of their priorities, it is the advertisers first, it’s the 
MTV brand second, it’s the music industry third, and the music is last. It 
is just an accident that there is music in it (ibid).  
rage, within its ABC context, is able to focus its attention, at will, on new, 
unconventional, less than commercially viable, unsigned artists, and to support 
unknown, independent artists. Moore says that by the 1990s rage was crucially 
important for independent record companies and music distributors (such as Shock 
Records and Mushroom Distribution Services).  
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It was really important to get the videos played because it [rage] was one 
of the only outlets. Triple j and maybe the community stations were the 
only other places playing the alternative music that Shock gave out… We 
[Shock Records] probably had more things played on rage than on triple 
j in the early days (Moore, interview, 2014).  
Moore mentions artists such as The Young Gods, The Throwing Muses, Belly, 
Cocteau Twins, and The Breeders who were strongly supported by rage but who 
initially found little airplay elsewhere. Obtaining airplay on rage allowed smaller 
labels to begin to build support for their artists.  
If you or rage weren’t kind of the tastemaker they wouldn’t have touched 
it. I think you guys broke quite a lot of artists in that way… You were at 
the cutting edge as opposed to the followers” (ibid). 
As a label [record company], we fought like cat and dog to be the first 
song programmed on a Friday night. And that was so valued and if you 
got that it was, ‘yes!’ It was a real statement and it was worth fighting for 
and you really hassled and hoped for it and prayed for it (O’Donnell, 
interview, 2013).  
It was always fabulous calling up and going ‘what’s it like?’ and you’d 
say ‘yes, were playing it first’. Then you’d ring up head office and say 
‘they’re playing it. It’s going to be on first!’ It was one of those big 
things (Moore, interview, 2014). 
Moore and O’Donnell describe the excitement of gaining rage’s support for their 
new artists; this support could represent the start of something bigger. Grierson says 
that the program soon became a powerful vehicle for alternative music in Australia.  
1987, 1988; at that point Australian music was on the cusp of the 
alternative music scene having a much broader recognition, partly a 
combination of attrition, partly people plying their craft, but it [rage] was 
a place where new Australian music could get an airing and, a bit like the 
rise of the art house movie that came before it, when people were given 
an option of something more interesting, everybody sort of voted with 
their feet. The two key things that happened around that time, obviously, 
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were triple j going national, and rage starting, and suddenly it was a 
whole different ball game for the existing artists, and I’ll say the Nick 
Caves and the Ed Kueppers and those sort of people, and it also became a 
springboard for the next lot of people, the Spiderbaits, the You Am I’s 
and those other bands, The Cruel Sea, who got support and attention 
because of that… Exposing all of those people to music they had never 
been exposed to before was certainly an important contribution to our 
understanding of Australian music, for sure (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
O’Donnell argues that rage exerted a powerful influence on upcoming bands and 
artists.  
The explosion of alternative music in the early nineties, all of those bands 
that started to come from that and who were influenced by that, you 
know Ratcat and the Hummingbirds sort of leading the way, but then that 
next phase in the early nineties, all of those bands were wedded and 
really grew up as teenagers with rage as a big part of their lives 
(O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
To Kingsmill, the program functioned as an influence on, and supporter of, 
Australian music.  
rage was a big part of that explosion of new music which kind of 
happened in the late eighties, early nineties in Australia… Australia was 
just in tune with what was happening in the rest of the world, especially 
in America, where Nirvana and Seattle and Pearl Jam were coming 
through, and all of those new bands that were replacing a lot of the bands 
of the eighties. Australia was in a box seat because triple j was a great 
network, playing lots of interesting sounds. rage  was doing great work 
for a couple of years before that, exposing all of these new bands coming 
through, and all of these great film clips that were being exposed to a 
national audience. So, there’s no surprise that Australia had an explosion 
of  Spiderbait, You Am I, all these great bands, Powderfinger in the early 
nineties, Silverchair, all doing very different things but all engaging the 
audience in a huge way (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
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rage and triple j provided national exposure, and this allowed Australian bands, such 
as Silverchair and Powderfinger, to be positioned for international success.  
People had a vehicle. Suddenly it was a very different platform and as a 
result of which, in a self-fulfilling prophecy, the record companies started 
paying more attention to music they hadn’t necessarily championed in 
the past.... The record companies paid a lot more attention, the media 
paid a lot more attention and suddenly there was a real sense of 
momentum and it would have been difficult for that to happen without 
triple j and certainly without rage because it added the visual element to 
it (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
An	outlet	for	music	video	makers	
All of this exposure for Australian musicians was also exposure for Australian video 
makers. To Grierson, rage gave a particular boost to the Australian music video 
industry.  
There were a lot of great, low-budget videos made and a lot of people got 
the chance to make music videos where normally they wouldn’t have 
made them, because there wasn’t an outlet for them… It became a reason 
for people to make the stuff [music videos] because at least there was, in 
theory, a place for it to go, and generally it did (Grierson, interview, 
2013). 
To Grierson, Hirst and Moore, rage has enriched the history of Australian music 
video. The existence of the program increased the quantity, and quality, of videos 
being screened in Australia, and being made in Australia. 
For some it was the only place where they could launch their work. 
Otherwise, I dare say, a lot of bands wouldn’t have even bothered 
making clips if it hadn’t been for rage. They knew that there was no 
other home for them, and even if that home was two-thirty in the 
morning, it was still a home, and there was still a sizeable audience, 
staggering home from parties or whatever (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
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It helped a lot with video makers to see all of those interesting, 
experimental videos and to see what the internationals were doing 
(Moore, interview, 2014).  
Reactions:	the	media	and	award‐winning	rage	
Australian television critics within the popular press have traditionally tended to be 
supportive of rage (rage Press Clippings, NAA: C613/6-11). In “MTV and Rage”, 
The Sydney Morning Herald’s Peter Holmes compares MTV (Channel Nine) with 
rage  and makes note of an “improvement” and a growing eclecticism within MTV’s 
programming.  
Bravo to a massive improvement, but what a shame that the supposed 
leaders are happy to merely follow… Rage, on the other hand, continues 
its standard of excellence (Holmes, 1991). 
In “Around the Dial: Midnight to Dawn”, The Sydney Morning Herald’s Jon Casmir 
comments that: 
Rage continues its unbeaten run, brilliantly programmed by Stephanie 
Lewis (Casimir, 1991). 
By 1990, rage was also performing well within the music magazine context. In 
“ABC show rages to big win”, The Daily Telegraph details the results of readers’ 
polls in Rolling Stone, Smash Hits and Juke magazines in which rage had polled 
strongly against MTV, Saturday Morning Live and Video Hits.  
In the Rolling Stone result, Rage scored over MTV by a massive 3.5 
votes to one (Adams, 1990a).    
Critics and audiences seemed to respond to rage’s approach to programming. Moore 
notes that, compared to MTV or Video Hits, the program took risks and programmed 
weird, non-commercial music that would not be played elsewhere.  
rage was the black sheep of the family. Video Hits, I wouldn’t say, 
‘white’ but it was the ‘pink sheep’. Video Hits was Saturday morning pop 
…rage was much more a program to be taken more seriously” (Moore, 
interview, 2014). 
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 You never told anyone you watched Video Hits… They didn’t have 
judgement. It was shiny. It was full of competitions. Whereas rage was 
the cool kid you wanted to hang out with, Video Hits was the kid you got 
stuck next to in class (Caught, interview, 2013). 
[With Video Hits] there was never that sense of being exposed to 
something new and bizarre and ‘out there’; something that might be 
popular within a certain period of time but you are seeing it there first 
(Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
In 1991, rage won the category of “Most Popular Australian Music TV Show” at the 
Coca-Cola Australia Music Awards (AMAs). Lewis vividly remembers the moment 
when the program won this major award (defeating MTV among others).  She recalls 
that the crowd was cheering wildly, that she was offered congratulations by SBS TV 
music presenter Annette Shun-Wah, and that she approached the stage feeling 
shocked and overwhelmed.  
I stood up like a robot. Annette Shun-Wah said ‘fantastic’. I was this 
mass of jelly. It was so alien. Essentially I’d been working in a darkened 
room for years. It was just like, no idea… When it was announced, there 
was just this huge scream. I’m getting goose-bumps now talking about it 
(Lewis, interview, 2013). 
O’Donnell comments that: 
In the same way that it would have shocked some people, Stephanie 
going up to get that award, there would still be people who don’t get it, 
but it can’t be underestimated, its impact. It [rage] really did provide a 
voice (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
It would not surprise me at all that people would sit there being cynical 
and sarcastic and thinking that it was just filler for the middle of the night 
and not understanding that rage was exactly what people wanted 
(Caught, interview, 2013). 
To Lewis, the award was concrete evidence that the work that she had been doing for 
years, largely in that ‘darkened room’, had been noticed and appreciated. During the 
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early 1990s, Lewis became increasingly aware that the “word was out” about the 
program, within both the local and international music industries (Lewis, interview, 
2013). With its first major award having been received, it was much less of a music 
industry, media, and ABC underdog.  
The	simulcast	and	triple	j	connections		
During its first years on air, rage was occasionally presented as a simulcast 
[simultaneous broadcast] on ABC TV and ABC Radio’s 2JJJ (rage POS, 1987). By 
1989, 2JJJ had become the national youth network triple j, and, by 1992, the rage 
and triple j simulcast had become standard practice (continuing until 2003). To 
Kingsmill, the simulcast was appropriate, economical and convenient but he 
acknowledges that the concept of broadcasting music videos on the radio was not 
without its complications.  
rage was hugely popular and we were starting to expand. It was cheap 
for us. There were problems. Once again, this is all pre-internet, so you 
had no real way of knowing what the song was when you were listening 
to it. We used to get hammered with ‘what was that song that was on at 
ten to two?’ ‘We don’t know’. ‘Let’s ring rage and see if we can figure 
out what it was’. So, you could never answer those questions. And, it 
made for weird radio because you always had gaps in between, with 
visuals, you had those gaps [in the audio], and it made it sound very 
compartmentalised (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
There has been a connection between rage and triple j throughout most of rage’s 
history; this was made particularly apparent during the period of the simulcast. The 
two entities have a history of connection and association. They exhibit similarities 
but they also exhibit marked differences.  
They are similar in being diverse but there is the commercial end of the 
spectrum that is on Saturday mornings. That was the Top Fifty. That 
would be different from us. I remember when we were simulcasting part 
of that countdown, there was talk that, ‘we shouldn’t be doing that’. 
Because we would be simulcasting very ‘pop’ acts which didn’t fit in 
with what we did. Still the diversity of film clips which you [rage] aired, 
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and still air, fits in with our brief. The fact that it is alternative, largely, 
alternative in its scope, and looking at a lot of independent, and a lot of 
Australian music, fits in with our brief as well...  It has always been quite 
a close association between triple j and rage. It felt like the audience that 
we spoke to was in touch with rage and would be watching rage later 
that night (ibid). 
rage and triple j have always been loosely connected entities (and slightly uneasy 
allies). To Moore, who worked as a Marketing Manager in ABC Radio during the 
2000s and early 2010s, both entities function as “islands” within the ABC and both 
exhibit a tendency towards insularity and protectiveness. 
Triple j [people] were always very insular and very protective of their 
own brand … It’s a matter of being connected but everyone protecting 
their own turf… The similarities are that they have, or they had: the same 
musical integrity, breaking artists, playing alternative music, and there 
were passionate people involved in it. But, if you talk about how they 
work together, I pretty much saw them as separate entities. Because there 
were separate music programmers for each, I thought of them separately 
although, I guess, to a point, you have in the back of your head that they 
are both from the ABC and both have that public broadcasting ethic 
(Moore, interview, 2014). 
Triple j presenters have sporadically appeared as rage Guest Programmers and rage 
has a history of screening the music videos of the songs chosen each year in triple j’s 
‘Hottest 100’ song poll.  
There has never been any problem with the Hottest 100 to sit on rage. 
There has never been any discussion of ‘that doesn’t quite feel like the 
right place for it’. Of course that’s the place for it to exist. That is the 
natural place and home for it to exist. And, it’s not just because it’s on 
the ABC. Obviously that’s a huge plus. But it just felt like the right place. 
It’s commercial-free, it’s back-to-back film clips. It’s something that the 
station has always talked about and been aligned to and it’s national as 
well (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
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The rage/triple j/Hottest 100 broadcast tradition continued into the 2010s 
(rage/ABC, 2013b). However, the simulcast did not continue. By 2003 it had 
become less economically necessary, less technically desirable, and inappropriate to 
triple j’s needs.  
We needed to provide more of our own personality at that time of night 
because there is a big section of our audience listening late at night (ibid). 
In general, the concept of radio and television simulcasting had become an 
anachronism within an increasingly digital environment. Accordingly, the simulcast 
came and went.  
The	Top	50	Chart:	rage	the	‘babysitter’	
The program’s Top 50 chart segment first appeared in 1988, and disappeared in 
2006. This important, though as it turned out, transient element traces back to rage’s 
second year on air. The program of 13th May, 1988 included a countdown, in order, 
running from number 25 to number one, of the videos for the songs charting in that 
week’s official ARIA (Australian Record Industry Association) Top 25 singles (rage 
POS, May 13, 1988). From that date, rage began to include a weekly chart-based 
countdown. Each Friday night’s program would culminate in the presentation of 
Australia’s most popular, best-selling music singles as assessed by ARIA. From 
1988, the program began to present a weekly chart, be it the Top 25, Top 30, Top 40, 
Top 50, or Top 60, as a regular part of the morning programming. (The variation was 
due to the fact that the programmer would schedule whatever portion of the Top 100 
singles appropriately filled the variable hours.) 
The origins of the decision to include a chart-based segment are uncertain. 
FitzGerald recalls that the morning timeslot, from 6.00 a.m. to approximately 8.00 
a.m., had always been challenging and problematic.  
I always had a problem with the breakfast section because it had to be 
‘G’ [General classification] material and I always felt that it [the 
programming] wasn’t quite right (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
Lewis says that the genesis of the chart idea escapes her memory.  
It’s all a bit of a blur (Lewis, interview, 2013).  
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However, Lewis does recall that FitzGerald, in his role as Executive Producer, co-
ordinated with ARIA regarding the chart’s introduction.   
Music charts reflect contemporary society by encapsulating what is culturally 
dominant at a given moment (Huber, 2008, 271-284). The reflection of contemporary 
society and culture was the function of the chart within rage and both FitzGerald and 
Lewis assert that its inclusion was appropriate and a success.  
As soon as we started doing that [the Top 50] it was obvious that it was 
the right thing (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  
 In a way it [the Top 50] was the completion of rage in terms of catering 
to the musical tastes of the country, in many ways, the range of 
contemporary musical tastes, because you had your new stuff, you had 
your pop, you had your indie [independent], you had your specialist, you 
had your niche. You know, it was like a very full picture then (Lewis, 
interview, 2013). 
The G-rated chart segment tended to be dominated by accessible ‘pop’ music. It had 
an appeal for many Australians, and it particularly appealed to a very young 
audience, many of whom had never watched the program at night, would likely not 
have been allowed to watch it at night, and tended to be unaware that the program 
had other, more adult dimensions.  
So many kids, I mean kids, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen years old, didn’t 
know that there was another side to rage (ibid). 
With the arrival of the chart, the audience was becoming more diverse and children 
were starting to ‘grow up’ with the program.   
That [the Top 50] solved that problem [the 6.00 a.m. to 8.00 a.m. 
programming problem] but as well as that, the consequence of that, is 
that so many people grew up as a child where rage was a babysitter 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
So many people came to rage, into its midnight to dawn, having first 
known it through the Top Fifty (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
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With the chart segment in place there were, in effect, two types of rage being 
broadcast: the G-rated, pop-dominated morning program and the decidedly adult 
version that screened from midnight to dawn.  
Obviously, late at night it [rage] plays a different role to what it plays on 
a Saturday morning (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
Late‐night	rage:	pushing	at	the	boundaries	
In its late-night incarnation, the program pushed at the boundaries of what could be 
transmitted on broadcast television, as did other television output emanating from 
ABC TV’s Arts, Entertainment and Comedy production units in the 1980s and 
1990s.  
rage was aligned with the group that produced some of the more provocative and 
subversive comedy, entertainment and music programs that emerged from ABC TV 
during this time. rage had emerged from the same environment, and from within the 
same group of like minds, responsible for the programs Blah Blah Blah, The Money 
or The Gun, Live and Sweaty, The Big Gig, Good News Week, and Club Buggery.  
That [the Club Buggery title] was outrageous in its own right; I still don’t 
know how that ever got through. It was John Doyle [program presenter] 
that sold it as: ‘It’s two old buggers buggering around’ (Shrimpton, 
interview, 2013). 
A notable example of provocative programming is the 1988 episode of FitzGerald’s 
Blah Blah Blah – hosted by Andrew Denton – featuring Australian band Lubricated 
Goat’s naked performance of “In The Raw”. This performance, complete with its 
full-frontal male nudity, was then regularly rebroadcast on rage. Within Blah Blah 
Blah’s world there was a sense of naughtiness and subversiveness; rage exhibited 
similar qualities. 
Robinson, the comedy producer responsible for The Norman Gunston Show, The Big 
Gig, Good News Week, and The Glasshouse, says that: 
 It [rage] was part of that environment and that spirit (Robinson, 
interview, 2013). 
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Robinson notes that there is a history of connection and alignment between ABC TV 
Comedy and the ABC’s youth and music output.  
There was always a push to get younger audiences. By and large most of 
my output for TV was kind of aimed at, or excused by, that kind of 
general heading. So, things like The Big Gig and all of those sorts of 
programs, though ostensibly comedy programs were always programs 
with music, live bands, live singers and performers as well as comedians 
(ibid). 
To Robinson, the ABC sites at Gore Hill in Sydney, and at Ripponlea in Melbourne, 
represented creative hubs within which programs were allowed to push boundaries.  
All of these things were all part of that melting pot that Michael 
Shrimpton came out of, I came out of in, just in a slightly different era, 
and that made Michael - I would suspect - the great backstop that Fitz 
[Mark FitzGerald] needed in doing this thing. He was obviously born of 
that old school slightly colonial BBC/ABC style but nevertheless there 
was this catholicity of taste and willingness to, if not push the boundaries 
too much himself, certainly create an environment where other people 
could (ibid). 
Most of the TV programs that emerged from the ABC’s Comedy and Entertainment 
units were in the public spotlight and were highly scrutinised; their subversiveness 
and risky content were on full display in fairly prominent timeslots. rage was much 
more hidden. As a late-night program it functioned outside of the spotlight. 
Nonetheless, its late-night content - which was likely to cause offence and to 
potentially provoke complaints - had to conform to classification guidelines and the 
program had to provide appropriate audience warnings.  
A powerful example of rage’s difference from other ABC TV programs was that, to 
my knowledge, it began as the only ABC program where the program makers were 
required to function as de facto ABC classifiers.  This specificity of rage, the 
continuing role of its producers as classifiers of content, presents another example of 
the program’s separateness from usual program procedures.  
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Classifying	your	rage	
The ABC’s Classifiers assess and classify program material, decide on the official 
ABC classification, and determine the appropriate program warnings to precede each 
program’s broadcast.  
All programs broadcast on ABC television, with the exception of news 
and current affairs and sporting events, must meet classification 
requirements (ABC Television, 2009b).  
For the official ABC Classifiers to also view and classify numerous music videos 
each week was viewed as too labour-intensive and logistically prohibitive. Therefore, 
classification of music videos became the responsibility of rage’s producer.  
A 1987 inter-office memorandum on the subject of ‘Program Assessing: RAGE’, 
written by Shrimpton, addressed to HdTV Ent & Mus [Head of TV Entertainment 
and Music], with a courtesy copy to FitzGerald, provides written confirmation of this 
unusual situation. Shrimpton notes that rage’s content represents “material entering 
the organisation outside of the normal processing processes”. He confirms the 
classification arrangement:  
It is the responsibility of the Producer to see all of every clip submitted, 
before it is transmitted. He must assure himself that all sections of the 
Act which apply to the content of programs transmitted by the ABC are 
thoroughly satisfied (Shrimpton, 1987).  
rage’s Producer/Programmer was officially, ultimately responsible for the 
classification of the program. When assessing music video material it was necessary 
to see and hear everything; to be aware of every element of every video broadcast. If 
a video was likely to be controversial and to attract complaints, the producer had to 
be willing and able to defend and justify its placement within the program, and to 
have considered its musical and/or artistic merit. Throughout rage’s history it has 
regularly drawn complaints from viewers offended by certain content. (For instance, 
the music videos for Madonna’s “Justify My Love”, Nine Inch Nails’ “Closer” and 
R.E.M’s “Losing My Religion” regularly attracted viewer complaints during the 
1990s.) (rage/ABC, rage Archives, 1990-1999, Viewer Files). However, the level of 
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audience complaint about the program’s late-night content has traditionally been 
relatively low.   
The provocative adult content of the program, and its emphasis on playing the 
uncensored versions of music videos, wherever possible, can, in part, be viewed as a 
response to Australia’s tendency to tolerate material considered shocking and 
unsuitable for broadcast in other territories. As musician David Byrne, lead singer of 
Talking Heads, once observed, while hosting rage, many videos freely available for 
Australian broadcast have been considered unplayable in the USA (Byrne, 2002). 
Program warnings, in voiceover and text, have always preceded the opening titles of 
the Friday and Saturday night programs. rage’s late-night television classification 
were/are generally either ‘M’ [Mature] or ‘MA’ [Mature Adult]. From the start, the 
program pushed at the classification boundaries and this tendency has generally been 
embraced by the program’s late-night community.  
While	they	were	sleeping:	rage’s	secret	late‐night	world	
While most of Australia was sleeping, the members of the program’s community 
were awake, or half-awake, and were communing together, experiencing rage.  
So much happened at that time that nobody understood because they 
weren’t there. It was your age group [18 to 35] that was there and 
everyone else was tucked up (Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
The rage community peopled the late-night television environment; they connected 
with the program; they were immersed in a hidden, almost secret, rage world. To 
English, that community represented an expanded version of socialising and 
networking in a “cool record store”. 
It reminds me of when I first moved to Melbourne and discovered punk 
and what you did was you caught the tram into the city and you went to 
Au-Go-Go Records and you just hung out there. You’d see flyers for 
bands, and see what was going on, and you’d hear records, and you 
would just see what other people were doing, and you’d have 
conversations. It was like a social event and that was your community, 
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and it feels like rage is that place where you can hang out and discover 
things (English, interview, 2014). 
Within English’s concept of rage, the program exists as a musical town square; it is a 
collective meeting place for the dissemination of music, and for facilitating 
connection between musicians and music fans. To watch the program was to enter 
into that Australian musical community; to inhabit that extended “cool music store” 
environment (ibid). The rage community watched the program as part of their 
weekend ritual. They also watched as it evolved, and as its key program elements 
developed.     
rage	Specials	
rage ‘Specials’ are extended segments focused on a particular artist, band, musical 
genre, or theme. They first appeared during 1987 when FitzGerald programmed long 
segments featuring The Beatles that included performance footage, music clips and 
archival items (including interviews and rarely seen tour footage).  
The first one was a Saturday night Beatles special and I wanted to play 
everything we had, which included ABC news footage that people hadn’t 
seen. It had a huge reaction (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
Lewis further developed FitzGerald’s concept. Her specials would feature every 
available music video, and any other suitable performance footage available, of the 
featured artist, played in chronological order. The first of these extended specials was 
a two hour AC/DC special broadcast at midnight on July 24th, 1987 (rage/ABC, 
POS, 1987, July 24).  
Lewis vividly recalls the reaction to this special. It was the first time she had heard 
strangers around her, people who had no idea who she was, talking about rage and 
enthusiastically discussing the AC/DC special. For Lewis, one memory particularly 
resonates:  listening to an emotional viewer’s phone message left on the program’s 
answering machine.  
He [an AC/DC fan] was crying on the phone about the fact that we 
played AC/DC [in general], and that we had played a special (Lewis, 
interview, 2013). 
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The specials were particularly attractive to those Lewis describes as musical 
“trainspotters”.  
The thing about it was that people loved rage. It developed a real 
following among ‘trainspotters’, among people who were not only 
interested in the music but who were interested in the details of the 
music, the history of it. Not necessarily just the tune, the lyrics, the artist. 
It was all about the history as well (ibid). 
rage’s	Guest	Programmers:	your	show,	your	time	
The concept of Guest Programmers was conceived by Lewis in late 1989. Guest 
Programmers, also known as ‘guest hosts’ or ‘guest presenters’, were/are on air 
guests, usually musicians, who were/are given the role of hosting the program and 
choosing the music videos shown on their particular episode/episodes.   
Beginning in January, 1990, certain nights of rage were handed over, directly, to 
prominent musicians, and other prominent music aficionados, for them to host the 
program, and control the programming.  The Guest Programmers are a specificity of 
rage. They function to engender it with a distinctive characteristic: it is a music show 
that actively, literally, gives itself over to musicians. The Guest Programmer, within 
limits, controls their episode.  
Introducing the guest hosts and allowing them choice of repertoire was a 
genius stroke, I thought. It was just terrific. It worked really well 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
Notwithstanding the fact that neither the idea of musicians choosing their favourite 
music within a program, nor the idea of guest hosts, were particularly novel, the 
notion of applying the concept to rage does represent a stroke of inspiration.  
We weren’t the first to do it but it instantly clicked (FitzGerald, 
interview, 2013).   
The genesis of the concept can be traced back to a conversation between Lewis and 
musician Damien Lovelock, from the band The Celibate Rifles (who was Lewis’s 
boyfriend at the time). Lewis says that they were discussing her desire to “do more” 
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with the program despite the financial limitations. Discussion turned to a radio 
program, hosted by Richard Kingsmill, on which musicians selected their favourite 
songs.   
It was like, okay, this was an idea [guest choices] that could be expanded 
to video (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
Kingsmill says:  
I had two programs on 2SER [Radio], this was before triple j, and then I 
had something similar on triple j as well, but on 2SER I had a Saturday 
morning program, which was kind of like a ‘sum up’ of the Sydney 
music scene for that weekend, and of new releases, and I had a Saturday 
night program where guests would come in and we’d talk about their 
work and get them to choose tracks and that was called The Electric 
Lounge… I’ve always enjoyed listening to those [guest’s choice 
segments]. Desert Island Discs was a long running thing on the BBC and 
although I had never heard that, the idea was really compelling, to know 
where artists have gotten their inspiration from (Kingsmill, interview, 
2014).  
Lewis was keen to turn her concept into a reality, although she felt certain that the 
cost would be prohibitive. Nonetheless, she pitched the idea to FitzGerald.  
Stephanie suggested it [Guest Programmers] and I thought that was a 
great idea (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
FitzGerald, and Production Supervisor Dan Power, came up with an economical 
solution for filming the segments: ABC TV News/Caff (News and Current Affairs) 
crews could extend their shifts and work on rage as overtime.  
The thinking was that we could make it economical (Lewis, interview, 
2013). 
Well, that [the Guest Programmers] made it a program (Shrimpton, 
interview, 2013).  
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With a more defined format, genre segments, a specific programming approach, and 
also its Top 50, Specials and Guest Programmers in place, the program had, indeed, 
evolved. rage’s intense focus, from the start, had been on music, music videos, and 
musicians. With the Guest Programmers, it tightened that focus. The program would 
focus directly on musicians, and draw attention to the music and the music videos 
that had inspired, entertained and influenced those musicians. 
The Guest Programmers chose the music videos, and chose what they wanted to say 
about them. They spoke directly to camera, directly and intimately, to the rage 
audience.  
My direction to the talent [Guest Programmers] was, ‘say whatever you 
want. This is your show, this is your time’ (Lewis, 2012).  
The Guest Programmers were given significant freedom while hosting; they chose 
the content, constructed their own approach, and presented their own, unscripted 
commentary. Musician Courtney Love exaggerated the level of freedom during her 
guest programming when she announced:  
This is Australian television. You can say anything you want (Love, 
1999).   
Hirst agrees that the guest programming segments function in a loose, unplanned, 
unscripted manner that tends to be more revealing, intimate, and spontaneous than 
standard musician interviews.  
Suddenly you have to draw on whatever skills you might have, to put a 
semi-coherent message over, but the great thing is that it doesn’t really 
matter how lucid you are. It has got more to do with what you end up 
playing, and the little anecdotes and stories, and it doesn’t matter if it 
comes out as a bit of a garble. It certainly did with mine! But, that is kind 
of endearing and that is why the show is so great. It’s not, it doesn’t have 
to be, slick. Not everything has to be delivered with perfect sound-bites. 
It is more honest than that… It has got a kind of conversational, honest 
looseness, that’s the best way I can describe it, which is so refreshing in 
the age of slick (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
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Hirst, Perkins and English acknowledge that being chosen to guest program is 
considered an honour among musicians.  
They [musicians] want to program of course; the greatest honour of all... 
It is up there with the Hall of Fame and whatever other honours they are 
handing out but a lot more interesting (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
It is a great opportunity and it was a cherished opportunity back then [in 
the early years of rage] (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
It’s something you hope that you can do, and when you do get to do it, 
you hope you can do it a few more times… It’s sort of like a rite of 
passage. Most musicians, in Australia, well most all of us, have grown up 
with it [rage]. It has been a very big influence and a very important part 
of our growth as musicians (English, interview, 2014). 
O’Donnell, Caught and Moore also assert that guest programming has been very 
significant to musicians.  
There were people who were really upset that they hadn’t been asked and 
people who were really thrilled when they were asked (O’Donnell, 
interview, 2013).  
It’s quite interesting the artist perception of rage because they want it as 
a badge of honour a lot of times; if you are asked to curate rage that’s a 
very big deal (Caught, interview, 2013).  
I always remember, all of our Australian artists, you know, when you 
would see them they would go ‘when can we program rage?’ That was 
their pinnacle of success, if you could get them on to program rage… It’s 
always a big thing. I guess for everybody, the dream job of being able to 
program a music video program. So, for the artists, because they have the 
love of music and the passion and they don’t just like their own music, 
and they want to show what they like, and where their influences are 
(Moore, interview, 2014).   
Thousands of musicians, solo artists and band members, have been Guest 
Programmers, far too many to discuss in any detail within this study. However, one 
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particular guest programming episode, by the band TISM, in mid-1995, exemplifies 
the nature of rage. 
TISM’s guest programming, featuring masked band members Humphrey B. Flaubert 
and Ron Hitler-Barassi (who actually identified themselves as David Hill and Brian 
Johns via their self-introductions), represents an exercise in subversion. This episode 
involved the band members choosing and introducing a bizarre range of material that 
allegedly represented their favourite ‘music videos’ (including the opening title 
sequences of the ABC News and current affairs programs The 7.30 Report, Lateline 
and Four Corners, The Wiggles performing “Hot Potato, Hot Potato” and an 
extended Brian Eno interview).  
Moore recalls escorting TISM – whose band member always appeared in masks - to 
the shoot at ABC, Gore Hill. After managing to negotiate her way past the security 
gate, accompanied by the balaclava-wearing duo, Moore delivered them to the rage 
office and watched the TISM shoot.   
I was sitting there going ‘oh my god, is this ever going to go to air?’ 
(Moore, interview, 2014). 
During TISM’s episode, they mercilessly mocked rage’s opening titles and breakers, 
programming them repeatedly and in sequence, while ironically celebrating their 
freshness and their contemporary, modern sensibility (rage/ABC, YouTube, 2015a).  
To Perkins, a guest programming episode, depending on the guest’s level of effort 
and their approach, can be anything from highly creative to banal.  
It does get a little tedious when bands get on there and say ‘we toured 
with these guys and they were awesome and we’ve hung out with these 
guys so many times’ and they just go through the list of people that they 
know and other bands that they’ve toured with and ‘zzzzzzzz…’. But, it 
does offer the opportunity for people like myself, or say TISM, to do 
something unexpected with television programming… It can be very sort 
of random and really unchartered and unexpected, what people will do 
with their programming (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
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If you’re being asked to program it, you’ve got a really open palette, a 
really open kind of page, to play with, and you can play anything… It’s 
your show (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
As Courtney Love announced during her rage episode: 
I’m having fun. I never have any fucking fun (Love, 1999).  
Perkins jokes that:  
Having the great opportunity to force your tastes and opinions on other 
people, not only music but videos as well, to a national audience, are you 
fucking kidding me? (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
Most musicians start their creative journeys as passionate music fans. Guest 
programming allows them to be fans again, to demonstrate passion and excitement, 
and to talk about the music, musicians and music videos that have moved, excited 
and influenced them.   
Some people will pick songs just because they love the songs, as opposed 
to the clips, and others will engage with the art form of the video clip, but 
by and large you get a glimpse of, obviously, the music that has inspired 
them (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
Musicians guest programming rage - are like kids in a candy store 
(Caught, interview, 2013). 
Many guests have taken the opportunity, during their guest episodes, to perform their 
own versions of the iconic rage scream; the program’s archives are filled with these 
performances. The original scream, and the Guest Programmer performances of the 
scream, are powerfully associated with the program.  
Anybody that I mention rage to, they go ‘oh the scream’ and then they 
usually try and do it, to their embarrassment and mine. The scream is 
iconic (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
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The	rage	couch	
The rage ‘couch’ is the metaphorical home of the Guest Programmers. The ‘couch’ 
is a conceit; it is metaphorically present within whatever space each Guest 
Programmer inhabits.  
I think the [rage] logo now is emblazoned in our minds and of course the 
couch is (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
Over the years, guest programming shoots have taken place at a variety of locations 
including hotels and apartments, musician’s houses, backstage at venues, in bars, at 
triple j’s studios and meeting rooms, and at the program’s offices and its studio. 
Wherever the Guest Programmer is, the couch is also there.  
An actual, literal ‘rage couch’ exists, a red fabric-covered couch that first arrived at  
the program’s offices in the 1990s, and this item of furniture has often been utilised 
as the rage couch, but the program’s guest couch is not simply a literal entity. It is 
symbolic of rage’s territory; the program’s territory is ceded to its Guest 
Programmers during their guest programming, with the couch being a place of power 
over rage. Guest Programmers have often described their role using terms such as 
‘taking over the rage couch’ or being ‘in control of the rage couch’. Symbolically, 
rage and its couch belong to them during their guest programming.  
The program’s producers supervise this process, to keep the guest programming 
episodes within the limits of acceptability for ABC television broadcast in general, 
and within the classification limits of the scheduled timeslot, but nonetheless, the 
Guest Programmers are presented as, and essentially are, in control of their episode. 
This is an unusual feature that goes beyond the usual music television practice of a 
host or hosts interviewing musicians. On rage, Guest Programmers are entrusted 
with the program and are allowed to present their own, idiosyncratic episode.  They 
are shown, unvarnished, as they are, or as they wish to appear, or as they accidentally 
appear.   
I’ve never been corralled, or coached, or influenced in any way when I 
was programming (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
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The	Red	Book	
Up until the early 1990s, the program assistants had been tasked to print the library 
list of available music videos for each Guest Programmer. (This printout would then 
be bundled, complete with an explanatory letter, and sent to each upcoming Guest 
Programmer.) In the mid-1990s, two of rage’s production staff had a better idea. 
Stacey Jones and Deb Ryan began the tradition of having ABC Printing produce a 
more professional, printed, bound, red-covered rage book. The creation and delivery 
of the ‘red book’ became a program tradition, with the ‘book’ being coveted by many 
musicians and kept by many as a souvenir of their episode.  
It [the rage red book] was almost a trophy in its own right. You’ve made 
it. It was almost like an ARIA Award or something (O’Donnell, 
interview, 2013).  
To be asked to look through the big book was so exciting! (English, 
interview, 2014). 
When I got the chance to host rage, the Australian Music Special that I 
got to host, I got to see the treasured ‘book’ of videos, and I was amazed 
at the huge library that the ABC had put together of the video clips… It 
was really impressive and really amazing to flick through (Kingsmill, 
interview, 2014). 
Retro	rage	
Retro rage, the rebroadcasting of other ABC TV music television programs within 
the program, began in January 1993 (rage/ABC, 1999a, “1993 Guest Programmers 
and Specials”). The decision to unearth and rebroadcast older ABC programs grew 
out of holiday season problems: the programmer needed to take a holiday break, and 
record companies were inactive, and new music videos were in short supply, during 
December and January.  
Lewis and FitzGerald decided to rebroadcast episodes of the much-loved Countdown 
program, within rage, during Saturday nights in January 1993. This decision was 
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embraced by Countdown’s ardent fans; it attracted them to rage and transformed 
some of them into Countdown and rage fans. 
This introduction of the retro month, also referred to as ‘rage goes retro’ and 
‘January retro month’, grew out of pragmatism and practicality but it became a 
distinctive feature. This acknowledgment and celebration of Australian music 
television’s history, of who we were, and of the music that we loved during various 
eras, became a much-loved feature, at least among fans of music history and 
nostalgia. During each of retro months there has been a corresponding history of 
dissension among viewers. Letters to rage and viewer comment on the website 
message board – which traditionally featured a ‘Retro Month’ topic heading - reveal 
that it has ignited disagreement among viewers (rage/ABC, 2013a, “Retro Month” 
forum). Some viewers are fanatical followers of the retro programming, others 
despise it. Those who are most interested in new music and in Guest Programmers 
tend to be unenthusiastic about rage immersing itself in Australian music television 
history. The program’s viewers have a tradition of arguing for their rage to be 
exactly the way they want it to be. rage, in the view of many of its fans and viewers, 
belongs to them and it should conform to what they want it to be. 
Our	rage		
There is a sense with rage, as with all ABC output, of a generalised Australian notion 
of ownership. It is our ABC; rage is our rage. The ABC is often informally referred 
to as ‘Aunty’, in imitation of the ‘Aunty’ nickname given to the BBC (British 
Broadcasting Corporation) (Inglis, 2006, 3). In regard to the output of Australia’s 
‘Aunty’, there is a prevalent notion that, as Australian taxpayers pay for their ABC, 
Australians own it.  
In the late 1980s, the ABC famously launched its ‘eight cents a day’ funding 
campaign. This campaign stressed that the ABC belonged to all Australians, at a cost 
to each Australian of only ‘eight cents a day’ (Inglis, 2006, 158 - 161). The ABC is, 
or attempts to be, “everyone’s ABC” (Inglis, 2006, 523 -540). 
The entity that many Australians think of as ‘our ABC’ is a trusted organisation, seen 
as having integrity and being worthwhile by a high percentage of Australians (Inglis, 
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2006, 588). The Australian Government has stated that the ABC is a “community 
space” and “a virtual village square” (Conroy, 2008, 1-2).  
The feeling and the sentiment towards an ABC piece of programming is 
different to that on commercial television. You know that commercial 
television will always be made for commercial reasons. Whereas the 
ABC, it strikes a different chord in people (Caught, interview, 2013). 
FitzGerald asserts that the program’s inclusiveness and its host-less nature are 
specificities that contribute to the tendency towards an Australian sense of ownership 
and affection for our rage. 
Everyone had ownership of it [rage]. When you give a show to a 
compère, the show becomes that host’s show but because there is no 
host, you will find something during the night, a clip, or a group of clips 
that are devoted to your style of music, and that make it your show 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
This sense of affection among audience members, and former audience members, 
hasted been a factor in the program’s endurance. It has exhibited quite remarkable 
endurance, particularly given that, as Stockbridge (1992) notes, the Australian music 
television context has been characterised by mutability and transience.  
None of these approaches/formats have lasted more than a few years. The 
situation is therefore one of flux and constant change, producing a range 
of broadcasting contexts for the viewing of video music clips and ‘live’ 
in-studio performances (Stockbridge, 1992, 68).         
In 1992, Stockbridge could not have reasonably anticipated that rage, one of the 
programs discussed within this context of flux and change, would continue to be 
broadcast for more than twenty-seven years. Within the ephemeral and constantly 
shifting music television context, this longevity is unusual. The program that was 
quickly conceived to fill an overnight scheduling gap represents somewhat of an 
anomaly. It has not been ephemeral. It has not been disposable or culturally 
insignificant and during its journey our rage has influenced Australia’s musical life. 
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Passion	and	affection:	the	rage	underdog	endures		
FitzGerald believes that rage’s longevity is linked to audience affection but also to 
the passion and devotion of its program makers. 
 In the end it’s because the people who worked on it were unrelenting in 
their care of the show, I think because, as I was saying before, when there 
were some random producers in the ABC programming it, I could see 
that it could just become a complete mess and I don’t think it’s a 
coincidence that it’s still going. If you just look at the amount of time that 
you and Stephanie [Lewis] worked on it. That’s a long time with two 
people who really, really cared about the show and what you end up with 
is amazing goodwill in the viewers, in the viewing audience, and I think 
that’s the reason it just kept on going (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
Robinson asserts that: 
When you have someone who is putting in that kind of love and 
enthusiasm and passion into something it’s palpable on the other end of 
the broadcast (Robinson, interview, 2013). 
Lewis and Kingsmill assert that passion for music is integral to the program’s 
identity and its endurance.  
You could have been the biggest rock star in the world playing really bad 
music and that wouldn’t be the first clip that you saw on rage. It wasn’t 
about hype. rage wasn’t about hype. That’s what I’m trying to say. It 
wasn’t about what was being pushed by the big record companies. That 
wasn’t what it was about. It was about the music, the music (Lewis, 
interview, 2013).  
That’s why [because of passion for music] I think it has done incredibly 
well and why it has remained such a big part of the ABC in terms of TV 
programming (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
Conroy has a more pragmatic view regarding rage’s longevity.  
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It’s the perfect combination. If you’ve got something that fills time, that 
people love, and it doesn’t cost much, you are there forever; a magic 
formula for television (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013). 
To its fans, rage is a part of who they are. David (2009) argues that: 
Rather than being a ‘passive’ medium, television actively invites the 
audience to participate in constructing the reality they feel comfortable 
with, the one they most agree with. The one they want. We come to TV, 
then we take it with us (David, 2009, 17).  
As FitzGerald and Lewis both note, rage is a program that many Australians have 
grown up with; it evokes feelings of affection, connection, ownership and nostalgia 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013; Lewis, interview, 2013). The program is seen as being 
focused, first and foremost, on music and music videos. It is minimal, garage music 
television. It has never appeared to be slick, polished, uber-stylish, or state-of-the-art, 
and yet it endures within an MTV-dominated genre. The ABC TV upstart, launched 
at the same time that MTV arrived, and daring to challenge MTV’s supremacy, has 
endured.   
Saving	rage:	the	rumour	of	the	axe	
At one point, in 1989, it appeared that rage might disappear. Rumours had begun to 
circulate that it was in imminent danger of being axed. On August 30th, On The 
Street – a Sydney-based music and popular culture ‘street press’ newspaper – ran a 
news item alleging that the program was under threat and called on its readers to 
defend “this vital slab of programming”.  
The only thing standing between now and a world where MTV is all 
there is in the way of music vids is you… Rage is vital, necessary and 
important. Don’t let it go under without a fight… (On The Street, 1989a, 
August 30).  
In September 1989, Melbourne-based, national music magazine Juke Magazine ran 
an article titled “Rage To Be Axed?” (Smith, 1989).  
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The future of Rage and other ABC TV shows has recently been placed in 
doubt by a Federal Government funding shortfall (ibid).  
The article suggested that concerned readers should write to their local federal 
member of parliament or to the Minister for Communications (ibid). The rumours of 
rage’s impending axing lead to reaction from its viewers and a campaign to save the 
program began. This campaign escalated after a JJJ radio announcer, responding to 
another street press item (On The Street, 1989b, October 25), suggested on air that 
listeners who did not want rage to be axed should write to Michael Shrimpton at the 
ABC. This escalation of the situation resulted in an intervention by Managing 
Director David Hill. 
On December 7, 1989, Hill wrote an inter-office memo, titled “Re: Rage” to the 
Director of Radio: 
Considerable consternation at Gore Hill! 
It appears some weeks ago, without checking their facts, JJJ announced 
that RAGE would finish at the end of November on ABC television. 
If true, totally unprofessional. 
I would appreciate an explanation from JJJ. 
Needless to say, television has spent a lot of time hosing down concerned 
viewers (Hill, 1989).    
Malcolm Long, Director of Radio, replied to Hill offering an apology, an explanation 
of how the error occurred, and information on the actions taken to correct the 
situation.  
JJJ has since informed its audience that Rage is not in danger of being 
axed and is a very active supporter of the Rage program (Long, 1989). 
rage’s audience had acted to save it from a perceived threat. They saw the potential 
loss of the program as unacceptable.  
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I can only imagine how profound the reaction would have been. It would 
be much bigger than any ratings book might suggest (O’Donnell, 
interview, 2013). 
Fans of the program tend to see themselves as supporters and defenders. They may 
watch the program regularly, may only watch it occasionally, or indeed no longer 
watch it at all, but they will nonetheless express affection, and horror at any 
suggestion of it coming to an end.  After so many years on air, it now tends to be 
described as reliable, timeless, and enduring; as “ABC TV stalwart rage” (Hancock, 
2006, 164). The program has become a distinctive thread within our cultural fabric. 
The	Lewis	Factor	
In shaping a program that inspired affection and program loyalty, the affection of the 
program makers for rage appears to have been an integral factor.  FitzGerald created 
a program that he loved; Lewis loved and nurtured that program. The legacy of 
Lewis remains strongly apparent. She created the Guest Programmer concept, refined 
the Specials, structured the program to include particular genre segments, highlighted 
the ‘new release’ music videos, and conceived the aesthetics of the programming, 
with its attention to continuity, connections and sequences within the flow of the 
music videos. Lewis’s creative input was crucial to the development of the program’s 
policies, and to its most persistent specificities. 
In my mind, Lewis has always been deeply connected to rage’s journey. Sometime 
during my first few weeks at ABC TV, in April 1992, I distinctly remember a 
colleague identifying Lewis as she walked towards her production office. ‘That’s 
Stephanie Lewis’, said my colleague. ‘She does rage’. I remember being greatly 
impressed. I viewed Lewis as the force behind my favourite ABC TV program, and 
as someone who was performing in a dream role. ABC broadcaster Geraldine 
Doogue once commented that, “people join the place [the ABC] with dreams” 
(Doogue in Fraser and O’Reilly, 1996, 59). I had entered the ABC as someone who 
had a passionate interest in music and music video, and a background in print media, 
in popular culture, and in dealing with record companies. However, rage seemed 
very far removed from me. I was a fan; I could not at that point imagine being a 
participant; the program was an entity that seemed ultra-cool, unreachable and 
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exclusive. The world of Lewis and rage seemed a very separate world from that 
which surrounded my first ABC desk in TV Archives. My ABC world did not begin 
to collide with rage until I moved from Archives, through Australia Television 
International, and into ABC Children’s TV (where my role included music video 
viewing and selection). 
From April 1992 to March 1995 I worked in various roles within ABC TV (including 
TV Archives, Australia Television International, Children’s TV, and TV Features 
and Documentaries). In July 1993 I commenced a role as Senior Researcher on the 
children’s television program The Afternoon Show with Michael Tunn. This program, 
hosted by triple j radio announcer Tunn, included music videos, music news, and 
musician interviews. My role included liaison with record companies and musical 
artists, researching new music, and assessing the latest music videos (to select 
suitable clips for the program’s young audience and afternoon timeslot). Within our 
production team there was a predilection for alternative and independent artists and a 
desire to include them within the program’s music news, video programming and 
interview segments. My role involved accessing rage’s music videos collection, and 
tracking down information on musical artists. With independent musical artists, 
artists without record company representation, this information could sometimes 
prove elusive. In the early 1990s, long before the arrival of MySpace and artist 
websites, rage’s staff members were among my principal sources of information. 
Therefore, I became a regular visitor to rage’s offices, seeking biographical and 
contact information on independent artists, and I was allowed a glimpse of the 
program’s inner workings. My music researcher role meant that Lewis actually knew 
who I was. Her passing familiarity with my background, experience and musical 
interests paved the way for my entry to rage.      
In early 1995, I heard a rumour that Lewis would be leaving the ABC. Lewis, it 
transpired, was being lured away by a substantially more lucrative, and potentially 
career-building offer, to program the new cable music channel Red (which later 
became Channel [V]).  FitzGerald was very concerned at the prospect of Lewis’s 
departure. He recalls wondering: 
What the hell am I going to do now? (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
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Having heard the rumour about Lewis’s departure, I approached FitzGerald and 
introduced myself, along with my Curriculum Vitae. This first encounter with 
FitzGerald took place within the shared TV Comedy and rage space and I distinctly 
recall FitzGerald looking, questioningly, across the room to Lewis. She nodded her 
head at FitzGerald. “Stephanie was supportive”, says FitzGerald (ibid).  Due to my 
background, including familiarity with the video library and experience in viewing 
and assessing music videos, I was judged to be the most qualified candidate. “You 
were the obvious person,” says FitzGerald. “You were a real saviour” (ibid).   
My new role, commencing in April 1995, was to save and maintain rage. It was a 
program that I loved; I was anxious to protect it and keen to nurture it. My time at the 
program, immediately following Lewis’s departure, began with me feeling very 
much in her shadow. I was acutely aware of Lewis’s legacy. I distinctly recall Dan 
Power, Production Supervisor, saying to me, ‘Steph [Lewis] has never let us down’.  
Maintain	your	rage	
Becoming rage’s new programmer was exciting, challenging, and a disorienting 
shock to my system. I was producing my favourite ABC program and I could not 
quite believe that this was true. It was a heady time: energising, challenging and, at 
times, daunting and frustrating. My responsibility was to deliver the program every 
week of the year, to maintain the program’s identity, and critical reputation, and 
build on its success. Within its first eight years, rage had established itself as an 
important exhibition platform for music video; a reflection of Australian and 
international contemporary popular and alternative music; a program loved by its 
viewers, a source of inspiration for, and influence upon, musicians; a television entity 
that reflected who we are, and who we were. This was, and is, our rage, and in April 
1995, it became my responsibility. There was an all-too brief transition period and 
then Lewis was gone. 
Lewis’s departure did not signal the end of her influence, nor was it, as we shall see, 
the end of her association and involvement with the program. The influence of 
Lewis, the Lewis effect, is, in itself, a dominant characteristic of rage.  
Soon after Lewis’s departure, the Music Network magazine, a major source of music 
industry information and news, announced the change of programmer. The two 
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headlines in the “Industry News” section read: “Lewis raging no more” and “The 
raging Gee” (Music Network, 1995). FitzGerald was amused by the ‘raging Gee’ 
headline and this became his personal nickname for me, ever after. In my first 
months with the program, whenever I approached him, I would inevitably be greeted 
by the words, ‘It’s the raging Gee’. 
I began my role as ‘the raging Gee’ with trepidation and minimal training. As a 
training exercise, I had attended one shoot to observe Lewis in action (directing the 
musician Slash (Saul Hudson) from Guns N’ Roses). It was a memorable experience 
(Gee, 2010, 15-16). I had met and interviewed numerous musicians before that day 
but the idea of directing rage shoots was daunting. 
The following week I officially started on the program. Lewis handed me the rage 
producer’s ‘bible’ and then promptly disappeared (on a week’s leave). I was left 
behind with some departing words from Lewis that I did not find comforting. I recall 
feeling a chill and a sense of horror at Lewis’s announcement that, ‘you’ll work it 
out. No one helped me’. The program was now my professional responsibility. 
I spent long hours programming my first ‘New Releases’ program, broadcast on 
March 24, 1995. When my programming for this episode was completed, I called 
Lewis and ran though the programming order for my first hour of rage. I was 
relieved when she gave her approval. (I felt as though she sounded slightly surprised 
by my adequate attempts at programming.)  
Some of the upcoming programming had been prepared by Lewis. Before her one 
week break, Lewis had programmed the next Special, featuring Madonna, and had 
edited the next Guest Programmer, Slash from Guns N’ Roses. The rest was up to 
me. Fortuitously, one extra burden, the additional Thursday night rage program had 
been abandoned just before my arrival.  
Thursday night rage was a transient element that was broadcast from January 1994 to 
March 1995. During this period the ABC TV schedule featured a two-hour Thursday 
night episode (rage/ABC, POS, January 1994 – March, 1995).  This Thursday night 
program was referred to as ‘Thursday new releases’ and was an attempt to find a 
place in the schedule to accommodate the large amount of music video material 
arriving each week (Lewis, interview, 2013). This extra programming had been 
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taxing for Lewis and I was relieved that it was no longer part of the TV schedule. 
The Friday and Saturday workload was more than enough (given that it all of rage’s 
programming was generated by a single programmer). Lewis was the lone 
production worker attached exclusively to rage. A part-time Program Assistant 
handled the video database, program rundowns, viewer liaison, and other office 
duties, but the rest of the production work was the responsibility of the programmer. 
This meant that Lewis had routinely worked in isolation. The Program Assistant role 
also involved working on other Arts, Entertainment and Comedy programs; the rage 
assistant was at times unavailable to assist with rage.  
My Program Assistant during my first few weeks was Jodi Armitage, but Armitage 
had already resigned from the ABC, following the news of Lewis’s departure, and 
was serving out her final weeks before a replacement could be found. Armitage was 
replaced by Caroline Audcent, and together, Audcent and I became the new, 
inexperienced team. Beyond this, my unofficial team included anyone I could prevail 
upon to assist me with the program. Getting the program on air each weekend meant 
doing whatever was necessary. This meant working around the usual ABC TV 
procedures and structures, quietly campaigning or tenaciously pushing to get what 
was needed done, and quite often begging various ABC staff to help with the 
dubbing of music videos, barcoding and re-barcoding of beta-cart tapes, and editing 
of program material.  
rage had a regular Tuesday afternoon and evening weekly booking in the ABC TV 
Videotape area but this booking was inadequate in dealing with the large amount of 
material requiring dubbing and editing.  On occasion, essential dubbing and editing 
work would not happen; rage bookings would be given away to higher-priority 
programs and work would be left unfinished. I had to find ways to get the essential 
work done. Much of rage’s preparation and dubbing work ended up being carried out 
in the ABC TV Transmission area by arrangements that were semi-official or 
unofficial.  The network of rage’s supporters were often called upon because the 
program often seemed to be ‘last in the queue’ for the allocation of ABC resources. 
As Lewis agrees, you often had to struggle and improvise to get what was needed 
done.  
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If there was recalcitrance, you had to be the persuader (Lewis, interview, 
2013).  
As rage’s Producer it was necessary to mutate into changing roles as required: fixer, 
negotiator, conciliator, advocate, campaigner, warrior, blackmailer, desperado, or 
unfortunate battler pleading for charity. Within the ABC, and particularly to those 
who allocated resources such as edit suites and videotape staff, I was constantly 
trying to communicate what I felt about rage: this program matters; people care 
about it; it has viewers who love it; it is worth something; it is a real program. I was 
passionate about my program, and fully convinced of its worthiness, but I often 
found that it was a matter of convincing other people that it was worthy, and that it 
mattered.  
I began at rage by concentrating on delivering the program, maintaining the status 
quo, and trying to live up to the standards Lewis had set. All of this was a challenge 
because I was under-trained and under-resourced and I was making a low-priority 
program (that some ABC people saw as separate, suspicious or unworthy). Before 
rage, I had worked on programs in TV Features and Documentaries that seemed to 
engender respect and be considered worthy, such as The Investigators and the 
Australian Of The Year Awards, and I had worked on Children’s TV music-focused 
programs (The Afternoon Show with Michael Tunn and Loud). Working on rage was 
my first experience of encountering a particular type of ABC staffer jokingly referred 
to within the ABC as a PPO [Program Prevention Officer]. These PPOs would 
blithely cancel videotape bookings or fail to complete essential work and announce, 
‘It’s only rage’.  Luckily, ‘unsung heroes’ tended to outnumber PPOs and the 
program regularly met its deadlines.    
During 1995, I also adjusted to the role of de facto ABC TV classifier. As an ABC 
Associate Producer and Researcher I had always been mindful of classification 
guidelines but actually acting as a program classifier was a new experience. 
Classifying was a serious responsibility and making mistakes could have unpleasant 
repercussions and would reflect badly on the production unit. Upheld complaints 
were to be avoided. In each case the decision to broadcast a music video or guest 
programming segment had to be justifiable and defensible. The ABC’s official 
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network classifiers were available for consultation and any particularly risky, 
borderline material would be discussed with them.  
I made sure that my audience was fully warned about program content. As ABC 
Classifier Sandy Sharp once commented to me, rage’s program warnings in the 
1990s tended to rather amusingly over-warn the audience.  If there was a fleeting 
glimpse of nude flesh or a quick mention of drug use in a song, the audience would 
be comprehensively warned. It was fairly common for the program’s warnings to be 
quite exhaustive compared to most ABC TV programs. The following program 
warning was one that appeared quite regularly during the middle to late 1990s: MA 
Adult Themes, Strong Coarse Language, Nudity, Sex Scenes & Sexual References, 
Drug Use & Drug References & Some Violence & Horror (rage/ABC, POS, 1995 – 
1999). 
From 1995, late-night rage continued to be unpredictable, to mix genres and styles, 
and to feature playlists that continually flowed through various permutations from 
independent to mainstream from high-budget to low-budget and back again. The 
program also continued to push boundaries and its tendency towards being 
provocative late-night viewing remained. 
During my first few months at rage, I directed shoots, curated guest programming 
episodes, programmed Saturday night specials and Friday night new releases, and 
organised the Top 50. I negotiated with record companies, touring companies, and 
artist managers. I pushed large metal trolleys loaded with tapes around the pathways 
and corridors of the ABC at Gore Hill. I worked very long hours. As with Lewis, 
rage dominated my life. I was aware that I was seen by many as being rage-
obsessed. Depending on their level of approval of the program, and of my 
commitment to it, I tended to be seen as passionate, tenacious, committed, and 
hardworking, or, as relentless, headstrong, inflexible and stubborn. The Head of Arts 
and Entertainment told me I was ‘passionate’; to the manager of the ABC Producer’s 
Pool I was ‘stubborn’ and ‘inflexible’ (particularly when it came to appropriate staff 
for rage). I saw myself as someone whose role was to fight for my program.  It was 
my rage, and it was, simultaneously, Australia’s rage - our rage - and I had been 
tasked to maintain and build on it, protect its integrity, independence, and purity, and 
to let rage be rage.   
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A	pay‐for‐play	crisis	
My first year featured a major crisis that was precipitated by the 1995 breakdown of 
negotiations between the ABC and ARIA (Australian Recording Industry 
Association), APRA (Australasian Performing Rights Association), AMCOS 
(Australasian Mechanical Copyright Society) and PPCA (Phonographic Performance 
Company of Australia Ltd) regarding the specifics of the ‘National Broadcaster 
Blanket Licence’ agreement. The ‘blanket’ agreements, between these parties and the 
ABC, governed the ABC’s use of music. The broadcast of music videos by ABC TV 
and rage had been covered under the ‘blanket’, until the unexpected complete 
breakdown of negotiations that occurred in September 1995. 
Stockbridge (1988) discusses the conflicts between television stations and record 
companies over the worth, and principal role of music videos (as television content 
or promotion).  
It is the ‘pay-for-play’ issue that has brought the contradictions with 
video music clips into sharp focus. At least since 1984 record companies 
have attempted to recover some of their expenses as sponsors of clips by 
forcing television broadcasters to pay for their use (Stockbridge, 1988, 7-
11).  
Kingsmill recalls the escalation of this conflict during the late 1980s and the early 
and mid-1990s and acknowledges that it represented a period of crisis for rage.  
Over time, and especially around the late eighties [1980s] period, there 
was the pay-for-play fight and all the, ‘is it promotion or is it TV 
content?’, and that was interesting, when that whole debate came around, 
because up until that point TV stations didn’t have to pay record 
companies to play the film clips. They were promotional clips and if the 
TV station played them it was huge promotion for those records. Then 
obviously, as MTV and rage came along and more TV programming 
came along, at that stage, it was very cheap TV programming and the 
record companies were up in arms about it after a while. ‘You’re 
prostituting’. ‘This is just turning into very cheap TV for you’ 
(Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
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In early 1995, negotiations regarding the blanket agreements, and particularly the 
total fee to be paid by the ABC, were at an impasse. As O’Donnell notes, there has 
been a history of disagreement, conflict, and “push and pull” between the music 
industry and the ABC regarding the use of music (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
 In September 1995, I was informed by FitzGerald that the negotiations had 
completely broken down and that for an unknown period of time, possibly days, 
weeks or months, rage would be unable to play any music videos released and 
owned by major record companies. Initially, this news seemed catastrophic. The 
program faced a major record company embargo. However, it is telling that rage was 
able to continue without featuring any music video material that was released and 
owned by major record companies. During this crisis, the Top 50 and the Guest 
Programmers became unworkable due to unavailable content. Both of these regular 
features had to be dropped from the program format. Nonetheless, rage stayed on air. 
Friday night’s ‘new releases’ program continued; it featured independent music 
videos only. Independent artists and labels had always been a feature but they 
necessarily completely dominated the program at this time. Artists signed to 
Australia’s Mushroom Records, which was not a member of ARIA, were heavily 
featured and specials on Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds, Kylie Minogue and other 
Mushroom artists went to air during October and November 1995 (rage/ABC, 
1999b, “1995 rage Guest Programmers & Specials”).  
I remember that. It was because Mushroom weren’t part of ARIA. I’m 
sure ARIA hated that because it undermined their position (O’Donnell, 
interview, 2013). 
Within a few weeks, Festival Records and Warner Music gave permission for their 
material to be programmed again. By the end of the year, all of the major record 
companies were back to normal dealings with rage; negotiations with the ABC were 
finally concluded, agreement reached, and the program could resume its usual 
operations. 
During this period of crisis, viewer phone calls to the production office escalated. 
Interestingly, the most frequent and most passionate callers were the Top 50 fans 
who had been deprived of their weekly countdown of hits. Some of late-night 
viewers called as well, curious about the absence of certain new videos, and of Guest 
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Programmers they had hoped to see, but the late-night audience seemed largely 
unfazed by the fully independent content. Seeing independent music videos on rage 
was something they were accustomed to.  
That [pay-for-play crisis] could have killed rage (Kingsmill, interview, 
2014).  
However, the pay-for-play crisis actually revealed that, although the relationship 
between rage and record companies is a symbiotic one, the concept of an ABC music 
video program exclusively focused on low-budget music video, independent artists, 
and minor record company content, would not completely lack viability within an 
Australian PSB context.  
Rage was not affected by a threat of pay for play because it did not rely 
on high budget international product, but rather often presented (often 
locally produced) low budget music video (Giuffre, 2011, 135). 
As Giuffre observes, rage has survived various “death threats” to music television 
(including pay-for-play crises) because of its idiosyncratic programming features and 
its PSB and Australian context (ibid, 153).  
1995, the year of rage’s survival of the daunting copyright, pay-for-play crisis, and 
my first year with the program, moved into 1996. During 1996, I spent the year 
getting the program back on track, and maintaining rage. 
Running	rage		
In 1995 and 1996, as had been the case with Lewis, my programming and production 
life tended to be that of a ‘lone wolf’ (with the part-time help of rage’s Program 
Assistant).   
You and Stephanie, you were basically working by yourselves 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  
I was not at the top of rage’s production hierarchy being outranked, as per the usual 
TV production organisational structures, by the Executive Producer. However, I was 
effectively in charge of the program. FitzGerald, busy with his comedy projects, 
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stayed in the background, although he made it clear that he was there if I, or rage, 
needed him. FitzGerald was invested in the program; available if there was a threat 
or a major problem. Therefore, I was alone but connected; a lone wolf loosely linked 
to a particular wolf pack. I was part of FitzGerald’s production circle, but I was also 
part of the Arts, Entertainment and Comedy department, TV Transmission and 
Presentation, ABC TV at Gore Hill, ABC TV, and of the wider ABC. We were the 
ABC; as a group we were contributing to Australian public broadcasting. However, I 
was most intensely focused on my particular program and on its partitioned-off 
production world. rage often felt like a separate, little understood, almost private, 
production world.   
During the mid-1990s, I effectively operated as rage’s ‘showrunner’. The television 
industry’s ‘showrunners’, generally Executive Producers or Producers with the 
responsibility for day-to-day running of a particular program - individuals with a 
high level of creative control over their programs -  have been discussed by Caldwell 
and David Wild (Caldwell, 2008; Wild, 1999).  The ‘showrunner’ term originated in 
the U.S. (Wild, 1999) and is not generally utilised within Australian television. 
However, the term captures the function of rage’s Producer in the late 1980s and the 
1990s. The role involved a high level of creative control, a substantial degree of 
autonomy, and minimal management interference. “The suits”, as discussed by 
Caldwell (Caldwell, 2008, 216-218), in this case the ABC’s senior executives, were 
generally far-removed from the production culture of rage. 
As the 1990s continued, the program progressed as it had begun. It operated within it 
a context where its cheapness was a distinguishing feature; this feature acted to shape 
its position within the ABC, and its nature as a program. Being ultra-economical, it 
was well-placed to survive the repeated budget crises that have plagued the ABC 
since the 1970s; crises that have been well-documented by Inglis (Inglis, 2006). In 
order to ensure rage’s ongoing place in the TV schedule, the Arts and Entertainment 
group were keen to stress its value for money. It was customary to camouflage the 
program’s costs, and deemphasise the extent of its production activity.  As Paddy 
Conroy notes, rage emerged before the introduction of total production costing 
arrangements (later implemented to more closely track each production’s use of ABC 
labour and resources).  
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In those days a lot of costs were probably buried (Conroy, Paddy, 
interview, 2013). 
In the 1980s, and continuing into the 1990s, rage operated as a little-understood, 
untypical program with hidden costs and somewhat mysterious production activity.  
The	nature	of	rage’s	production	culture	
Outside of the program’s inner circle, its production culture and inner workings 
continued to be little understood. The creation of each weekend’s programs, and the 
general running of rage, represented intense production activity: viewing, 
classifying, programming, shooting, editing, negotiating, liaising, researching, 
organising workers, workloads and workflows, data entry, data and system 
development, program delivery, publicity and promotion, production and copyright 
paperwork, and general administration. However, other ABC staff would regularly 
ask questions such as, ‘Is that full-time?’ or ‘What exactly do you do?’.  
Despite its minimalist approach and apparent simplicity, the program is labour-
intensive (not least in regard to its music video programming method). However, 
there seemed to be a sense that rage emerged from the televisual void as an author-
less and producer-less entity. It was being produced, directed, and programmed, with 
program policies, guiding principles, program ethics, particular aesthetics, and a 
particular program sensibility but there seemed to be an impression that rage was 
somehow self-delivering. It emerged from the ABC, seemingly without anyone 
giving much thought to how it was delivered to its audience. The program, it seemed, 
simply materialised, brought to you by rage. 
My first two years of delivering the program had been years of hard work, difficulty 
and frustration but they were fuelled by a sense of passion. To me, the program 
represented a thrill, a vocation, a responsibility, and a burden. I was in control of a 
program that I loved and that I knew was valued by fans, musicians, and the music 
industry. I was intent on trying to make rage as good as it could be, and on trying to 
ensure that I was good enough for rage. 
The program was created to be host-less, to be essentially faceless, but at times a 
‘face’, a spokesperson, was required. My role involved participating in publicity 
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activity; the role of speaking for rage, of being the face of a faceless program, was 
mine. Having spent a significant amount of my professional life as a media 
interviewer, the new role of interviewee and spokesperson was unfamiliar and 
uncomfortable. I passionately believed in the program. However, I preferred to try to 
stay in the shadows as much as possible. I did the necessary interviews but I had little 
interest in being publicly known as the person behind rage. This was partly due to a 
sense that the program spoke for itself, and so there was no need to draw attention to 
myself, but a certain sense of insecurity was also at work. I consistently felt a sense 
of disbelief that I was in fact the person behind rage; that I was perhaps not worthy 
and not quite qualified. I felt a sense of “imposter syndrome”, as discussed by Clance 
and Imes (1978), and illuminated within film and television production cultures by 
Caldwell (2008).  
SBS TV presenter and former ABC TV journalist Jenny Brockie describes the sense 
of imposter syndrome she felt during her early years at the ABC.   
I was keen and ambitious but quick to doubt myself professionally, 
believing I had somehow fluked my way into journalism and would one 
day be unmasked as a complete fraud. My journey through the ABC to 
that point felt like a combination of lucky breaks and bizarre obstacles 
(Brockie, 2012, 154).  
Brockie’s description resonates. During my early years at rage, I felt a similar low-
level sense of unease and insecurity. My sense of imposter syndrome translated to 
discomfort with being in the spotlight. I would, however, perform as spokesperson to 
the best of my ability. Publicity could help the program maintain its visibility and, 
hopefully, its viability and longevity. rage needed me to do this, so I spoke for rage.   
Wayward,	mysterious	rage	
Beyond these occasional excursions into the public arena, I functioned behind-the-
scenes on the anomalous and mysterious rage. The micro-production practices of the 
program were distinctly different to other ABC TV programs which, despite their 
individual, idiosyncratic differences, tended to fit within established notions of types 
of programs, and ways of making programs. Within the usual context, ABC TV 
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program makers made television programs and then ABC TV Transmission 
transmitted those programs. With rage, Transmission and Presentation staff 
effectively presented a rage channel, with its elements and programming created and 
organised by a production team, but its delivery dependent on how correctly and 
effectively Transmission/Presentation could put those elements to air. rage was 
embedded within, and symbiotic with, the TV Transmission and Presentation area; 
this unusual symbiotic situation functioned to increase the program’s cost 
effectiveness, camouflage secret, unofficial work, and shield production practices 
and inner workings from the view of other productions. rage functioned as a hidden, 
untypical ABC TV program.  
In general, the program’s micro-cultural practices did not align with the usual macro-
cultural practices of ABC TV production.  While making rage, there seemed to be 
the sense that, although you were officially part of the ABC system, you were also 
not quite part of that system. You were going about secret rage business.  
rage did its own thing (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
The program tended to operate to a certain extent as a program ‘gone rogue’, 
exhibiting a tendency towards improvisation, rule-breaking and nonconformity. 
There was a certain sense that it was a little wayward and wilful but that it fulfilled 
its function and so its unconventional ways were tolerated.   
The	production	team	and	the	rage	associates	
Beyond the small, core team’s activities, the unofficial, hidden work continued to 
happen within TV Transmission, Transmission Library and Videotape, with many of 
rage’s secret supporters being located in these ABC areas. There were also unofficial 
advisors and helpers within the core FitzGerald group, within Arts, Entertainment 
and Comedy, and throughout the ABC. Within the FitzGerald group, Production 
Manager Rosy Seaton and comedy Producer Pam Swain were always supportive. 
Swain and ABC Producer Paige Livingston also acted as replacement producers 
(covering my annual leave in 1995 and 1996). Other ABC staff also regularly 
participated in making the program, particularly Transmission Officers Alex Taylor 
and Ross Krahe, Editor Ilter Cimilli, Transmission Librarian Roger Dunkerley, and 
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Archivists Simon Kain and Clare Cremin. During the middle to late 1990s, Malcolm 
Pollard began to handle almost all of the dubbing, editing and technical work. He 
acted as the unofficial, and eventually official, Technical Producer. Later in 
the1990s, Pollard was joined by Michael Wooller. The production team continued to 
feature official members and unofficial helpers. Throughout the ABC there were 
many we thought of as rage people because they were willing to assist, support and 
champion the program. 
The place was full of people like that who would do all sorts of things. 
You used all sorts of networks to get things done, because it was rage 
(Wooller, interview, 2014). 
As rage’s Producer, I was always ‘on call’. I would regularly receive urgent phone 
calls from TV Presentation and Transmission staff on Friday or Saturday nights, 
about technical issues and problem situations. The program often demanded my 
attention outside of my official working hours. For rage’s production people there 
were many long days and disturbed nights.  
In some ways it was a monster. It had a life of its own and you had to 
keep on doing these things to feed the monster… It was important to 
everybody. It was such an iconic program. The show must go on. So you 
had to keep feeding the machine, the monster… It’s not a beast or a 
monster in a nasty way. It’s a good monster (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
Into	the	gap:	flexible	rage	
rage has always functioned as a convenient, flexible tool for the ABC’s network 
schedulers. It can be scheduled to start and finish at whatever time best suits the 
network, with the production team moulding the program, utilising numerous short, 
interstitial items, including music videos and breakers, to fill any number of hours, 
minutes and seconds within the schedule. The program appeared within ABC TV’s 
schedule as an extended ‘break’, with the ABC network effectively switching to the 
rage network, and to a separate set of data and broadcasting paperwork. The ABC 
network schedule rundowns would be replaced by the rage POS [Programme 
Operating Sheet]. The two rage ‘breaks’ within any given weekend’s ABC schedule 
could involve anything from approximately 14 hours to more than 20 hours of music 
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video programming. The rage ‘Friday night’ program might start at 10.30pm or 
11.55pm, after midnight, or any other scheduled time. However, it would always be 
referred to within the ABC as ‘Friday night rage’ (even if the start time meant that it 
actually commenced very early on Saturday morning). ‘Saturday night rage’ also 
involved a variable start time, often commencing early on Sunday, but it always 
followed the same naming convention.  
Friday night rage and Saturday night rage are inconsistent in terms of where, and for 
how long, they may exist within any given weekend’s ABC TV schedule. The 
program’s convenience and functionality as a scheduling tool has been a significant 
factor in its longevity.  
The	end	of	rage’s	first	decade	
rage’s first decade, from 1987 through to 1996, was a decade of gradual evolution 
and of the program’s specificities coming into focus. During that decade, the ABC’s 
late-night schedule ‘filler’ became more accepted as an actual, proper program.  
In the next chapter, the second decade of the program will be discussed. This decade 
is one of a seismic change to the world’s culture, due to the arrival of the internet and 
the digital revolution, and one of major changes within rage’s production culture.    
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Chapter	3	
The	second	decade	of	rage	(1997	–	2006)	
1995 had been an unsettled, uncertain, precarious and transitional year for the 
program. The unexpected departure of Lewis, the arrival of a new, unproven team, 
and the difficulties and programming pressures related to the pay-for-play crisis, had 
created a challenging, problematic production environment. During 1995, the major 
program priorities were preservation and survival. I had focused on preserving rage’s 
reputation, and on creating suitably engaging episodes despite the compromised 
availability of content. 1995 was a year of crisis and transition; 1996 was a year of 
restoring equilibrium; 1997 was a year for celebration. 
Turning	10				
In April of 1997 the program celebrated 10 years on air. As was usual with rage, 
activities were relatively modest and low-budget. The 10th Birthday did, however, 
involve the return of Stephanie Lewis. During 1995 and 1996, Lewis had maintained 
a certain connection with the program. I had made occasional phone calls to her 
seeking support and advice; she had acted as a behind-the-scenes mentor and advisor. 
During the mid-1990s, FitzGerald and Lewis quietly continued to influence rage. 
FitzGerald was officially creator and Executive Producer but he was unofficially 
referred to as the ‘Godfather’ of rage (rage/ABC, 2007a, 20 Years of rage). Lewis 
was rage’s ‘Goddess’. 
With the 10th Birthday approaching, Lewis returned as the producer of a celebratory 
Special. I worked with Lewis on a one-night 10th Birthday Special for air on 
Saturday 19th April, 1997 (rage/ABC, 1999c, “1997 rage Guest Programmers & 
Specials”).  
In the weeks leading up to the 10th Birthday, Lewis researched rage’s music 
programming for the years from 1987 to 1996, and searched through camera tapes to 
put together various compiles, including segments with famous musicians 
performing the rage scream. When Lewis showed this material to FitzGerald he 
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recalls being amazed that the program had transformed beyond what he could have 
anticipated or imagined.   
There were all of these international artists doing the rage scream and I 
went ‘oh, this has actually had an effect that I had never considered’. I 
never considered that we would end up with all of those artists becoming 
aware of it [rage] (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
FitzGerald found himself feeling rather bemused by the international awareness, the 
apparent cultural impact, and the cultural resonance of the program. It was evident 
that it had more meaning and influence, with musicians and within the music 
industry, than he could have considered possible when he created a simple music 
video program to fill the overnight void (ibid).  
The 10th Birthday signalled that rage had achieved something unanticipated; it had 
endured within the ephemeral music television landscape of “flux” and “change” 
(Stockbridge, 1992, 68). The 10th Birthday Special featured the music videos that 
had been controversial, memorable, influential, and most played, during the previous 
10 years of the program.  In recognition of the program’s beginnings, an onscreen 
graphic announced ‘rage ‘til you puke…ten years’ worth’ (rage/ABC, YouTube, 
2015b). The special attempted to encapsulate the program’s personality and identity; 
at times it was serious but it was also irreverent, playful and provocative. It featured 
musicians performing the signature scream and it presented a spectrum of program 
moments that ranged from intently serious considerations of influential musical acts 
through to entirely facetious music video introductions. ‘Bloopers’ and ‘outtakes’ 
were included.  
Within the special, musicians Nick Cave, Michael Hutchence, The Jesus & Mary 
Chain, Evan Dando, and other Guest Programmers, affirmed the widespread 
influence of Australian punk band The Saints. The special included excerpts from 
Crowded House’s episode in which they facetiously discussed the high fee they were 
receiving and alleged that their program was sponsored by Coca-Cola, Pepsi and 
Benson & Hedges. Henry Rollins discussed the musical artist Morrissey, describing 
in detail how he would like to strap Morrissey to a chair and torment him. The 
Smashing Pumpkins appeared within a number of segments (highlighting their 
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infamously argumentative episode). Rappers Ice-T, Ice Cube and members of Public 
Enemy were featured with segments from their outspoken and energetic episodes. 
Justine Frischmann and Donna Matthews from Elastica laughed and lost control 
throughout their segments. TISM’s guest programming was revisited (rage/ABC, 
YouTube, 2015a, 2015b). Bobby Gillespie from Primal Scream was seen as he 
struggled to remember the song title of “Pretty Vacant” by the Sex Pistols. Musician 
Tex Perkins appeared discussing the infamous, full-frontal, nude musical 
performance of “In The Raw” by Lubricated Goat. This controversial ABC musical 
moment was preceded by some final words of introduction from ABC TV presenter 
Andrew Denton:  
All you Christian moralists, sitting up late at night desperately hoping 
that there will be something on rage to offend you, here it is (rage/ABC, 
YouTube, 2015b).  
The Birthday Special celebrated 10 years of the program’s late-night, subversive, 
garage style of music television. FitzGerald, Lewis and I had performed our 
particular roles in creating, shaping and maintaining the program and together we 
had taken it into its second decade.   
Departure	and	relocation		
Soon after the 10th Birthday celebration faded away, rage lost both its program 
creator, and its long-term home-base. FitzGerald had spent much of the 1990s 
producing various comedy projects with Libbi (Lisbeth) Gorr (also known as Elle 
McFeast). In mid-1997, FitzGerald officially departed from the ABC in order to 
produce the talk show McFeast Live, produced by an external production company 
(for ABC TV broadcast). As discussed by Inglis, outsourcing and co-productions had 
become endemic at this time and the ABC was losing various presenters and 
producers to outside companies and rival networks (Inglis, 2006, 412).   
Although FitzGerald had not been actively or regularly involved in its production 
activity, as rage’s creator he had been emotionally, creatively and professionally 
invested in the program. FitzGerald had kept rage within his sphere of activity and 
influence and it functioned under his supervision and protection. Although I fought 
the smaller fights for bookings, crews, facilities and the like, FitzGerald would 
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suggest tactics and intervene in any larger fights, or fights that I was losing. 
FitzGerald, an experienced operator within the ABC, could often prevail during 
internal battles. Without FitzGerald, the program became more vulnerable. It had lost 
the protected position of having an EP who was accessible, and strongly invested in 
the program.  
After FitzGerald’s departure, Paul Clarke assumed the official title of Executive 
Producer of rage.  Clarke was already functioning as EP of the youth and music 
program Recovery (ABC, 1996 – 2000), a program which had been created by Clarke 
and producer Bruce Kane.  
rage	and	Recovery	
Recovery was firmly linked to the ABC’s 1996 upper management priorities: to 
widen audience demographics, to bring younger audiences to the ABC, and to 
attempt to alter the ABC’s old-fashioned image (Inglis, 2006, 421 - 422). At this 
point, David Hill had departed the ABC and Brian Johns was the new Managing 
Director.  
Johns encouraged the managers to think up affordable means for 
pursuing young viewers who found Aunty too stuffy. People between the 
ages of eighteen to 25 were encouraged to stop whatever else they were 
doing on Saturday morning and watch Recovery, three hours of music 
and talk launched before the budget cuts and designed to attract Triple J 
listeners (Inglis, 2006, 421).   
Recovery followed rage (the idea being that you ‘raged’ all night with rage and 
‘recovered’ in the morning with Recovery). 
By 1997, rage was not a particular ABC TV priority, but that was its usual condition. 
At this point, it was officially overseen by Paul Grabowsky, the newly-appointed 
Commissioning Editor of TV Arts and Entertainment, and its new EP Paul Clarke. 
However, Grabowsky and Clarke generally kept their distance. Clarke’s principal 
focus was on his own creation, Recovery. His attitude to rage appeared to be one of 
benevolent disinterest; he was generally supportive but it was clear that his attention 
was elsewhere. Clarke functioned as Recovery’s principal showrunner; the Recovery 
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program was clearly deeply important to him. He seemed content for me to continue 
as the principal showrunner of rage. In fact, to Clarke’s credit, he rejected taking an 
onscreen credit. Clarke explained that he did not feel that a credit was necessary or 
appropriate as he was not actively involved in the making of rage.  
With Clarke overseeing high-level rage matters, such as funding and commissioning, 
the core production team generally continued to conduct business as usual.  
However, there were a few territorial skirmishes with the larger Recovery group. At 
times various Recovery staff would negotiate exclusive music video premieres for 
their Saturday morning program, depriving rage of the regular new release Friday 
night play. I had always been against this notion of video exclusives, whether they 
were being given to Video Hits or to commercial stations for their morning talk 
shows or news and entertainment programs, or to other ABC programs. I had always 
argued against exclusives during my dealings with record companies. (I felt that 
music videos should be released to everyone at the same time.) I never requested or 
demanded exclusives as I had mixed feelings about the practice. If I was given an 
exclusive I would accept it but I never sought them out. 
The battle over exclusives, and occasionally over other issues such as the borrowing 
of rage tapes, and ongoing struggles over facilities and bookings, created a tension 
between the rage and Recovery camps. Eventually, the battle over exclusives faded. I 
do not recall exactly who the messenger was, or how it was delivered, but there was 
eventually a departmental instruction that the programs were to share the video 
content and there was to be no infighting over exclusives.  After that, a certain sense 
of competitive tension remained but it was low-level tension. The territorial issues 
were mostly resolved and the programs operated in relative harmony. 
During 1996, 1997 and 1998 Recovery presented some extraordinary live music 
performances (many of which are fondly remembered by music fans and those 
within the Australian music industry). Recovery had broadcast its first episodes, 
starting in April 1996, live from ABC TV in Sydney. The program had then 
relocated to ABC Melbourne but it also retained its Sydney production office. The 
Sydney Recovery office was located in the Charles Moses Building at ABC Gore 
Hill.   
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For close to 10 years, rage had been housed within the colourful, messy, prop-filled 
TV Comedy environment of the Bullbrooks/Dan Power building. The rage office 
was equally colourful, messy and over-crowded with paraphernalia, props and 
posters. These Comedy and rage production offices bore little resemblance to 
traditional office environments. Within this space, rage’s production staff could play 
loud music and film with musicians without objection. However, that situation was 
about to change. In the wake of FitzGerald’s departure, a decision was made that 
rage should relocate to join other TV Arts and Entertainment production staff in the 
Charles Moses Building. To our dismay, we were forced to pack up and leave our 
home-base. We were relocated to the more traditional office, cubicle and work-
station surroundings. This forced relocation was difficult and the new location felt 
very ‘un-rage’. This management-enforced relocation can be viewed as symbolic: it 
represents the beginning of a change to rage’s production culture. The once highly-
autonomous, self-directed, and somewhat rogue, production culture of the program 
had begun to shift. 
During 1998, rage settled into this new production space. The new neighbours 
included production staff from Recovery and some disgruntled TV Arts producers. 
My production work included viewing, listening to, and quality checking the newly 
dubbed music videos each week. I listened to these at a reasonably high volume (in 
order to experience them the same way that much of the audience would, and to 
check for audio issues such as distortion). Some of the TV Arts producers understood 
that listening to loud music was essential, and that continually working with 
headphones was untenable, others wanted me to ‘turn the music down!’. However, 
the music was loud at rage, and it was loud at Recovery. Youth, Music and 
Entertainment production staff and Fine Arts production staff did not blend 
particularly well within this confined area, despite Brian Johns’ utopian notions of 
ABC staff working harmoniously together within ‘One ABC’ (Inglis, 2006, 391 – 
406).  
I had always spent a great deal of my production and programming time in a viewing 
area based within ABC TV Transmission. By 1998, officially based in an office that 
no longer felt like a rage office, I felt less than comfortable, and I spent less time 
within my office space. I began to think of myself as belonging within TV 
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Transmission; as principally being part of the Transmission ‘family’ rather than Arts 
and Entertainment. rage had been physically relocated, allegedly to facilitate 
bonding and connection, but I had begun to feel emotionally disconnected from Arts 
and Entertainment. With supporters like Shrimpton and Fitzgerald having left the 
ABC, I felt somewhat disconnected and isolated within a new territory. I had new 
departmental executives whose attitudes to the program, and loyalties, were less clear 
and who had no strong emotional or professional history with rage.   
Station	identification		
In 1998, the odd dichotomy of the program’s separateness from, yet connection to, 
the ABC was given concrete expression in the making and broadcasting of a separate 
rage incarnation of the generic ABC’s station identifiers. In the previous year, the 
ABC had launched the “It’s Your ABC” promotional campaign, complete with the 
new slogan, an updated version of the ABC’s iconic wave-form logo, and new 
station identification breakers.  
‘It’s Your ABC’, viewers were told, and people were shown using index 
fingers to create the shape that appeared magically and momentarily on 
the screen in front of them (Inglis, 2006, 411).   
I had the idea of creating a specific rage identifier featuring prominent Australian 
musician Tex Perkins.  
1998 is the height of an ABC’s promotional campaign featuring people 
drawing the ABC’s famous waveform logo in the air. The image of the 
logo being drawn is combined with three distinctive musical notes to 
create ABC station breaks. I want to create a rage version and as rage’s 
most frequent guest programmer, Tex seems the appropriate star. We 
film some footage which ends up giving Tex Perkins an iconic rage 
moment all of his own (Gee, 2010, 294 - 295). 
Perkins recalls that he felt honoured to represent the program within the ident.  
I think it was seen as, I saw it as, another feather to my cap (Perkins, 
interview, 2014). 
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The specific and separate rage/ABC identifier, starring Perkins, produced outside of 
the established procedure, underlines the program’s idiosyncratic and autonomous 
nature. The rage version was approved to be scheduled on ABC TV but with the 
proviso that it should only be scheduled before, and/or after rage, and never 
elsewhere on ABC TV. rage, as usual, was separate.  
“Real	Wild	Child”	to	leave	home?	
The original opening titles, breakers and closing titles are among the enduring and 
classic program elements. Suggestions about altering, updating or reinventing the 
titles and breakers have regularly made an appearance, within the ABC, and 
elsewhere. Within the ABC, outside of the ABC, and in media interviews, I have 
often been questioned about the classic, unchanged elements, particularly the titles 
and breakers. On one occasion, following a presentation about rage at the 2006 X-
Media Lab conference in Melbourne, I was asked by an audience member why we 
had decided to preserve the original titles. I answered that they remained unchanged 
principally due to audience preference. I also said that we had conducted an audience 
poll on the issue. After the presentation I was approached by Chloe Sladden, who 
was at the time the Vice-President of Strategic Partnerships at Al Gore’s Current TV 
(and who was acting as a mentor at the X-Media Lab). I recall Sladden saying, ‘That 
is exactly what you do, you ask the audience’.  
In April 1998 a rage audience poll was conducted, promoted on triple j radio, asking 
audience members to vote on whether the program should change its opening titles. 
With this poll being actively promoted on triple j, the issue provoked strong 
reactions. Within record companies, within the industry, among my media contacts, 
and particularly within the ABC, the idea of changing what was seen as intrinsic to 
the essence and identity of the program appeared to be anathema to many. During the 
polling period, I was constantly approached by ABC staff, many of them people that 
I did not personally know, all of whom were insistent that the titles should not be 
changed. The audience poll had provoked the program’s fans to reveal themselves, 
and to speak out in defence of the show’s signature elements. As Kingsmill notes, 
this poll was a revealing “gauge” of the level of audience affection.  
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You get to gauge that [audience affection] very closely when theme tunes 
start to morph or change or people float the idea of getting rid of 
something that might have existed for ten years, or fifteen years, or 
twenty years, and if you start to tweak the formula people get really 
offended by it (Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
In my experience, many viewers express support for the retention of the original 
titles. However, I have also encountered those who argue vehemently that the titles 
are dated, stale, and long overdue for a revamp. To some the original titles and 
breakers are dated and stale; to many they are classic and iconic. 
When rage is tweaked, and it has not been tweaked a lot, but when there 
has been talk of getting new themes, people have been very passionate 
about that, and you then know that you are on a successful, winning 
course because people care about the program and they don’t want to 
lose something that they identify with (ibid). 
The May 1998 poll results revealed that the majority had voted to save the titles; the 
program’s opening theme was to remain the same.  
rage:	the	album	
During its 11th and 12th years on air, the program’s audience and community 
became more concrete, more visible, and more perceptibly active. In 1998, the 
program’s first album was released, allowing fans to collect a physical rage item, and 
in 1998/1999 the first program website was developed and launched, allowing 
significantly increased, and more transparent, audience interaction.   
In 1998, the program entered more markedly commercial territory when I 
collaborated with ABC Music on the release and promotion of its first album 
(rage/ABC Music, 1998). The idea of an album had been at the back of my mind but 
an approach by ABC Music Promotions Manager Nick Bron was the catalyst for the 
album’s creation. The double CD, The Songs Most Chosen By rage Guest 
Programmers (rage/ABC Music, 1998), came about after Bron asked whether any 
particular album concepts came to mind. One did, immediately. I, and many others, 
had always noticed that there were certain songs that were strongly favoured by 
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Guest Programmers, consistently chosen by these musician-hosts, and often 
described by them as influential, ground-breaking, powerful, original, unique, or 
important tracks. I felt that these songs represented a unique and influential 
collection. Some were chosen by Guest Programmers because of the strength of the 
accompanying music video but most were chosen because they were exceptional 
songs by influential artists. Accordingly, I pitched the idea of a compilation album 
featuring the songs most chosen. The album’s content was obvious to me; after three 
years of producing the program, I automatically knew which songs were most 
frequently chosen. The Saints “(I’m Stranded)”, Joy Division “Love Will Tear Us 
Apart”, The Clash “London Calling”, David Bowie “Ashes To Ashes”, Sex Pistols 
“Anarchy in the U.K.”, Blondie “Heart Of Glass”, The Breeders “Cannonball”, 
Radiohead “Just” and Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds “The Mercy Seat” were among 
the songs that immediately came to mind. Using this “tacit knowledge” (Polanyi, 
1966), combined with some cursory research through the program’s playlists, I put 
together a list of likely songs. As Polanyi observes, “tacit knowledge” is implicit 
knowledge that a person has without necessarily having particular awareness of that 
knowledge.  He asserts that “we can know more than we can tell” (ibid, 4). 
Bron and I then began developing the album concept and refining the content. When 
we moved on to artwork ideas, we decided on a simple, minimal cover concept, in 
keeping with the program’s aesthetic. The final album artwork featured a retro TV, 
complete with dials, with a full-screen rage logo on the TV screen and the album 
title appearing on a title plate below the TV’s ‘brand’ symbol (the ABC’s wave-form 
logo).   
The Songs Most Chosen By rage Guest Programmers (rage/ABC Music, 1998) was 
released in 1998. It was well-received by music critics (Carney, 1998; Neilsen, 
1998), as documented by Bron (Bron, 1999), and the CD appeared in the Australian 
Top Ten Alternative Albums chart (ARIA Charts, 1998). It was followed in 1999 by 
the release of the album More of The Songs Most Chosen by rage Guest 
Programmers (rage/ABC Music, 1999). So began a tradition of regular rage album 
releases. 
Oddly, rage as a brand, with its associated products, nonetheless seemed to retain a 
sense of being non-commercial at its core; there remained a sense that the program, 
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as garage TV, had never been particularly slick, polished or commercially-motivated. 
The major rage motivation is cultural contribution; the album was an extension of 
this motivation. For some of the album buyers, actual, physical products functioned 
as being both music compilations and program mementos. As a fan of the program, a 
rage album in your collection could be viewed as evidence of your ‘fandom’. You 
would be likely to buy a rage artefact because of your interest in music, music video 
and/or the program but you may also be acting to claim a physical fragment of 
something we all own: our rage. 
Minor	alterations	
An ABC television promo [promotional television item] was produced to promote 
the first album. The promo used The Chemical Brothers’ track “Setting Sun” as its 
base and combined music video vision with images of Guest Programmers. This 
ABC promo borrowed from music video editing techniques and seemed to capture a 
certain rage feel. For me, the promo was thought-provoking. I considered the 
possibility of retaining the original program breakers but also adding some new 
breakers, also known as ‘stings’, to the Friday night program. My thinking was that 
within Friday’s flow of new release videos, new breakers would function to 
emphasise its newness (compared to Saturday night’s program which generally 
tended towards more retro content). The new stings would feature recent music video 
releases and would blend, fuse and integrate into Friday’s flow of new music. I 
planned to keep Saturday night as the home territory for the original “Real Wild 
Child (Wild One)” stings. The opening titles, closer and two-second whispered 
breakers would remain unchanged and continue to be used for both program nights. 
Creating new breakers for a program that had utilised the same breakers for over 10 
years was a rather radical move but I felt that these new breakers would easily blend 
into the flow of new music videos.  I began creating simple new breakers by utilising 
short, approximately 30-second sections, of recent music videos, adding a ‘tail’ with 
the rage scream or whisper (depending on what was most appropriate for the 
particular type of music).  For the sake of economy, I began by repurposing the 
album promo and making it into the first of the new stings. The second new sting 
used a section of the music video by The Prodigy for “Breathe” and other new 
breakers used Nine Inch Nails “The Perfect Drug”, Smashing Pumpkins “Bullet With 
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Butterfly Wings”, and Guru featuring Donald Byrd “Loungin’”. The new breakers 
were gradually integrated into Friday night’s programs and were accepted without 
any particular audience reaction or complaint. The new stings were an 
uncontroversial new element and the program began to build a collection of newer, 
alternative breakers.  
Online:	rage	moves	out	of	the	shadows			
1999 was a year that brought a dramatic change for the program: rage became an 
online entity. ABC Online launched on August 14, 1995; the earliest ABC sites 
included Hot Chips, Quantum, Radio National, triple j and Radio Australia (ABC, 
2011b). All ABC TV programs began to have their requisite websites during the 
years that followed. During 1998 the first rage website was developed and by 1999 
www.abc.net.au/rage/ had been launched (Wayback Machine: Internet Archive, 
1999, “rage”).   
The original rage website was developed in consultation with the program’s makers. 
Co-ordinator/Program Assistant Susan Joseph greatly contributed to this undertaking 
– retrospectively adding all of the 1998 playlists to the site - and she became the 
program’s first Webmaster. The first rage site was produced by ABC online 
producer Clare Byrnes and designed by ABC Graphic Designer Kim Hamilton with a 
flash animation by Matthew Willis (Wayback Machine Internet Archive, 2003, 
“rage”). The site was developed to be a visual extension of the established program 
aesthetic. Its design sensibility, minimal style, and moody, shadowy look attempted 
to reflect the program’s late-night television environment. Dom D’Souza, triple j’s 
Team Leader of Digital Design and Development, and rage’s Online Producer, says 
that: 
The original [rage] site evoked that late-night, shadowy, static on the TV 
feel (D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
By utilising darkness and shadow, and the colours blue, black and white, the site also 
aimed to capture the mood and look of the guest programming segments. During the 
1990s, the guest segments were lit, filmed and edited according to a particular rage 
style guide, and at times the aesthetic approached the shadow and contrast of film 
noir. The term ‘blueing’ was used to describe the editing process of stripping the 
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footage down to black and white, and then adding a blue filter. This particular blue-
filtered look signified that the Guest Programmers were inside rage’s world.  
It [the blue filter] gave it some form and separation from the videos 
(Perkins, interview, 2014). 
Its first website reflected the program’s blue and shadowy television world. It 
featured upcoming new releases, information on Guest Programmers and Specials, 
playlists, an archive of previous playlists, a behind-the-scenes section, and a 
guestbook for user comments.  
This new website would have a number of effects and repercussions. Its arrival 
would radically change how the program was watched, and how it was viewed by 
ABC management. The site had the effect of bringing the program out of the 
shadows. The new site was soon highly ranked within the lists of the ABC’s top 
websites, and on the lists of the most popular Australian music websites (D’Souza, 
interview, 2014). The playlists were posted on Friday afternoons and they featured 
full lists of the music videos to be played in the upcoming Friday and Saturday night 
programs.  
That feature [the playlists] was the most popular feature (D’Souza, 
interview, 2014). 
The popularity of the playlists came as no surprise to the program’s production staff. 
We were aware that our audience had always exhibited an intense interest in 
knowing what they could expect to see and hear, whether their favourite band or 
artist would appear, and whether, and when, the most anticipated new video or 
videos would be screened. Before the arrival of the website, viewers had obtained 
this information in a variety of ways: calling the 0055 and 1900 information lines, 
calling the program’s answering machine (to hear a playlist message that offered a 
short weekly rundown), calling the program’s reception number, or calling the ABC 
switchboard operators (who were supplied with weekly playlist information). Triple j 
announcers also gave weekly rage rundowns. Some viewers, armed with the 
information they had obtained, knew what they could expect to see and hear when 
they watched the program. Most others had no idea what to expect, or they simply 
preferred to wait and see.  
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The new website provided full playlists before the weekend’s programs went to air. 
For the viewers who were website users, this radically changed the way that they 
viewed the program. rage, for many, had lost the element of surprise.  
The actual ability to get the playlist, and get the information, may have 
taken away some of the mystique (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
It’s kind of a shame that you can now see the playlist. I fall into the camp 
of ‘just throw it at me, whatever the hell it is’ (English, interview, 2014). 
It had been one of the pleasures of the program; not knowing where you would be 
taken next. Where will the flow of videos go? What music videos has this Guest 
Programmer chosen? Where will we be taken next? All of these questions where now 
being answered on the site, if you wanted the information. Some people continued to 
watch the way they always had: in the dark. Others revelled in the light of the site’s 
information and openness. rage had become more accessible.  
The underground program community, which had once been only an imagined 
community, became more visible and accessible. In 2000, at the first Australian 
Online Music (Onya!) Awards (Eliezer, 2000), rage won the award for the “Most 
Popular Australian Music Video Network or Program Site” (ABC, 2000, “ABC 
Online: Achievements: Awards and Commendations”). As with rage’s win at the 
first Australian Music Awards (AMAs), many years before, this Onya! Awards’ 
moment was one where the apparent underdog won the award. rage’s site was 
simple, minimal and relatively sparse. It appeared to provide little competition to the 
more extensive and colourful sites of MTV, Channel [V] and Video Hits. However, 
an underlying Australian affection for the program appeared to come into play – 
within this publicly-voted category - and the program won Onya! awards in 2000 and 
2001. 
For some members of ABC management, the website’s popularity seemed to have 
the effect of making them rethink the program. Whereas previously it had been seen 
as economical, convenient and useful, with a decently-sized audience and positive 
critical reception, it began to be viewed as actually popular, and possibly more valid 
and significant.  
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To D’Souza: 
That’s the beauty of the web. You can gauge feedback and audience in a 
much more accurate way than ratings will traditionally tell you (D’Souza, 
interview, 2014). 
Andrew Lawrence, ABC Multiplatform Producer and former rage Online Producer, 
notes that: 
It [the rage site] was the first forum for a community who watched it 
[rage], obsessively in some cases (Lawrence, interview, 2014). 
I had always argued that rage had a devoted audience and that the program mattered. 
The number of website users lent credence to my arguments. The site attracted more 
attention to the program; both the audience and the program makers no longer 
operated in quite such an undercover way.   
The	evolving	brand	
After more than 10 years of the program, the word ‘rage’ had acquired additional 
meaning within Australian culture.  
The actual term ‘rage’ is such a 1980s term and almost a kind of ‘bogan’ 
term really but it has kind of gone beyond that now… It is such an 
established thing now that it has gone beyond the word. They don’t think 
of the word, they think of the brand. They think of what it does and what 
the program is (D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
The rage logo has gone beyond the point of good or bad taste. It just 
exists. It just is (Lawrence, interview, 2014). 
The rage brand had been developing since 1987. However, with the release of the 
first album, the program’s logo was beginning to appear in a context beyond that of 
its usual context: on TV screens within the flow of rage’s programming. The album 
and the website extended the brand, and expanded its role and reach. The rage logo 
was mutating into a more concrete symbol of a brand.  
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The logo - the program’s brand symbol - evokes passion for music, respect for music 
video, musicians, and for music fans, and music selection, judgement and 
knowledge. The concepts that are central to the brand are consistency, reliability, 
authenticity, simplicity, and minimalism. The image revolves around the idea that 
rage does not try too hard, and it does not attempt to be what it is not; it is not slick 
or glossy; it is garage and it is classic.  
It is a really strong brand that you wouldn’t want to mess with because 
people have a great affection for it. I think people associate it with 
discovery of music and with being a companion to appreciating music 
and to being closer to the artists that you really like. I think the rage 
brand has a real association with good taste, and authentic judgement, 
and curation of music (Lawrence, interview, 2014).  
They know that it’s not based on ‘we’ve got to get ratings to get 
advertising dollars’. They know things are being done with a sense of 
integrity…The words we use: integrity; non-commercial; words like 
that… rage is a trusted brand (D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
Grierson, O’Donnell and Caught also maintain that rage’s classic nature and its 
consistency are central specificities.  
It’s [rage is] beyond durable. It does what it says on the packet. The title 
still works, the whole thing still works, the concept still works and 
everything still works. And, thank god no one tried to change it because 
if anybody had tried to ‘improve it’, in inverted commas, it would have 
arguably destroyed what made it great which was just the elegance of its 
simplicity (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
It [rage] has stayed true and classic and proud (O’Donnell, interview, 
2013). 
It [rage] has never fucked with the brand. MTV lost itself and became 
general entertainment, and didn’t know where the music was in the MTV 
anymore, whereas rage has always been consistently true to its name 
(Caught, interview, 2013). 
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As Caldwell (2008) argues, “the ideal brand expresses a more holistic identity to 
viewers and consumers”. Caldwell notes that television brands that evoke quality, 
consistency, recognisability and a “distinct personality” represent ideal television 
entities (Caldwell, 2008, 245).  
The program began as minimal, garage music television, with idiosyncratic features, 
and it retained its original traits and ethos throughout the 1990s. During these years, 
it maintained its classic identity, its brand solidified, and the rage entity endured.  
Recovery	fails	to	recover:	rage	expands	
Recovery had followed rage on Saturday mornings on ABC TV from April 1996 to 
April 2000. After three format changes, and struggles related to costs and ratings, 
Recovery ended.  “Recovery, a plunge into youth pop culture, withered after several 
years for want of an audience” (Inglis, 2006, 476).  
Recovery’s production schedule had regularly included December and January 
production breaks. During these periods, rage was scheduled in Recovery’s place, 
broadcasting an additional extended segment from 9.00 a.m. to 12.00 p.m. This 
additional segment included some Top 50 material, new release videos, and selected 
archival material (described using on-screen logo of “From the Vault”). As this was a 
significant amount of additional airtime, screened in a ‘General’ viewing timeslot, it 
required very careful programming and represented a substantial additional 
workload. With the departure of Recovery, it was decided that rage would move 
permanently into the 9.00 a.m. to 12.00 p.m. Saturday timeslot. This represented an 
untenable workload situation and so I requested that an additional programmer be 
added to the production team. 
Paul Clarke, who had been promoted to the role of Commissioning Editor of ABC 
TV Arts and Entertainment, had given me a new title, aimed at more accurately 
reflecting my role. In 1999, I had officially become the program’s Series Producer. 
(When Lewis had started working on rage she had been officially referred to as the 
program’s Co-ordinator. This title for the key rage role shifted to Programmer/Co-
ordinator, and eventually to Programmer/Producer, and then Producer/Programmer, 
and then finally to Series Producer/Head Programmer.) By the late 1990s, the 
previously part time role of rage’s Program Assistant had begun to shift to a full time 
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role. The program credit was altered to Co-ordinator/Program Assistant and then 
Program Co-ordinator in order to reflect the evolving role and responsibilities. In 
2000, beyond this shifting of roles and changing of titles, the actual size of the core 
production team expanded. Rebecca Martin, an ABC staff member with experience 
on various youth and music programs, including Recovery, joined rage as a new 
Producer/Programmer, meaning that I was no longer the program’s lone music 
programmer.    
Martin was a rage fan and she was enthusiastic about joining the production team.  
I grew up on rage. All of those Saturday nights that I watched rage… It 
[rage] is a part of growing up, I think. If you love music, if you are into 
it, if you really love music, rage is a rite of passage (Martin, interview, 
2013). 
Martin argues that having a passion for music is crucial to producing and 
programming rage episodes that will succeed in entertaining and exciting audiences.  
It [rage] is made by people who love music. There are those people who 
can work in those jobs but may not necessarily dig it, get excited, like get 
excited by it [working on a music program]… It is an absolute necessity 
to be passionate about the music (ibid). 
Martin recalls the creative satisfaction of learning how to program rage and the joy 
of creating music video segues and musical flow.  
I had a tremendous amount of satisfaction from making really nice 
transitions, even if it only meant something to me…The leading into the 
next song, and the next song. No one else might even get it but I got it. I 
got enjoyment from that (ibid). 
During 2000, Martin programmed early morning segments, assembled Guest 
Programmer playlists, and programmed Saturday night specials. She began to direct 
occasional shoots and to enthusiastically embrace the role of rage director. Martin 
gravitated towards this directorial role and by late 2002 it had become usual for her 
to direct the majority of the guest programming segments. Martin, it was evident, felt 
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a sense of devotion towards the program. She would spend eight years working on it, 
from 2000 to 2008.  
Martin asserts that rage has functioned best when it has been staffed by people who 
have loved making the program, and who have aimed to maintain and protect it.  
It [rage] had to be nourished. It had to be kept from being tainted (ibid).  
In 2000, the production team also included Gannon Conroy as Production Manager 
(handling budgeting and administration tasks). Throughout its history, the program 
has had various production managers, including Rosy Seaton, Adrian Ireland, Mark 
Grisedale, and Richard McGrath, but Gannon Conroy has had a remarkably 
consistent history with the program (from tackling Program Assistant duties during 
the program’s first year through to various extended periods as its Production 
Manager).  
Unofficially, I was there from almost the first day… It’s a long 
association (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014). 
To Conroy, the program’s survival is definitely linked to its economical nature. 
However, he argues that the ABC also demonstrates a “commitment” to rage and 
asserts that the organisation  recognises the value of its idiosyncratic programming 
approach.  
Other channels wouldn’t program it in the same way and they wouldn’t 
have the Guest Programmers… That is the difference; that is the 
investment…  In the ABC it’s always been difficult to cost things 
because some things are directly attributed to the project, where other 
things are covered within the operating costs of the Corporation… ‘Is it 
cheap?’ For the hours [of transmission] it is but it’s still a great 
commitment from the ABC (ibid).  
Executive	decisions	and	promotional	considerations			
During the Recovery years, from 1996 to 2000, rage had been assigned various 
Executive Producers including Paul Clarke, Bruce Kane and Larry Meltzer. Clarke 
and Kane were most focused on their own creations (including Recovery and The 
10.30 Slot). During his time as rage’s EP, Clarke continued to be supportive but 
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relatively uninvolved. In the 1990s and 2000s, most ABC Executive Producers were 
focused on higher level managerial, administrative and budgetary matters rather than 
day-to-day running of programs. My official role, as Series Producer/Head 
Programmer, continued to translate to being the program’s showrunner. Just as rage 
had been FitzGerald’s program and then Lewis’s program, it had become my 
program.  During the 1990s and early 2000s, the ABC’s executives and managers did 
not tend to inject themselves into the program’s production culture, attempt to 
influence its content, or have any particularly active involvement in its production 
activities. As Molomby (1991) suggests, this approach had been traditionally 
employed by some of the most respected ABC departmental and genre heads.  
In the end the only way to achieve the best was to get the right people in 
and give them their heads, exercising a benign and not too close 
surveillance of the general trend of events (Molomby, 1991, 121).  
Lewis and I had been ‘given our heads’ and we had tended to be recognised, 
internally and externally, as rage’s showrunners. Shrimpton and FitzGerald, and later 
Grabowsky and Clarke, employed a relatively hands-off approach.    
When Kane had become rage’s EP, he had not been added to its onscreen credits (in 
line with Clarke’s decision not to be listed as EP). Kane had made no comment on 
this. Eventually, Larry Meltzer was appointed as a Sydney-based co-Executive 
Producer (alongside Melbourne-based Kane). Meltzer soon requested an on-screen 
credit. I saw this as a threat to my creative role, and my ownership of the show. I 
viewed this request as being similar to the creative “posturing” or artistic “hijacking” 
that Caldwell has discussed (Caldwell, 2008, 238 - 239). I decided on a slightly 
subversive action: if Meltzer wanted an on-screen credit, then anyone actively 
involved with the program would also receive credit. The program’s credits became 
rather overcrowded: Meltzer, Kane and many other names were added including 
people from Transmission, Transmission Library, Presentation, Cinecamera, and 
Archives. This amused many in the Transmission/Presentation area. The credits 
needed to be rolled at a faster speed making them more difficult to read and absorb. 
The program, it appeared, had suddenly greatly expanded its production team. 
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The new Executive Producers were not rage’s program creators. The arrival of EPs 
who were not particularly invested meant that the program was now overseen by 
executives who had little interest in taking on any difficult rage battles.  
One battle that developed during Kane’s time as EP, was over the insertion of a 
promotional [promo] break within the program. There is a history of internal ABC 
disagreement between those who view the ABC as a public broadcaster, which 
should communicate with its audience as citizens, and those who view it as a 
corporation, which should communicate with its audience as consumers (Inglis, 
2006; Dempster, 2000). The issue of how much, and how often, the ABC should 
promote itself, and ABC products, has always been a fraught, complicated and 
problematic one. ABC TV promotional spots, promoting programs and products, had 
traditionally been restricted to appearances between programs only. In the late 1990s, 
I was told by Kane that TV Scheduling intended to begin scheduling a promo break 
within rage. This promo break would be scheduled after the Top 50 segment, before 
the Saturday morning new releases and ‘From the Vault’ segment of the program. 
This, according to TV Scheduling, represented a ‘natural’ program break and, 
therefore, a promotional break was acceptable. The persistent internal attitude that 
‘it’s only rage’ seemed to be making its appearance again. I was incensed at the idea 
of rage being treated as less than any other ABC program. To me, this represented a 
dismissal of its cultural value, critical reputation, and status as a program that was 
valued by its audience. In my view,  rage was no less worthy than any other ABC 
program and no other ABC programs were interrupted by promotions. Promos would 
be an unacceptable interruption to the program’s flow. The insertion of promos also 
appeared to devalue music video itself. It appeared that the attitude was that rage was 
only music videos, music videos were only promotion, and, therefore, the insertion 
of ABC promotion was acceptable.  
When Kane informed me of the promo break plan, he appeared unmoved by my 
protests; his attitude seemed to be one of uninvolved, businesslike pragmatism. This 
was evidently a battle he had no interest in fighting. I began my own small battle 
with the promo scheduling staff. I also talked to Michael Ward, the ABC Head of 
Policy, who said that although he was sympathetic to my situation, there was nothing 
in the ABC Policies to prevent implementation of the plan. It seemed that the 
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scheduling of promos during programs had not been specifically mentioned within 
the ABC’s Policy guidelines (probably because it would have been considered 
redundant and unthinkable). Unfortunately for rage, the unthinkable appeared likely 
to become a reality. Various ABC staff members were unimpressed by this 
development including influential ABC presenter Quentin Dempster. Dempster, 
particularly in his role as Staff-Elected Director on the ABC Board, had consistently 
demonstrated a passion for public broadcasting, and an interest in defending its 
principles. As Ted Robinson notes, there have been certain prominent individuals 
within the ABC, such as Dempster, Molomby, Cleary, and David Salter, willing to 
defend and support any programs facing ethical issues, or issues related to the 
principles of public broadcasting. Whether these individuals were, or were not, fans 
of rage would have been irrelevant.  
There were people, like David Salter and people like that, whose interests 
were more cello concertos or sonatas than they were rock ‘n’ roll of the 
day but they would have defended your right to do what you were doing 
to the death and very articulately as well… They all kept a weather-eye 
cocked on whatever was going on (Robinson, interview, 2013). 
When I contacted Dempster about the promo issue, I received sage advice and 
support, delivered in colourfully-worded language. Eventually, after various 
discussions, Dempster and I had to concede defeat. Management was adamant about 
this  promo break. This particular program segment, the Top 50, was very attractive, 
to managers and promo schedulers, because of its solid ratings, and appealingly 
untypical ABC TV demographics. This, it seemed, was the promo break that we had 
to have.  
Following the battle over promos, I was left with the unsettling feeling that my 
program was vulnerable to attack, and that I had failed to protect it. The only way to 
attempt to protect the program, after the battle was officially lost, was to quietly 
continue the fight using subversive tactics. Most of the staff members in TV 
Presentation and Transmission were sympathetic. They began a quiet campaign to 
find ways to delete the promo break, usually due to ‘issues of timing’. As a result 
there were some small wins during the ongoing, largely undeclared battle between 
rage and the promo scheduling unit. However, from my point of view, the program 
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was damaged by the promotional laceration that now disturbed the flow of music 
videos.   
Digital	transformations		
By 1997 the ABC had begun to focus on the transition to digital television. TV 
production, post-production and transmission areas were moving to digital, and so 
was rage. By the late 1990s, we were transferring music videos onto digital betacam 
compile tapes, and shooting our guest segments using digital betacam camera tapes. 
The program became a testing ground for new technology, and the team became 
increasingly focused on digital activities. Gone were the 1980s and early 1990s 
activities of pushing around large metal trolleys stacked with analogue, standard 
betacam tapes, each containing a single music video, and of viewing videos on VHS 
and beta-cart tapes. Gone was the original, basic rage database. By 1999, ABC TV 
was using a data system called PALS to track program acquisition, library and 
scheduling activities. rage had its own version of this system, called ‘rage PALS’ 
(developed with ABC Information Technology’s Nicole Johns and Paul Robertson). 
The program required its own version of the network’s acquisition, library and 
scheduling system as it essentially operated as a smaller, Friday and Saturday night, 
ABC channel. ABC TV effectively switched over to the rage channel when the 
program was on air; moving over from PALS to rage PALS. 
The program’s activities continued to be closely linked with those of TV 
Transmission. In the late 1990s, Transmission had moved from its analogue bunker, 
located near Gore Hill’s main reception desk, to a new, digitally-equipped 
transmission building, near the transmission tower at the top of the hill (next to the 
ABC’s Gore Hill heliport). rage’s dubbing and editing activities now took place 
here. By 1999, the program was evolving towards broadcast via digital compile 
tapes, computer cache video storage and access, and viewing of music video and 
Guest Programmer material on CD and computer files. The massive task of 
transferring various archival music video collections onto the digital format had 
begun. 
It was a manic time; getting everything onto digital (Wooller, interview, 
2014). 
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rage’s production and transmission technology had begun to radically change. “The 
system evolved” (ibid). Wooller gradually reorganised the program’s technical 
production, making changes to its specific systems, equipment, tape preparation 
procedures, and workflows (ibid).  The program itself, on air, remained largely 
unchanged. However, a radical change to rage’s production culture was about to take 
place. In the early 21st century, ABC TV ‘collocated’ with ABC Radio.   
2001:	rage	‘collocates’		
In 1999, the ABC Board had resolved to “collocate” its television and radio facilities 
and sell the Gore Hill site (Inglis, 2006, 598). Bob Mansfield’s Review of the ABC, 
The Challenge of A Better ABC, released in January 1997, had made a number of 
recommendations, including the sale of ABC properties (Inglis, 2006, 393 – 409).  In 
the wake of Mansfield’s Review, ABC TV’s Gore Hill site, the home-base for TV 
production in Sydney, was to be closed down.  rage’s home, through the late 1980s 
and all of the 1990s, was to disappear.   
The announcement of the ‘collocation’ plan faced strong opposition from the Gore 
Hill staff. ‘No Collocation. Save Gore Hill’ was the catchcry of the anti-collocation 
campaign. As Inglis notes, the Gore Hill staff viewed the sale as a means to reduce or 
demolish in-house television production (Inglis, 2006, 410). The opposition 
campaign was spearheaded by David Salter, a senior ABC producer who created and 
edited a satirical publication called the No Collocation News, and broadcaster 
Quentin Dempster (Inglis, 2006, 409 - 410; Dempster, 2000, 308 - 310). Despite the 
strong opposition, the plan to sell Gore Hill seemed unstoppable. Eventually the ‘No 
Collocation’ campaign faded away and ABC TV’s Sydney staff members were 
forced to accept the inevitable.  
Gore Hill was lost, it appeared. We had been defeated. There was no real 
nostalgia for the site. It was a factory to be sure. But it was the creative 
capacity and the culture that drove it which was now at serious risk 
(Dempster, 2000, 330).  
ABC Transmission/Presentation was to move to Ultimo in 2000/2001. The plan was 
that TV production units would follow by 2002. When I heard about this proposed 
timetable, I wrote a memo to the project’s co-ordinator Alex Marhinin explaining 
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that rage had to be physically located with TV Transmission. Under the new plan, 
the program could potentially be separated, by the Sydney Harbour Bridge no less, 
from its infrastructure, Technical Producers/Editors, technical facilities, and from 
much of its broadcast library. If TV Transmission was moving, rage had to move as 
well. Pollard also wrote memos about the necessity for these two TV groups to 
remain connected.  
However, the memos to management appeared to have been overlooked or ignored. 
Admittedly, I should have pursued the issue of rage’s relocation more aggressively. I 
suspect that my failure to do so may have been a consequence of my hope that the 
Gore Hill site could somehow be saved; that perhaps the program could stay where it 
belonged.      
When it became apparent that TV Transmission was definitely moving, rage was in 
jeopardy.  When I approached management about the program’s situation, I was 
asked why they had not been advised. I produced my memo to Marhinin as my 
evidence and arrangements for our move, and for some temporary accommodations 
at Ultimo, were quickly made. In early 2001, rage’s production team was the first to 
relocate to ABC Radio’s former territory, ABC Ultimo.  
Homeless	in	Ultimo	and	the	‘collocation’	blues	
The Sydney Morning Herald’s architecture writer Elizabeth Farrelly once described 
the ABC’s Gore Hill site as a “ramshackle, asbestos-ridden slumdom” (Farrelly 
quoted in Inglis, 2006, 541). However, this dilapidated site was regarded with 
affection by many ABC staff.   
In a way that the new ABC isn’t, from my observation, it was shambolic 
and it was broken-down, but its seams, which were tearing apart, 
breaking apart, oozed tradition (Robinson, interview, 2013). 
To Robinson, Gore Hill was robust and collegiate (ibid). The site was a hub of 
creativity where many staff felt a sense that they were part of something special; the 
walls may have been crumbling but the sense of creative unity was palpable. Our 
production team members were saddened to leave Gore Hill. Our sense of loss was 
worsened by the fact that rage was, at first, without a central home-base at ABC 
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Ultimo. I spent my first few days at Ultimo housed in an ABC Radio interview booth 
(a ‘tardis’ in ABC Radio parlance). Martin was provided with a desk in the 
Transmission Library. Joseph had a workspace in a Transmission/Presentation room 
that was intended for use as a tea-room and break-room. When ABC Radio staff 
quite rightly objected to a radio interview booth being used as a TV production 
office, I was moved to the newly-constructed High Definition Tape testing suite, 
located in the TV Transmission’s new Tape Preparation area. The rage production 
team were physically separated and we were effectively a team without a 
headquarters. As the first TV production team housed at ABC Ultimo, we faced a 
difficult transition.  
When ABC Ultimo first opened it was a “soaring eclectically postmodern building” 
with an “airy, nave-like atrium” (Inglis, 2006, 238). Later additions to the centre 
included a barrier wall, “which made the environment more like a fortress than the 
home of Everyone’s ABC”, and an imposing, fifteen-storey office tower which 
dominated the centre, and made it gloomy rather than open and airy (Inglis, 2006, 
541). At the rebuilt ABC Ultimo, management’s tower dominated the space.  
The contrast between ABC Gore Hill and ABC Ultimo was dramatic.  
Going into Gore Hill was always fun. Going into that building at Ultimo, 
somehow, it might just be me, but I always have the sense of being 
oppressed by all of those floors of bureaucracy above me (Robinson, 
interview, 2013). 
Ultimo, to me, is like the international headquarters of an insurance 
company (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
The ABC at Gore Hill was very much, it was a very organic place, but 
when it moved to the city, it was just like moving house, the removalists 
couldn’t fit everything in that was in your old house, so, it changed 
(Lewis, interview, 2013).  
They [ABC Gore Hill and Ultimo] were quite different cultures… It is 
amazing what relocation can do to an organisation, in terms of change of 
culture (Boland, interview, 2014). 
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Within the compartmentalised, more characterless, and corporate surroundings of 
Ultimo, there was a sense that individuality, rebelliousness, rule-breaking, unbridled 
experimentation, full-blooded expressions of creativity, and nonconformist behaviour 
would be out of place. rage, to us, seemed out of its original element.  Both Martin 
and Robinson recall the program’s early days and agree that the TV Comedy group 
that rage emerged from was known for its fun, creative, spontaneous and 
unrestrained atmosphere (Martin, interview, 2013: Robinson, interview, 2013).  
People used to talk about it [the ABC] being this hidebound organisation 
where it was difficult to get a sense of spontaneity or creativity 
happening but the truth was, or at least my experience was, that I found it 
to be quite different. Yes, there were all of these very ‘pukka’, very 
proper, correct people but at the same time the strangest things happened 
(Robinson, interview, 2013). 
Irreverence, naughtiness, rebelliousness, and loud music, had characterised the Gore 
Hill TV Comedy group of the 1980s and 1990s.  FitzGerald has always been 
associated with irreverent programs and presenters including Andrew Denton, Elle 
McFeast and ‘The Chaser’ comedy team (as director of their satirical program The 
Chaser’s War on Everything). Lewis has also worked on edgy, irreverent television 
such as Beatbox, The Factory, and Fly TV. Both Lewis and FitzGerald tend to be less 
than reverential towards authority figures. (On one occasion, at the ABC at Ultimo, 
Lewis stepped into a lift and encountered the ABC’s Chairman of the Board Donald 
McDonald. ‘You look important. Are you the Managing Director?’ said Lewis. ‘No. 
I’m the other one’ replied McDonald (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
rage, as an entity, and many of its key players, including FitzGerald, Lewis, and 
Martin, tend to exhibit irreverence. A certain sense of irreverent subversiveness has 
flavoured rage’s journey as a program, its music programming, its choice of Guest 
Programmers, and its personality. To Caught, the program exhibits a sense of 
brashness, naughtiness, rebelliousness, and subversiveness. She associates rage with 
these qualities (Caught, interview, 2013).  
It [rage] was an upstart. And you kind of get the sense that it’s still that, 
and that it pokes its tongue out a little bit, which is weird because there is 
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actually no personality driving it. It’s not Molly [Meldrum, host of 
Countdown] and it’s not Richard [Wilkins, MTV host] and it’s not even 
like a Russell Brand, who we had at MTV. But, it’s just the way that it’s 
programmed and the way that it looks. It has a certain level of 
naughtiness to it (ibid). 
This ‘upstart’ program seemed rather alien within ABC Ultimo; it had moved away 
from its garage beginnings. As Moore observes, the ABC at Gore Hill had always 
seemed creative, artistic, rowdy, and messy; it was a place where loud music was 
tolerated.  
At Ultimo it was more like, ‘listen to this on your headphones later’ 
(Moore, interview, 2014).  
At Ultimo, I felt like I had become a cog in a machine. For me, this was the 
beginning of a sense of alienation and detachment from the ABC. As Martin 
acknowledges, as a production team, we suffered from the ‘collocation blues’ 
(Martin, interview, 2013). We felt lost and alienated in a space that we found bland, 
bloodless, and cold. We had a sense that we had been ‘corporatised’; swallowed by 
the ABC Corporation. Our TV friends, and Gore Hill support network, had been left 
behind and we were working in ABC Radio’s territory, where we were somewhat 
friendless, alien, and more separate than ever. Within Ultimo, rage’s separateness 
from the rest of ABC TV production was made concrete. As Inglis notes, it was not 
until 2002 that the majority of the Sydney ABC TV staff began the move to Ultimo 
(Inglis, 2006, 540).  In 2001, we were alone in Ultimo. 
We were the first wave. We were the first ones there [at ABC Ultimo]. It 
was really strange. I think that as a production unit we lost something 
when we went there. We were fragmented. We had no sense of identity; 
we lost that a little bit. We had no place (Martin, interview, 2013). 
To Martin, we were homeless, splintered into fragments and “stuck in transmission” 
(ibid). We had been roughly transplanted and had no actual production offices. The 
rage team and the Presentation and Transmission group had always been close 
associates. However, this was a little too close for comfort. 
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The ABC of 2000/2001 was Managing Director Jonathan Shier’s ABC and it was 
characterised by an atmosphere of disruption, fear, insecurity, and low morale 
(Inglis, 2006, 449 – 518; 533 - 534). The ABC’s staff had attempted to proceed with 
business as usual but most felt highly stressed, unsupported, and insecure. This was 
the macro-cultural climate of the ABC in the early 2000s and this instability and 
insecurity was reflected in the micro-cultural climate of rage.  
Wandering	the	Ultimo	wilderness		
In the early 2000s, rage was located in various temporary accommodations within 
ABC Ultimo before finally moving into purpose-built offices in the former ABC 
Radio building (the same building that housed triple j). The new offices featured a 
large, soundproofed studio/office for the Series Producer, an office for the 
Producer/Programmer, and an office/reception area for the Program Co-ordinator. 
The program finally had a production centre to call home and a usable studio space 
(suitable as an occasional location for the filming of Guest Programmers).   
rage’s new neighbours were the staff from Fly TV, the ABC’s short-lived digital 
channel (dedicated to youth programming).  By 2002, with other television staff 
arriving at Ultimo, and TV programs being broadcast live from Ultimo’s studios, 
rage finally had TV friends in the Ultimo centre. In fact, overseeing Fly TV’s 
producers was Stephanie Lewis.  
Unfortunately, rage’s time in our purpose-built home was as short-lived as Fly TV. 
By 2003, Fly TV had been abandoned (Inglis, 2006, 552). rage was unceremoniously 
thrown out of its purpose-built space (with the rage/Fly TV area being handed over to 
more high-priority productions).  
I was irate, and I know you were certainly irate about it, when the 
soundproof, purpose-built rage office got taken over by other programs 
(Wooller, interview, 2014). 
The production team were to be moved, yet again, and the plan was for a transfer to 
standard offices in the tower building. After a battle with management, a more 
appropriate space was selected, and it was given a makeover. Furniture was built, the 
rage couch was moved in, and the new office was furnished with heavy, relatively 
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sound-proof, black velvet curtains. The curtains meant that music videos could be 
played without having to use headphones, and that the office could continue to 
function as an occasional studio space. This 2003 incarnation of the rage office 
would be my home-base for the remainder of my time with the program. 
More	digital	changes		
The early 2000s were generally an era of technological change for the program, and 
for the ABC. In November 2002, the redesigned Ultimo Centre was officially opened 
and new Managing Director Russell Balding welcomed attendees to “the ABC’s new 
digital media centre” (Inglis, 2006, 542).  
‘Broadcasting’ was a portmanteau bursting at the seams as more and 
more activities were stuffed into it (Inglis, 2006, 582). 
The ABC’s focus was on its digital future, and on extending its online services; we 
focused on this as well. Our viewers and users were provided with more ways to 
watch rage programming. By 2002, users could connect to ABC broadband and 
watch rage videos ‘on demand’ (ABC, 2002, ABC Broadband).  By 2004, mobile 
users could view ‘rage on 3’, a two hour programming segment created for mobile 
phone users,  programmed by the rage team, streamed to loop 24/7, and updated 
weekly. The service, available via 3 Mobile, represented “the mobile equivalent of 
the all-night ABC TV music show” (Timson, 2005). rage was online, and mobile, 
and increasingly available to its fans.  
With the expansion of activities, the production team became even busier. As Martin 
observes: 
There is a tremendous amount of work that goes into rage.… Bloody 
hard work; long work; it doesn’t stop (Martin, interview, 2013). 
By the early 2000s, we were programming music video content across a variety of 
platforms. The program’s broadcast hours had climbed and generally amounted to 
more than 20 hours a week. Whenever I was asked about the state of the program, or 
how my production team was coping, I tended to answer that ‘rage never sleeps’. 
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By 2002, rage’s team of Technical Producers/Editors included Wooller, Reilly 
McCarron, and Damian Williams. Their role was to dub, edit and prepare program 
material, and to oversee and monitor technical production and program transmission. 
These staff members were based in the Broadcast Operations/ 
Presentation/Transmission area, in a work area known as ‘Tape Prep Two’. They 
spent many, many hours of their time here working on rage. One of these technical 
team members was always rostered to work for rage on Friday and Saturday nights.   
A	change	of	management					
Shier’s years as Managing Director had represented a period of crisis that had 
followed on from many years of budget cuts, staff reductions, employment 
insecurity, axing of programs, overwork, and of staff generally existing within a 
stressful work environment within which they were required to be “multi-skilled” 
and to “do more with less” (Inglis, 2006, 169, 467 – 518). Unsurprisingly, production 
quality and quantity had declined within this environment. With the music programs 
Recovery and The 10.30 Slot having been taken off air, and the digital youth channel 
Fly TV having been abandoned (ibid, 552 - 553), ABC’s TV youth/music offerings 
were limited to rage by the middle of 2003. Being an inexpensive, functional 
program, it had tended to remain unscathed by changes of management and funding 
crises. Changes within the upper executive, or at the departmental level, had tended 
to have little impact on a program traditionally viewed by management as a low-
priority, unproblematic, economical, autonomous schedule filler.   
It was probably quite beneficial that it [rage] was under the radar a little 
bit because you just didn’t want people mucking around with it. It 
worked. And, I think it worked so well, partly, because it wasn’t one of 
those shows that were ‘high priority’, ‘publicity, publicity’, ‘we’ve got a 
lot riding on this!’; it was much easier to just be that little group of 
people that were doing their thing and they’re okay (Martin, interview, 
2013). 
By 2002, Managing Director Russell Balding had taken charge, the ABC had 
celebrated its seventieth anniversary, and the Corporation had a new slogan. 
Balding’s ABC was “Everyone’s ABC” (Inglis, 2006, 523).  Sandra Levy was the 
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Director of Television, and our departmental bosses were Richard Moore and Paul 
Clarke. During 2002, the production team focused on making rage, without any 
particular ABC distractions or disturbances.  
However, in 2003 the TV Arts and Entertainment environment would become more 
hectic with the arrival of new programs and new executives. 2003 saw a dramatic 
change of management with the appointment of Courtney Gibson as ABC TV’s new 
Head of Arts and Entertainment. Gibson, rage’s new departmental Head, had 
brought a close associate with her, Amanda Duthie, who was soon appointed to the 
role of Arts and Entertainment’s Executive Producer. In Gibson’s Arts and 
Entertainment, business no longer continued as usual.  
Gibson arrived in April 2003 exhibiting an unmistakable desire to achieve 
professional and public recognition. A newspaper profile titled “The Power of Two”, 
written by Greg Callaghan, a Senior Editor of The Weekend Australian Magazine, 
chronicles the impact of Gibson, and of her “right-hand woman” Duthie, on ABC 
TV.  Within Callaghan’s article, Gibson is described as being a “brash risk-taker”, as 
being “flamboyant” and “eccentric”, and as having “the strident manner, the walk-
with-me charm” to be expected from a top TV executive. Gibson is further described 
as being a “brazen careerist” with a “flint-eyed stare” and “turbo-charged chutzpah”. 
Duthie is described as her more mild-mannered associate (Callaghan, 2008). 
Gibson and Duthie had arrived at an ABC that was in a process of recovering, 
consolidating, and restabilising itself after the traumatic Shier years (Inglis, 2006, 
521 – 523). During 2003, Gibson and Duthie concentrated on bringing new programs 
into the ABC. By 2004, new production teams began to surround rage. The arrival of 
production staff for The New Inventors and At The Movies brought increased activity 
to the Arts and Entertainment offices at Ultimo. In the midst of this increased 
activity, rage entered a period of relative stability. Finally, we were located in 
workable offices, and we could concentrate on program making, on updating and 
streamlining our production activities, and on expanding our digital activities within 
a multiplatform ABC.        
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Controlling	rage		
During the early 2000s, I continued to function as showrunner. The program’s 
official Executive Producers, Commissioning Editors and various Heads of Arts, 
Entertainment, Comedy, Light Entertainment and Music had always accepted and/or 
encouraged this situation. I was happily accustomed to functioning in relative 
isolation with limited managerial intervention; this autonomous situation and creative 
freedom had always been crucial to my sense of work satisfaction. At times I had had 
commercial television job offers but I had not seriously entertained them. I would not 
have wanted to desert rage. It was very much a part of my identity. As 
Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) observe, creative work and the sense of self can 
tend to be powerfully linked; “the very lure of self-realisation brings about an over-
identification of the self with work” (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 19 - 20). 
So, I continued as showrunner and spokesperson. As usual there were various 
publicity commitments; on these occasions I would speak for the program and move 
into the foreground. However, I continued to feel most comfortable retreating into 
the background, existing behind-the-scenes, letting my program be the star. 
However, Gibson soon began, quite literally, to take credit for rage.   
When I was first called to a meeting with Gibson, I had found our encounter to be 
quite extraordinary. Gibson’s behaviour towards me strongly signalled that I was an 
inconsequential subordinate. I decided to endeavour to maintain distance from, and a 
low profile with, the new group of ABC players within Gibson’s inner circle.  
Gibson had quickly appointed Duthie as rage’s new EP. At first, Duthie and Gibson 
concentrated almost exclusively on new programs; The New Inventors and At The 
Movies were the obvious departmental priorities. During 2003, rage continued 
without any particular interference from Duthie or Gibson. Duthie’s attention was 
elsewhere and she seemed to accept that rage was being looked after and that it 
required little attention.  ‘Executive Producer: Amanda Duthie’ was added to the 
program’s credits. Eventually, I was also instructed to add ‘Head of Arts and 
Entertainment: Courtney Gibson’. Like other ABC production staff, I was bemused 
by the concept of a departmental Head requiring a place in program credits 
(particularly when they had had no role in creation or commissioning of the 
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program). However, the status quo had changed and it had become standard across 
all Arts and Entertainment programs for Gibson to receive an onscreen credit. Every 
program carried Gibson’s mark.   
During the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s, FitzGerald, Lewis and I had acted as the 
public faces of rage; we were the people behind the program. Media stories focused 
on the program makers and the creator; we were the program’s voices. In my view, 
taking credit and laying claim are only acceptable if you have actually made the 
program. As Caldwell (2008) has discussed, the traditional ideas surrounding credit 
and creative control have been eroded in recent years. In film and television 
production cultures the practices of “giving notes” and “mentoring” and various 
mechanisms of control, attacks on authorship, and “incursions by ‘the suits’ into the 
aesthetic domain” have become increasingly apparent (Caldwell, 2008, 216).  It has 
become more difficult for program makers to maintain ownership, power, autonomy, 
and creative control (ibid). Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) note that, in general, 
“creative autonomy is under threat in the creative industries” (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker, 2011, 19) and they discuss the manner in which “struggles over aesthetic and 
professional autonomy generate tensions and contradictions in cultural productions” 
(ibid, 89). As Hesmondhalgh and Baker assert, creative workers place a high value 
on factors such as autonomy and creative control, and they view these factors as 
being characteristic of “good work” (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 25 -51).  
Prior to 2003, the core production team were acknowledged, both internally and 
publicly, as the makers of rage. Those above us in the ABC structure had always let 
the program make its own way and had, generally, allowed its producer to make the 
creative decisions.  After many years of being in creative control, of being 
acknowledged as the person behind rage, and of effectively being the showrunner, 
my position and role had now come under threat. In earlier years, my notion of the 
experience of making rage was dominated by Hesmondhalgh and Baker’s concept of 
“good work”, with creative satisfaction and autonomy being dominant factors (ibid, 
25 – 51). However, between 2003 and 2005, my sense that I was increasingly 
involved in “bad work” (ibid) within the ABC, due to some of the issues discussed 
by Hesmondhalgh and Baker – including anxiety, conflict, vulnerability, fragility, 
frustration, management pressure, and structural pressures – increased, and a sense of 
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anxiety began to dominate my professional life. I fought an increasing number of 
losing battles for control of the program. One issue was that of production staff 
changes that were made with little or no consultation. I had always chosen rage’s 
people. Now I was consulted about staff changes but I was no longer given the final 
say. I was still a passionate Series Producer but, partly due to the erosion of my 
showrunner role, I had become a rather alienated ABC worker. For me, rage 
continued to represent ‘good work’, but the ABC had begun to represent ‘bad work’. 
I found myself feeling divorced from the ABC and I began to actively think of 
myself, and of rage, as being more connected to the music industry. The industry 
was a more hospitable environment. Within the ABC, I felt embattled. I no longer 
felt that I was in the privileged position of running rage and I was increasingly 
forced to cede control of what had been very much my show. It was FitzGerald’s 
show, then Lewis’s show, and then it had become mine. FitzGerald’s show for music 
fans run by music fans, a show run by those who loved it and cared about it, was 
increasingly under the dominion of those who, in my mind, did not love the program. 
I feared that Arts and Entertainment’s management might wrest control of the 
program from me, in order to leave their mark on rage. 
Informal	production	meetings	
From 2003 to 2005, during Duthie’s period as EP of the program, she met with me at 
times to discuss general production matters and projects. Duthie adopted a less 
flamboyant, more decorous approach and manner than Gibson and our working 
relationship was reasonably frictionless. However, I tended to try to keep Duthie at 
arms-length from the program. I was uncertain about trusting those who were not 
creatively invested in rage. I feared those I perceived as not being strong supporters 
and true believers.  I continued to make production decisions without consultation 
and to stubbornly exercise creative control over program content. Duthie 
occasionally suggested potential Guest Programmers, and would argue the merit of 
her suggestions, but she would accept my position and defer to my views on 
appropriate guests. In general, Duthie appeared quietly supportive of the program. 
However, I feared that Gibson and Duthie might attempt to establish firmer 
ownership and control. I endeavoured to maintain the program’s tradition of 
separateness, and to hold on tightly to creative control.   
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In 2004, I made a change to the Friday night rage opener, without consultation. In 
2004, the cult television series Lost (ABC Studios, 2004 – 2010), created by J.J. 
Abrams, premiered. I was impressed by the brevity and sparse simplicity of its 
opening title (which was simply a black screen with the rotating text, revealing the 
word ‘LOST’, combined with a minimal, eerie, instrumental soundtrack). To me, this 
opening title meant that there was no delay in getting to the program’s action. This 
Lost opener inspired me to shorten Friday night’s rage opener so that the latest music 
videos would be revealed without delay. A six-second edit of rage’s opening title 
existed. It had been created as a bridging sting (to function as a de facto radio opener 
during the years when triple j joined rage at 1.00 a.m. for the simulcast). 
Commencing in 2004, I began to schedule this short opening title on Friday night’s 
program. The standard length opening title continued to be scheduled on Saturday 
night’s rage.  The change to Friday’s opening title was noticed and commented on by 
viewers but appeared to go unnoticed by Gibson and Duthie (who were more focused 
on other programs).   
Duthie did actively involve herself with some of rage’s side projects. Discussions 
with ABC Music led to the idea of developing and releasing the first rage DVD 
release, The Chosen Ones (rage/ABC Music, 2005). As had been usual with the CD 
releases, I created and developed the initial concept, and programmed the content. 
Duthie attended some of the creative meetings and contributed ideas on cover 
concepts and artwork. In general, she appeared supportive of the program. When it 
came to the issues related to ABC staff Performance Agreements, and the ongoing 
industrial battles for pay rises for ABC producers, we did have some quietly-spoken 
confrontations and terse words were exchanged. My position at rage had always 
been a matter of working for love not money; over the years my salary level, and 
official Producer ranking, had remained low. By the early 2000s, I had started to 
push for recognition and promotion to a higher Producer level. Promotion stagnation 
was rife within the ABC at this time. The ABC’s Performance Agreement system 
had created a situation where it was extremely difficult for any Producer to progress 
to a higher salary band. My attempts to fight this, and to argue for a promotion, had 
caused conflict with managers.  I had begun to resent having worked for years as the 
program’s showrunner with little ABC acknowledgement or reward. The 
omnipresent tendency towards disharmony between makers and managers within the 
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ABC’s macro production culture (Molomby, 1991; Dempster, 2000; Inglis, 2006) 
was, for me, becoming more strongly apparent within rage’s micro production 
culture.  
Küng-Shankleman (2000) has documented the PSB management experience and the 
type of manager-maker conflicts that dominate within the BBC context (Küng-
Shankleman, 2000, 131 -149). Küng-Shankleman describes an environment wherein 
program makers “care passionately about the output” (ibid, 139), and tend to be 
motivated by a sense of a higher purpose, commitment, anti-commercialism, and 
pride (ibid, 131 – 140). As she observes, this can produce specific conflicts related to 
the conflicting agendas of production staff and managers. Küng-Shankleman asserts 
that the BBC’s program makers tend to exhibit critical and disdainful attitudes 
towards managers (ibid, 139-140). The manager-maker tensions apparent within the 
BBC’s PSB environment have been equally apparent within the ABC (Molomby, 
1991; Dempster, 2000; Inglis, 2006). Dempster (2000) documents a hostile industrial 
climate, illustrates the ongoing tensions, and notes that he has observed “a 
contemptuous and very aggressive attitude by management towards staff” 
(Dempster, 2000, 38). Manager versus maker tensions have consistently been 
exhibited within the ABC (ibid; Cleary, interview, 2014; Boland, interview, 2014). 
Within the rage context, these tensions were powerfully present during the years 
from 2003 to 2005. 
Employment	instability	
In 2005, my sense of being ‘off balance’ and insecure within the ABC developed a 
literal, physical expression. I developed a quite debilitating case of severe vertigo. 
After many weeks of working while enduring the constant feeling of dizziness, and 
of rooms spinning, I eventually begged Duthie for some time off to try and fix the 
problem. Duthie was sympathetic and she agreed that bringing Lewis back as a 
temporary replacement was the best solution. I left the ABC for six weeks, and left 
rage in the hands of a trusted caretaker, Lewis. I had effectively ‘retired hurt’, 
temporarily, from the ABC. 
Lewis had originally departed from rage in 1995 but in the years that followed she 
had made regular returns to the ABC, and to the program. Lewis had been my 
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replacement during periods of annual leave and on two occasions, by virtue of 
attacks of chicken pox and vertigo, our program’s saviour. Lewis offered very 
particular skills as a music video programmer, producer of the program, and director 
of rage shoots, and she was, of course, intrinsically connected to the program’s 
approach, policies, and, aesthetic. During my period of instability, Lewis kept rage 
on course. When I returned to the program, my vertigo remained. It persisted, at a 
lower level, for the rest of my time at the ABC. 
Formal	production	meetings	
In late 2005, following a reshuffling of EPs, Megan Harding, another member of 
Gibson’s inner circle, became the new Executive Producer. Prior to Harding’s tenure 
at rage there had been no formal production meetings. With a very small production 
team, in constant communication, formal meetings had seemed pointless and likely 
to represent an incursion into precious production time. However, there appeared to 
be a drive within Arts and Entertainment to quell rage. Since 1987, the program had 
functioned as an anomaly and had deviated from the usual structures and procedures. 
The arrival of formal production meetings seemed to signal that the production team 
must begin to operate within the usual structures, and to formally acknowledge 
hierarchical structures and orthodox chains of command. The meetings acted to 
formalise Harding’s place at the top of the official hierarchy. However, as my 
combined office and studio was the largest and most convenient meeting space, 
Harding came to our offices for the production meetings.  
Harding was enthusiastic about the program and professed to be a fan. The 
production meetings with Harding were, from my point of view, a superfluous 
interruption to production activity. However, Martin had a more positive view. She 
felt that the meetings helped to promote a sense of solidarity, and that they 
represented a reasonably pleasant diversion from the other frantic production activity 
(Martin, interview, 2013). The formal production meetings with Harding were 
cordial; meetings and encounters with Gibson were much more fraught and tense. 
The	‘Youth	Hub’	and	JTV	
By 2006, the ABC had a new Managing Director, Mark Scott, and a new Director of 
Television, Kim Dalton. Gibson had an expanded role as Head of Arts, 
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Entertainment and (also) Comedy. Cross media, multiplatform, portals, convergence, 
and cross-promotion were the dominant buzzwords in ABC meetings at this time. 
Triple j radio was set to extend into television with the launch of ‘JTV’, a joint 
production between ABC TV, Triple J and ABC New Media; JTV programs would 
emerge from a new ABC production area labelled the ‘Youth Hub’. 
From Friday, July 28, five or six hours a week will be dedicated to 
programs produced by the JTV team. Those programs will be scheduled 
on Friday nights, Saturdays and, occasionally, on weeknights (Molitorisz, 
2006). 
Within Arts, Entertainment and Comedy, JTV was a major priority. For Gibson and 
Duthie, the future of multiplatform youth and music was clearly represented by JTV 
and the new players within the Youth Hub. rage’s hours on air were decreased as 
various JTV incarnations including JTV, JTV Saturday, JTV Live and JTVXL (on 
ABC2) began to appear within the late-night and mid-morning TV schedules. rage 
was out; JTV was in. rage, based around a flow of music video content, was able to 
expand, or contract, at will, to align with ever-changing management priorities and 
scheduling requirements.  
Nonetheless, rage, now within a JTV-surrounded environment, still had many hours 
on air. In our production ‘hub’, we remained busy. During 2005 and 2006, the rage 
team included Producers/Programmers Jess Keeley and Simone Atallah, and 
Program Co-ordinators Emma Brown and Claire Frost.  Our Technical 
Producers/Editors, based in Tape Prep Two, were Wooller, Justine Braddon and 
Angelo Giakoumatos. 
Marks	and	Scars	and	the	end	of	the	Top	50	
In May 2005, just prior to the launch of JTV Saturday, I was called to a meeting with 
Gibson, Duthie and Harding during which I was instructed to make a major program 
change. Gibson had decided to axe rage’s highest rating segment: the ARIA Top 50 
chart. This decision appeared to have been made in the wake of, or using the excuse 
of, a National Advisory Council recommendation that had been included in the 
ABC’s 2004 Annual Report: 
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Saturday morning Rage is indistinguishable from a commercial channel; 
it promotes video clips suggesting young women need to look glamorous 
in bikinis to be musicians. Rage should instead continue with its guest 
presenter (ABC, 2004, Recommendation R7/2/03, 168). 
I was made aware of Gibson’s drastic decision to alter the program’s long-
established format at the meeting in Gibson’s office. Gibson announced her decision; 
Duthie and Harding backed her during the heated discussion that followed. I was 
shocked that the Top 50 was under threat. I argued that a large sector of the audience 
would be extremely unhappy with such a decision, that many young viewers and 
young adult female viewers would be lost, and that cancelling such a popular 
segment made no sense. Gibson argued that the Top 50 was inappropriate for the 
ABC and that the ARIA singles chart had lost its relevance. She also argued that 
presenting a one hour ‘preview’ on Saturday morning, of that night’s upcoming 
Guest Programmer or Special, would be more appropriate, and would give that 
material wider exposure. I argued that Guest Programmer segments and Specials 
were rarely G-rated and that making a sanitised version for Saturday morning 
consumption would represent an unacceptable ‘watering down’ of rage. My 
arguments were met with firm opposition. It was clear that the decision had already 
been made. Gibson stated that we would just have to ‘weather’ any viewer 
complaints. Although I did not say this in the meeting, I felt that Gibson may have 
been partially motivated by the desire to disempower rage by removing its highest 
rating segment. Gibson and Duthie were very invested in the new JTV programs and 
JTV was set to be the new powerful force in youth programming. I felt that axing the 
Top 50 would weaken rage’s position by consigning it to being a program with 
insignificant ratings. With lowered ratings and altered demographics, the program 
would possibly become less attractive to many in management and network 
programming. Perhaps, I feared, it might also begin to seem stale and tired compared 
to the new, and potentially very successful, JTV entity. rage, it seemed, was to be 
weakened, and pushed out of certain timeslots, so that the JTV programs could 
prosper. rage was left in a precarious position with JTV appearing poised to 
dominate youth and music television within the ABC.  
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After I left the Gibson, Duthie and Harding meeting, I wrote a memo to Harding 
restating my opposition and pointing out the various issues and problems. The memo 
turned out to be unproductive. The decision, it was made clear, was final. Martin was 
instructed to submit her thoughts on how to make the sanitised, G-rated, preview 
segments workable.   
FitzGerald recalls that at this point he advised me to withdraw from the Top 50 
battle.  
I think I told you at the time that you can’t win every battle so lose that 
one so that you can keep going on (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
The final rage ARIA Top 50 singles chart was broadcast on the weekend of Friday 
July 21 and Saturday July 22, 2006 (rage/ABC, 2002, “2006 rage playlists”). The 
Top 50 chart had been the only pop music chart on Australian television that had 
presented the Top 50 songs in a sequential countdown, interruption-free, from 
number 50 down to number one. The announcement of the end of rage’s ARIA Top 
50 provoked a strong reaction from ABC viewers. Complaints about the dropping of 
the chart dominated the ABC’s switchboard complaint reports for weeks after the 
axing of the Top 50 (rage Archives, 2006).  It was also the dominant topic for 
months on the rage website guestbook/forum and was also discussed on triple j’s 
website forums (Triple J/ABC, 2006, “Discussion: rage Top 50 axed?”). Many 
viewers were unhappy but their vehement protests had no effect. 
The Top 50 represented approximately three hours of rage programming on Saturday 
mornings. As instructed, I replaced this missing segment with the one hour Saturday 
morning ‘preview’ segment featuring the upcoming night’s Guest Programmer or a 
one hour excerpt from the upcoming Special. Also, as instructed by Gibson, the 
distinctive blue filter traditionally used for guest programming segments was 
dispensed with. From this point, all Guest Programmers would appear in full colour. 
This change was relatively uncontroversial.  
I’m a bit torn about whether I prefer the old blue filter or now the colour 
format for the links (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
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In contrast, the loss of the Top 50 was extremely controversial. I was well aware that 
the Top 50 was a well-loved segment and so I attempted to provide the audience with 
a replacement that would satisfy the Saturday morning audience and its more pop-
focused fans. I introduced a two hour segment called ‘Hits and New Releases’. This 
segment was played within rage on the ABC’s main channel ABC1 and was also 
repackaged for airplay within the ABC’s new multiplatform environment. ABC2 had 
been rebroadcasting the rage ARIA Top 50 as part of its line-up. I made 
arrangements to provide them with the ‘Hits and New Releases’ segment as a 
suitable replacement.  
FitzGerald and Wooller both view the axing of the Top 50 as a misstep.  
When Courtney [Gibson] decided to change that [axe the Top 50] I 
always thought that was a silly move… I still think that they should go 
back to it (FitzGerald, interview, 2013).   
It didn’t make any sense when we stopped doing the Top 50. A big 
mistake; a crazy decision; made, it seemed to me, on the basis of 
snobbery (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
Radio	with	pictures:	JTV	and	Triple	J	TV	
As with Recovery, rage and JTV settled into a rather uneasy relationship. There were 
squabbles over issues such as rage’s on air tapes being removed from its library for 
JTV editing sessions, and there were regular battles over resources, facilities and 
editing time.  
Various JTV programs aired between 2006 and 2007. It had been expected that these 
programs would strongly attract youth audiences but, as with Recovery, the JTV 
programs struggled to find significant audiences. In 2008, the JTV incarnations were 
rebranded under the banner of ‘Triple J TV’. Triple J TV with The Doctor aired on 
ABC1 during 2008 (finishing its run in 2010, with its final shows screening on 
ABC2 on Monday nights). As the various Triple J television programs disappeared 
from regular positions in ABC TV schedules, Triple J TV turned its focus to live 
music and occasional special event broadcasts.  
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As JTV faded into memory, and with Triple J TV with The Doctor disappearing from 
Saturday mornings on ABC1, rage extended back into its previous territory. During 
2006, I had watched as JTV loomed and rage appeared to fade into the background. I 
had feared that JTV may be a lethal threat but again rage had endured. 
In the multichannel environment, I had hoped that the concept of building a rage 
channel may have some sliver of potential. But, with Fly TV gone, and JTV being 
less potent than expected, there seemed to be little will towards creating more music 
and youth programming, or a music television channel. rage, it seemed, would stay 
in its usual place, and have little hope of becoming a 24/7 music television entity. A 
lack of will, ambition, and funding, bureaucracy, and, perhaps, a certain sense of 
inertia and the fear of change, kept rage consistent, classic, and contained.  
To	rate,	or	not	to	rate?	
Within discussions surrounding the axing of the Top 50, and JTV’s viability and 
potency, the fraught issues of ratings, audience size and demographic reach came to 
the fore during 2006 and 2007. As Inglis (2006, 67 - 69, 207, 250, 262, 334, 358 -
359, 470), Dempster (2000) and Molomby (1991) have discussed, there is a long 
history within the ABC of disagreement and conflict over the importance of ratings, 
and of attracting mainstream audiences. The constant question that has plagued ABC 
managers and makers throughout its history: should the ABC strive for large 
audiences, and actively compete with commercial channels, or should it aim to 
provide quality programs, and to cater to niche audiences?   
The use of figures recording the size of audiences would always be a 
contentious issue in a public broadcaster committed to both universality 
and quality of service (Inglis, 2006, 587).  
The issue of quantity of viewers versus quality of output has been a constantly 
divisive ABC issue.  
In my experience, ABC program makers have tended to be faced with constant 
mixed messages from above, with some managers being adamant that public 
broadcasting was not about ratings, and others insisting that ratings were all-
important.  Parts of the ABC seemed focused on Australians as citizens; others 
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seemed focused on Australians as consumers of media and product. For program 
makers there has been constant confusion over what exactly we were supposed to be 
delivering. Did the ABC care most deeply about quality programs or about 
substantial audiences?  
For programs scheduled within the late-night television landscape, high ratings and 
large audiences are undeliverable. rage’s overnight ratings had always been deemed 
‘respectable’ and ‘acceptable’. An audience existed/exists; a rage community 
existed/exists. During the periods when rage screened on Saturday mornings with the 
Top 50, the program offered strong competition to Channel 10’s Video Hits. In media 
interviews I was often asked about the nature and size of rage’s audience. I had been 
advised by TV Scheduling that over half a million people watched some part of rage 
every weekend. This was the information I generally passed on to journalists. 
Articles about rage tended to stress its cult status and the audience and industry 
affection for the program; rage was ‘classic’ and it was ‘cult’. As 2007 approached, 
the program was set to reach a major milestone; rage would be 20 years of age.    
Heading	for	20	years	of	rage	
Since 2005, I had been conducting a campaign for a separate budget and extra 
resources for the program’s 20th birthday in April 2007. I felt that the 20th Birthday 
should be an event with a sense of occasion, that the programs of April 2007 should 
feature substantial 20th Birthday content, and that audiences should be given an 
overview of the 20 Years on air. Happily, the 20 Years of rage (rage/ABC, 2007a) 
programs received the ‘green light’ and were given funding and resources.  
In the chapter that follows, the 20th birthday of rage, and the ensuing alterations to 
its production culture, during 2007, 2008 and beyond, will be examined. The chapter 
will consider 20 years of rage, examine rage’s position at the time of its 25th 
birthday, and assess the program within its third decade on air.  
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Chapter	4	
The	third	decade	of	rage	(2007	–	present)	
The years from 1997 to 2006 had been tumultuous years of change; for the world and 
for the world of rage. The most dramatic of the program’s changes were related to 
the transition to a digital, online world, and relocation from Gore Hill to Ultimo. The 
second decade of the program involved substantial changes to the production context 
and production culture. rage emerged: digitally altered, online, as a producer of 
products, ‘collocated’, and with an expanded team. As a cultural entity it had 
survived its second decade with its essential specificities intact. It was still 
recognisably, distinctively rage: simple, minimal, economical, music video-focused, 
multi-genre, inclusive, democratic, and participatory. The program had, essentially, 
continued as it had started, and it was heading towards a milestone. 
20	years	of	rage:	‘take	one’	
With rage having first launched in April 1987, 2007 represented a milestone year. 
My campaign for a significant 20th birthday celebration, featuring intensively 
researched, extended specials, ABC promotion, a sufficient budget, and appropriate 
staff, including Lewis, had been successful and, by 2006, planning, preparation and 
initial production work had begun on various birthday projects. By early 2007, 
production activity escalated on various projects including four birthday specials, 
creation of specific 20th birthday opening titles, a website relaunch, and 20th 
birthday CD and DVD releases.  
The Saturday night specials would be broadcast during April 2007, under a banner 
title of 20 Years of rage (rage/ABC, 2007a). Each special would focus on a 
particular five year period: Part One (1987-1991), Part Two (1992-1996), Part Three 
(1997-2001) and Part Four (2002-2006). Each part would feature a separate opening 
title aimed at capturing the zeitgeist of these various five-year periods of the 
program’s history.  
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During the 2006 pre-production phase, Lewis had returned to the program. As with 
the 10th birthday, Lewis was to undertake research within the program’s archives, 
oversee production of specific birthday content, including compiles of Guest 
Programmers, collaborate on the music video programming, and perform as the 
Producer of 20 Years of rage. The plan was that Lewis and I would collaborate on 
the birthday projects.  
In mid-2006, I had begun reviewing the 20 years of video programming, creating 
lists of the most definitive, prominent, most-played and most-discussed rage videos 
from 1987 to 2006. Lewis and I began to select music videos that would best reflect 
the musical trends and cultural zeitgeist of each of those years. A passion for music 
had always driven rage and discussing the 20 years of music and producing 
definitive playlists was passionate, challenging, and invigorating activity. As the 
program’s principal music programmers during the 20 years, we had much to discuss 
and consider. For Lewis, who was immersed in dealing with 20th birthday 
production issues, there was also much to plan and organise. The four special 
programs, with their separate birthday budget, were to be edited and compiled 
outside of rage’s usual production and transmission procedures. Lewis initially 
focused on logistics, facilities, and staffing and she focused on the dubbing and 
supering of material, the editing of the video packages, and the compiling and timely 
completion of the four planned specials, which were to be transmitted as complete, 
compiled programs (as opposed to the usual rage practice of transmitting discrete 
events in a planned sequence via numerous tapes and files). At my insistence, the 20 
Years of rage specials would be compiled and delivered as complete, fully-finished 
programs in order to minimise the possibility of transmission issues. A 
reorganisation of production activity was required as the specials were to be created 
and compiled at a separate ABC location, in isolation from normal rage production 
activities. 
Wooller had taken on the role of Technical Producer for the 20th birthday and he had 
begun to deal with various issues (such as the technical issues related to the 
discrepancies between aspect ratios and formats of material from different 
production eras).  
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We had to conform it all to sixteen: nine [16:9 widescreen aspect ratio] 
(Wooller, interview, 2014). 
Wooller and Lewis concentrated on organising new workflows and processes for the 
specials and on standardising the material to give a sense of consistency and 
cohesion.  
The production was collaboration. I had input into what was going on 
(ibid).   
I continued to oversee customary program making activities but I also focused on the 
20th birthday playlists, the CD and DVD projects, and the website relaunch. As 
Lawrence observes, by the mid-2000s a website revamp was overdue.  
It [the rage website] had so much information in it. It had become very 
hard to navigate through the backlog of playlists and I think that for the 
site’s audiences one of the main uses of that site is to trawl back through 
old nights of rage and remember what was played. I think there was a lot 
of great data on the site and a lot of really important information but it 
was very hard to navigate through because it had just grown and grown, 
year on year (Lawrence, interview, 2014). 
EP Harding was often at ABC Melbourne at this point but she attended various pre-
production meetings and spearheaded the creation of the 20 Years of rage opening 
titles. After various meetings and discussions, Harding commissioned animator Doug 
Bayne, known for his work on Fly TV, Double The Fist and The Chaser’s War on 
Everything, to design opening titles that would include images and motifs reflecting 
popular culture’s evolution from the late 1980s to the mid-2000s.   
By September 2006, the core production team, and the program’s associates, were 
focused on the various birthday projects; rage’s offices were a site of hectic activity. 
Birthday pre-production was being documented in regular emails from Lewis to 
Harding. During September and October 2006, everything appeared to be going to 
plan. Then, abruptly, the plan fell apart. In late October 2006, an unexpected break in 
production occurred.  
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A	hiatus	and	an	ending	
At this stage a conference phone call, between Harding, Lewis and I, halted the 20 
Years of rage production activity. During a rather adversarial phone conversation, 
Harding claimed that Lewis’s progress had been unsatisfactory. She announced that 
Lewis was no longer required as producer of the project. This was a shocking turn of 
events that led to the unexpected loss of Lewis from the birthday production team, 
and from the program. 
I felt that this situation resulted from a failure to understand the technical issues that 
Lewis and Wooller had been dealing with, and from unrealistic expectations 
regarding how quickly Lewis should have been able to research and assess the 
abundance of program material. I viewed Lewis as a dedicated and invested 
producer, with a significant and stellar history with the program. I was shocked that 
she could be so unceremoniously discarded. Lewis herself was perplexed and 
distressed.  
In an emailed memo to Chris Oliver-Taylor, ABC TV Head of Production and 
Planning, Lewis documented her activity on the birthday project and protested at the 
treatment she had received, particularly given her pivotal role and ongoing 
connection with the program (Lewis, 2006).   
Just prior to Lewis’s unexpected departure, she had organised to film at the 2006 
ARIA Awards on November 26. She had planned to film ‘red carpet’ interviews with 
musicians to discuss rage, and to record birthday messages. Lewis had secured 
exclusive access to the band members of Midnight Oil, who were being inducted into 
the ARIA Hall of Fame. The band did not intend to do interviews on the day but they 
would walk down the red carpet in order to speak to Lewis, as a rage representative, 
only. As Lewis mentions in her email to Oliver-Taylor, she contacted the band to 
explain her situation and requested that, despite the circumstances, they proceed with 
the interview and speak to her red carpet replacement, Martin. Lewis notes that she 
made this request to Midnight Oil due to her “dedication” to rage (Lewis, 2006).   
As Lewis mentions in the Oliver-Taylor memo, a factor in her being dropped from 
the 20 Years production team appears to have been the issue of cost.   
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I have been told it is a cash problem and that Arts & Entertainment have 
to do it as cheaply as possible and decided not to continue with my 
employment because of this (Lewis, 2006). 
Whether due to a misunderstanding, or to budget restrictions, the ABC had ended a 
long relationship with Lewis, an influential and significant rage Producer. Following 
Lewis’s departure, I felt shaken and less than enthusiastic about continuing to work 
at the ABC. Lewis had been abruptly discarded. For me, this event symbolised what I 
viewed as the increasingly dysfunctional relationship between managers and makers 
within Arts and Entertainment, and within the ABC. My feelings towards my 
occupation, and the organisation, began to shift towards dissatisfaction and 
discomfort. This change in my feelings illustrates how changes in management 
regimes, and alterations in overall organisational philosophy and culture, can 
dramatically reshape the experience of creative workers.     
To Cleary, the ongoing struggles between makers and managers within the ABC 
have worsened in the 21st century. Cleary asserts that a sense of appreciation and 
respect for ABC workers is notably absent and that there is a “profound disconnect” 
between the way that the Australian public views the ABC, and the way that ABC 
management views and runs the organisation (Cleary, interview, 2014). 
20	Years	of	rage:	‘take	two’	
In the wake of Lewis’s departure, the ABC environment began to feel distinctly 
unwelcoming and precarious. I began to seriously contemplate a future beyond rage 
and to consider my options.  I privately decided that I should leave the ABC and 
began to consider exit strategies.  
However, rage, with its 20th birthday approaching, needed my attention. With Lewis 
gone, I worked alone on further developing and refining the birthday programming, 
on writing ‘rage facts’ to be included as graphic segments, and on overseeing the 
various birthday projects. An ABC staff member, Julie Adams, was quickly 
appointed to replace Lewis.   
Adams, unexpectedly assigned to produce 20 Years of rage was able to take 
advantage of the production planning and content ideas developed by Lewis. Adams 
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and researcher Jake Lloyd-Jones then took on the challenging task of condensing 20 
years of the program, and over 16 years of Guest Programmers, into 20th birthday 
segments. 
During one of the 20th birthday planning meetings, I suggested a birthday host: Tex 
Perkins, frequent Guest Programmer and star of the rage/ABC station identifiers. 
Harding approved the plan and Perkins introduced the specials, and acted as a 20th 
birthday media spokesperson. Perkins had a strong connection with the program and 
his role as host and spokesperson seemed very appropriate. His name and image was 
seen in much of press that preceded the specials (Clune, 2007; Morgan, 2007). In 
addition, I dealt with some of the 20th birthday press interviews (Dwyer, 2007).  
Perkins appeared on the cover of The Sunday Telegraph’s TV Guide with cover text 
that announced: The beat goes on: Tex Perkins helps Rage celebrate a landmark 20 
years of television”. The accompanying article described the program as “an icon of 
Australian television” (Clune, 2007).  
Perkins introduced the 20 Years specials with the opening words, “rage. What would 
you do without it?” and the closing words “rage, I fucking love it” (Perkins, 2007). 
The specials featured interview footage, shot by Adams, of FitzGerald and Lewis 
discussing the early years of the program, behind-the-scenes footage of production 
team members, a segment on the upcoming relaunch of the website, Guest 
Programmer packages, rage facts, birthday wishes from musicians, ‘red carpet’ 
interviews, ‘vox pop’ segments with viewers and fans, and the music video 
programming selections representing 20 years of rage (including videos designated 
as rage ‘immortals’, influential and classic videos often seen on the program and 
often selected by Guest Programmers). The music video programming functioned to 
take the audience on a journey through the videos that have been the most prominent 
during the 20 years of rage (rage/ABC, 2007b, “rage playlists”, April 7, 14, 21, 28).   
20	Years	and	beyond	
In the wake of the 20th birthday, the website was relaunched. The relaunched site 
featured footage from the birthday specials, music videos on the site, and new 
information architecture design. 
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It took us about a year or so in the end; to go through the process of 
coming up with the design work and building the site and relaunching it 
(Lawrence, interview, 2014). 
The original site was a time capsule of the period. I remember the old 
splash screen, flash animation, which was very in vogue. But, these 
things do date. I mean; technology! One of the challenges of working in 
my industry is that things change so rapidly and things can come into 
fashion and then disappear again so quickly. Production can take so long 
in building a website that you have to be very judicious (D’Souza, 
interview, 2014). 
Both D’Souza and Lawrence acknowledge that rage’s online development has been 
inconsistent, and that the program has been consistently under-resourced. They regret 
not having had the capacity to offer more to users (D’Souza, interview, 2014; 
Lawrence, interview, 2014).  
I think it’s fair to say that we didn’t achieve as much as we wanted to 
with the redesign. We were fairly ambitious in our design phase. We had 
to make compromises… It is one of those things with ABC and Online is 
that often teams have to focus on multiple websites… It becomes 
challenging to continually upgrade and improve features (Lawrence, 
interview, 2014). 
The site’s new design referenced the original site, with its blue, black and white, 
deeply shadowed, after-midnight design, but added some brightness and neon 
colours. Lawrence describes the approach of the designer, Russell Privett: 
He [Privett] came at the design from the approach that he’d like it to look 
like a billboard row, in Newtown [in Sydney’s inner-west] or 
somewhere, where you would see a lot of poster art, stuck up with glue, 
as you are coming home on a Friday night. So, associating people going 
out, and coming home, with the website; and it’s deliberately quite dark 
with bits of neon colour highlights to reflect that nightclub transition 
back to home. When you get home, it’s like rage. You are watching an 
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illuminated program in the dark, so there are a lot of textures and dark 
colours that have been used for the website design (ibid).  
Lawrence and I worked together to ensure that the second site’s online identity 
meshed appropriately with the program’s identity. Lawrence and D’Souza assert that 
both the original and the second site have effectively reflected the program’s 
identity.  
I was really proud that I was able to, that one of the first things I did, 
working at the ABC, was to work on a brand like rage… I still love 
watching rage and I have very fond memories of working in the team 
rebuilding the website. I was pretty lucky to get a gig like that; where I 
came into the ABC and had the opportunity to work on it, and be part of 
the legacy of rage (ibid). 
Lawrence’s involvement in overseeing ABC websites has made him strongly aware 
of the Australian sense of ownership of rage and other ABC entities (ibid).   
I think that the audience feel that they own a lot of the output of the 
ABC, more than they would with a commercial brand… There was a 
very fanatical group on the [rage] message boards, and an overall 
popularity as well. It became a utility for people on a Friday and 
Saturday night to pre-plan their viewing of the show but there was also a 
very strong community of people who were on the forum. We found 
when we relaunched the site, just how vocal they were (ibid). 
D’Souza and Lawrence agree that rage’s playlist archive is crucially important in 
terms of both content and function.  
I think that the most valuable function is the fact that the playlists are all 
online. That makes it eternally there. The web is a big archive and having 
those records is probably the most important thing about rage having its 
online presence; never getting rid of that history of what has gone to 
air… Without the rage website, how else would you know what’s gone 
to air over the years? It’s like the rage red book. It’s part of that legacy. 
We have built up years of playlists on that website and that’s a really 
important part of Australian music history (Lawrence, interview, 2014). 
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New	services,	new	platforms	
rage’s first excursion into presenting online music videos had been on the ABC’s 
Broadband site - active from 2002 to 2005 – which featured rage’s “Video On 
Demand” service (ABC, 2005).  In the mid-2000s, rage programming became 
available on mobile phones, via the ‘rage on 3’ video streaming service (Timson, 
2005). In 2007, a feature of the site’s relaunch was a weekly music video feature: 
‘Indie of the Week’. The ‘Indie’ [Independent] video featured was chosen each week 
by rage’s programmers from among the new release videos from independent artists, 
or artists from independent labels. Now, finally, the rage site itself functioned to 
present, and recommend, new music videos.  
In the early days of the program achieving ‘first play’ - being the opening video on 
Friday’s night’s program - or gaining a prominent spot within the first two hours of 
the program, were much-desired. From 2007, in the increasingly digitally-focused 
music environment, being featured on the site became an equally desirable way to be 
presented and promoted within the rage context. Caught maintains that artist 
exposure on both the program and the site are valued by record companies.  
It’s about two screens. We think in those terms (Caught, interview, 
2013). 
By mid-2007, the program, and the newly-designed and revamped site, had a new 
Co-ordinator: Chris Breach. Breach took a particular interest in video research and 
the acquisition of rare and obscure videos and performance obscurities. He soon 
became a rather obsessively devoted member of the production team and the 
program’s resident ‘retro month’ fanatic and ‘from the vault’ enthusiast.   
During the mid-2000s, rage increasingly moved into the digital world.  
It [rage] has transitioned really well. It is represented on so many 
different platforms (D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
By 2007, rage material on YouTube, particularly guest programming segments, had 
begun to proliferate. Breach and I monitored the appearance of these segments and 
began to experiment with posting program material. We posted a rage segment 
featuring Mike Patton talking about the band Wolfmother. (Patton had 
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controversially dismissed Wolfmother as untalented in a previous YouTube video.) 
During Patton’s guest hosting, with his Peeping Tom band-mate Imani Coppola, the 
two ironically discussed Wolfmother’s “genius”. Accordingly, Breach titled the 
Wolfmother item “Mike Patton Speaks on Genius” (rraaage, 2007, YouTube, 
172,563 views as of February 25, 2015). This YouTube video ignited much 
discussion. Within the production team, we discussed various ways for rage to retain 
its identity and its classic feel, while also exploring emerging, promotional avenues.  
By the end of 2007, with Martin on maternity leave, the production team included 
replacement Producer/Programmer Suellen Watts. Based in Tape Prep Two were 
Wooller, Giakoumatos, Braddon and Leonard Zech (assisted by unofficial rage 
helpers including Colin Tyrrell and Kevin Shanley). At this point, the production 
team was joined by another new EP: Triple J TV’s Kath Earle. 
Another	new	EP		
By 2008, Gibson had the newly-created title of Executive Head of Content Creation, 
Duthie was Head of Arts, Entertainment and Comedy, and Harding had relocated to 
ABC TV in Melbourne. Earle, being a Sydney-based youth and music EP, was 
assigned to rage. The program had yet another new EP and, yet again, she was part 
of Gibson’s inner circle. 
Earle, like Harding, wanted regular production meetings but, unlike Harding, she 
wanted the meetings to be held in her office (rather than in the larger rage office 
space). To me, this suggested that Earle was keen to assert her place at the top of the 
production hierarchy. My working relationships with Duthie and Harding had been 
reasonably harmonious but the relationship with Earle was characterised by a low-
level sense of disharmony. 
After years of running the program, I was still not its Executive Producer. To me, 
this situation had begun to feel increasingly unfair. I wanted a title that would allow 
the assertion of creative control. When I had asked for an executive title I had been 
told that I could not be an EP of one program only. The role of ABC TV Executive 
Producer, as it existed within ABC TV Arts, Entertainment and Comedy in the 
2000s, meant overseeing a number of programs and being essentially uninvolved in 
day-to-day program-making activity. A departmental position that would involve 
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relinquishing the actual day-to-day creative decisions and programming in favour of 
administrative activity, management meetings, and ABC politicking, presented an 
unattractive option. In any case, within the context of departmental politics at the 
time, I was an unlikely candidate, being distinctly out of favour with the regime of 
the day. I was, also, not ready to detach from rage. 
So, in 2007, yet again, the role of rage’s official principal producer belonged to 
someone who had not spent many years building the show. This was the status quo. 
This had always been acceptable to me because I had had actual creative control 
within my officially lower-level role. From around 2005, my situation within the 
hierarchal structure had begun to feel increasingly unpalatable, my creative 
autonomy seemed under threat, and my sense that the ABC experience increasingly 
involved aspects of “bad work” (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 25- 51) had 
escalated.  By 2007, I felt that the management regime threatened my sense of 
creative autonomy, and my level of work satisfaction. I increasingly felt that the 
ABC environment was one that had to be weathered for the sake of rage.  
I continued to concentrate first and foremost on the program. I had always attacked 
the job of making rage without much thought for job security or wise politics. 
Judicious political moves, caution, circumspection, blind obedience, and 
unquestioning reverence for authority, would likely have made my working life 
smoother and less stressful. But, during 2007, I continued to fight for the program in 
my usual single-minded way. Meetings with Earle were fraught as she asserted her 
authority and acted to change the program’s procedures and adjust the usual 
parameters. 
Economy	drive:	doing	even	more	with	even	less	
Earle’s most dramatic first moves were aimed at making the program even more 
economical and at making the team multi-skilled rather than specialist. rage, it was 
made clear, would be forced into alignment with Triple J TV’s production methods. 
Prior to 2008, rage’s guest programming segments had been filmed by fully qualified 
camera crews utilising high quality, professional-standard camera and audio 
equipment. In contrast, JTV and Triple J TV segments had generally been shot by 
much less experienced, multi-skilled production people acting in hybrid 
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producer/editor/reporter/web producer/researcher/cameraperson/audio operator roles, 
utilising small, lower-quality DV cameras with inbuilt audio. To me, the difference 
in quality between rage’s segments and the triple j segments had been dramatic. 
Earle’s plan would reduce rage’s costs, making it even cheaper to produce but the 
results would inevitably be of a lower quality. 
Gibson had previously acted to dispense with the traditional, dramatically lit, 
shadowy, blue, black and white Guest Programmer look. Now, Guest Programmers 
would appear in full colour and in lower visual and audio quality. The look of rage 
would dramatically alter. 
Having shot so many guest programming segments, I believed that the producer’s 
main focus needed to be on directing the guests, who were/are essentially very 
inexperienced TV hosts, called on to suddenly present a TV program. The Guest 
Programmers needed the producer’s full attention. The producer already had to 
function as director, facilitator, and music video expert, without having to 
additionally act as camera operator and sound recordist. I protested about the decline 
in quality and the likely impact on both producers and guests. I argued that Earle’s 
cost-cutting plan was counter-productive. However, my arguments were disregarded 
and this battle was lost.  
In early 2008, Alex Morrow, who had worked previously on The Chaser’s War on 
Everything, was rage’s latest Producer/Programmer (with Martin still being on 
maternity leave and Watts having moved on). Morrow was tasked to become the 
program’s new ‘shooter-producer’.  
Self-shooting is economical… With the vast majority of things we do 
now, apart from top-end drama, the shooter-producer type work is the 
way that we do a lot of things (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014). 
Earle’s next priority was to increase multi-skilling within the team. (Like many in the 
ABC at the time, I felt that the term ‘multi-skilled’ tended to be synonymous with 
under-skilled and overloaded). To Cleary, the ABC of the early 21st century has “a 
climate of work intensification” which is “crippling” for the staff and detrimental to 
the ABC’s quality (Cleary, interview, 2014).  
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Quality is one of the things that have become irrelevant…They use 
macro measures like how many people listened/watched and how little 
did it cost. And, if you get more listeners [and viewers] for little cost, it’s 
got to be a better program (ibid). 
ABC staff have faced decades of being told to “do more with less” (Inglis, 2006, 
129; Dempster, 2000, 23).  In early 2008, rage’s program makers were asked to do 
even more with even less. rage, an eternally cheap program, was reorganised to 
become even cheaper as it headed towards the end of 2008.   
In mid-2008, Breach was the program’s devoted Program Co-ordinator but his days 
were numbered. Earle informed me that Breach’s job would be advertised and 
signalled that he would be replaced if a more qualified candidate appeared. The 
‘Expressions of Interest’ advertisement for the Program Co-ordinator role stated, 
under ‘Selection Criteria’: “experience with DV cameras desirable” (ABC/Human 
Resources, 2008). Following a round of job interviews, Breach was judged to be 
insufficiently multi-skilled and was scheduled to be replaced by an applicant with 
DV camera experience. In my view, Breach had been passionate, efficient and 
dedicated. I protested at the unfairness of the situation. Breach was immediately 
offered a new position in TV Scheduling but he was briefly released back to rage 
where he, with understandable unwillingness, trained the new Program Co-ordinator, 
Madeleine Hawcroft.  
Hawcroft had a fraught introduction to the production team but she quickly adjusted 
to, and embraced, her new role. Hawcroft was passionate about music, keen to learn 
about ABC production, and demonstrated interest and aptitude as a music 
programmer. Despite the unfortunate manner of her arrival, I felt pleased that she 
was passionate about making television and that she was a fan of the program.  I had 
viewed Martin and Jess Keeley as potential successors; I began to see Hawcroft as 
another possible successor. During 2008, the issue of a successor was on my mind. 
My resolve to make 2008 my last year at the ABC had hardened. 
My sense that our rage has been also, to some extent, my rage, in my care and my 
creative control, had increasingly eroded. During 2008, the program seemed much 
more subject to hierarchical structures and to transient departmental priorities. I 
continued to argue and fight for my program; I saw this as part of my job. I had 
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always been part of a rage culture of resistance, whenever necessary. My role as the 
stubborn, troublesome, inflexible Series Producer continued. I continued to fight but, 
at that point, I felt that I was fighting as a rather stressed and battle-scarred ‘lone 
wolf’.  
During early 2008, I often told myself that ‘you can’t rage forever’. I had become 
like a mantra and I had begun to consider my imminent departure inevitable. There 
were simply no ABC programs that appealed to me in the same way that rage did 
and working in television had lost much of its appeal. I decided that I would leave 
the ABC in early 2009. My time at rage had often felt like a long, strange detour 
from my previous career roles as a researcher, editor, and writer. It was time to 
reassess my path and consider new territories. I still felt proud of my work on the 
program, and of being involved in public broadcasting, but I had come to feel 
alienated within the ABC of the 2000s. The macro ABC culture of the time, and the 
newly dominant internal regimes, had created a sense of disconnection and 
disappointment. I had lost my sense of being proud and privileged to be an ABC staff 
member. However, I still loved the program; the idea of leaving it saddened me. 
Accordingly, there was a certain sense of inertia and nostalgia at play. I wanted to 
leave the ABC but I did not want to leave my program.  It was hard to imagine a life 
without rage; it was so strongly part of my identity. In the end, my exit unexpectedly 
merged with a larger ABC exodus. 
Dead	producer	walking	
In 2008 my name appeared on a list of senior ABC producers targeted for 
redundancy. The fact that I had finally succeeded in securing a substantial pay rise 
earlier that year may have been a factor in this. In 2008 I was senior, specialist, 
expensive employee within an environment where management increasingly 
demonstrated a preference for junior, multi-skilled, inexpensive contract workers.  
On Tuesday September 30, 2008, I received an email from David Anderson, National 
Manager of TV Production and Operations. I was instructed to make myself 
available for a meeting with him later that morning. I had a strong sense of what the 
meeting would be about. I arrived to meet Anderson feeling trepidation and 
apprehension, underscored with a certain sense of mild relief. Anderson informed me 
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that the ABC did not have a position for me in 2009 and that I faced redundancy. I 
argued, with little genuine passion, that this was unfair and that I had always done an 
excellent job. I then returned to my office and continued my usual Tuesday meetings, 
with record company representatives, only one of whom seemed to notice that 
something may have been amiss. He stopped talking, mid-promotional spiel, to ask 
whether I was okay. I assured him that I was fine. After my meetings ended, and the 
new arrival music videos were delivered to be dubbed, I wandered out of the ABC 
centre and into a nearby Haymarket retail centre. The moment felt surreal; I felt 
shocked and saddened. Although I was well aware that I did not have the support of 
the current key players in Arts, Entertainment and Comedy, the reality of being 
discarded after years of service to rage, and to the ABC, was nonetheless 
disorienting and shocking. When I wandered back towards my workplace, I 
encountered Graeme Thompson, prominent Community and Public Sector Union 
[CPSU] official, and other CPSU/ABC union organisers, who, having heard about 
the proposed redundancies, were heading to the ABC to deal with the situation. 
Thompson told me that I was one of a large group of TV producers who had been 
targeted. He said that there was a particularly strong argument to be made to save my 
job, mainly due to my specialist skills. He seemed surprised when I told him that I 
did not want the CPSU to present that argument. I had accepted my fate and I no 
longer wished to fight. I walked into the ABC with the union group and then returned 
to my office.   
Martin was also on the redundancy list. I called her and she was philosophical about 
the situation. She too, no longer wanted to be at the ABC. I also called Lewis. She 
was shocked and rather horrified but, like me, she was not entirely surprised.  
The next day, being a Wednesday, was routinely my busiest production day. 
Accordingly, I was back in my office to face the usual Wednesday workload; I was 
focused on viewing, assessing and classifying new videos and programming the 
show. I spent the day immersed in music video programming while feeling a sense of 
unreality; it was strange to contemplate the idea of that creating music television 
would no longer be my calling.  
To Dempster and Molomby, ABC redundancy rounds have often tended to be brutal 
and arbitrary (Dempster, 2000; Molomby, 1991). As Dempster asserts, often those 
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judged valuable and indispensable by their colleagues risked being declared 
dispensable by the organisation (Dempster, 2000, 43). 
Having been declared dispensable, and in traditional ABC parlance ‘excess to 
requirements’, the ABC producers made redundant during my particular redundancy 
round were then expected to continue working from September through to December 
2008.  This was an unappealing prospect and a difficult position to be in. I existed as 
a dead producer walking.  
The news of my ABC ‘demise’ gradually spread. Earle kept her distance; Morrow 
was businesslike; Hawcroft was hyperactively dedicated and full of offers to help. 
She seemed intent on trying to make my intolerable situation more tolerable. 
Wooller, Braddon and Giakoumatos were equally supportive. It was a difficult, 
stressful and fraught end to my time at rage.  
I had been working on a special focused on music videos featuring prominent actors 
(due for broadcast on Saturday December 6, 2008). I had done most of the video 
programming and I handed it over to Hawcroft to complete the work. I advised 
Duthie of this by email and she thanked me for the program update. I had not yet 
completed work on the latest DVD release. I asked Breach if he would consider 
taking over this project and he agreed. Breach and ABC Music completed the 
Chosen Ones DVD project together.    
Meanwhile, Morrow, faced with the challenge of assessing, ranking and 
programming 2008’s most outstanding video releases, asked me if I would pre-
program rage’s Best Videos of the Year. (This annual ‘Best Videos’ episode had 
been a late-December, Friday night event, from 1996 until 2008 (rage/ABC, 2015c, 
“Best Videos and Best Guest Programmers of 2007”). It was later replaced by an 
audience-voted alternative called the “rage 50” (rage/ABC, 2015d, “rage 50”).). 
I was surprised that Morrow could hope, or expect, given my situation, that I might 
tackle the ‘Best Videos’ programming task, one that I would not normally have 
begun until mid-December, early. My last official day of rage would be December 5, 
2008. I was in no longer motivated to go above and beyond the call of duty. I would 
do what was necessary to get the program to air but the idea of completing work due 
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for completion after my ABC tenure was untenable. It was time to attempt to 
disconnect from rage.          
Disconnecting	from	rage?	
On my final day at the ABC and rage, Friday December 5, 2008, I went about the 
usual production activities and stayed back late to finalise the weekend’s programs 
and to deal with loose ends. I had sent emails expressing gratitude to various rage 
supporters (within the ABC and outside of it). I responded to the replies. Late in the 
day, I walked into the corridor outside of my office and discovered a single white 
envelope sitting in the program’s incoming mail tray. It was a thank you card from 
Earle. I was bemused by this odd, formal gesture; it was a strange element within a 
day that felt surreal. Very late in the day, after checking in with Tape Prep Two 
regarding the weekend’s programs, I was ready to leave rage. It seemed appropriate 
that I walked out of the ABC alone. I was holding a large bunch of flowers, given to 
me by Hawcroft, as I stood waiting for a lift in the corridor outside Broadcast 
Operations. When the doors opened, there was only one person inside. It seemed 
serendipitous that the lift’s occupant was one of the ABC’s most prominent warriors 
for public broadcasting: Quentin Dempster. To me, Dempster was an ABC player 
who symbolised the fight to protect the ABC from political attacks and threats to its 
integrity. Dempster, and others like him, effectively asked each ABC supporter to 
‘maintain your rage’ (Kelly, 1976; Whitlam, 1979) in the defence of the national 
broadcaster. I greeted Dempster and reminded him of his role as advisor during the 
rage fight over promos. I told him that this was my last day at the ABC. ‘What are 
you going to do next?’ he asked. I have no idea why I said this but I answered with, 
‘Oh, you know, taking over the world’. ‘Well, good luck with that’, said Dempster. 
He shook my hand and departed from the lift. In my mind, this final encounter had 
been an appropriate ending to my time at the ABC.  I was deserting my beloved 
program but I walked out feeling strangely happy.  
Whose	rage?					
On the next Monday, rather bizarrely, I was back at the ABC. I met with ABC Books 
to discuss writing a book about music videos and/or rage. It seemed that my ABC 
departure would not actually sever my connection with the program. During 2009, I 
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researched and wrote Real Wild Child: An Insider’s Tales From The rage Couch 
(Gee, 2010). Due to my new, contracted role, with ABC Books/HarperCollins 
Publishers Australia, I was not entirely disconnected from the ABC, or from rage. 
In 2009, the ABC, quite literally, stamped its symbol of ownership on rage. In that 
year, the battle over superimposing the ABC watermark onscreen during the program 
- a battle that rage’s team and supporters had regularly fought and had always 
previously won - was finally lost.  
During the 2000s it had become established practice across the various ABC TV 
channels, including ABC1, ABC2 and ABC3, to display continuous bottom-of-frame 
ABC watermarks on all television programs. This practice had not been in operation 
during rage. The production staff, and its Technical Producers based in Broadcast 
Operations, had been vehemently opposed to placing an ABC watermark on music 
videos and program segments. We supported our viewpoint with two main 
arguments. One of our principal arguments was that the watermark was unnecessary, 
as the viewers were constantly reminded what channel and program they were 
watching by the regular appearance of the rage logo on every video and by the 
program breakers. (We also predicted that our viewers would oppose the addition of 
a watermark). The other principal argument was that the watermark would be 
aesthetically problematic due to the constantly changing aspect ratios of program 
material. As rage regularly involves video material dating from the 1960s through to 
contemporary works, the program constantly moves through various aspect ratios, 
often moving erratically from 4:3 to 14:9 to 16:9, from full-screen to letter-boxed 
variations. Adding an ABC watermark would mean that the watermark would appear 
to be erratically repositioning itself causing an aesthetically unappealing and 
distracting effect. During my time at rage our arguments had been heard.    
In June 2010, as mentioned on Wikipedia’s rage page, a decision was made to 
watermark the program with the ABC1 logo in the interests of network “consistency” 
(Wikipedia, 2014). As Gannon Conroy confirms this had been an enforced “network 
decision” (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014).  
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Is it good to have it [the ABC watermark] there?’ Is it? Are you confused 
that it’s rage? I don’t know…Watermarks; I don’t like them myself” 
(ibid). 
The decision to watermark the program has been badly received by viewers. The 
topics that appeared on the rage site’s message board, as of May 2014,  were 
displayed as “Playlist”, “Guest Programmer”, “Ideas and Requests”, “Retro Month”, 
“On The rage Couch” and “ABC1 Watermark on rage” (rage/ABC, 2014a, Message 
Board). On the message board, overwhelmingly, viewers expressed their dislike of 
the watermark (ibid).  
They were really vehement about it (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
I was unimpressed by the arrival of the watermark but it was no longer my fight. 
However, I could not help but be offended when one website user, clearly unaware 
that I had left the program, posted a comment blaming me personally for the 
watermark, and suggesting that I must be too busy promoting my book to look after 
the program. I was tempted to explain that I was definitely not responsible for the 
watermark’s arrival but I decided not to enter into the argument. I was taking a break 
from fighting for, and about, rage.  
More	departures,	a	demotion	and	a	faux	guest	programming		
2009 was an interesting year for ABC TV Arts, Entertainment and Comedy, 
featuring poor publicity and internal drama. Within the upper ranks of the department 
there were departures, and one notable demotion. During mid-2009, Harding 
departed the ABC and Australia (to live and work in New York). In June 2009, 
Duthie was demoted following the airing of a controversial comedy skit, “Make a 
Realistic Wish”, on The Chaser’s War On Everything (Nicholson and Dixon, 2009). 
In the wake of this incident, in August 2009, it was announced that Gibson would 
leave the ABC for the private sector (Bodey, 2009).   
Before Gibson’s departure she indulged in the filming of a personal souvenir, in the 
form of a faux Courtney Gibson ‘rage guest programming’. The material, including 
Gibson’s pieces to camera and her music video selections, was shot and edited at the 
ABC but was not intended for broadcast. rage’s editors were told that they are tasked 
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with editing and compiling the faux program because Gibson wanted it as a rage 
souvenir (Wooller, interview, 2014).Wooller contacted me to tell me about this faux 
guest programming. It struck me as the final attempt of a departing ABC “suit” to 
own rage. However, it is a program that actually belongs to no one, although it does, 
paradoxically, belong to everyone. As Wooller argues: 
The thing about rage is that you can’t own it. That’s the beauty of it. You 
can’t actually say that anybody does [own it]. There are a lot of people 
who have put their stamp on it, like yourself, over fifteen years or 
whatever, but you don’t own it (ibid). 
Separation	from	rage	
As Wooller says, I do not own rage. I was responsible for it, for close to 14 years, 
and during those years I felt, to some extent, that it was my rage. However, 
essentially, my role was to be a committed caretaker of my show, not an owner of 
rage. It is our rage; it is Australia’s rage.  
I retain a deep sense of connection to the program. There is an emotional connection, 
a sense of love for the program that remains. I do not, however, feel any strong sense 
of connection to, or particular fondness for, the ABC. After leaving the ABC, I felt a 
sense of something that I have also noticed among other ex-ABC people, particularly 
those made redundant. It is a certain post-traumatic ABC syndrome. The ABC is 
inescapable; there are reminders of it everywhere.  The reminders evoke a sense of 
discomfort and disconnection. After leaving the ABC, you still tend to find yourself 
saying ‘we’ whenever the ABC is discussed. My use of ‘we’ in regard to the ABC 
faded away after a few years but I still tend to say ‘we’ when I talk about rage. 
However, during 2009, the program became the preserve of they; they being Alex 
Morrow and Madeleine Hawcroft joined by ex-Triple J TV producer Madeline 
(Maddie) Palmer. During 2009, the new and inexperienced team of Morrow, 
Hawcroft and Palmer became the core production team, supervised by Earle and a 
new Series Producer. Within this new 2009 structure, the role of Series Producer 
became an administrative and supervisory role, involving no day-to-day program 
making activity.  
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There was a kind of ‘hands-off’ Series Producer, Brendan Hutchens, but 
he didn’t really [make the program]. I think to really be able to help the 
show you need to know how it is made and it is quite complex and 
technical. He was good for editorial support and things like that 
(Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
Hawcroft notes that Earle initially took more control following my departure.  
Kath [Earle] was much more involved after you left, probably because 
they were worried about leaving us to our own devices because we were 
all kind of a bit young and probably inexperienced (ibid).  
During 2009, the production culture became one of increased departmental 
supervision. However, the actual making of the program, the programming and 
production, remained the day-to-day responsibility of a core production team (now 
composed of relatively junior and inexperienced producers, predominantly working 
on temporary employment contracts, in the Producer/Programmer and Program Co-
ordinator roles).  
Hawcroft, though relatively new to the program, had worked closely with me and 
had developed an overview of the workings of rage. She became what she describes 
as the “keeper of the secrets” (ibid). Hawcroft soon moved from the Program Co-
ordinator role to the role of Producer/Programmer (following Morrow’s departure). 
By mid-2009, Sophie Zoellner had taken on the Program Co-ordinator role with rage 
being produced and programmed by Hawcroft and Palmer.  
The roles were split between the two of us... It loosely fell into: Maddie 
[Palmer] looked after the Guest Programmers and that [Saturday] show 
and I looked after the new releases [Friday] show and the technical 
aspects of the show. So, making sure it got to air (ibid).  
Hawcroft acknowledges that she essentially took on my former role but without my 
Series Producer/Head Programmer title.  
The nuts and bolts running of the show was left to us but for significantly 
less pay probably (ibid).  
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In early 2009, I met with Hawcroft. She was full of questions, and appeared anxious, 
stressed, over-burdened, and overworked. I recognised these as familiar conditions 
among the ABC’s stressed and overloaded program makers. To Hawcroft, there is 
little comprehension within the ABC of the intense workload and the attention to 
detail that making rage requires.  
I think in management there is a bit of a perception that it [rage] is a 
jukebox, that it will just go to air regardless of the efforts of the 
producers (ibid). 
Hawcroft asserts that rage remains a misunderstood and mysterious program. 
I guess that’s why people leave it to us because it is a bit of a dark art 
(ibid).  
One of my chief consolations after leaving rage was that someone like Hawcroft 
would be remaining with the program to, hopefully, attempt to nurture, protect and 
maintain it. I viewed Hawcroft as a genuine music fan and an energetic and 
hardworking production person. I felt, or I strongly hoped, that she was an 
appropriate person to maintain rage.  Ironically, Hawcroft, the person I hoped would 
protect the legacy of FitzGerald, Lewis and me, felt rather overshadowed by that 
same legacy. Hawcroft says that during her time with the program she questioned her 
own appropriateness for the role and worried that her music knowledge was 
insufficient.  
I am a passionate music fan but sometimes I felt like I was not worthy… 
I felt that I didn’t know enough about music but now I do know that I 
knew quite a lot. Sometimes I think it was a good thing that I had quite 
generalist knowledge because it meant that I wasn’t pushing any 
particular genre and I was fairly open-minded (ibid). 
Hawcroft had grown up as a fan of the program and she and her sister had created 
personal collections of rage tapes.  
We would set the VCR and do our own video mix tapes from rage… You 
could get the full-length versions of the clip and we would set up the 
VCR and we would tape different clips. The big one was “November 
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Rain” [Guns N’ Roses]. It was such an epic song. My sister and me, we 
would get up to tape the full version of “November Rain”, so we had the 
full clip for our viewing pleasure. On Video Hits you couldn’t get the full 
version (ibid). 
Hawcroft was excited to see the view from inside of rage, an entity she says that she 
views as being some kind of magical, mystical “beast” fuelled by the efforts of its 
program makers (ibid).  
I love the behind-the-scenes; all of those different people who put so 
much effort and soul into it, and sat in darkened rooms for many, many 
an hour (ibid). 
Hawcroft’s move from watcher to program maker took her from viewer and listener 
to Producer/Programmer, and to being the key player responsible for delivering the 
program each week. 
That feeling of, and it makes it sound more ground-breaking and 
important than it is, but you think ‘if I got sick today or hit by a bus, the 
show wouldn’t go on’ (ibid). 
In 2010, Hawcroft moved on from rage to ABC TV’s Big Ideas and First Tuesday 
Book Club and then to the role of Series Producer of ABC TV’s Kitchen Cabinet. 
Hawcroft says that she left rage with the feeling that she should perhaps make way 
for a more appropriate curator and custodian (ibid).  
You can’t just put TV production people in that role and expect it to 
flourish in the way that it should. It needs someone who genuinely loves 
music and cares about music. That’s one of the reasons why I thought I 
should probably move on because I love music and I care about it but not 
in that custodian way (ibid).  
Hawcroft says that she feels privileged to have worked on what she views an iconic 
Australian program.   
I’d say it’s an icon and I feel honoured to have been associated with that 
icon and to have seen inside that beast and know the different ways that it 
is created… I’d say I do have a deep fondness for it [the program]. 
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‘Love’ is not a word I’d use to describe any TV show. I just think it’s 
[rage is] so important. It’s more like I respect it. I respect it too much to 
love it (ibid).       
Restructure,	transience	and	flux	
Hawcroft’s departure was one of many departures within the restructured and 
transient new production culture apparent from 2009 to 2014. From 2009, those 
actually making the program were no longer, in any significant, potent, or official 
way, in charge of the program. This created an altered production culture within 
which Producers and Program Co-ordinators became transient and seemingly much 
less invested in the program (compared to FitzGerald, Lewis and me).  
rage’s production culture, once distinguished by longevity, continuity and relative 
stability, became, from 2009 to 2014, a culture of flux, instability and disconnection. 
In the five year period from 2009 to 2014, five Producers/Programmers arrived and 
departed (Morrow, Hawcroft, Palmer, Zoellner, and Maurice Branscombe). During 
these same years the list of rage’s Program Co-ordinators included Hawcroft, 
Zoellner, Fleur Mitchell, Julia Tamplenizza, Stephanie McGann, and Dane 
McCusker. As Hawcroft notes, between 2009 and 2014: 
There were so many comings and goings! (Hawcroft, interview, 2014).  
That’s the trouble. They are in and they are out. There is no continuity 
(Wooller, interview, 2014).  
During this post-2008 period of flux certain constants remained: Gannon Conroy as 
Production Manager and Michael Wooller as Technical Producer. Wooller, with 
decades of ABC experience behind him, says he became rage’s “elder statesman” 
and an advisor to the young and inexperienced teams functioning in 2009, 2010, and 
2011 (Wooller, interview, 2014).Wooller argues that these years were marked by a 
certain lack of continuity and consistency that threatened stability and undermined 
the clarity of rage’s vision. He argues that the prior history of the program had been 
distinguished by unusual longevity and stability. To Wooller, this had enabled 
clarity, consistency and cohesion (ibid).  
It gives continuity to style. It gives continuity, basically (ibid).   
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Wooller, who retired from the ABC in 2012, says that his last few years at rage were 
very different from the years from 1987 to 2008 (ibid).  
The main difference was the extreme youth of the people doing it, yes, 
and the different decisions being made. You’d look at things and think 
‘why are you doing that?’, ‘why are you following that with that?’ I 
would occasionally make suggestions ‘do you really want to do that?’ I’d 
try to smooth things out because they really didn’t have the experience or 
the knowledge to be able to do that. On the other hand, because of the 
age I was, I became a sort of grandfather, elder statesman of rage. If I’d 
say ‘we should do it that way’, they’d say ‘oh, okay’ (ibid). 
Wooller advised the various new production workers who arrived at, and departed 
from, the program in the years from 2009 to 2012. Then, in 2012, Wooller retired 
from the ABC.  
When I walked out the door of the edit suite then the bulldozers moved 
in. The whole system collapsed (ibid).   
The departure of Wooller signified the end of a very long relationship: rage and 
ABC Transmission and Presentation. In 2009, the news had broken that ABC 
management planned to outsource its Broadcast Operations activities, including the 
Transmission, Presentation, and Master Control areas.  
Unlike the current system  -  which is ABC owned and controlled, and is 
decentralised across the various state and territory offices - the new 
facility will be centralised in Sydney and will not be controlled by the 
national broadcaster (Dodd, 2009). 
The dismantling of ABC TV’s Broadcast Operations structures led to a significant 
change within the culture of ABC TV. Wooller describes the situation: 
The presentation of the ABC is outsourced to ‘the death star’ as it is 
known. So, you’ve got non-ABC people, on contract, feeling very 
nervous and insecure and having no real ownership of the ABC brand so 
to speak, whereas, the people who were in the continuity suite putting the 
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programs together, in my day, were ABC people who felt very strongly 
about the ABC. They were ABC people (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
The dismantling of the ABC TV Transmission area happened gradually; the 
dismantling of rage’s previous transmission apparatus happened even more slowly. 
Wooller asserts that the program’s requirements were not given adequate 
consideration when the outsourcing plans were made. The result of this was the 
necessity to extend the technical life of the remnants of ABC TV Transmission. rage 
continued on air, broadcast via equipment that was out-dated, difficult to maintain, 
and less than reliable. 
The LMS (Library Management System) machinery had to be kept 
operational purely for the purposes of rage transmission… They had to 
keep the old system going. It [the LMS] was second-hand when the ABC 
got it… They managed to find freelancers, people from the industry, who 
actually knew what an LMS was (ibid).  
From 2009 to 2012, Wooller, along with Braddon, Giakoumatos and freelance 
operators, kept rage on air within an unstable, makeshift transmission environment. 
In 2012, Wooller left the ABC and the 25 year connection between rage and ABC 
Transmission and Presentation people was broken. From this point, making rage 
began to involve a combination of multi-skilled production staff and a single editor 
(working 40 hours per week) (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014). The multi-skilled 
rage team were charged with programming, editing and preparing the program for 
release to the ABC’s Media Hub/server (ibid) ready for outside broadcast from the 
outsourced transmission “death star” (Wooller, interview, 2014). 
Conroy says that, from 2012 onwards, the program’s transmission preparation and 
editing activities have moved towards being “entirely tapeless” and even more 
economical. 2012 was a pivotal year for the program:  rage disconnected from ABC 
TV Transmission, and it turned 25.  
Silver	Jubilee:	rage	at	25	
On Saturday, April 21, at 10.20pm, on ABC1, the program celebrated its 25th 
birthday. The celebrations were quite muted compared to the 20th birthday month in 
2007. The 25th birthday event was titled rage’s Silver Jubilee (rage/ABC, 2012a) 
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and was guest programmed by Australian alternative musician Tim Rogers. As Greg 
Hassall, television critic for The Sydney Morning Herald observes: 
Who better to take us through 25 years of rage than You Am I frontman 
Tim Rogers? Although the venerable video show pre-dates his career by 
five years or so, he reflects its spirit as well as anyone - a little frayed at 
the edges, weaving an unsteady path between the fringes and the 
mainstream, simultaneously embracing rockist clichés while being aware 
of their absurdity (Hassall, 2012).  
The 25th birthday program, as presented by Rogers, reflected rage’s resilient 
identity; the birthday event was economical, simple, and minimal. Its emphasis 
appeared to be on 25 years of music more than on 25 years of rage. During his 
celebratory night on the rage couch, Rogers drew attention to one of the program’s 
enduring features: multi-genre inclusiveness.  
Here at the people’s republic of rage we believe that genre is no barrier. 
We exhibit all… (Rogers, 2012).  
As host, Rogers was, as always, casual, unpolished, playful, sardonic, and not 
especially respectful. Like TISM during the 10th birthday, and Tex Perkins during 
the 20th, Rogers reflected the program’s personality and identity. However, there 
was something about the way that Rogers was presented, as tamed rock star among 
balloons and birthday cake, which seemed to evoke the idea that rage too may have 
been tamed.   
Prior to 2008, Guest Programmers were generally filmed offsite, often in their own 
hotel rooms or backstage at concerts, and the segments tended to be unpredictable 
and occasionally anarchic; they sometimes featured wild behaviour, explicit 
commentary, arguments, tantrums, drunkenness, smoking of substances, and on one 
occasion, the lighting of a fire (at the Avalanches guest programming). Guest 
Programmers were occasionally filmed in my production office but the space 
functioned as an informal, unofficial pseudo studio; it was simply the rage couch 
within a functioning production office (decorated with music and television 
paraphernalia, including tapes, red books, CDs, production equipment, music 
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equipment, posters and artwork). A website user once commented that the space 
looked like a rage cave. 
During the 2010s, my former office had been repurposed into an official studio space 
with a formal set design. For the Silver Jubilee, Rogers appeared within this now 
repurposed space. Hawcroft observes that this “squeaky clean” studio environment 
represented a departure from the program’s more anarchic past (Hawcroft, interview, 
2014).  
It’s just a producer and a small camera and no beers (ibid).  
Conroy agrees that since the early 2010s rage’s shoots have generally been 
conducted under controlled conditions, within a more formal studio space, with pre-
set camera positions and lighting.  
Automated is a pretty good description I think (Conroy, Gannon, 
interview, 2014).  
Discussion of the program’s place within an automated, digital, online, 21st -century 
world, and within television and media history, dominated the 25th birthday 
coverage in the popular press. In “ABC music program still all the rage after 25 
years”, The Australian’s Michael Bodey placed the program in its 2012 context:  
While the music industry focuses on the launch here of digital clips 
service Vevo and awaits Spotify, rage has become a late-night comfort 
for generations returning home after a big night out, or waiting up to see 
the latest and greatest music videos or the eclectic selections by the guest 
programmers. 
And all the while, free-to-air television has experimented with and 
jettisoned other music video formats, while subscription television's 
MTV and Channel V turned themselves into inane reality TV platforms, 
moving the music to second-tier channels (Bodey, 2012). 
Beyond the newspaper and street press reporting of the program’s “significant 
milestone” (Daily Telegraph, 2012), rage’s social media presence became more 
apparent during the 25th birthday celebration. The official Facebook page 
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(www.facebook.com/rageabc) and rage’s Twitter feed (@rageABC) provide a record 
of the audience’s response to birthday event (rage/ABC, 2012b, 2012c, 2012d). The 
25th birthday ‘tweets’ on Twitter and the comments on the Facebook page capture a 
sense of audience affection and of the program’s place in our cultural lives: 
Made it. Worth it. A night of rage is good for the soul. Thanks for the last 
25 and heres [sic] to another. Rock.   (Lisa Sampson, 2012, 
Facebook/rageabc). 
Happy B-day, much respect for your show! (Henry Gibson, 2012, 
Facebook/rageabc). 
Thankyou Rage, not just for an exquisite night tonight, but for all the 
nights you have provided with new and interesting music videos to be 
discovered, which have influenced myself and many others. May you 
have another 25 years of the same quality and success (Michael Klose, 
2012, Facebook/rageabc). 
Excellent song to cap off what has been a great night! Thanks @rageabc 
for all the memories! #maintaintherage. (David Ho, @david_HO, 2012, 
Twitter/@rageabc). 
I maintained the rage! I'm still young! I'm .... Zzzzzzz #maintaintherage. 
(Stewie’s Soapbox, @stewiesoapbox, 2012, Twitter/@rageabc). 
                    (rage/ABC, 2012, Silver Jubilee)  
Social media reflected that rage at 25 continued to provoke expressions of audience 
affection.  
A	rage	exhibition	
In 2012, Carriageworks - a contemporary arts exhibition space based at the revamped 
Eveleigh Rail Yards in Sydney - presented an exhibition titled “Rage: Celebrating 25 
Years” as a featured event of the Vivid Sydney 2012 festival. On the Carriageworks 
site, the exhibition was described as a celebration of the ABC’s “legendary” TV 
show. 
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As part of Vivid Sydney 2012, a large scale installation of televisions 
will fill Carriageworks to celebrate 25 years of rage on ABC TV. 
rage has documented the history of music video while inspiring 
generations.  Since the first broadcast in 1987 on Friday 17 April, rage 
has beamed into our lounge rooms with guest programmers, specials and 
all-night video mix tapes. It is the longest running music television 
program still in production and continues to reflect the Australian taste. 
The exhibition will explore the influence and legacy of this legendary TV 
show. 
It will feature music videos from Australia and around the world, 
celebrating this extraordinary time in music and the advancement of 
video production over the past 25 years of rage. See archived footage of 
guest hosts such as Nick Cave, You Am I, Blondie, Radiohead, Kylie 
Minogue, Silverchair, MGMT, Metallica, Sonic Youth, Grandmaster 
Flash, Michael Hutchence, MIA, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Beck, Malcolm 
McLaren and many more (Carriageworks, 2012). 
The launch night of the Carriageworks exhibition became a de facto rage reunion, 
and a meeting of generations of program makers, as FitzGerald, Lewis, Martin, 
Hawcroft, new producer Tyson Koh, and I, gathered together. As we discussed the 
exhibition and the milestone, FitzGerald said that his reaction to the 25th birthday 
was similar to the reaction he had on the 10th birthday. At that point he had been 
amazed by the collection of guest hosts and the affection and respect that the 
program appeared to evoke and command. To FitzGerald, the Carriageworks event 
underlined rage’s tenacity and the audience affection for the program. It was a 
physical expression of rage’s cultural significance. The program, says FitzGerald, 
has developed an identity and a meaning beyond that of being a simple, minimal, 
low-budget music video show.  
A television show, or any sort of show business, only has life as long as it 
is being seen. Because rage has been going on for so long, it does feel 
like something else. That Carriageworks exhibition was slightly 
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extraordinary and it made me realise that it has become something else” 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013).  
Generations	of	rage	and	the	Koh	Factor	
At the Carriageworks exhibition, I reunited with the key players from the program’s 
production history, and I met a new key player, Tyson Koh. At the event, in early 
2012, Koh was the newest production team member. However, Koh, and host Tim 
Rogers, acted as the program’s spokespeople during the 25th birthday media 
interviews. (Watching from the sidelines, I had been impressed by Koh’s evident 
grasp of rage’s history, program policies, and its curatorial and cultural roles.) 
It was really quite surreal for me in a way because I had not been 
working on the show very long and I had to bone up on rage history just 
to make sure I knew how to answer certain questions because I was 
talking to quite a bit of media… I was really honoured to be in that 
position and to be a spokesperson for the show (Koh, interview, 2014). 
When I first encountered Koh I felt a sense of hope that he could represent ‘fresh 
blood’ to enliven the program. In 2012, Koh represented a new rage generation. 
Encounters between Koh and I are indeed encounters between different generations 
of rage’s program makers. However, Koh and I are in many ways simpatico about 
rage.  It is evident that we share certain feelings and that we both want the program 
to be the best that it can be. Koh believes that rage’s program makers should be 
passionate about music, and passionate about the program.  
I think the show is best served by producers who take it personally (ibid). 
Koh, like other programmers who have come before him, revels in the program’s 
eclectic mix, and in the way that this music mix is programmed. For me, personally, 
the opportunity to take viewers on a musical journey represented a pleasure and a 
privilege. Koh agrees: 
Coming from a music programming background, it’s a dream job (ibid). 
Koh says that he is proud to be part of the program’s story and that he is acutely 
aware of the affection and respect that many Australians have for the program. He 
asserts that the public’s reactions to the program tend to be consistently positive.  
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Nothing but absolute respect and reverence to be honest; I mean a lot of 
people have grown up with it… In terms of the wider community and a 
lot of my friends there’s this absolute respect for the show because it has 
just introduced them to so much fantastic music and videos… Definitely 
a lot of people love how ‘lo fi’ it is. A lot of people love that it is just this 
show that appears. There’s no host. And also that it has maintained its 
credits. It, particularly the credits, the opening titles, I suppose are a 
lingering memory for people... It all adds to the mystique and the identity 
of the show which hasn’t changed very much and a lot of people I think 
are very appreciative of that (ibid). 
Koh argues that rage’s “personality” and “voice” were “embedded very early on” 
(ibid). To Koh, the program’s ‘voice’ has been remarkably consistent, even though 
he also argues that each new Producer/Programmer inevitably alters the program’s 
fabric, and each year of the program has had its own contemporary flavour (ibid).  
Koh feels that it is important to keep the program moving forward, while also 
respecting and acknowledging its past; he emphasises the blending of current and 
retro elements.  
There’s no reason why one needs to compromise the other. There’s no 
reason why we can’t have more online presence and freshen rage in little 
ways; there’s no reason why that should piss off some of our core 
audience. And there’s no reason why we can’t keep showing really 
amazing vintage videos, and also have some more venerable and 
respected guests on the show, and there’s no reason why that should take 
away from us moving forward as well… I think there has always been 
this awareness with whoever is programming that they have to think 
beyond themselves and to think for all of the different demographics of 
all of the people watching (ibid). 
Koh acknowledges that rage has always melded current music with classic and retro 
elements and he asserts that this is part of its appeal and essential nature (ibid). It 
always reflects what is happening in music now; music keeps changing and as it 
changes, so too does rage. To Hawcroft, the program appears to continually make 
this announcement to its audience:  
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Sorry, I’m not stopping! It’s [rage is] showing people that music keeps 
on going, whether they like it or not, and it may mean that one day I turn 
it on and I’m like ‘what is this shit?’ (Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
To Koh, rage continues to function as a well-respected musical guide through new 
music, and new music video, and as a guide through the musical past. He stresses its 
historical and ongoing importance as a curator. 
A lot of people are still quite passive as an audience. Even when you are 
sitting at a computer and have the world at your fingertips a lot of people 
just don’t know where to start and that is why the curatorial aspect of the 
producer is as important as ever (Koh, interview, 2014). 
To Kingsmill:  
With all of the music that exists out there you need a good curator. So, 
the programmers at rage have played a key role, not only in the 
personality of the program, but also in its success… Given that we all 
have access [via the internet], in this day and age, to all of these video 
clips now, which we didn’t have back in the eighties [1980s], it has still 
remained a force because it is a curator (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
Koh acknowledges that his role involves a need for dedication and he wryly 
comments that he is passionate about the program to the detriment of his private life. 
There are nights when he stays up late, when rage is on air, monitoring the Twitter 
feed and ‘live tweeting’ until the early hours of the morning. “I’m happy to” says 
Koh (ibid).   
Koh is strongly focused on the digital media context. He observes that rage’s 
programming policies have had to be modified due to the alteration of the wider 
context, now dominated by YouTube, Vevo, Spotify, Twitter, Facebook and other 
music-inclusive online entities.  
There is too much content and, I think, now, given that we are competing 
with the internet we have to step up our game as curators… Once upon a 
time we played everything we received. We don’t do that anymore (Koh, 
interview, 2014). 
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In the early 2000s, John Safran made the argument that even a dog can get a video on 
rage (Safran, 2002). In the 2010s, Safran’s apocryphal canine video maker would 
need to be talented, savvy, and contemporary in order to be added to rage’s playlists.   
If we are falling asleep as programmers then a lot of the public will be as 
well… Essentially we do have to be gatekeepers (ibid). 
As Koh and Hawcroft note, due to the immense amount of material that was being 
received during the late 2000s and early 2010s, playing the majority of submissions 
became increasingly unworkable (Koh, interview, 2014; Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
In the 2010s, within the online environment, rage gradually became less inclusive 
and democratic than how it began. 
Nonetheless, the program continues to play an eclectic music mix and to represent 
music’s wide spectrum. To Koh, rage remains, “very much a show for everyone” 
(Koh, interview, 2014). However, Koh also asserts that the program is, essentially, a 
mystery to almost everyone.  
Our show is mysterious to a lot of the public. A lot of them don’t know 
who’s behind it, or what our internal processes are, but it seems as 
though that’s also the case with a lot of people who are in management at 
the ABC as well (ibid). 
In the mid-2010s, the sense that rage has a very distinct production culture, and that 
it evokes a sense of separateness from the ABC, remains apparent.  
I think that rage has always been a bit of an island even within the 
network (ibid).  
Koh says that a lack of awareness about the program’s functioning and program 
policies occasionally means that “bizarre directives” may be issued (ibid). He says 
that part of his role is to “fill them in [ABC management] on exactly how we do 
things” (ibid).  
Does Koh fight to maintain rage?  
A little bit. Yes, definitely. Well, a lot actually, for sure (ibid).  
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Fighting	for	rage	and	defending	the	rage	couch	
For me, the rage couch should be, first and foremost, a place for musicians. The 
couch’s principal role is to facilitate connection between musicians and music fans. 
The couch, home of the Guest Programmers, has been an integral part of the 
program’s culture and iconography. However, in 2012, the particular red couch 
featured in numerous rage episodes, became the prize in a rage/ABC competition. 
As discussed in the TV Tonight article “25 years: Maintain the raaaaaaaage!”, the 
competition offered entrants the chance to “win a piece of rage history – the iconic 
rage Red Couch!” (Knox, 2012).   
The discarding of the couch, as a promotional ploy, appeared to me, and also to other 
ABC and music industry people, to be both unexpected and unacceptable. Although 
the particular couch in question had only functioned as the official program couch for 
just over a decade, it was nonetheless a prominent symbol of rage. Being publicly 
discarded seemed to be a sad fate for the red couch. For me, the discarding of this 
couch symbolised the ABC’s tendency towards failing to properly appreciate or 
treasure the program.    
Conroy challenges the suggestion that the ABC does not strongly value rage. He 
argues that although the corporation does have a pragmatic attitude towards it, 
valuing the program’s economical nature, the numerous hours of programming it 
provides, and its usefulness as a music video resource for the network, the ABC also 
displays support and a continuing commitment.  
It’s still a good commitment from the ABC (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 
2014).  
It’s [rage is] an institution…I think hats off to the ABC for keeping it 
going (Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
To me, the red couch was a symbol of the program’s place in popular music and its 
cultural role; it belonged to rage and it belonged at rage. As part of the program’s 
history, it should have been preserved rather than discarded. The giving away of this 
literal couch could not remove the metaphorical couch from our collective 
imaginations. The rage couch, though given away, remains. However, to me, no one 
particular person, one competition winner, should have possession of a literal rage 
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couch. In general, the question of exactly who should be able to claim temporary 
ownership of the couch remains contentious.  
Invade	rage	
The idea of temporary ownership of the program’s couch has emerged on a couple of 
prominent occasions. In 1998, a rage competition, coinciding with triple j’s “Hottest 
100 of all Time”, was conducted and the winner, Natasha Schaade, guest 
programmed on Saturday August 8, 1998 (rage/ABC, 1999d, “1998 rage Guest 
Programmers and Specials”). Many years later, in 2007, the idea of a similar 
competition was suggested during a rage production meeting. During this discussion, 
I suggested the competition title “Invade rage”. (This competition title was a 
reflection of my feelings about my situation at this time. My territory had been 
invaded and my creative control threatened during the years from 2003 onwards. 
“Invade rage” resonated with me.) 
I had no particular objection to the idea of a member of the program’s audience being 
given the opportunity to guest program. I was neither happy nor unhappy about the 
concept but I did hope that the winner would be worthy of the role. We designed the 
“Invade rage” competition as a test of music programming skills: competitors were 
asked to create their perfect video playlist. The competition was enthusiastically 
received and thousands of entries were received.  
Music fans see rage as a pinnacle...You know, from an audience’s 
perspective, a guest host on rage is some kind of ‘holy grail’ (Kingsmill, 
interview, 2014).  
On an “Invade rage” page on the website the winner was announced and the 
competition response was discussed: 
Earlier this year, we put out the call for the rage audience to submit 
entries for a chance to guest program the show one Saturday night. We 
were overwhelmed with over 4000 entries, from viewers aged 13 to 65! 
The number and standard of the entries meant that we couldn't just pick 
the one winner's list and leave it at that. So all of this Saturday's special 
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programming is going to be recognising the breadth of entries and 
memories of the rage audience! (rage/ABC, 2007c, Invade rage). 
The competition winner, Matt Sharawara, was filmed in the rage couch. In addition, 
the Saturday morning and Saturday night programs on Saturday August 4, 2007 
included the choices of ten ‘runners up’ and reflected the programming choices of 
some of the other competition entrants (rage/ABC, 2007c, Invade rage). 
The “invasion” of rage meant that the couch was temporarily a place for Sharawara 
but it soon returned to being the permanent and principal territory of musicians. 
However, ‘invasions’ by non-musicians have become much more frequent. Since my 
2008 departure from the program, the rage couch has increasingly become a place 
for ABC presenters. Cross-promotional guest hosts have included David Stratton and 
Margaret Pomeranz from At The Movies, Shaun Micallef from Shaun Micallef’s Mad 
As Hell, Lawrence Leung from Lawrence Leung’s Choose Your Own Adventure, the 
presenters of Spicks and Specks, and the presenters of Good Game. (rage/ABC, 2009 
- 2014, “Guests and Specials”). I had always resisted ABC cross-promotion on the 
grounds that it devalued rage, threatened its identity, and was viewed as inauthentic 
by the program’s fans. This strict approach, with a strong emphasis on the couch as a 
place for musicians, was an attempt to protect the program from cross-promotion, 
and to defend its identity. In essence, the program’s production culture is one where 
its program makers work inside the ABC but will fight against it when necessary. 
The program’s identity and integrity take first priority. 
Conroy acknowledges that rage’s couch is viewed within ABC management as a 
potential place for ABC cross-promotion but feels that this has not been excessive or 
a threat to its integrity or identity. He argues that the ABC does not operate in the 
same way as the commercial networks which “cross-pollinate all their programs with 
their personalities” (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014).  
I think that’s something within the ABC, where we are just kind of trying 
to find ourselves a bit there. It’s a bit of a publicity machine to be honest. 
We are thinking about Spicks and Specks guys there. Is that damaging the 
[rage] brand? Look. I don’t know. I don’t think so. Probably some people 
have a different view on it (ibid). 
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There is a lot of cross-promotion going on now and I find it a bit 
unnecessary. It’s newer to ABC but commercial television has been 
doing it for fifty years (Shrimpton, interview, 2013). 
Koh maintains that rage’s program makers are able to resist inappropriate ABC 
guests.  
Do we get pushed by the network? Not really. It gets suggested and then 
we’ll bat it off (Koh, interview, 2014). 
Koh feels that some ABC personalities are appropriate as guest hosts, if they have an 
interesting perspective, or they have something special to offer viewers.  
I wouldn’t do it if I didn’t think that it would be interesting and good 
television… But, for example, who wouldn’t want a night of Shaun 
Micallef’s picks? As it turns out he is a real music connoisseur so that 
makes for really great television… When you take people, like Margaret 
[Pomeranz] and David [Stratton] and then you put them on the rage 
couch; they had a really interesting take on it and that was choosing 
video directors who had directed feature films (ibid). 
Within the ABC, balancing the corporation’s imperatives with the desire to protect 
particular principles, policies and identities can be a challenge.  rage and triple j have 
a history of being part of the ABC but of also strongly protecting their separate 
identities and particular territories. Moore asserts that both rage and triple j have a 
history of being vigilant in protecting their identity and their brand (Moore, 
interview, 2014). 
Protecting against corporate priorities, such as cross-promotion, has traditionally 
been one of the ways that rage has protected its brand. rage, through most of its 
history, has maintained a connection with triple j that has seemed organic and 
natural, but its program makers have tended to resist unnatural, forced associations 
with ABC personalities, programs, projects and services. rage’s program makers 
have tended to feel that it should remain relatively separate in order to maintain its 
integrity and identity.      
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Part of that program identity is the focus on musicians. A scan of the Guest 
Programmer lists from 2009 to 2014 reveals that musicians do remain the dominant 
group of guest hosts (rage/ABC, 2009 - 2014, “Guests and Specials”).  However, the 
Guest Programmer policy has become more flexible since 2008. From 2009 to 2014, 
hosts have included authors, comedians, documentary film-makers, video-makers, 
photographers, and fashion designers. rage, it is clear, is no longer a territory for 
musicians and music people only.  Hawcroft and Koh defend this more open policy.   
There is this particular fascination with certain identities - who may not 
be involved in the music scene - but in what their take on music is (Koh, 
interview, 2014).  
There are a lot of people out there who have music tastes and some of 
them will be well-known but they may not be musicians but maybe you 
want to hear from them too… Some of the musicians, especially some of 
the international ones, they just pick the same clips as every other band. 
They think that this is the first time they have gotten to play this clip but 
really the last ten bands have picked the exact same clip (Hawcroft, 
interview, 2014). 
The policy in the 2010s is to choose unexpected guests, to facilitate a variety of 
music video choices, to provoke the audience, and to draw attention to the program. 
Hawcroft argues that unexpected and controversial Guest Programmers create a 
conversation, generate publicity, and remind people about rage. 
You shouldn’t be able to always predict who and what goes on and 
sometimes you can get it wrong and sometimes you can do a really great 
job… But I still think oh ‘stuff them’; it should be played around with 
(Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
To Hawcroft and Koh, the essence of the program needs to remain but some 
experimentation is necessary and constructive. 
Political	divisions	on	the	rage	couch	
In 2014, a group of Australian politicians, Anthony Albanese, Adam Bandt and Julie 
Bishop guest programmed rage. This idea was not unprecedented within the 
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program’s history. In 2004 it was suggested, by an ABC Arts and Entertainment 
executive, that rage should invite the then Prime Minister John Howard and 
Opposition Leader Mark Latham to guest program. I reacted with horror, and this 
idea was quickly dismissed. For me, politician as hosts was a concept that was 
entirely too ‘uncool’ for rage.  
I guess that’s up to the producer of the day and perhaps that was a 
particular climate where that was not cool (Koh, interview, 2014). 
To me, in 2004, the idea of politicians as Guest Programmers was abhorrent. In 
2013, I was horrified to find out that a political rage had been scheduled. Koh 
acknowledges that I was not the only one who reacted negatively to this provocative 
move.  
People were cynical about it leading up to the broadcast… I guess the 
show was quite divisive. It wasn’t intending to be by any means. Look 
that was my idea and I’m really quite proud of it. I thought it was a really 
entertaining show and I think that was a case of using the rage format to 
illuminate these politician’s personalities and also to have people think 
about politicians in general in a slightly different light… I think as a 
collective those three picked a more entertaining list than some of the 
bands that come on…Adam Bandt is a big music fan. Anthony Albanese 
was a huge punk fan and Billy Bragg fan, back in his uni [university] 
days. Julie Bishop did, you know, like a lot of musicians that surprised 
the audience, like Jeff Buckley for instance, and she has met Bono, and 
whatever, and a lot of bands couldn’t say that they have had those 
experiences (ibid). 
As Koh notes, the political rage was divisive: 
I’m not sure how much the audience would be interested in politicians on 
rage. It’s that ‘them’ and ‘us’ thing. The audience identifies it as their 
program but as soon as you have politicians in there, programming, all of 
a sudden it is not ‘us’ anymore, there is  a bit of a ‘them’ about it. I think 
one of the things that the ‘pollies’ were trying to do was try to show that 
they were music fans and they like music as well. Peter Garrett didn’t go 
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on though. He’d been on the show before as a real musician (Lawrence, 
interview, 2014). 
rage is apolitical and by putting Albanese and Julie Bishop there, you 
know, for supposed balance, but, it isn’t. What you are saying is that 
politicians realise the power of the program. That should have set the 
producers’ alarm bells ringing. And, the other thing is that people who 
want to watch music videos don’t want to be bothered with politicians. 
They may be political in their other lives but this isn’t political (Wooller, 
interview, 2014). 
Just to have them on because there is an election is ridiculous…It is 
taking away from the essence of rage (Moore, interview, 2014).  
That sucked. That sucked so hard. That sucked so deeply that it choked 
on its own sucking. Yes. I did see that. Shame, shame, shame ABC. Have 
a bloody good look at yourself; wrong; incorrect (Perkins, interview, 
2014). 
Hawcroft says she understands why the issue was so divisive, and why people were 
upset and concerned. However, she says that the controversy had certain benefits.  
Some people probably saw it as a real invasion because it is kind of a 
musician’s space… But, it gave rage a real boost in terms of people 
remembering that it existed. It was kind of weird and funny and 
awkward. So that’s some of the best things about rage sometimes is that 
weird, funny awkwardness and that had it in spades… It was a good 
profile boost for the show. It got a lot of press and that I think is a good 
thing to remind people every so often that this program exists and even if 
that pisses off your kind of diehard music fans I think you’ve got to do 
that sometimes (Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
Koh passionately defends his decision to have politicians as hosts. During 
discussions about rage, Koh is clearly willing to strongly defend his positions and to 
argue for what he thinks is right for the program. In many ways, Koh and I are in 
furious agreement about the program. However, we also strongly disagree on certain 
issues, and we are both willing to argue our points. rage’s program makers tend to 
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argue, that this is as it should be. Tough and passionate program makers, supporters 
and defenders are, arguably, what all ABC programs need. Program participants, past 
and present, argue that passion, devotion and tenacity are appropriate and necessary 
characteristics among rage’s producers (FitzGerald, interview, 2013; Lewis, 
interview, 2013; Martin, interview, 2013). The dominant view, among the 
interviewees, is that those who are passionate, and willing to fight for rage, are more 
likely to deliver a program that resonates with audiences. As Robinson argues, 
emotion and passion will tend to be “palpable on the other end of the broadcast” 
(Robinson, interview, 2013). Koh asserts that to do the job well, is to stand up and 
fight for rage (Koh, interview, 2014). 
A	new	site		
According to Koh, one of his most significant fights has been about building the 
program’s online presence.  
We have been really under-facilitated, really under-serviced in terms of 
our online presence, I feel, and even now, I feel like that is, maybe, still 
the case (Koh, interview, 2014). 
During 2014, the relaunch of the rage website was one of Koh’s main priorities. He 
expresses affection for the program’s original online incarnation, preferring the first 
site, launched in the 1990s, to the second version, relaunched in the 2000s, but he 
feels that whether online or onscreen, the rage entity should reflect a mix of what is 
fresh and contemporary with classic, retro elements (ibid).  
Hopefully, the new site will do right (ibid). 
In mid-2014, the site was relaunched (rage/ABC, 2014b), with a redesigned look and 
new features, including online video submission (rage/ABC, 2014c). On this third 
site incarnation, the ABC1 logo is prominent at the top of the homepage, and the new 
site, in contrast to the previous two incarnations, seems to communicate that this is 
the ABC’s site about the program, rather than being rage’s site. The new site was 
launched with a graphic that proclaimed:  “27 years of music videos”. The third 
incarnation featured a clean and simple design, impactful fonts, white backgrounds, 
and an emphasis on images of musicians and on featured videos. The new homepage 
was dominated by large images promoting the week’s Special/or Guest Programmer, 
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the clip of the week, and indie of the week, and by links to playlists, specials and 
guests. The site’s homepage also directed users to “catch up” with rage on the ABC 
iview service, to download the rage iphone app [application] and to shop for rage 
releases at the ABC Shop. The third site was light, bright and colourful and, as such, 
is markedly different from the middle-of-the-night design aesthetic common to the 
two earlier incarnations. The prominent rage logos are the principal way that the 
third incarnation still managed to scream ‘rage’. 
The 2014 relaunched site reflected rage as it had become in the 2010s. On the 
‘Submissions’ page of the relaunched site, it was made evident that having your 
music video played on the program had become more challenging in the 2010s than 
it ever was in the past. The site announced:  
Rage plays a wide selection of music videos across different genres, from 
major label artists to the fiercely independent. We welcome quality video 
submissions from all current artists (rage/ABC, 2014c, “Submissions”).  
However, those planning to submit videos were warned to “be realistic”, to be aware 
of issues of quality, and to realise that they face tough competition for airplay (ibid). 
A significant departure was the absence of a forum or guestbook within the site. The 
program’s community was instead directed to “connect” with rage via Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Tumblr (rage/ABC, 2014b). The Program, on the 
new site, in 2014, certainly appeared as less participatory than it was in the 1980s, 
1990s, or 2000s. However, what was evident was that the principal specificities had 
continued, that anyone could still submit a video and have an opportunity to have it 
played, and that a rage community, now communicating within spaces such as 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, still existed.     
rage:	fast	forward	
When I started it, I wanted it to be unrelenting. I did have this thought in 
the back of my head that once it started, if it was a success, I could see 
that it could basically never finish (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
rage’s actual potential to continue into the late 2010s or into the 2020s is, of course, 
unknown. It appears to have a continued relevance as a curator, collector of playlists, 
music site, and music television program. Its power and influence have waned since 
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the 1980s and 1990s, but it continues to be viewed as venerable, respected, and 
loved.   
People love it. But, it’s funny. I don’t know if so many people love it and 
still watch it. But, there’s definitely nostalgia for it. There’s also, I think 
people like that passive experience of just sitting there, in whatever state 
you are in, watching it on the couch. It’s not like, you know, now, people 
can search clips but it’s much more active, and it’s ‘choose your own 
adventure’. But, sometimes you don’t want to choose your own 
adventure. You want someone to show you something that you don’t 
know (Hawcroft, interview, 2014). 
Everyone talks about rage. Everyone loves it. But, it’s sort of like 
Woodstock for me (Conroy, Gannon, interview, 2014).  
The ratings, according to Conroy, have always been, and remain, respectable and 
consistent though not stellar (ibid). However, consistent ratings are an interesting 
achievement for a venerable cultural entity.  
With the move to multi-channelling and Foxtel and the internet and 
everything, you would have thought that our numbers potentially would 
have dropped… Now there are so many more options but the numbers 
have not dropped (ibid).  
rage, as Gannon Conroy confirms, survives because it retains an acceptably-sized 
audience. To Paddy Conroy: 
If you’ve got something that fills time, that people love and it doesn’t 
cost much, you are there forever; a magic formula for television (Conroy, 
Paddy, interview, 2013).  
A generation apart, Paddy Conroy, former ABC TV Director of Television, and his 
son, Production Manager Gannon Conroy, express differing views about rage. Paddy 
Conroy speaks of television “magic” and “love” (Conroy, Paddy, interview, 2013). 
Gannon Conroy is more pragmatic.  
The ABC, we won’t pull things as quickly as a commercial channel. 
That’s the difference. We have more of an investment in the program and 
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in many cases we would have nothing else to put there anyway (Conroy, 
Gannon, interview, 2014). 
To Shrimpton:  
Sitting where it does, it’s just sort of ‘out of sight, out of mind’, and then, 
if it’s not there, what else do you do? I think that successful controllers 
have a far more on their mind with programming prime time, so they, I 
think that they, are just as happy to have it there, thank you very much 
(Shrimpton, interview, 2013).  
To English:  
It’s almost like they [the ABC] forgot it was there. They just let it get 
away with itself. It didn’t really cause too much controversy. At three 
o’clock in the morning you could put on naughty things and nobody 
really complained... It was overnight. It didn’t really get itself in too 
much trouble. I’m sure the ABC was busy concentrating on News and 
Current Affairs and things like that and it [rage] was just going on and 
they didn’t really know much about it (English, interview, 2014). 
As seems appropriate within the context of what has been revealed within this 
history, the final words from interviewees, within this final narrative chapter, are 
about affection, reputation, durability, reliability, and consistency.  
It’s amazing that rage is still going. That it hasn’t changed very much is 
arguably why it’s stayed. It’s reliably consistent (O’Donnell, interview, 
2013).  
There is a lot to be said for something that was absolutely simple in its 
charter right from the word ‘go’ and which hasn’t deviated and doesn’t 
need to (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
It has just got huge regard from music fans in Australia (Kingsmill, 
interview, 2014).  
It [rage] is just one of those things that have never been fucked with and 
for that sake alone people still love it. I’ll go back to it if I’m up because 
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I can and I want to relive my teenage youth and kids will watch it 
because it’s there. It’s part of us (Caught, interview, 2013). 
rage, after more than a quarter of a century, is part of our cultural fabric; it is part of 
us; it is our rage.  
rage	refracted		
This rage narrative, as refracted through my personal and individual lens, as told 
within the narrative chapters of this thesis, is one that traces the experience of a 
creative worker involved in the making of rage. My narrative speaks to my particular 
feelings, viewpoints, and theories about the program but I do not stand alone within 
this work. My voice has been joined by the voices of the interview participants and 
together we have presented the program’s history, its production culture and its inner 
world, described a cultural entity, and communicated a sense of that entity’s cultural 
significance, and its role within Australia’s musical life.  
The discussion chapter that follows represents combined “cultural sense-making” 
(Caldwell, 2008, 14 - 19). Within this discussion I will consider what knowledge has 
emerged from this research, and endeavour to make sense of rage. 
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Chapter	5		
Discussion:	Making	sense	of	rage	
Introduction	
The key research questions explored within this thesis relate to rage’s history and to 
the program’s significance and role. Three key questions have been addressed: What 
has been the history of rage as a program and a cultural entity? What has been the 
cultural significance of rage? How did rage create a shift within the music industry 
ecology of Australia? In addressing these questions this study has contributed a fuller 
account of rage as a program and a cultural entity, illuminated its cultural 
significance, explained its role in creating a shift within our music industry ecology, 
offered rage knowledge, and demonstrated why the program represents a 
theoretically suggestive entity.  
Prior to this research endeavour, rage has largely existed within a fragmented 
narrative. A rage thread has been woven within our collective Australian cultural 
psyche; the program is part of our musical and cultural fabric. However, its history, 
production culture, inner workings, and the finer details regarding its program 
specificities, have largely remained, much like the program, somewhat hidden. What 
has this research endeavour revealed about rage and its significance and role? 
In quantitative terms, rage is a measurably significant television program. It is 
Australia’s longest-running music video program, an entity that has been on air for 
more than a quarter of a century and has generated more than 25,000 hours of music 
television programming. It is self-evident that rage is a significant artefact arising out 
of Australian public broadcasting; the many years on air, and the immense number of 
programming hours that it has amassed, provide confirmation of this, within 
themselves. The program is important simply because of its longevity and 
programming abundance.  
In qualitative terms, that which the program represents, signifies and reveals, what it 
is as a cultural entity, and what it means within our culture, has been less clear. 
Against the volumes of criticism generated by MTV, scholarly references to rage 
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have generally been fleeting, and the scholarly narrative fragmented; rage has largely 
tended to proceed in an unexamined manner (with the exception of Giuffre’s and 
Hancock’s contributions and the references within the scholarly works of 
Stockbridge and Breen). A full examination of the program’s long journey, and a 
detailed analysis of its significance and role, has previously been left undone, leaving 
it to exist within that aforementioned fragmented narrative, and to remain somewhat 
mysterious. The program has largely existed within the late-night and early-morning 
shadows. Here, it has emerged from those shadows.  
Brief	outline	of	the	preceding	chapters	and	this	chapter		
Within the preceding chapters of this thesis, the introductory chapter has 
contextualised the program and introduced the research project, Chapter 1 has 
examined the literature, identified the research gap, and contextualised the research, 
and Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the narrative chapters, have functioned to present rage’s 
journey through its various decades, and to illuminate its history, as a program, and 
as a cultural entity.  
The narrative chapters have presented the history, from a production insider’s 
perspective, revealing the creation, development, and evolution of the program. 
During its formative years, within its first decade, rage evolved as a program, and 
emerged as an entity with cultural significance, and an influential role within 
Australia’s musical life.  
The narrative chapters have traced the history of rage. In the late 1980s it emerged 
and survived as a convenient, economical, host-less program; in the 1990s it built its 
reputation and became more accepted internally as a ‘real’ and distinctive ABC 
program, developed its essential specificities including its Guest Programmers, 
established itself as a brand and an online presence, converted to digital technology, 
relocated within the ABC at Gore Hill, and adapted to new production contexts; in 
the 2000s it moved more fully into the digital age, ‘collocated’ with ABC Radio at 
ABC Ultimo, and struggled to maintain its specific identity and culture within a more 
corporate ABC environment; in the 2010s it has continued to endure, with a 
restructured production model and a reshaped editorial approach, but with its 
essential program specificities and identity intact. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have presented 
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this history, examined rage as an exhibition platform, cultural contributor, musical 
supporter and influence, shared space for the celebration of music and music video, 
and music community, and traced rage’s cultural significance, and its role within our 
musical life, including its role in creating a shift in our music industry ecology (by 
providing direct access to national media exposure, in a pre-internet era, for virtually 
all aspiring contributors, including emerging, unknown, independent musicians).  
This narrative has also documented the experience of being involved in the creative 
labour of making rage. In particular, the pages of the narrative have traced the years 
of my life that I spent involved in making rage, and in making sense of rage. While 
spending so many hours in darkened rooms and edit suites, programming music 
videos, creating musical flows, searching for perfect segues, filming and editing 
Guest Programmers, crafting specials, and overseeing the program, I was also 
involved in making sense of what it was that I was making, and of why I was making 
it. Within rage’s production sphere, among its program makers, issues related to the 
program’s role, influence, persistent specificities, cultural significance, reputation, 
and legacy, did not go unexamined. Film and television practitioners are not only 
involved in cultural production, they are also involved in “cultural sense-making” 
(Caldwell, 2008, 14). The worlds of film and television theorists and practitioners are 
not actually so far apart. Those involved in cultural production are also involved in 
examining, analysing and explaining what they make, and why they make it. Making 
rage involved being conscious of the program’s history, place, role, significance and 
meaning; it regularly involved “cultural sense-making” (ibid).   
Narrative, information, ideas, observations, and theories combine within this thesis, 
which acts as an expression of the ‘cultural sense-making’ of participants and key 
players. In essence, combined ‘cultural sense-making’ is what this study represents. 
The narrator, and the interview participants, have all played their part within the 
story of how the program has been made, and of how it has managed to survive. The 
research participants have contributed to our understanding of what the program has 
meant, and means, and what it was, and is. Various voices and presences have 
commingled within the telling of the program’s story. Together, creator, producers, 
programmers, production staff and associates, key ABC players, music industry 
players, and musicians have combined within, and contributed to, the narrative 
chapters, and to this thesis.  
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This discussion chapter encapsulates and explicates this study’s combined ‘cultural 
sense-making’, and the essential ideas about the program that have emerged from the 
research process, extending these ideas and ‘sense-making’ into rage knowledge. 
Within this discussion chapter, as with the narrative chapters, the voice of the 
narrator is accompanied by the voices of the interview participants. We speak 
together for, and about, the program, thereby enriching the discussion, and further 
elucidating rage.   
The	meaning	and	essence	of	rage	
Within the contexts of popular music, music television, television and media in 
Australia, the word ‘rage’ tends to immediately evoke the specific and distinctive 
entity that is the rage program.  Rob Hirst from Midnight Oil asserts that, for him, 
the word ‘rage’ will always, and forever, evoke the television program.  
Absolutely; it will never be anything else (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
For me personally, the word ‘rage’ is, not surprisingly, intensely evocative; I can 
never hear the word without thinking of the program. The word, already a powerful 
one, resonates whenever I hear it, or read it, because of my personal, biographical, 
professional, intellectual, and emotional connection with rage, the cultural and 
production entity.  
What does rage mean? For me, rage means passion for music and music video. From 
my standpoint, as someone who has been a key participant, the program is an 
expression of passion for music and music video; it represents a music community 
built around that passion; a passionate interest in music and music video is a key 
commonality between program makers and fans of the program. rage is a cultural 
site within which people learn about what is new in music and music video, 
experience a variety of music videos, encounter and know musicians, enrich their 
knowledge of music, music video and musicians, collectively celebrate music and 
music video, and are entertained. Celebrating music videos and sharing them with its 
community are core functions of the program. The program makers aim to provide a 
place for the audience to occupy in order to celebrate and share. As English argues, 
when rage arrived in Australia it represented an expanded version of socialising and 
networking in a “cool record store” (English, interview, 2014). 
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rage functions as a place for music fans to congregate. The entity at the centre of this 
place communicates passion and ‘fandom’ and, therefore, it tends to ignite 
corresponding reactions within those who gather within the program’s community 
space. rage is made in order to entertain, inform and communicate, and to contribute 
to Australia’s musical life. As has been evident within the interviews with program 
makers, the program has been created, shaped, produced and programmed by makers 
who are music fans; the program makers have tended to appreciate music, and to care 
about, and value, music and music video. They have made, and continue to make, a 
program that primarily represents cultural expression and contribution. 
As Grierson asserts, the roles and motivations of an entity like rage and an entity like 
MTV are markedly different (Grierson, interview, 2013). These two cultural entities 
represent contradistinctive elements. MTV, as a commercial entity, is driven by 
commercial imperatives, such as profit, prominence, expansion, competitive 
innovation, and brand dominance within a global marketplace. rage, as a public 
broadcasting entity, is driven by more utopian motivations revolving around ideas 
about cultural contribution, musical celebration, and community, support of musical 
artists, participation, integrity, and authenticity. rage’s brand virtues and defining 
attributes have factored into its reputation as an authentic and classic cultural 
product. However, this devotion to what its creator describes as “the idea of rage” 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013) and the desire of the program makers to maintain the 
program’s original essence, to retain its defining features, and to keep it simple and 
minimal, have meant that it has tended to remain “the same as it ever was”.  
Same as it ever was...Same as it ever was...Same as it ever was... 
Same as it ever was...Same as it ever was...Same as it ever was... 
Same as it ever was...Same as it ever was... 
                                               Talking Heads “Once in a Lifetime”  
                                (Talking Heads, 1981). 
The placing of emphasis on values such as consistency, reliability, simplicity and 
authenticity has functioned to keep rage contained, local and limited. Ambitious 
aspirations, brand expansion, provocative innovation: these elements have not been 
in play within rage’s history. There has been a tendency towards keeping rage within 
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defined limits, separate and controlled, as a means of protecting its essence and 
identity. This tendency can be viewed as either a virtue or a limitation. There have 
been various elements in play, with the concept of maintaining the ‘idea of rage’ 
uppermost, but certain undercurrents - including inertia, fear of change, fear of 
failure, anxiety about the potential loss of audience affection, limitations imposed by 
the PSB model, and uneasiness about the ABC’s commitment to the program – have 
arguably lurked beneath the surface of rage, and influenced the nature of its journey. 
The program makers have not tended to put the program at risk by experimenting 
with the brand in any significant way. This has allowed for classic consistency to 
dominate, and factored into its endurance but, arguably, the price that has been paid 
for this consistency is inertia, and a resulting failure to expand, innovate or 
transform. As the program’s activities have not involved a focus on achieving 
transformation, building brand dominance and media prominence, or negotiating to 
acquire more power, rage has tended to stay in its place.     
The	rage	within	us	
rage has been remarkably consistent over its decades on air, and during those 
decades, largely due to that unusual consistency and recognisability, it has succeeded 
in penetrating the Australian consciousness and becoming a part of who we are, and 
who we were. Our rage has remained the same but within that sameness it has 
retained its cultural place; it has represented a colourful, consistent and durable 
thread within the fabric of our musical life, culture, and collective psyche. 
It’s been a really important part of the music and of the fabric of the 
Australian music industry; and it has become part of our psyche; and, it 
informs and inspires and excites artists and, therefore, becomes part of 
our culture (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
rage, which began as a very low-budget, minimal music video program, became an 
award-winning, credible and influential cultural entity, and eventually became ‘good 
old rage’, the long-running program that continues to inspire affection, has, as a 
function of its many years on air, its consistency, cultural role and contribution, 
become an embedded Australian cultural entity. rage can be viewed as Australia’s 
own music video program, partly because it emerges from the ABC, our public 
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broadcaster, but also because its emphasis has been on the collective appreciation 
and celebration of music and music video.  
Music is made by musicians to be shared; it is all about shared experience. rage’s 
audience, collectively, enter its music community to participate in an Australian 
celebration of music and music video. Just as viewers of Canada’s MuchMusic 
channel are “invited to participate in a collective celebration of popular music and 
musical life in Canada” (Pegley, 2008, 44), rage’s audience are invited to participate 
in the music community, and the collective celebration of music and music video, 
that is our rage, Australia’s most-established music video program. rage, as Giuffre 
argues, is an “institution” for Australian television audiences and musicians (Giuffre, 
2011, 8). 
The audience, the program makers, the music industry, and the ABC, are all 
benefiting from the program’s existence.  The audience participates in the collective 
enjoyment of the musical and cultural service that it offers. Its program makers, who 
have generally been passionate fans of music and music video, are given the 
opportunity to submerge themselves in music video’s world, and to communicate 
that passion to an audience. The ABC derives a number of benefits: rage conforms to 
ABC criteria by being an economical, convenient program that retains audience 
affection and aligns with the charter, it involves musicians as key program players, it 
inspires musicians, and it supports Australian music.  
The	elements	of	rage	
rage was created as a solution to a scheduling problem, initially inconsequential in 
its own right, aimed at cheaply filling ABC TV’s overnight schedule. However, its 
creator had wanted and hoped for more. FitzGerald had wanted the program to be 
distinctive, to succeed, to survive, and to have significance, but he had never 
anticipated that it could or would be so tenacious, nor had he anticipated that it 
would be an influential and enduring presence within Australian music television’s 
history (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). FitzGerald’s rage evolved into Australia’s 
rage, an entity with a distinctive place in our cultural zeitgeist.  
rage’s simplicity, minimalism, host-less, absent-presence presentation, and 
distinctive program elements were driven by economic realities and the production 
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context but, to FitzGerald, these characteristics turned out to be “the secret of the 
show” (ibid). With its accompanying screams of ‘rage’, the program was created and 
designed to be distinctive. However, the screams are not the only feature functioning 
to make it singular and idiosyncratic. The distinctive features - its personality, 
character and identity, its host-less nature (other than when Guest 
Programmers/musicians as hosts engage with its audience), the programming style, 
the attitude to music video, the combination of new and retro, the Guest 
Programmers, and the consistent dedication to simplicity, minimalism and the music 
video form – are persistent specificities. rage itself, and the screams, the logo, titles, 
breakers, and the guest couch, are viewed as iconic, and they have a perceivably 
embedded place within Australian popular culture.  
I think the logo now is emblazoned in our minds and of course the couch 
is… I think they are iconic things without anyone trying too hard to make 
them iconic; I think that it’s just that the years have reinforced them. The 
sheer weight of years, I think, has reinforced that these are important 
icons in Australian culture (O’Donnell, interview, 2013). 
Who	is	rage?		
The program’s audience knows who rage is; rage’s personality is open, subversive, 
brash, loud, unruly, and freewheeling. Its character is a product of its public 
broadcasting context and is essentially non-commercial, inclusive, democratic, and 
marked by devotion to, and knowledge about, music and music video, and a sense of 
non-commercial authenticity and integrity. Its identity revolves around what it does 
and what it is: it is simple, minimal, garage music television that is consistent and 
classic, that is intensely focused on music and music video, and that presents and 
programs music video in a distinctive manner.  
It’s got a personality and a voice. It’s a little bit punk in its ethos but 
clever and smart. It’s like the smart kid that likes to be naughty. It does 
have a purpose but it makes fun of shit as well. It’s got a personality and 
it’s really hard to describe why it does, when it’s actually just a stream of 
videos following each other, but it is such a robust brand. People who 
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know it know what that brand is… You know when you are watching 
rage (Caught, interview, 2013). 
With no program presenter to engender rage with their particular personality, 
character and identity, the program’s specificities, those intrinsic to its particular 
context, those created from the beginning, and those that evolved later, have 
functioned to generate a sense of rage having a distinctive and consistent personality, 
character, and identity. The absence of a regular host has functioned to create a space 
for rage’s own evolving personality, character and identity to occupy.  
I just loved that it didn’t have a host, there was no agenda, you know, 
there was no ‘dicky’ person out the front pushing their own agenda. It 
was just the program and the music videos that spoke for themselves 
(English, interview, 2014). 
Within the rage context, the absent-presence approach has created an emphasis on 
the music programming, on the curatorial function of the program, and on the 
concept that the entity is a personality, within itself. The absent-presence format 
means that the program’s personality is not anchored; it is dispersed across 
everything that carries the rage name and logo. rage is absent a presenter and, within 
that absence, the program’s logo, and the personality, character and identity which 
that logo represents, dominates.  It is the core identity, shaped by the creator and 
program makers, represented by the logo, and bolstered by the other iconic elements 
– the scream, titles, breakers and guest couch - that resonates. The absent-presence 
approach has functioned to imbue the program with a resilient identity; the approach 
has fortified the program against fashion and the cult of personality. 
rage’s logo represents an ongoing collective celebration, a conversation about music, 
and new music, and an intimate and continuing connection with musicians. It offers a 
conversation and this conversation is with an entity that exhibits a distinctive 
personality, character, and identity. rage is a cultural entity that represents passion 
for music, appreciation and respect for music video, connection with musicians, and 
music knowledge, judgement, selection and guidance. Since 1987, rage has 
functioned as a guide through new music, new music video, alternative and 
mainstream music’s history, and the evolution of the music video form.  
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rage is a musical guide and its core function is programming and presenting music 
and music video, for its audience, as a service and as a cultural contribution. The 
program strips that function down to its minimal core and concentrates its focus.  
It is the only format like that. With every other program, even those on 
public radio and those on dear old ‘Aunty ABC’, you are constantly 
diverted or distracted by some other agenda. The only agenda that we 
could ever draw from rage was the music and the clips and how 
inventive and how compelling that combination could be when it works 
beautifully together (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
The program’s core business is music video but rage, it is clear, is far from being a 
business; rage is not a brand in the way that MTV is a brand. The rage logo is not 
globally recognisable as synonymous with music video. It does not represent 
powerful commercial success. The program’s logo does, however, communicate a 
distinctively Australian cultural identity. It also represents Caldwell’s ideal brand 
elements: consistency, recognisability, quality, “holistic identity” and “distinct 
personality” (Caldwell, 2008, 245).  
The rage logo communicates an identity; it is about music, music video and public 
broadcasting rather than commercial imperatives. This cultural entity’s central, 
driving purpose is not commercial; its central driving purpose is cultural 
contribution; its logo represents a cultural identity.  
Perceptions	of	good	work:	creative	labour	and	the	love	of	rage	
This thesis has contributed to creative labour and production culture research by 
adding to the discussions sparked by Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) and Caldwell 
(2008) about the experiential aspects of creative labour, perceptions of good and bad 
work within the creative labour context, the nature of film and television production 
cultures, reflexivity within film and television production, and cultural sense-making. 
The reason I have documented my own personal and professional journey through 
the rage territory is to illuminate the experience of being part of its production 
culture, and the experience of creative labour within this particular music television, 
ABC, and public broadcasting context. This particular insider approach, combined 
with participant interviews, has added to the discussion on the attitudes of creative 
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workers to their creative products, and to their working environments. It has served 
to communicate a sense of the attitude of this group of creative workers towards the 
cultural product that is rage. It is evident that this idiosyncratic music television 
iteration represents “good work”, as defined by Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011, 25 
– 51), among its production participants. Making rage has represented involvement 
in producing a cultural product that its production workers have viewed as being a 
worthwhile cultural contribution  
As has been evident within the research interviews, the members of rage’s 
production and programming community tend towards a sense of emotional 
connection with, and towards expressing emotional responses to, the program. They 
communicate a sense of caring about rage and they discuss it using words such as 
devotion, respect, care, passion, and love. Interviewees have suggested that the fact 
that the program makers have passionately cared about rage has factored into the 
audience’s response to the program (FitzGerald, interview, 2013; Lewis, interview, 
2013; Martin, interview, 2013; Koh, interview, 2014). 
rage has understandably tended to attract program makers who are passionate about 
music video, and who seek to share that passion, appreciation, and enthusiasm. 
Music and music videos evoke emotion and reaction; rage too evokes emotion and 
reaction; it provides a music and music video experience, and it takes its audience on 
an aural, visual, sensual, and emotional journey. rage was created to present music 
for its viewers/listeners; to provide a musical service to its audience. The program 
makers have cared about sharing music, exhibiting a cultural form, being a musical 
guide and companion, and facilitating a relationship between audience and 
musicians. Many program participants express a sense of love for rage. 
From the perspective of being a professional working on it, I don’t think 
it is strange at all [to love rage]. I think it is great to get to work on 
something you can be really passionate about; something with integrity. 
It feels good to know that you are putting something good out there 
(D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
The program makers have generally felt affection for the program, and have tended 
to be devoted to it, and this has factored into the creation of a wider sense of 
affection among musicians, music industry key players, critics, fans, and the general 
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public. The love of the program makers for the show has been a factor in the 
program’s unusual longevity. It is apparent that staff longevity has impacted on the 
program’s level of consistency and it is likely that the presence of long-term, devoted 
producers has factored into consistency, durability and longevity.  
I think that [staff longevity] is important because it keeps continuity. It 
keeps the consistency. You also know the program so well. You know 
the audience so well. You know the feedback so well. You know what 
really cuts through and what doesn’t cut through. I think the experience 
that you build up over a period of time of being in a position like that 
makes you smarter at your job and also more in tune with your audience. 
So, I think that [staff longevity] has been, I would agree that that’s been, 
a big part of the success of the program as well (Kingsmill, interview, 
2014). 
rage’s key players tend to argue that the program is at its best when it is made by 
program makers who love the program and who are passionately interested in music 
and music video.  
It [rage] should be created by passionate music fans (Wooller, interview, 
2014). 
I think the show needs to be loved from the inside.  And, then, when that 
love, and that passion is in there, then it comes out, and people will love 
it. It’s just the way it is. People can tell when you don’t necessarily care 
about it, when not much love has gone into it. It can’t just be there to fill 
a void (Martin, interview, 2013).  
As Koh argues:  
The show is best served by producers who take it personally (Koh, 
interview, 2014). 
Kingsmill, Lawrence and D’Souza argue that the combined rage program makers 
represent a relatively small group of people who have collectively had a significant 
effect on Australia’s musical life. In the absence of a presenter, it is the program 
makers who occupy that absence, and shape the program. Within that absent-
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presence model, over the many years the program has aired, the producers and 
programmers have played a significant role in shaping, not just the program, but also 
its cultural place, influence, and reputation. 
It’s a small team that put it together. When you think about how many 
hours of television it is covering, it is incredible… When you think about 
it, it would have to have racked up the most number of hours of any 
program on Australian television (D’Souza, interview, 2014). 
For a team of three or four people to produce something that spans the 
entire blackout part of the weekend, from Friday night to Saturday, 
Saturday night and Sunday through to dawn, is an achievement; it is quite 
an achievement that it has been running for so long with such a small 
team (Lawrence, interview, 2014).  
It is a lot of programming; twenty hours a weekend; a lot of content 
(Kingsmill, interview, 2014). 
The enormous amount of music programming presented, and the sheer volume of 
music videos exhibited, and of musicians featured, means that rage has contributed 
substantially to Australia’s musical life. The programming team plays a specific 
cultural role in promoting new music and new artists, supporting Australian music, 
and contributing to popular culture.  
They don’t get the credit that d-jays might get or that other people might 
get… It’s been a hugely important role for cultural reasons (Kingsmill, 
interview, 2014).  
The program makers have tended to be passionate about music, deeply interested in 
communicating that passion to their audience, and essentially committed to “the idea 
of rage” (FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
The thing that I had, and Stephanie had, and you had, was absolute 
devotion to the idea (ibid). 
It was my best job ever because it was from the heart. I would put in 
really long, late hours but it wasn’t work. It was what I loved doing. It 
was my life (Lewis, interview, 2013). 
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rage’s program makers have tended to feel affection for, and loyalty to, the program, 
and have focused their attention on letting rage be rage, on keeping it contained and 
authentic, on allowing it to function as its classic, essential self (with its distinctive 
personality, character and identity intact and its garage television origins and 
elements dominant). Providing a distinctive, entertaining, informative, diverse, 
pluralistic, well-programmed musical service to Australia has been the core 
motivation, the core role of the program makers, and the core ‘idea of rage’. Program 
participants have tended to perceive this as a valuable cultural contribution and thus 
they have viewed rage as representing creative labour that is ‘good work’.  
rage	within	the	ABC	
rage, as far as its program makers have always been concerned, exists to bring new 
and interesting music and music video to its viewers, to be a musical guide and 
advisor, to facilitate a conversation about music, and to provide a place for music 
fans to gather. To its program makers it has tended to be first and foremost rage, the 
music program, not rage, the ABC program.  
rage is a product of 1980s Australia, of Australian public broadcasting, and of the 
ABC. More specifically it is a product of the Arts, Entertainment and Comedy group 
within ABC TV at Gore Hill, in 1987. The program emerged from this context and 
was shaped by this ABC of the late 1980s.  
An ABC that was able to embrace an incredible range of different ideas 
and was generous and allowed things to happen on air, many of which 
should never have ever got there, but it was exciting that they might, and 
good things would actually win through. Therefore, I would probably 
argue that, in terms of the long view, that it was a product of a whole 
generation, if not two or three, of people who, by and large, thought of 
themselves first and foremost as broadcasters, and who had an ethic and a 
perspective and a little naughtiness and wickedness buried in them all 
somewhere, and that kind of melting pot, for want of another cliché, is 
what produced the culture that would allow rage to be the answer to ‘we 
are going to do programs all night, how do we get from there to there?’ 
rage. It’s fantastic (Robinson, interview, 2013). 
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Yet, even within this ABC TV of 1987, rage was an island, a separate production 
culture. It was somewhat of an anomaly and its workings only tended to be 
understood by its active participants. The program has tended to be: a production 
world all of its own; a community separate from the rest of ABC TV; a production 
culture distinguished by having its own way of doing things. Despite some incursions 
by the ABC’s corporate “suits”, incursions such as those that Caldwell has described 
(Caldwell, 2008), the program has mostly continued as it started, connected yet 
separate.  
During rage’s years on air, the ABC has had a turbulent history and the program has 
not been unaffected by political factors, budget crises, industrial upheavals, internal 
disruptions, changes of regime, factional disagreements, and ABC dramas.  
It is an organisation [the ABC] that is made for melodrama (Boland, 
interview, 2014).  
Among the culture of unrest and turbulence, its program makers have tended to try to 
focus on simply making rage. Despite the program makers’ strong sense of 
separateness, it has been inevitable that the changes to the macro-cultural production 
cultures of global media, Australian media, Australian television, and the ABC, have 
been reflected in the micro-cultural production culture of rage. At times these 
disruptions and changes of regime affected my perception of my creative work 
within the ABC. I have documented my personal experience and perspective to 
illustrate how changes in management regimes and overall organisational philosophy 
and culture can reshape the experience of creative workers. At times, for me, the 
ABC experience represented “bad work” as defined by Hesmondhalgh and Baker 
(2011); it was marked by some of the features that they have identified as elements 
of bad work, including insecurity, powerlessness, isolation, overwork and self-doubt 
(Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, 17).   
Caldwell has discussed how macro forces can impact micro-cultural production 
cultures (Caldwell, 2008). Clearly, the changes within the wider television, media, 
and ABC culture, and changes of management regimes and approaches, have had an 
impact on rage. The program has been an anomaly, a separate world, in many ways, 
but its production culture has reflected the varying ABC cultures surrounding the 
successive ABC Managing Directors in the years from 1987 to 2015. The way that 
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the program has functioned has reflected the different environments of David Hill’s 
ABC, Brian Johns’ ABC, Jonathan Shier’s ABC, Russell Balding’s ABC and Mark 
Scott’s ABC. During each of these management eras, with their specific cultures and 
varied priorities, all ABC programs have been affected to some extent by wider ABC 
alterations, and the production activity, staffing, organisation and culture of programs 
have inevitably been influenced and altered.  
The ABC context has shaped rage, events within the ABC have affected it, and 
disrupted its journey at times, but, in essence, the program has largely continued on a 
consistent, self-determined course, always exhibiting difference and separateness 
within the ABC. This rogue program, rushed onto the air, and beginning its journey 
by operating outside of the usual ABC TV procedures and systems, has continually 
stood apart. As its key players observe, it is separate and distinct culture; it is an 
island within the ABC.  This rage island, this unique territory, has generally been 
protected, fought for, and maintained. For me, rage itself has always been an entity 
that symbolised ‘good work’, despite the turmoil that may have surrounded it at 
times. It has also been made evident, by production participant interviewees, that 
despite the difficulties and challenges that have been encountered throughout the 
program’s history, the making of rage has largely represented ‘good work’ to its key 
program makers. The richness of the experience, and the sense of cultural 
contribution, combined with creative satisfaction, has translated to a sense that 
making rage represents worthwhile creative labour.  
This research has looked at the challenges of work, and of workplace survival, within 
the changing and challenging environments of music television, media, broadcast, 
and public broadcasting within the late 20th and early 21st centuries. It has revealed 
that rage’s program makers have often had to struggle to make and maintain their 
program. rage has existed within an environment of ABC drama, difficulty and 
challenge. Within this environment, the priorities of managers and makers have 
tended to be in conflict; the story of rage is one that includes within it the ongoing 
tensions within the ABC between makers and managers. Inglis, Dempster and 
Molomby have given us the sense of an ABC that has too often been a cultural site 
marked by a tension between management and program makers; a tension between 
those who run the institution, and oversee its structure and policy, and those who run 
and produce programs (Inglis, 2006; Dempster, 2000; Molomby 1991). rage has 
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been surrounded by ABC drama and conflict at many times during its history but it 
has largely stayed in the far corners and in the shadows, fighting its battles for 
resources and respect, and to defend its place in the ABC, its standards, identity and 
legacy, as larger, more conspicuous ABC fires burned around it.  
rage, within the ABC, has largely continued as it began: separate, misunderstood, 
relatively low-priority, economical, convenient, and useful. It developed and evolved 
within the ABC at Gore Hill and then it endured within the ABC at Ultimo. rage, 
created by FitzGerald, shaped by Lewis, then maintained by its other program 
makers, has endured as a relatively intact cultural entity, retaining its essential 
identity. The influence of FitzGerald and Lewis remains and the program, 
essentially, remains the same entity that FitzGerald and Lewis created and shaped. 
rage has made its mark and that mark is now indelible.  
It [rage] has already made its own mark and it is what it is (Wooller, 
interview, 2014). 
After carving out a place within the ABC, and then keeping a low-profile, fulfilling 
its expected role, and enduring and surviving, rage remains - and is what it is.  
rage	within	its	(exhibition	and	delivery)	context	
rage, with its continual, singular focus on music video, has a distinctive place within 
the music video sphere, within which MTV has remained the most distinctive and 
dominant reference point. The dominant cultural significance and resonance of 
MTV, on a global level, is palpable and undeniable. Globally, the MTV logo will 
always be strongly associated with the so called 1980s and 1990s ‘golden age’ for 
music video. As Pegley has noted, “scholars have recognised that its [MTV’s] 
cultural power has become ubiquitous” (Pegley, 2008, 2). MTV has effectively 
claimed global cultural ownership of the idea of music television and music video. 
rage could never have the immense global reach, global significance, and significant 
budget, of MTV but rage, like Canada’s MuchMusic, is a valid and revealing music 
video/music television context. Pegley argues that, “MuchMusic has carved out a 
unique site within our cultural landscape” (Pegley, 2008, 110). In Australia, rage too 
has carved out a unique cultural place. It is Australia’s own unique music video 
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program and its specificities, and its personality, character and identity, reflect its 
particular context.  
In Australia, as with MuchMusic in Canada (Pegley, 2008), the national music 
television entity has deeper resonance within our local musical life than the 
international entity (Breen, 1991). MTV is global; rage is local. MTV has been 
inconsistent and mutable; rage has been consistent in its identity and continuous 
dedication to music video.  
I don’t know if there is such a thing anywhere else in the world… When 
you travel, and you see the other ways that people digest music around 
the world, you are just so grateful that you have got rage (English, 
interview, 2014).   
Everybody thinks about it [rage] in exactly the same way. It’s not an 
ever-changing thing. MTV, what that represented, and, and what it 
represents in Australia, and what it represents in different places, what it 
represents now, is completely a million miles away whereas rage has 
been nothing if not consistent (Grierson, interview, 2013).  
Within the MTV/commercial music television context, music, musicians and music 
videos clearly function as commodities within an overtly industrial context. Within 
rage’s non-commercial, public broadcasting environment, these elements - music, 
musicians and music videos - are re-contextualised. Within rage, music videos are 
offered within a diverse, pluralistic context in which music and music video are, first 
and foremost, creative works and cultural contributions. rage presents musicians and 
music video within a more expansive context, and within a context that is generally 
regarded as being more authentic, substantive and consistent than that of commercial 
music television.   
I think part of its secret was that it never tried to reinvent itself, to be 
cooler for the next generation. It stood and said ‘we’re classic’. Like a lot 
of great artists do. They just go: ‘it’s not about the fashion of the time. 
It’s about the body of work that we’ve created and trusting that that’s 
great and will stand the test of time’. And, in the case of something like 
this, is solid and reliable and kind of classic, in that way. You’re not 
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chasing something; you’re not chasing ratings, in the traditional sense. If 
it was on a commercial network there would have an evolution where a 
presenter would have been bought in, and that would have dated it and 
changed it. There would have been massive changes around graphics and 
intro music and all of that stuff (O’Donnell, interview, 2013).  
It is the program’s merging of consistency and predictability of format with an 
always unpredictable flow of music videos that makes it enduringly appealing. 
rage’s identity is that of an authentic, music-focused, consistent and classic music 
television entity.  
rage	as	music	video	context	
Music video is a cultural form that has had a powerful impact within our musical life 
and it has been disseminated in a unique way within this particular music television 
iteration. rage has continually focused on music video as a valid musical, artistic and 
cultural form (Giuffre, 2009, 52 – 53) and, in the process, it has re-contextualised 
music video as a form with meanings beyond those that dominate within a 
commercial music television environment. The program has presented music video 
within a non-commercial context that provides the viewer with an alternative way of 
seeing music video.  
Music video is a cultural artefact that reflects and reveals music, culture and society; 
rage has been a consistent showcase for this cultural form since 1987.  
It’s consistent; it also acknowledges a medium; I think that is kind of key 
(Caught, interview, 2013).  
rage has presented music video in its minimalist manner, without direct broadcaster 
commentary from a regular host, leaving the audience to respond, react and make 
their own judgements about the material presented, without an obvious editorial 
narrative being imposed.  
The program has always pushed at the boundaries, in terms of its more provocative 
content, and it has given its viewers access to a wide range of music videos while 
allowing them to judge the material for themselves. Its program makers have been 
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willing to take risks, to provoke, to push at broadcasting boundaries, and to deal with 
controversy and complaint.  
I think that part of the cultural significance is in that it hasn’t shied away 
from much in terms of content… I think there is this notion of the show 
as being quite fearless and provocative and so, when it comes to its 
cultural significance, I think it really resonates with a lot of people 
because it is anti-censorship. Music videos have been an area in popular 
culture that has caused a lot of controversy and rage ultimately doesn’t 
make a judgement about those sorts of videos. It plays it and it lets the 
viewer decide. And, we weather the complaints because we think it’s 
important to allow content, the freedom of content, when it comes to that 
particular medium and art form, the music video (Koh, interview, 2014). 
rage has provided a detailed record and representation of music video’s journey, 
from 1987 through to the 2010s. The program’s collected playlists represent a 
conspicuous cultural contribution with the archive of playlists encompassing a range 
of music, from the most dominant global alternative and mainstream music through 
to the most obscure Australian releases, presented during each of the years of rage, 
highlighting, reflecting and encapsulating the zeitgeist of each year from 1987 to 
now. rage has functioned as a notable curator of music video and as Australia’s 
principal music video curator.  
A significant factor in why the program endures is that music video still endures and 
remains popular. rage continues to provide something that its viewers want, 
presented to them within a context that they know and trust. An entity such as rage, 
that continues to focus its full attention on music and music video, and continues to 
function as a musical guide and a music video curator, remains culturally relevant as 
a consistent, classic and iconic presence within the music landscape. 
rage	as	ritual		
The idea of rage is one that extends beyond the feelings of the people who made it, 
and who make it. As many of the interviewees have noted,  the program represents 
an Australian ritual that has become part of the cultural memory of numerous 
Australians.   
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Before rage, late-night ABC TV was indeed a void. Then, in 1987, Australia was 
given, or confronted with, the rage experience. For its viewers, the program 
represented an almost secret society, a late-night rage world. This late-night music 
video experience has existed as a ritual, and a rite of passage, for decades. 
Australians who deeply care about music are likely to know about, and often care 
about, rage. It has continuously inspired affection because it exists to enable anyone 
and everyone to participate in its collective celebration of music and music video. So 
many Australians have experienced being caught up in rage’s glittering flow of 
music videos. The program, as confirmed by the interviewees, has been viewed as a 
ritual, particularly for young Australians, ever since its launch in 1987. It is a ritual 
that many have experienced, and many have commented on, and in my experience, 
viewers report similar reactions to the experience of watching rage. They describe 
being inexorably drawn into its music video world; they end up watching for much 
longer than they intended. This sensation of being caught within rage’s flow is a 
feature of the programming method. As mentioned by Giuffre, I have always referred 
to this as ‘the rage trap’ (Giuffre, 2009, 50). You are meant to be caught and held by 
an entertaining, involving and unpredictable flow of music videos; that is the aim and 
intention of the programming method. The viewer is meant to watch and to keep on 
watching, while wondering what the next destination on the music video journey will 
have to offer, and what video destination will be next.   
Music videos are really entertaining. They really are. Sometimes they are 
very pedestrian but sometimes they are works of art and sometimes they 
are like short films set to music. Seeing a night full of that, it’s not like a 
two or three hour long film, where you really have to commit, these 
things are really self-contained pieces, or media, which are really 
digestible and they are really addictive...  That whole one more clip, one 
more clip cliché that people really associate with the show (Koh, 
interview, 2014).   
Since 1987, viewers have been watching rage thinking that they will just watch one 
more video, one more video, one more video… This is the rage experience; watching 
the program and being caught in the ‘rage trap’ is familiar to many of us. It is an 
experience, or ritual, that has become an embedded element within Australian 
television, media, popular culture, and music.  
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Guest	Programmers:	representing	rage	
The Guest Programmers, a group that includes numerous globally recognised 
musicians, have contributed to the program, over the decades, and by virtue of their 
contribution and presence, they have also endorsed the program. Their contributions 
to rage have added to its significance, and have signalled their recognition of its 
place and significance. The Guest Programmers, as a group, are emblematic of the 
cultural significance of rage. Their voices, and their presence, have not only acted to 
enrich the program, their words have, on occasion, been their testimony on the 
meaning, significance and stature of rage. 
We’re very lucky in Australia to have this program. It’s the best in the 
world. I’m not just saying that… It just is. 
Michael Hutchence from INXS, rage Guest Programmer, May 8, 1993. 
                                  (Hutchence, 1993). 
The guest programming segments create “new narratives” and an intimate, direct and 
essentially unmediated relationship between the audience and the Guest Programmer 
(Giuffre, 2009, 54 - 55). These segments tend to be more revealing than standard 
music television interviews in which a program host, representing the broadcaster, 
structures the conversation. So many of those who have guest programmed have in 
the process stepped outside of their accepted image and persona and revealed their 
growth as musicians, their influences, and their ‘fandom’ and love of music 
(Hancock, 2006; Giuffre, 2009, 49). The years of Guest Programmers has created an 
ongoing narrative about music, about changes in music, about influences upon 
musicians, and about the creation of music and music video. 
Longevity,	resonance	and	identity	
A combination of factors has made rage durable and enduring and its longevity 
indicates that the entrenched idea that music television program formats are 
disposable and ephemeral may need some reassessment. rage has achieved 
remarkable longevity within the ephemeral music television context and it has done 
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this because the idea of the program worked, from the start, and has remained valid 
because of the rather elegant simplicity of that idea.  
The fact that it has lasted as long as it has with a pretty much unchanged 
format is testament that it came out fully-formed as an idea (Grierson, 
interview, 2013).  
The original idea, and the minimalism, simplicity and practicality of that idea, 
enabled the program to be created and launched, and it enables it to continue. The 
program concept still resonates, and rage continues to offer what it offered when it 
started: many hours of television at a low cost, flexibility as a scheduling tool, 
numerous hours of carefully curated music video, a reflection of popular culture and 
contemporary music, Australian content, support for Australian artists, and a 
reflection of Australian identity. rage has been economical and convenient for the 
organisation it has emerged from, it has been loved by its program makers, and it has 
been loved by those Australians who count themselves as viewers, or as former 
viewers.  
The longevity of the program is due to a number of factors, particularly audience 
affection, program consistency, the resilience and popularity of the brand/cultural 
identity, practicality, economics, and the public broadcasting context (within which 
programs that offer cultural contribution are more likely to endure). rage’s longevity, 
those decades on air, in themselves, have acted to reinforce the program’s 
significance, elevate its stature and significance, and give richness to its meaning and 
cultural place. 
rage’s	legacy	
During over more than a quarter of a century, rage has adapted and changed in 
certain ways to adjust to changing contexts. However, it has not expanded beyond its 
intrinsic self, to any significant level; it has never transformed itself. As a cultural 
entity it continues essentially unchanged, essentially true to its original incarnation. 
 Like TISM with their masks on and KISS - and to a lesser extent Devo - 
TISM and KISS can never grow old because they just look the same as 
they always did; I put it to you that rage is the TISM and KISS of rock, 
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of video programming. It will never grow old because it was designed 
not to grow old in the first place (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
The program makers have striven to maintain the program’s original essence largely 
because the program that FitzGerald created and Lewis shaped tends to be viewed, as 
it were, as ‘unbroken’. As they have consistently viewed rage as not being broken, 
the program makers have resisted occasional ABC management attempts to ‘fix’ it. 
O’Donnell and Grierson have suggested that rage has never needed reinvention 
(O’Donnell, interview, 2013; Grierson, interview, 2013). Its makers have tended to 
agree; they have chosen the path of letting rage be rage.  
The program will be remembered as enduring, classic, influential and idiosyncratic. 
As various interviewees have argued, the program’s elements, particularly the logo, 
screams, titles, breakers, and Guest Programmer couch, are unique and iconic 
elements within Australia’s musical life. The program’s uniqueness and longevity 
ensure a prominent place within the history of music television in Australia. Within 
that history, rage’s bloodcurdling screams will be likely to echo.  
Ripples	and	a	shift	in	the	ecology:	rage’s	role	within	the	music	
landscape	
Within the ephemeral and constantly shifting music television context, a program 
that was quickly conceived to fill an overnight scheduling gap, and then endured for 
decades, represents something of an anomaly. rage has not been disposable or 
culturally insignificant. It has influenced Australia’s musical life and created a shift 
in its music industry ecology by providing musicians, and music video makers, with 
an unusual level of access to a means of dissemination of music videos, music and 
image to Australian audiences. As record company interviewees have noted, the 
music industry has always had structures in place to facilitate media exposure for 
artists with record company representation but, prior to the internet’s arrival, avenues 
for exposure were largely closed off to new, independent, unsigned, unknown artists.  
The arrival of rage, in a pre-internet era, represented a new path beyond that offered 
by other cultural sites (including local and community radio and street press). rage’s 
arrival meant that a musical artist could start a music career, by disseminating their 
music and image via the program, without attempting to enter into the usual 
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structures of the music industry (by simply making a music video and sending it to 
rage). The program represented a launch strategy that was outside of the usual 
approaches (including live performance, touring, recording demos, lobbying radio 
stations, sending material to street press and music magazines, and lobbying to 
attract managers and record companies). The shift within the music industry 
paradigm occasioned by rage’s arrival meant that independent, unknown, unsigned 
and obscure musicians had direct access to media exposure on a national platform, 
albeit a late-night and early-morning platform but nonetheless a national platform, 
for exhibiting and disseminating their music, artist name, image and persona to 
music fans in Australia. rage created a shift that acted to reshape the music and 
media landscape. As English observes, her band, Spiderbait, one of the dominant 
Australian bands of the 1990s, received their first media exposure on rage (English, 
interview, 2014). Many of the internationally successful Australian artists discussed 
by Apter (2013b, 219 - 231), including Silverchair, The Vines, Jet and Gotye, 
benefitted greatly from early public broadcasting support in the form of triple j and 
rage. This radio and television exposure via public broadcasting brought focus to 
Australian artists and created an interest that allowed them to build momentum and 
eventually move into overseas markets.  
rage has enriched the spectrum of music that Australia has been exposed to, and it 
has facilitated exposure and recognition for a wide range of musicians, and for 
various genres of music. The program does not exist for commercial reasons and this 
has given it freedom to embrace a multiplicity of music. Because of its non-
commercial public broadcasting context, it has been free to support, encourage and 
promote a diverse range of music, music video and musicians. Within this context, 
an unknown musician could find themselves gaining national promotional support 
and this support could start or bolster a musical career. As Hirst notes: 
You could bypass the industry, the managers, the agents, the record 
companies, the publicists and you could just send what you’ve done 
directly to rage and then they play it. No wonder people love it! (Hirst, 
interview, 2014).  
Its programming freedom, inclusiveness and multi-genre nature are specificities of 
the program. The fact that you may see any genre, or any strange kind of music video 
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obscurity, on rage, is part of its idiosyncratic nature and part of its attraction for 
many. It is able to function outside of what most commercial, chart-based music 
television entities are able to do; it is able to embrace non-commercial music. Weird, 
extreme, abstract, obscure, experimental and blatantly non-commercial music video, 
whatever the genre, has been able to find a place, as assigned by its programmers, 
somewhere within rage’s playlists.  
It’s something that is open to all players. It’s just a matter of whether it is 
interesting and good (O’Donnell, interview, 2013).  
rage has often exposed Australians to music that would have been unlikely to be 
programmed elsewhere on Australian television. It is because of this that the program 
has played a role in enriching musical life within Australia. Interviewees have argued 
that rage has opened our eyes to all kinds of music videos and opened our ears to all 
kinds of music.  
It’s good for you. It’s good for musicians and it’s good for the listening 
public to have some kind of electronica put next to some death metal, put 
next to a reggae track, put next to some kind of dance, hip hop thing, next 
to a rock song. It really opens your eyes to all of these other forms and it 
also perhaps shows that your own little world of music needs some 
enlarging and expanding (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
rage has always been a potential starting point for, and a supporter of, Australian 
musicians. It has functioned to promote Australian music and support the Australian 
music industry. That is a major part of its value to that industry and part of why 
many within the industry value rage.  
I think rage always punched above its weight, considering the resources 
of something like MTV or Video Hits, and all those sorts of programs, in 
terms of the audience loyalty and the reputation within the music industry 
of rage (Lawrence, interview, 2014).  
When rage arrived, it joined a consistent ABC tradition of supporting music and 
musicians, and of supporting that which is new and local.  
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The ABC has always led in creating music programming that helped the 
Australian music industry be visible to the Australian youth audience, 
which commercial radio and television haven’t been interested in really. 
They are more interested in what’s popular globally than in what’s 
coming up in Australia or in breaking new talent (ibid).  
rage functions to expose and promote new artists and it, like triple j, is synonymous 
with supporting new artists, particularly new Australian artists.  
Culturally it is that spreading of music and that exposure to new music, 
which triple j does as well (Kingsmill, interview, 2014).  
The program created a community and a collective meeting place for musicians and 
music fans; within this space, new, obscure, independent artists not really supported 
elsewhere, could be valorised. As Moore maintains, the presence of rage was an 
important factor in the success and ongoing viability of independent labels and 
distributors (Moore, interview, 2014). To Moore, the success of Shock Records in 
the 1990s parallels the arrival and journey of rage (ibid).  
Interviewees Grierson, Hirst and Moore have noted that rage also gave a boost to the 
music video industry and that it enriched the history of Australian music video. rage 
provided exposure for established and up-and-coming video makers and it has been a 
forum within which experimentation, newness, diversity and independence have 
been valued.  
rage creates and projects Australian music history (Giuffre, 2009, 51). It has 
influenced and shaped Australian music since the late 1980s. It acts to showcase new 
music, to promote and support new, and established, musicians, to explore musical 
history and, during the regular January period of retro programming, to celebrate the 
ABC’s music television history. As other rage theorists have noted, the program has 
offered its audience a musical education and has influenced music making in 
Australia (Giuffre, 2009, 51; Hancock, 2006, 164 - 170). Part of the reason why rage 
is acknowledged by musicians to be an important element of Australian culture is 
that it has had an impact on the making of music. 
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Most musicians, in Australia, well most all of us, have grown up with it 
[rage]. It has been a very big influence and a very important part of our 
growth as musicians (English, interview, 2014).  
It is always there, it is always reliable and you always learn something 
from it. Even if you switch it on for even a song or two just before falling 
asleep after a big night or whatever, you’ll come across stuff that you’ve 
never seen, never heard before, and that will have all sorts of 
ramifications down the track on the music you make and the music you 
like (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
As the musician and music industry interviewees have confirmed, rage has played a 
significant role in influencing and inspiring musicians, in breaking and promoting 
new music, and in launching new artists. The program has functioned to promote and 
support new and established musical artists. rage, along with triple j, has played a 
significant role in the careers of many Australian artists including The Cruel Sea, 
You Am I, Powderfinger, Silverchair, Spiderbait, Jebediah, The Living End, The 
Vines, Missy Higgins, Avalanches, The Presets, Sarah Blasko, Angus and Julia 
Stone, Sia and Gotye. It has been a launching pad for new artists and a reminder of 
the musical history and output of established Australian artists.   
rage’s potency as a promotional tool is generally considered to have been most 
apparent during the 1990s. During that period, the combined forces of triple j, as the 
newly national youth network, rage, and the Recovery program, created a “perfect 
storm” that brought Australian alternative music into the mainstream spotlight 
(O’Donnell, interview, 2013). This ‘storm’ massively impacted on the careers of 
previously underground, alternative artists. rage gave them exposure and support.  
The musicians and music industry key players who have contributed to this study are 
adamant about the continuing relevance and importance of the program. It functions 
to promote and support music, musicians, music video makers, and the music 
industry. It supports established players and launches new music and musicians. 
During its history rage has had a “ripple effect” on Australia’s musical landscape.   
It’s that old kind drop a pebble and the ripples go way out. The landscape 
would have been vastly diminished and all together controlled and boring 
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without a rage because everything else revolves around charts and 
money (Hirst, interview, 2014).  
The musicians and music industry interviewees have acknowledged that rage has 
represented a place where the first ripples of musical careers have begun, that it 
created a shift in the music industry ecology of Australia by allowing direct, simple 
access to national media exposure, and that it has been a vibrant and durable cultural 
entity with iconic status. The arrival of rage represented a very minor shift within the 
global music industry ecology – a shift allowing for media exposure throughout 
Australia for unknown, unsigned, independent artists – but it was a shift that 
foreshadowed the massive shift that would later be created by the online music 
revolution.  
rage	in	the	digital	age:	classic	icon	or	anachronism?		
rage has been a music video assessor, presenter, curator and music advisor, guide 
and communicator throughout its time on our televisions, and on our other screen-
based media. It could be viewed as an anachronism within the digital age; an entity 
with little potency or potential to create an impact within the immense sphere of 
online music. However, rage, like radio, still has a place in a digitally-focused world, 
largely as a curator of music video and a guide through contemporary and retro 
music. 
rage began as the upstart underdog but its image has altered over the years to that of 
a consistent, classic presence. As English and Moore observe: 
[rage is] like the Labrador in the corner: well-loved, not much-noticed 
(English, interview, 2014).   
It’s just like part of the furniture. You come home, turn it on, and it’s 
there (Moore, interview, 2014).  
rage’s eclectic and unpredictable music mix, presented within an authentic, non-
commercial context, was its original attraction and that model does have some 
continuing relevance.  rage, like radio, still offers something that people want: music 
selection and recommendation.  
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Obviously, now, with media on demand, there is quite a lot of talk about 
how recommendation engines, and so forth, can give people what they 
want but I still think that a program like rage, and for that matter, radio 
too, is relevant in the landscape because people like that randomness as 
well (D’Souza, interview, 2014).  
An audience for new music and new music video demonstrably remains. Music fans 
are still interested in the cultural products that rage offers and this means that it 
remains valid; it continues to facilitate, guide, advise and recommend. rage has 
continually introduced new music; the fact that ‘new releases’ have always been a 
focus allows this vintage program to continually have an element of  newness.  
rage to its credit has never felt out of step with what was going on 
(Grierson, interview, 2013).  
I don’t watch it every week, but I see it more weeks than not and I try 
and watch a chunk of it because it is a way of staying in touch with 
where the zeitgeist is, I suppose, both visually, and what is happening in 
music (Robinson, interview, 2013).  
The program has evolved in certain ways but, within the digital age, it has 
maintained its core identity as a music video curator, musical advisor, and musical 
guide. These are roles that do translate to the digital age. Rather than making an 
unguided search through the immensity of online music and music video, you can 
turn to trusted musical guides to lead you through that immense landscape.   
It [rage] is a discovery tool and it is a different discovery tool to how 
kids are used to finding things now, which is just basically a search, 
whereas rage, particularly when it is curated by an artist, presents things 
that you may not have known about. You get to learn about music that 
you may not have heard because someone else is telling you it’s good, 
and it kind of has a dual purpose in the fact that you can understand and 
appreciate the bands you love a little bit more, and at the same time you 
can also educate yourself musically, and go somewhere else. No matter 
what happens you can’t get that much today. For my generation it is still 
something that everyone loves and for kids coming through they can 
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understand why it’s important and it serves as a rite of passage as well 
for them (Caught, interview, 2013). 
rage’s potency, visibility and influence have undoubtedly waned in the digital age, 
being one entity within the online plethora of digital distractions and entertainment 
options, but it endures within this context as curator, guide, and supporter of music 
and music video.  
rage specifically. Is it still relevant? Arguably, its clout has been diluted 
by YouTube or whatever but that’s macro forces and it’s just part of the 
way that things have changed/improved… As a snapshot, it’s still as 
good as any. And it is curated which you don’t get necessarily on the 
internet, although that’s changing a bit. But, social media 
notwithstanding and multi-channel notwithstanding, you can still rely on 
it to be curated, and you know what you are going to get, and these days 
that is possibly undervalued in my opinion (Grierson, interview, 2013). 
I don’t think it [rage] is an anachronism. In fact I think it is probably 
more relevant now than ever because of the greater competition in music 
and also because of the lack of opportunities, and by lack of opportunities 
I mean specifically the tightening of radio formats, the fact that there 
isn’t a national show like Countdown now to present new bands, and also 
because the pub scene which got you in front of people, if you weren’t 
getting shown too much on TV, or played on radio, has completely 
disappeared. You have to rely on a few festivals now to play. In terms of 
exposure you would have to argue that the continued existence of rage is 
even more important (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
The rage data, particularly the new release playlists and the Guest Programmer 
playlists, are relevant, and valued by internet users who are music fans. One 
particular fan site, RAGEagain (Galbraith, 2014, www.rageagain.com) – featuring 
rage playlists from 1998 onwards and links to those music videos on YouTube - 
provides evidence of the program’s continuing role and relevance.  
That [RAGEagain] shows that rage is still relevant to the web because 
without those curated sources places like YouTube are just a mess, and 
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they are just full of too much content to discover things properly 
yourself… The web isn’t about stand-alone things. It’s about how things 
connect to each other and so having rage as a service that provides those 
playlists means that a whole lot of other activity can happen. So, people 
can plan their nights off those playlists and web hackers can actually 
create sites where you can rediscover all of those film clips (Lawrence, 
interview, 2014). 
rage remains as a discovery tool, guide, advisor, and curator. This “Labrador” 
(English, interview, 2014) within the Australian music television context is a well-
loved, familiar, consistent, and classic presence. It is a musical and televisual habit 
that remains. As Spigel argues, “familiarity and habit continue to be central to the 
TV experience” (Spigel, 2005, 83).   
Maintaining	our	rage	
This thesis has presented the history of rage, as a program and a cultural entity, 
examined its cultural significance, demonstrating that it is regarded as a consistent, 
iconic and idiosyncratic music television presence with an embedded place within 
our musical and cultural life, and described how the program created a shift in 
Australia’s music industry ecology that gave musicians a means to disseminate their 
music and image to a national audience via a platform that was independent of the 
hegemonic music industry structures.  
rage has a prominent place in the history of Australian music television. Its makers 
have focused on maintaining rage, on striving to protect and defend it, and on 
keeping it classic and consistent. Seemingly against the odds, within the constant 
flux and change apparent within Australia’s music television history, our rage has 
been maintained.  
rage would have to be regarded as one of the most successful television 
programs ever. It is still going and it’s not just because David Hill 
wanted it and the Australian content. It clearly meets a need in the 
community (Boland, interview, 2014). 
It services a need from the audience and a need from the industry - you 
know, the music industry - and it’s a very interesting, unpredictable 
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format… It’s a great vehicle and it would be sadly missed if we didn’t 
have it (Perkins, interview, 2014). 
It has just been one of the most incredible and yet, I guess still, 
underrated music show successes in the world (Hirst, interview, 2014). 
All television programs inevitably draw some degree of criticism and complaint. 
rage has not been exempt from this: over the decades it has faced regular viewer 
complaints about its provocative content; some viewers argue that the opening titles 
are dated rather than iconic; not all ABC viewers approve of, or support, rage. 
However, the negative or indifferent appraisals seem inconsequential when set 
against the evident love and support that has been displayed by music fans, 
musicians, music industry players and media for our rage. As a long-term rage 
program maker, and because of my continuing connection and association with the 
program, I have continually been exposed to public opinion about it. I have always 
been amazed by the overwhelmingly positive and enthusiastic reactions to rage.  
While working on the program, this love of rage, and the constant expressions of the 
public’s affection for it, acted as a motivation to keep fighting the necessary battles 
to protect our rage. As its Series Producer, I cared deeply about the program.  At 
times I felt very alone as I struggled to defend, protect and maintain it, but so often 
people would remind me that I was not alone in caring about rage. The program has 
mattered deeply to me, and it has mattered, and matters, to others. During this 
research endeavour, I have found that many of my ideas about rage, my ways of 
thinking about rage, have been supported rather than challenged. Although some 
interviewees tended to talk about rage in the past tense, and clearly felt that its 
strongest resonance and relevance were in the 1980s and 1990s, all exhibited a 
continuing, or a lingering, affection for the program. Our rage remains, and it is, 
essentially, “the same as it ever was” (Talking Heads, 1981).  
rage reflects Australian audiences and an Australian affection for cultural entities 
that present as authentic, consistent, classic, unpolished, garage, homemade, and 
Australian. It represents a minor but vibrant thread within our musical life, culture 
and collective psyche. All participants appeared to be in furious agreement about the 
program’s enduring nature, cultural significance, role and place: it is part of us. That 
is the essence of our rage, and our rage has been maintained. 
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I used to always think that if they peeled away every other show from the 
ABC, that underneath it would be rage that would still be going 
(FitzGerald, interview, 2013). 
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Conclusion	
rage has been part of Australia’s musical, cultural and media landscape since 1987. 
This thesis has explored key questions related to the program’s history, significance 
and role, and it has documented rage’s position as a program, and a cultural entity, 
within the context of the ABC, public broadcasting, music television, the music 
industry, and Australia’s musical life. An original contribution to knowledge, this 
work presents an insider’s account of an iconic Australian music television program. 
It has contributed the first in-depth scholarly study of rage, thereby expanding the 
boundaries of academic knowledge and understanding of this musical and televisual 
icon.  
This thesis has taken a reflective and reflexive narrative journey through the decades 
of rage, documenting the program’s creation, development, evolution, specificities, 
and its production context, community, and culture. Within this narrative journey, I 
have explored the program’s cultural significance, and its role in creating a shift 
within Australia’s music industry ecology. This thesis has examined rage’s position 
revealing its specificities as a cultural entity, expression and contribution, as a micro-
cultural television production culture, and as a production group engaged in the 
creative labour experience of making rage.  
By examining the program from the perspective of a key participant within its 
production community, the work has provided a detailed participant testament, and 
contributed a personal, deeper, embedded program narrative. It has involved a 
combination of self-reflection, excavation and examination of hidden knowledge, 
participant interviews, data analysis, archival research, and writing as research. By 
employing this material as the framework, a historical study has been built and the 
story of the program has been uncovered and revealed.  This thesis has juxtaposed 
the researcher’s perspective with that of other key players within rage’s story. The 
research interviews have greatly enriched this thesis and represent a key primary data 
collection.   
A central challenge of the research has been the task of encapsulating more than 27 
years of a program within the boundaries of one thesis. Inevitably, all of that history 
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cannot be captured here. However, much of rage’s story, and the events and 
moments not yet lost in memory or irreclaimable, have been unearthed and 
documented within this thesis.  
However, it must be fully acknowledged that this work represents a personal and 
individual insider perspective. Such a perspective is valid, and has obvious value, but 
further scholarship involving multi-dimensional viewpoints and approaches would 
assist in adding more detail to the picture. Alternative viewpoints and theories could 
emerge from other researchers utilising different perspectives and approaches. It is 
hoped that this thesis will challenge other scholars to contribute to the discussion 
about rage. Other scholarly investigations and subsequent perspectives would add 
more layers to the picture.  
Within this thesis, utilising insider knowledge, I have endeavoured to bring rage out 
of the late-night darkness, to reveal the program, and to let rage be rage. I, like many 
of the program’s makers, have been passionate about maintaining our rage and 
allowing it to simply be what it is. As has been evident within the research 
interviews, I am not the only one of the program makers who has tended to 
anthropomorphise rage; there has been a clear sense that rage represents something 
more than just a music video program. To me, it is a cultural entity that has been 
influential and loved. I view it as a cultural product that deserves to be properly 
valorised. This thesis, this exercise in combined ‘cultural sense-making’, has been 
motivated by my sense – and this is admittedly a rather odd concept - that I owe 
something to rage. In the wake of my departure from the ABC, a lingering, but still 
powerful, sense of affection and loyalty towards the program remains. I have 
certainly not moved from being passionate to being dispassionate; a sense of 
emotional connection remains. This particular lens has been evident within this work. 
My personal perspective, and the personal perspectives of the other key program 
makers, has very clearly permeated this thesis. It has acknowledged the personal, the 
emotional, and the subjective.  
However, in order to temper such subjectivity, I have also attempted to engage with 
the outsider’s perspective. Instead of standing close to rage, deeply connected, 
deeply involved in making the program, looking closely at the fine detail of program 
making, I have, as researcher, stepped back from the rage picture (although not 
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always successfully). The process of moving beyond my former role, as the 
program’s fiercest advocate, towards a newer role, as a more detached scholarly 
observer, has been challenging. However, writing this thesis has allowed me to see 
more of the picture, and to grasp the broader context. The activity of historicising, 
contextualising and critiquing has inevitably altered my perspective; the activity of 
standing back, and of looking at the program from new perspectives, has reshaped 
my view. Within this work, I have presented rage from my individual perspective, 
but I have also endeavoured to apply other lenses, and I have attempted to see the 
program as others see it.    
rage has emerged from this thesis, and from the research interviews, as a vibrant and 
durable thread within Australia’s musical life. It has also emerged as a valid, unique 
and idiosyncratic music video context. The significance of this is that each time a 
valid music video context, a context other than MTV, is foregrounded, examined, 
and illuminated, the scholarly view of music video/music television is given added 
texture, and other layers of meaning can begin to emerge.  
Underpinning the research has been John Thornton Caldwell’s assertion that a deeper 
understanding of production cultures, and of the worlds of production workers, can 
facilitate a richer, multi-layered understanding of film and television outputs.  This 
work has aligned itself with Caldwell’s work in examining “lived production 
communities”, and in illuminating the “interpretive frameworks and self-analysis” of 
film and television makers (Caldwell, 2008, 2). This work has also aligned itself with 
Hesmondhalgh and Baker’s (2011) examinations of the experiences of creative 
labourers within cultural industries. Production culture and creative labour 
knowledge has emerged from this thesis. It has contributed to our knowledge base 
about the ABC, public broadcasting environments, television production cultures, the 
experiences of program makers, and the “cultural sense-making” (Caldwell, 2008, 
14) of television producers. It has provided an insider’s account of the cultural 
politics and internal dynamics of a working life within the ABC. I would hope that 
more ABC program makers will contribute pictures of their program’s worlds and 
their production lives. As Caldwell suggests, expansion of research work on 
production cultures, and an acknowledgement of the value of self-reflexive sense-
making within film and television, will function to enrich our knowledge of film and 
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television worlds, and to provoke new ethnographic based understandings of cultural 
works and forms.  
This thesis serves to add texture to the established views on the ABC. The ABC is 
generally acknowledged to have unique and powerful cultural significance but it 
remains extremely under-documented; the ABC and its cultural contributions remain 
under-examined. There are many ABC programs that deserve scholarly consideration 
and more programs and program makers should come out of the shadows to reveal 
themselves and their production environments, practices, theories, and ‘cultural 
sense-making’.  
Within the multi-faceted rage sphere, there is more to be revealed and much that 
remains hidden. The program’s Guest Programmer archives represent a rich source 
of musical and cultural data. Analysis of their choices and their commentaries, 
during the many years of rage, could be theoretically suggestive, particularly in 
regard to music video’s meaning to musicians, and could extend our ideas on the 
nature of the relationship between musicians and the music video form.  
A more detailed analysis of the music video form, as presented within rage’s 
television and online contexts, could provoke new ideas about music video and 
music television. There is more to music video and music television than MTV; more 
exploration of music video’s other worlds may reveal new aspects of the form and its 
mediums.  
Also, a long-neglected rage project needs to be undertaken within the ABC: waiting 
to be revealed to the online world are the full playlists of rage.  These playlists have 
captured music video’s evolution from the late 1980s through to the mid-2010s. Most 
of the playlists, those from 1998 to 2015, are available online. However, 
unfortunately, the playlists from 1987 to 1997 currently exist only in print form; 
these records belong online, and this is a digitising project that needs to be 
undertaken. rage’s precious programming records – a rich source of musical and 
cultural data - moulder away within the ABC’s archives. This is one of the, still 
secret, parts of rage that needs to be uncovered and explored. 
So, some elements of the rage picture still remain unseen and unknown. However, 
this thesis, Maintaining our rage: inside Australia’s longest-running music video 
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program, has served to examine and reveal the program, and to make it more 
transparent and knowable. rage can now be seen and heard more clearly.   
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Appendix	
 
List	of	Duties	of	rage’s	lead	Producer	(Series	Producer	or	
‘showrunner’)	
 
The following list provides a broad and general overview of the duties that have been 
associated with the role of the principal Producer of rage.  (The program’s lead role 
has involved various titles over the decades including Series Producer, Senior 
Producer, Producer/Programmer and Programmer/Co-ordinator). As discussed in the 
program narrative within this thesis, the principal rage Producer position has 
generally translated to a ‘showrunner’ role (i.e. overseeing the program’s creative 
direction and its day-to-day running) (Wild, 1999; Caldwell, 2008).  It should be 
noted that the rage Producer’s duties have tended to be defined by the individual 
producers, and by the surrounding production contexts, within the various years of 
rage (from 1987 onwards). However, the lead Producer has generally functioned to: 
 Guide the program’s creative direction and editorial content for all rage 
programming (across the ABC network and the various platforms). 
 Act as a team leader for rage staff and associates including 
Producers/Programmers, Program Co-ordinators, Editors/Technical 
Producers, Editors, camera crews, rage Librarians, and various TV 
Presentation Network Control Officers and TV Transmission Officers.  
 Represent the program for publicity commitments (as principal media 
spokesperson for rage). 
 Oversee and approve all program content (including videos and Guest 
Programmer segments). 
 Oversee and approve all music video programming. 
 Undertake music video programming. 
 Direct the filming of Guest Programmers. Delegate guest shoots to other 
available rage producers/directors (when and as required).  
 Produce new program breakers (stings) and oversee production of any new 
segments or special graphics (e.g. for triple j’s Hottest 100 on rage). 
 Liaise with music industry representatives (including record company 
representatives, artist managers, publicists and other industry stakeholders). 
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 Maintain music industry relationships and act as a point of contact between 
the ABC and the industry. 
 Attend industry events, conferences, and award ceremonies (e.g. ARIA 
Awards). 
 Maintain oversight of ABC Policy issues (with upward referral as required). 
 Liaise with relevant ABC stakeholders including TV Scheduling, TV 
Programming, Broadcast Operations (Presentation/Transmission), TV 
Publicity, Cinecamera, ABC Music, triple j, Legal & Copyright, and other 
ABC stakeholders. 
 Oversee classification of music videos and other program content (including 
Guest Programmer segments) and liaise with TV Classification, as required. 
 Maintain oversight of the program’s public reputation (e.g. track program 
reviews, audience interactions, and media mentions). 
 Oversee handling of audience interactions, including liaison regarding the 
handling of official viewer complaints. 
 Oversee program promotion (by various methods depending on the era, from 
handling 0055 phone lines and radio promotional spots in the 1980s through 
to the digital era methods, including social media, of the 2000s and 2010s). 
 Explore promotional and marketing opportunities; depending on the era, from 
radio promotions and album and DVD releases, through to social media 
promotions and smart phone applications. 
 Assess and select program ‘talent’ (Guest Programmers and other presenters, 
as required e.g. program ‘birthday’ hosts, Hottest 100). 
 Design, plan and schedule program specials and create concept specials. 
 Oversee long-term program planning (to ensure the appropriate overall blend 
of programmers and musical genres, and a range of specials). 
 Oversee major specials and program events (such as birthday events and end-
of-year specials).  
 Liaise with ABC departmental management, as needed or required (with 
upward referral as and when required). 
 Oversee program costs and maintain economical approaches. Liaise with the 
program’s Production Manager regarding the program’s budget and program 
requirements (e.g. bookings for facilities and crews). 
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 Oversee administration, production organisation, and labour/workflow 
matters. 
 Supervise staff and allocate production work. 
 Select production staff and provide official staff performance reviews.  
 Handle production problems as they arise and day-to-day program crises (e.g. 
on air transmission issues). 
 Maintain oversight of data systems and new technology matters. Participate 
in ABC working groups and committees as required (e.g. introduction of new 
systems for content management and scheduling/programming). 
 Oversee reorganisation of production organisation and workflow as required 
(in line with new production contexts and new technology). Introduce new 
systems, production approaches and workflow, within the rage group, in 
keeping with new technology, as needed. 
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